
  
 

  
 

Browns coach: Denzel Ward as gifted as Charles Woodson 
By Steve Doerschuk, Ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190530/browns-coach-denzel-ward-as-gifted-as-charles-woodson 
 
Joe Whitt, who coached Charles Woodson during an 11-year run as a Packers coach, says Browns cornerback Denzel Ward 
“can be as good as anybody I’ve ever coached.” 
 
BEREA When the 2017 draft neared, Joe Whitt knew he must study Ohio State’s big defensive secondary stars, Marshon 
Lattimore and Malik Hooker. 
 
Someone else kept jumping off the video screen. 
 
“I was like, who is THAT?” Whitt said. 
 
It was Denzel Ward. Whitt is coaching him now. 
 
Whitt spent the previous 11 seasons with the Packers, including the 2010 season when they beat Pittsburgh in Super Bowl 
XLV, with a secondary featuring Charles Woodson, a near lock for the Pro Football Hall of Fame. 
 
The Browns are only at the spring practice stage of Whitt’s first year in town, but already he seems convinced Ward is one for 
the ages. 
 
“He can be as good as anybody I’ve coached,” said Whitt, whose title is defensive passing game coordinator/secondary coach. 
“I was fortunate to coach DeAngelo Hall when he was young. I’ve coached Tramon (Williams) and Sam (Shields) and Charles. 
This guy’s as gifted as any of those guys. 
 
“He can bend. He runs with ease. He can catch the flash of the ball ... he doesn’t have to track it into his hands. He ’s smart. He 
can recover if he is beat. There’s nothing he can’t do.” 
 
Ward made the Pro Bowl as a rookie No. 4 overall draft pick out of Ohio State. Woodson is a former No. 4 overall pick out of 
Michigan who was Ohio’s Mr. Football (when he starred at Fremont Ross) in 1994. 
 
Woodson played at 6-foot-1, 210 pounds, based on Packers rosters. Ward is listed at 5-11, 190. 
 
“People talk about Denzel’s size,” Whitt said. “He’s longer than you think. He’s bigger than you think.” 
 
Whitt thought back to the time before the 2017 draft, which led to Lattimore going 11th overall to the Saints and Hooker going 
15th overall to the Colts. Whitt remembers thinking, “This guy is just as good as these other two,” and that was before Ward’s 
Ohio State playing time increased, with the other two gone. 
 
Whitt spent most of his Packers career working for defensive coordinator Dom Capers. He shifted to the Browns after 
spending 2018 as Green Bay’s “defensive passing game coordinator” under defensive coordinator Mike Pettine.  
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Denzel Ward gives back and honors dad with camp at alma mater, says facing Odell Beckham Jr. will help his game 
reach “next level” 
By Scott Petrak, brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/06/07/denzel-ward-gives-back-and-honors-dad-with-camp-at-alma-mater-says-facing-
odell-beckham-jr-will-help-his-game-reach-next-level/ 
 
MACEDONIA — Not much fazes Denzel Ward. 
 
He faced Steelers All-Pro receiver Antonio Brown in his NFL debut last year and had two interceptions. He lined up against 
three-time Pro Bowler Odell Beckham Jr. during minicamp this week and didn’t back down. He hears Super Bowl expectations 
for the Browns and dismisses them as incredibly premature. 
 
But when Ward stood in the middle of the Nordonia High School stadium on Friday night — surrounded by hundreds of kids 
going through drills at the free youth football camp bearing his name — he was thrown for a loop. 
 
“Man, it’s a lot, especially this is where I went to high school. It feels like family here,” the 22-year-old cornerback told The 
Chronicle-Telegram. “Just giving back to the community is always something I wanted to do and dreamed about, and being a 
positive role model and impacting my community and people around me.” 
 
Ward, the No. 4 pick out of Ohio State in 2018, made his presence felt on the field as a rookie. He had three interceptions and 
11 passes defensed and went to the Pro Bowl despite missing three of the last four games after suffering two concussions. 
 
New pass game coordinator/secondary coach Joe Whitt believes there are many more Pro Bowls in Ward’s future. 
 
“You can tell he’s special,” Whitt said during organized team activities last month. “I’ve been very fortunate to coach DeAngelo 
Hall when he was young, had Tramon (Williams) and Sam (Shields) and Charles Woodson. This guy’s as gifted as any of those 
guys.” 
 
Woodson went to nine Pro Bowls and is expected to be a first-ballot Hall of Famer. 
 
“I appreciate that. It means a lot,” Ward said. “But I just like to stay focused and work on what I’ve got to work on now. Not 
really look too far ahead. 
 
“I’ve got a lot of work to do to get up to where those guys are.” 
 
That’s typical Ward. He won’t get ahead of himself and won’t get caught up in even the highest of compliments. 
 
“I take a lot of pride in staying unfazed by things and just focused on what I’ve got to focus on, and what’s going to affect me 
personally,” he said. 
 
Ward even took the one-on-one battle with Beckham in stride, running stride for stride with the world’s most popular 
receiver. 
 
“It’s exciting,” Ward said. “I was having a lot of conversations with him, and I told him I feel he’s going to be one of the reasons 
that my game goes to the next level. Going against him is going to be fun.” 
 
Ward wasn’t afraid to use his hands to slow Beckham, which was just fine with his opponent. 
 
“That’s good. I personally think that he’s going to be a top, top corner,” Beckham said. “From what I’ve seen, we’re going to go 
at it every single day, and we’re going to get better. 
 
“All I’ve ever known is to compete, so there’s never no hard feelings if we’re getting grabby. He might get grabby one play. I 
might push off the next play. It’s about competing. That’s what’s going to happen.” 
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Ward said he’s “gotta go out and prove” he’s one of the game’s top corners and really appreciated Beckham and coach Freddie 
Kitchens complimenting his competitive will. 
 
“I take a lot of pride when people say I’m competitive. That’s who I am,” Ward said. “So I definitely try to go out there and show 
that night in and night out. 
 
“Odell definitely brings that out in me. And going against guys like him and Jarvis (Landry), I feel like they’re tougher receivers 
to guard. Sometimes you can get caught up in going through the motions, but when those guys get out there, you know you 
want to compete and beat those guys, so that will push you to compete going against them.” 
 
Ward’s mom, Nicole, looked on with pride as Ward talked and played catch with the campers. His dad, Paul, was on their 
minds. 
 
The former school principal died of a heart attack in 2016, and Ward recently started the Make Them Know Your Name 
Foundation to educate people about heart health. The camp also promoted the foundation. 
 
“It means a lot,” Ward said. “My dad, he affected a lot of kids and families, and that’s something I also want to do, affect 
communities. That’s why I’m doing this camp. I wanted it to be a free camp as well, just giving back to the community.” 
 
The familiar setting had him flashing back a few years. 
 
“I was telling my guy here, a lot of memories are here,” Ward said. “Just scoring touchdowns. That’s when I used to play 
receiver, so I was back to my high school receiver days.”  
 
 



  
 
 

 
 

NFL Draft: Greedy Williams missed first call from Browns but “giddy” to be coming to Cleveland 
By ctsports, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/04/27/nfl-draft-greedy-williams-missed-first-call-from-browns-but-giddy-to-be-
coming-to-cleveland/ 
  
BEREA — Greedy Williams made a habit of causing missed connections in the SEC throughout his collegiate 
career. 
 
Friday he was on the receiving end of one. 
 
The Louisiana State cornerback missed the initial call from Browns general manager John Dorsey informing him 
that the team just moved up three spots to make him the No. 46 pick of the NFL Draft — the Browns first selection 
and 14th of the second round — after trading picks 49 and 144 to Indianapolis. 
 
Fortunately, Williams reached the Browns’ front desk and was connected to Dorsey. 
 
“Greedy was giddy,” Browns coach Freddie Kitchens said. “He was excited to come to Cleveland.” 
 
He was so excited that he made a couple of Super Bowl predictions involving his new team. He said his daughter 
started crying when he got the news and he grabbed her up, letting her know that they finally made it. 
 
“We’re going to be in Cleveland,” Williams said. “I hope she’s ready for the orange, brown and white.” 
 
Williams, whose real name is Andraez, said Greedy was given to him as a nickname long before he became a ball-
hawking corner. At 6 months old, he said his aunt began calling him Greedy Deedee because he used to drink a lot 
of milk. 
 
Deedee never stuck, but Greedy got greedier as he evolved into an elite football prospect. He had eight career 
interceptions, including an SEC-leading six as a redshirt freshman in 2017. He also had 71 career tackles and 28 
passes defensed. He was named to five All-America teams — three as a first-teamer and two as a second-teamer — 
in 2018. 
 
“I’ve been playing football my whole life and I always love to have the football in my hands,” Williams said. 
“Transferring to defensive back, I knew whoever threw at me I’d get the ball in my hands. I’d make that impact as a 
defensive back. Coming to Cleveland, I’m that guy who can get to the ball two or three times a game and I know for 
sure Baker Mayfield is going to capitalize on the interceptions I get.” 
 
Cleveland traded its first-round pick, No. 17 overall, in the offseason to the Giants to acquire Odell Beckham Jr., 
another LSU star who left an impression on Williams. The rookie said Beckham came back and visited LSU, and 
even sent players shoes. 
 
He had similar praise for browns wide receiver Jarvis Landry — who also played for LSU — and is ready to learn 
from the two veterans. 
 
“I know those guys are going to get me right,” Williams said. “For playing my position, just going against (them), 
they’re going to tell me what they look for in a corner. I’m definitely ready to match up against those guys in 
practice. You’ll be able to cover anybody if you can cover them two. I’m just very excited, man. I thank Cleveland 
for taking an opportunity on me. This is big for me and my family, Cleveland has a lot more fans coming from 
Louisiana.” 
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Kitchens said the Browns met and spent a lot of time with Williams at the NFL combine. One thing that stood out to 
him and Dorsey was Williams’ love for football, a characteristic Kitchens said is a prerequisite for everybody they 
look to bring onto the team. 
 
Dorsey described Williams as “very highly talented” and was impressed with what the position coaches at LSU had 
to say. He admitted he was trying to move up even higher to take him. 
 
“Yeah, that is how much I like the guy,” Dorsey said. “I think the guy is a heck of a football player.” 
  



  
 
 

 
 

CB Greedy Williams: A behind the scenes look at his draft day slide to the Browns 
By Mary Kay Cabot, Cleveland.com 
https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/05/8d243a6e158334/cb-greedy-williams-a-behind-the-scenes-look-at-
his-draft-day-slide-to-the-browns.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- By the time the first round of the NFL draft was over, Greedy Williams’ two-year old 
daughter Cloie had shed many of the red feathers on her dress, and was passed out on her mom’s shoulder in the 
green room in Nashville.  
 
“There must have been hundreds of red feathers all over our area,’’ Williams’ agent, Jerome Stanley, said with a 
laugh. “It added to the surreal nature of the night.’’  
 
Cloie wasn’t the only one dressed to the nines for the big event. Williams, who brought 30 family members and 
friends to Nashville, was decked out in a bright red suit, with a gold bow-tie and gold pocket square. His fiance, 
Taquanna Houston, wore a matching red dress, and Cloie, their little red robin, was the perfect accessory.  
 
“It was like a prom,’’ said Stanley. “The guys were all in their best suits and the women looked beautiful.’’ 
 
Problem is, the band never played that night for Williams, who tumbled through the first round and left New York 
still waiting for his NFL call. On Friday, he was taken 46th overall to the Browns after being projected as a near-
certain first-round talent. 
 
“It was like a dream where you’re stuck in an elevator and you can’t get out,’’ said Stanley. “The doors open, the 
birds are singing, the sky is green and there’s talking fish. It was that kind of night. It was storming, but we weren’t 
getting wet. There were flat screen TVs everywhere, but they had no sound.’’ 
 
All dressed up with no place to go 
 
As the picks ticked off the board in 10-minute increments, Williams and 16 select of his group sat in the NFL's 
green room. Each player and his guests were seated in their own rectangular arrangement of sofas, their own draft 
night "living room." A chair in the middle was for the star of the show. 
 
“Imagine 18 of those living rooms, that’s how big it was,’’ said Stanley. “What’s more, the TVs were on a seven-
second delay, so we could hear the crowd cheering, but we had no idea what they were cheering about.’’  
 
One by one, players jumped up from their chairs, answered their phones, broke down in tears and then made the 
long trek upstairs to the stage, where they were greeted by NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell. 
 
Almost everyone except the cornerbacks, that is. As the night wore on, they were frozen in time. Selection 20, then 
21 and 22 and still no cornerbacks off the board.  
 
Still, Williams remained the coolest one in his makeshift living room. 
 
“He was beautiful,’’ said Stanley. “He was calm. It never rattled him. He said ‘wherever I go, they’re going to get a 
hell of a player.’ He never wavered.’’ 
 
Finally, at No. 30, the Giants climbed up and grabbed cornerback Deandre Baker from Georgia.  
 
“Until they took Baker, we were still expecting Greedy would go late (in the first round)," said Stanley. “Once they 
took Baker, I knew he only had a couple of shots and we had to start thinking about what to do next." 
 
No place like home 
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Stanley and Williams’ family sprang into action, planning a party for the next day for 150 people at a hotel in 
Williams’ hometown of Shreveport, La.  
 
“We needed to get out of there,’’ said Stanley. “He didn’t bring two days of clothes. Everybody had flights back 
home on Friday, and we were going to leave like we were supposed to leave.’’ 
 
They shuffled out of the draft in slow motion, like the feathers floating from Cloie’s dress. 
 
“Everybody was stunned,’’ said Stanley. “We were all kind of in a fog.’’ 
 
Stanley arrived in Shreveport ahead of the others on Friday afternoon, and began hanging up streamers and balloons 
in the party room.  
 
“It was a total team effort,’’ he said.  
 
Williams and his family members were due to land at about 4:45 p.m. CDT, only a little more than hour before the 
start of the second round. 
 
“We were worried the flight might be delayed and he’d be in the air when his name was called,’’ said Stanley. 
 
At the airport, one person stayed behind to wait for the bags while Williams and his family piled into a truck and 
went straight to the draft party, arriving at about 5:15 p.m. This time, Williams was in a sweatsuit. 
 
“He was in his own environment and everybody was so much more relaxed," said Stanley.  
 
Straight to voice mail 
 
They were so relaxed, in fact, that Williams missed his call from the Browns after they traded up three spots with the 
Colts to grab him. Cloie was off playing with his regular cell phone, and he wasn’t paying attention to the “draft 
phone." Taquanna tapped Williams on the shoulder to let him know that he just missed a call from a 216 area code. 
 
“I called back and it was one of the guys at the front desk,’’ Williams said on draft day, not knowing who he was 
calling. “He transferred me to the GM. The GM (John Dorsey) told me it was the Cleveland Browns. When he said 
that, a lot of emotion came." 
 
The jam-packed room erupted and Cloie started crying. Williams held her tight and told her they finally made it, that 
they were going to Cleveland. 
 
“When you look back on it, it was sweet, it was sincere and it was appropriate,’’ said Stanley. “He’s a family-
oriented guy and he just wanted them to feel good about it.’’ 
 
Williams was so fired up — about joining his fellow LSU Tigers Odell Beckham Jr. and Jarvis Landry — that he 
predicted on his conference call with Cleveland media that the Browns will win the Super Bowl this year.  
 
“I loved it,’’ said Stanley. “It was pure him. It wasn’t staged, it wasn’t suggested, that’s really how he felt from his 
heart. I’m sure his teammates think that too. He believes in himself and he believes in that team, and that’s why he 
said it." 
 
So, why did he fall? 
 
 “There was nothing that we accessed that told us he’d make it past 32," said Stanley. “Nothing.’’ 



  
 
 

 
 

 
The run on cornerbacks began at the top of Round 2, with the Cardinals picking Washington’s Byron Murphy right 
off the bat, and the Colts taking Temple’s Rock Ya-Sin next. By the 13th pick in the round, five corners were gone, 
including Vanderbilt’s Joejuan Williams to New England at No. 45. Dorsey pounced, giving up No. 144 in the fifth 
round to move up from No. 49 to 46 for Williams. 
 
But the seventh cornerback off the board? For an LSU defensive back with blazing 4.37 speed that some observers 
had ranked top two or three in the class and regarded by many as the top cover corner in the draft? 
 
“I’ve always thought (the second round) was what he was,’’ one personnel exec told cleveland.com. “Lack of 
physicality.’’ 
 
“I don’t think people in personnel departments were surprised he fell,’’ said another. 
 
“I like his physical tools,’’ said one longtime NFL talent evaluator. “He’s long, fluid, and fast. What caused him to 
slip was the league seriously questioned his competitiveness and toughness. Football character concerns held him 
back.’’ 
 
Stanley maintains lack of need was the primary issue. 
 
“It was a strange year in that teams at the top of the draft didn’t have a corner need," he said. “It was a defensive-
line, tight-end heavy draft, so that was the first issue. 
 
Greedy had no health issues, he had no character issues, and he’s an outstanding talent, but he was in a year where 
teams didn’t have those kind of needs.’’ 
 
Still, Stanley was surprised six cornerbacks went first, even with the tackling concerns. 
 
“There were a few mistakes made by teams,’’ he said. “Some of the guys that were picked ahead of him, clearly 
were not better prospects than him, and that will bear out in a short period of time. Greedy is the best cornerback in 
the draft, and two years in a row, the Browns have picked the best cornerback in the draft." 
 
What about the lack of visits? 
 
In early April, NFL Network’s Ian Rapoport reported that Williams hadn’t done any private visits or workouts for 
teams, which sent up a red flag. 
 
Somehow, the report got twisted into the notion that Williams refused to participate in the individual sessions. 
 
“That’s completely untrue,’’ said Stanley. “He had no requests for 30 visits. Why would he ever turn one down? 
Every time a team was asked, they were clear that they were complete in their evaluation of Greedy. They knew all 
they needed to know from the multiple interviews at the NFL combine. I was told repeatedly, ‘we don’t need 
anything else from him.’" 
 
The Browns apparently didn’t spend much private time with him before the draft, not even speaking to his LSU 
defensive coordinator Dave Aranda, who interned under Browns linebackers coach Al Holcomb in Carolina, until 
after the draft. 
 
“At least four teams came to LSU to meet with him and have dinner with him instead of a 30 visit,’’ said Stanley. 
“So teams did meet with him in a one-on-one setting in April.’’ 
 
On skipping the Fiesta Bowl 



  
 
 

 
 

 
There were whispers that the LSU coaches were miffed that Williams sat out the Fiesta Bowl, a 40-32 victory over 
UCF on Jan. 1st, and didn’t give NFL evaluators a glowing recommendation. 
 
Not so, Aranda tells cleveland.com. 
 
“Everybody I talked to, I told them that I loved Greedy and I’m a big fan of his,’’ said Aranda, who was with 
Williams in the green room in Nashville. “When it comes to the bowl games, it’s gotten to the point where it’s a 
personal decision. A lot of times it’s a family decision.  
 
“I don’t feel like it’s in my or our wheelhouse to say, and so I respect it and I’ve always been a fan of Greedy and I 
always will be. Everyone I’ve talked to has been very positive of Greedy and wants what’s best for him and I’m 
very appreciative of everything he’s done for me and my family and for us.’’ 
 
There was also some thought that a low Wonderlic score may have hurt Williams, but Aranda raved about his 
football acumen.  
 
“He’s a detailed, intense focused player,’’ Aranda said. “When Greedy’s at his best, he’s playing the game within 
the game. I can’t tell you how many times he comes off the sidelines after a series and he goes ‘coach, they’re trying 
to set this up,' or 'they tried to hit this but I took it away’ — and he’s right. So he sees the game that’s being played 
and it’s a big advantage to him.’’ 
 
About the tackling issue 
 
A ballhawking corner who snared eight picks in his two seasons as a starter, Williams was criticized by some for his 
inconsistent tackling. Specifically, some teams didn’t view him as either willing or able, which Aranda rejects. 
Instead, the coach takes the blame for the significant drop-off in Williams’ tackling at the end of the 2018 season. 
 
“Greedy’s a good tackler and he’s shown that he can tackle, but towards the end of last year — particularly the end 
of the last couple of games — I wish he would’ve tackled better," Aranda said. “When he was here, we addressed 
that with him and we were working to improve that in the last couple of games and it’s probably something where I 
fell short as a coach in trying to motivate and push to get that done." 
 
Aranda cited Williams’ outstanding game against Ole Miss receiver D.K. Metcalf, who’s 6-3, 228 and built like Mr. 
Universe. Williams had a career-high 10 tackles that day, including eight solo, and helped limit Metcalf to three 
catches for 37 yards and no TDs. 
 
“Earlier in his career, and particularly earlier last year for Greedy, he tackled well and he’s shown the ability to put 
his face where the contact is happening and drive his legs and wrap up with his arms and all of it,’’ said Aranda. 
“He’s shown the ability to do that versus bigger guys, quicker guys and all of that. So I look at it as something where 
I could’ve coached better at the end and it’s a good lesson for me because I’m not going to let that happen again." 
 
He said it’s not that LSU wanted him to avoid contact and protect himself. 
 
“No, if we’ve got 11 guys on the field, we want them to tackle,’’ Aranda said. “So I think it’s just something where I 
could’ve helped get the message across better. It came up during the draft with the scouts. When I’m seeing that 
kind of stuff, I need to get on it right away and make a big point of it and not kind of just let it be an after-practice 
talk or a walk-off-the-field type of talk.’’ 
 
Aranda believes Williams can bulk up some from his 185 pounds, and the Browns will surely want him to. But not 
at the expense of his 4.37 speed in the 40.  
 



  
 
 

 
 

“He’s always needed to,’’ said Aranda. “When we got him, he was like 160 pounds maybe. He’s bulked up some 
and I think he still can. He’s just a naturally lean guy and so I think some weight wouldn’t hurt him. But he’s tackled 
some big guys in his career here and got them on the ground and made some big stops for us just tackling-wise. So I 
don’t think that’s a big factor there.’’ 
 
Besides, as Dorsey noted after the pick, “corners are paid to cover.” 
 
Al Holcomb puts Dave Aranda on speaker 
 
Right after the Browns traded up for Williams on Friday night, Aranda got a call from Holcomb, Cleveland's new 
linebackers coach. 
 
“I did a minority internship with the Panthers in like 2015,’’ Aranda said. “(Browns defensive coordinator) Steve 
Wilks was on the staff and I worked specifically with Al, so he called and he got me on speaker phone with the 
defensive staff. We talked about Greedy and they’re all fired up. It’s exciting that I know he’s going to people that I 
know, and I respect so much.’’  
 
Aranda shared with the staff what they’re getting in Williams. 
 
“They’re going to love Greedy over there,’’ he said. “He’s long, he’s fast, he’s quick, he’s a very smart, instinctive 
player. Greedy is confident, and he’s got an alpha mentality. He’s a listener. He’s not really going to be a boisterous 
loud presence.’’ 
 
They’re also getting the best cover corner in the draft, in Aranda’s opinion. 
 
“Oh yes, absolutely," he said. “In man-to-man, in press, he’s got a lot of skills, even off (press), he’s patient with his 
footwork, he trusts his speed. He can come out slow and allow the cushion to close. One of Greedy’s best traits is 
that he can play man with zone eyes. The great ones do it.’’ 
 
He cited a big play Williams made in a victory over Auburn. 
 
“On the first series they hit us on a back-shoulder fade to Greedy’s guy,’’ said Aranda. “And I think the very next 
series, same position on the field, same receiver, same split and Greedy picked it because he was just waiting on it. 
He’s playing the game within the game and he’s got a poker face about it all, which I enjoy because he sets people 
up.’’ 
 
When Williams came in as a freshman under then-head coach Les Miles, Williams was always first in line to go 
against LSU’s top receivers. 
 
“Les said ‘Dave, look at that, the guy’s an alpha,’" Aranda recalled. “He wants the best and you notice him right off 
the bat just from that type of mentality of ‘I’m coming to get you, what do you got?’ You love that about him, and 
that’s always been him.’’ 
  



  
 
 

 
 

Greedy Williams quickly gets past questioning whether he fits in NFL, starts making plays in starting lineup 
By Scott Petrak, brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/06/06/greedy-williams-quickly-gets-past-questioning-whether-he-fits-in-nfl-
starts-making-plays-in-starting-lineup/ 
 
BEREA — Greedy Williams had a pick-six of Baker Mayfield. He held his own against Odell Beckham Jr. He 
became a fixture on the first-team defense. 
 
No wonder the rookie cornerback was all smiles at the conclusion of minicamp Thursday. 
 
“Just having fun with the game and my confidence and my comfort,” he said. “I think I’m well-equipped and I’m 
ready just to rock and roll.” 
 
Browns rookie cornerback Greedy Williams runs during minicamp Thursday in Berea. 
STEVE MANHEIM / CHRONICLE 
 
Williams, the No. 46 pick, wasn’t always so sure of himself. After looking hesitant during rookie minicamp, the 
struggles continued at the start of organized team activities. He said he felt like he was letting down the defense after 
giving up a few completions. 
 
“It was bad,” he said. “I was just questioning myself, like ‘Am I fit for this?’ But as it gets going, you get 
comfortable and get your confidence back up under you and everything played out well.” 
 
Cornerbacks must have short memories and mental toughness. 
 
“I ain’t never give up,” said Williams, who added he also took the job more seriously and trusted the coaches. “Just 
stay focused, maintain and every day I wanted to get better.” 
 
Williams embraces falling into 2nd round, “My place was to be in The Land” 
 
“Greedy has done a good job pushing through that,” coach Freddie Kitchens said. “That is what the NFL is about. 
You have to push through. You have to play the next play. You have to have confidence. You have to have more 
confidence in yourself than anybody around you has. Greedy is going to be fine.” 
 
Coordinator Steve Wilks mixes up the calls for the corners, and the 6-foot-2, 185-pound Williams had to get used to 
the variety, including playing more off coverage. 
 
“It’s a lot of change-up, but nothing was just uncomfortable. Everything was understandable,” Williams said. “I just 
needed the reps at it. Once I got comfortable with it, I was able to dominate.” 
 
Williams quickly found himself working opposite Denzel Ward with the starters, with veteran TJ Carrie in the slot. 
Williams had a couple of pass breakups Tuesday, upped the ante with a pair of interceptions of Mayfield on 
Wednesday and avoided any big breakdowns. 
 
“Just working my way in,” he said of the starting lineup. “Like I always say, coming in and watching extra film, 
getting done what I need to do. I pushed up to the ones and been practicing well with the ones and I’ve kinda kept 
there for a minute. But all spots are open, and my job is just to maintain where I’m at.” 
 
Pass game coordinator/secondary coach Joe Whitt said it’s too early to say if Williams will be a starter in the regular 
season but likes the progress he’s made. 
 
“He’s a very talented young man and I’m glad that we have him,” Whitt said during OTAs last week. 
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Williams’ touchdown came in a two-minute drill when he sat on the out route from receiver Antonio Callaway, 
gobbled up the pass and streaked down the sideline. 
 
“That’s definitely a confidence-booster,” Williams said. 
 
Kitchens wondered what would’ve happened if Callaway had run an out-and-up, but Williams wasn’t worried. 
 
“I just know my defense, knowing the things I can do with that defense,” he said. “I had a high safety over the top, 
so I can kind of sit on the little routes. Knowing the defense gives you an edge on when you can make plays, when 
you can’t.  
 
“Before the snap, I already had my mind set, if they run an out, it was going to be a pick.” 
 
The adjustment to the big leagues for Williams included one-on-one matchups with Beckham, a three-time Pro 
Bowler. Williams let out a chuckle when asked what that’s like. 
 
“He’s a different receiver,” he said. “Playing one of the top receivers in the NFL, when you first get out there you 
don’t know what to expect, but after awhile getting to go against him you know kinda what type of guy he is. He’s 
one of them receivers you don’t want to really face man-to-man every play.” 
 
The tough assignment will serve him well as he progresses in his career. 
 
“No doubt. He’s one of the top guys, if not No. 1,” Williams said. “So just going up against him I know is going to 
boost my game 10 times better and show me what I need to work on against great receivers like him.” 
 
The next step for Williams is feeling comfortable enough to talk trash like he did at LSU. 
 
“I’m still in my humble stage, man,” he said. “I’m still like just trying to pick up on everything, get used to it and 
come out in whatever game I get in and just be the best and gain my team’s trust. 
 
“It’s on from there.” 
  



  
 
 

 
 

Rookie Greedy Williams isn’t shy about his long-term goal: The Hall of Fame 
By Scott Petrak, brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/06/19/rookie-greedy-williams-isnt-shy-about-his-long-term-goal-the-hall-of-
fame/ 
 
BEREA — Cornerback Greedy Williams made his first visit to the Pro Football Hall of Fame on Tuesday as part of 
a Browns rookies trip. 
 
He plans to return in about 15 years to pick up a gold jacket and leave behind a bronze bust of his head. 
 
“That’s a goal I made in college when I was out there making plays and stuff and I remember my first game, caught 
an interception and I said, when I get to the NFL level, I want to be a Hall of Famer,” he said Wednesday during the 
team’s youth football camp. “My job isn’t finished until I have a gold jacket. It’s just one of those things me and my 
stepdad just sit down and talk about.” 
 
The organization takes advantage of its proximity to Canton by taking the rookies every year to see the Hall of Fame 
and further learn the history of the team and league. It also serves as inspiration. 
 
“It was great. I’m just ready to get this season going and try to work towards being a Hall of Famer,” said Williams, 
the No. 46 pick out of LSU. “You’ve got to always think about stuff ahead and try to work towards that goal. 
 
“I’ve got to get through this first season and hopefully things will stand out for me like I want it to go, but until then 
I’m ready to get through this first season, have fun with it.” 
 
After a slow start to the offseason program, Williams (6-foot-2, 185 pounds) came on strong in the organized team 
activities and minicamp and moved into the starting spot opposite Denzel Ward. Williams had two interceptions of 
Baker Mayfield in the second minicamp practice, including a pick-six. 
 
Williams quickly gets past questioning whether he fits in NFL, starts making plays in starting lineup 
 
At the Hall of Fame, Williams was most interested in seeing the items related to receiver Randy Moss. 
 
“I grew up watching Moss, remember just playing backyard football, we make a spectacular catch and we’d call it a 
Moss, so we always looked up to Moss where I grew up,” he said. 
 
Williams plans to train hard in preparation for training camp in late July, but he’s got something on the schedule 
first. 
 
“Taking my daughter to Disney World in like a week, then I’m back to the grind,” he said of 2-year-old Khloe. 
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Cleveland Browns safety Damarious Randall graduates from Arizona State University 
By Dave DeNatale, WKYC  
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/cleveland-browns-safety-damarious-randall-graduates-from-arizona-state-
university/95-28328987-b85d-47d2-bceb-e707e6e21858 
 
CLEVELAND — "Thank you to all the people who supported me, and a special thank you to my doubters you motivated me!" 
 
Thousands of college students across America are experiencing the excitement of taking the walk while wearing the cap and gown and 
receiving their degrees this weekend.  
 
The list includes a member of the Cleveland Browns.  
 
On Friday, safety Damarious Randall was back at Arizona State University as part of the school's Class of 2019, four years after he 
left the Sun Devils to play in the NFL.  
 
"Treat the adversities in your life as thunderstorms and use them as your applause, keep pushing you’re not in this thing alone," 
Randall wrote on his Twitter account. "It’s a marathon not a sprint! Thank you to all the people who supported me, and a special thank 
you to my doubters you motivated me!" 
 
And what was it like to be up there in front of a packed arena, hearing your name called as you accepted your degree? "I kind of froze 
up," Randall admitted on video that was captured by the Browns on social media. "It's probably worse than playing in front of 80,000 
fans on the football field." 
 
Randall also showed off some graduation dance moves in video that was shared on UNINTERRUPTED 
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Notes: Chris Smith used to “new norm” off field following tragedy, ready to make impact on field with 
increased role 
By Scott Petrak, brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/11/22/de-olivier-vernon-will-miss-3rd-straight-game-with-knee-injury-
leaving-d-line-without-3-starters/ 
 
BEREA — Defensive end Chris Smith has been through too much to get frustrated over a lack of playing time. 
 
And that’s just in his six-year career. 
 
“I’ve been cut, traded for a pack of Skittles in this league, everything,” he said. “Too much doesn’t really faze me.” 
 
That Smith shows up for work every day and smiles throughout an interview is remarkable. His girlfriend, Petara 
Cordero, was killed in a traffic accident Sept. 11, a month after giving birth to their baby girl. 
 
“I’m a spiritual person, well, I’ve got spiritual strength, that’s how I got through the situation,” Smith said. “I still 
think about it every day, I’m used to the new norm now. 
 
“As far as the football stuff, you’ve just got to trust the process. When it’s your time, like now, I come in the building 
on Monday, (coach) Freddie (Kitchens) comes up to me, ‘Hey, it’s your time, let’s go.’ You’ve always got to stay 
ready so you don’t have to get ready.” 
 
Smith will move into the starting lineup Sunday against the Dolphins following the indefinite suspension of Myles 
Garrett. Chad Thomas will start at the other end in place of Olivier Vernon, who was ruled out with a knee injury 
and will miss his third straight game. 
 
Smith played only five snaps against the Broncos and 10 against the Bills in back-to-back weeks early this month. 
He has just one tackle and one pass defensed in eight games but said he’s mentally, physically and spiritually ready 
to take on the expanded role. 
 
He’s played 59 games in his career, including his only two starts last year in Cleveland, and is used to filling in 
when needed. 
 
“That’s been my whole career,” he said. “That’s how I got my second contract here. 
 
“No one can make up for Myles. I know if we play together as a defense, we’ll all be good.” 
 
With defensive tackle Larry Ogunjobi suspended one game for his role in the brawl with Pittsburgh on Nov. 14, the 
Browns will be down three of their four starting linemen and 18 of their 31 sacks — Garrett 10, Ogunjobi five, 
Vernon three. Devaroe Lawrence will join usual starter Sheldon Richardson at tackle. 
 
“I think those guys have worked all week and are playing together and doing their job, which enables the defense 
to play at a high level,” Kitchens said Friday. “If we get that Sunday, it will be to our benefit. We have total 
confidence in those guys are going to step in and play well. We do not need them to just be out there. We need 
them to play well, and I have full confidence that they will do that.” 
 
MOVING ON UP 
 
The Browns needed depth on the defensive line and promoted tackle Brandin Bryant and end Porter Gustin from 
the practice squad. They take the roster spots of Garrett and Ogunjobi. 
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Bryant (6-foot-3, 294) has spent all season on the practice squad. He’s played in the Canadian Football League and 
spent time with the Seahawks and Jets. He’ll wear No. 90. 
 
Gustin (6-5, 257) is an undrafted rookie out of USC. He was waived in final roster cuts by the Saints and has been 
on Cleveland’s practice squad for two weeks. He’ll wear No. 97. 
 
Bryan Cox was signed last week and will see time at end. He started his high school career at Avon. 
 
NOT YET 
 
After missing eight games with a broken wrist, tight end David Njoku practiced three days this week and said he 
was ready to play. The Browns are making him wait. 
 
“We want to see David another week and see what we get at the end of next week,” Kitchens said. 
 
With Njoku out for at least this game, undrafted rookie Stephen Carlson will continue to be used in a rotation. 
Carlson’s first NFL catch was against the Steelers, an acrobatic 8-yard touchdown that sealed the victory but got 
lost in the brawl. 
 
“It is just amazing,” coordinator Todd Monken said. “He will do it exactly the way you want. 
 
“A lot of people were really excited for him, and usually when your teammates get excited for somebody, it is 
someone that they really respect the way they work and go about their business.” 
 
Carlson, who went to Princeton and spent the first seven games on the practice squad, appreciated the reaction. 
 
“Everyone was jumping around and getting into my face,” he said. “It was a very exciting time, probably one of the 
more exciting times I’ve had playing football. It was definitely an awesome experience.” 
 
SAFETY ISSUES 
 
The backend of the defense is almost as short-handed as the front four. 
 
Free safety Damarious Randall is the only one of the top four safeties from a month ago available to face the 
Dolphins. Morgan Burnett (Achilles) is out for the season, Eric Murray (knee) will miss his fourth straight game and 
Jermaine Whitehead was cut Nov. 4 after threatening posts on Twitter. 
 
Juston Burris will take Burnett’s starting spot, and rookie fourth-round pick Sheldrick Redwine will play in three-
safety packages. 
 
“I have been impressed with Red, the way he has come on during the course of the year and continued to get 
better,” Kitchens said. 
 
Burris was claimed off waivers Sept. 20 and has started five games, including against the Rams two days after he 
was picked up. He has 12 tackles, two interceptions, a forced fumble and a sack. 
 
“Juston came into a tough situation earlier in the year,” Kitchens said. “He was here less than 48 hours for us, 
played in a game for us and played well. It says a lot about his football character from the standpoint of being able 
to focus and concentrate. We like to use the word of ‘hyperfocus.’ Intense, intense focus and concentration.” 



  
 

  
 

 
Undrafted rookie J.T. Hassell was promoted from the practice squad to be the fourth safety. 
 
DEAD END 
 
Austin Seibert has missed five kicks in his rookie season. All five have come into the Dawg Pound end at 
FirstEnergy Stadium — three extra points and 45- and 50-yard field goals against Pittsburgh. He had made 16 field 
goals to start his career. 
 
“Bermuda Triangle? That is actually a good way to put it,” special teams coordinator Mike Priefer said. “Everybody, 
our opponents have had problems.” 
 
All the opponents’ misses have also come at that end. 
 
“It is funny because you talk to Phil Dawson before the season, and I got a lot of information from Phil,” Priefer said. 
“He never gave me that indication that the Dawg Pound was that bad, but he did say, once the ball gets up in the air, 
the winds do not always do what the flags are showing. I think that is what is happening.” 
Priefer said Seibert pushed the first miss against the Steelers and the second one was drilled but the wind knocked 
it wide right. Seibert practiced at the stadium Wednesday, like the specialists do most weeks, and went 12-for-12 
into the Dawg Pound. 
 
“It was not that windy, but that gives him confidence going forward,” Priefer said. 
 
EXTRA POINTS 
 
Middle linebacker Joe Schobert (groin) was listed as questionable on the official injury report but is expected to 
play. He was limited in practice Thursday and a full participant Friday. 
 
** For the Dolphins, starting cornerback Ken Webster (ankle) was listed as doubtful and defensive end Taco 
Charlton (elbow) questionable. Charlton leads the Dolphins with four of their 13 sacks. 



  
 

  
 

Is a 'bloodbath' in store? Olivier Vernon will help lead Browns' menacing defensive line 
By Marla Ridenour, ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190905/is-bloodbath-in-store-olivier-vernon-will-help-lead-browns-menacing-defensive-line 
 
BEREA — Oakland Raiders coach Jon Gruden paid Browns defensive end Olivier Vernon another compliment, provided one regards 
eating glass as a positive. 
 
During the latest episode of HBO’s “Hard Knocks,” Gruden pulled up a clip from the Browns’ third preseason game against the 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers as he showed examples of poor pass protection by running backs. 
 
As Vernon sacked Jameis Winston, Gruden said: “You know what he eats for breakfast, this guy Vernon? He eats glass, all right, and 
nails. Know where he is. Know where he is.” 
 
Starting his eighth NFL season after being acquired from the New York Giants in March, Vernon had been told what Gruden said. 
 
“Much love to Gruden, man, he’s shown me love during my whole career. Appreciate it,” Vernon said. 
 
Vernon led the way with two sacks against the Bucs as the Browns totaled seven in Tampa on Aug. 23, when the Browns defensive 
line — healthy and together for the first and only time in preseason — put on a dominant performance. And Pro Bowl defensive end 
Myles Garrett played only one series. 
 
Although defensive tackle Sheldon Richardson sloughed off their effort as meaningless, Vernon thought it was a good starting point. 
 
“You kinda want to treat that as a first real game of the season, even though it was preseason,” Vernon said Thursday. “It was good 
having everybody out there on the field ... Being able to communicate and on the same page, that’s the biggest thing ... We’ve just got 
to keep building from that.” 
 
As the Browns open the season Sunday at home against the Tennessee Titans, Garrett is setting his sights on becoming the NFL’s 
Defensive Player of the Year, even though it will require him to beat frequent double teams. That attention should offer more 
opportunities for Vernon and defensive tackles Sheldon Richardson and Larry Ogunjobi. 
 
Rotation players Chad Thomas, Chris Smith and Genard Avery at end and Devaroe Lawrence and Daniel Ekuale at tackle also looked 
strong in the preseason, prompting Garrett to predict big things for the defensive line. 
 
“The D-line, we’ve all been at OTAs together, nobody’s really missed any days, so we’re all really getting that chemistry. It’s going to 
be a bloodbath,” Garrett said during an interview for ESPN’s 2019 Body Issue, published online Wednesday. 
 
“A little extreme on the words but, definitely, everybody wants to be great on the D-line, the defense period,” Richardson said of 
Garrett’s quote. “It’s a friendly competition amongst us all. Nobody wants to be second to nobody; it’s fun.” 
 
Garrett’s comment may have added to the hype, but Vernon said he isn’t worried about lofty expectations for the defensive line. 
 
“It’s really what we’re going to put on our shoulders as far as the defensive line,” Vernon said. “We know what we’re capable of, 
we’ve just got to put it out there on the field. We aren’t really focusing on what’s going on on the outside — people are trying to put 
us up on some type of pedestal. We know what we can do and all we’ve got to do is work hard and see how it goes from there.” 
 
Vernon, 28, has 51 career sacks in 103 games for the Miami Dolphins and Giants, but said he hasn’t set any personal goals. Browns 
coach Freddie Kitchens said Vernon can be one of the team’s leaders. 
 
“He is a very strong player as far as his strength. He will surprise you with his athleticism and his bend,” Kitchens said. “Everybody 
knows he is a good football player, but the one thing most people would not realize is how people tend to follow him and listen to 
him.” 
 
Richardson said the Browns won’t know if they have a special group of defensive linemen until they get on the field Sunday. 
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Asked the same question, Vernon said: “Of course, we’ve got the guys, we’ve got the talent ... it doesn’t really mean nothing if you’re 
not communicating and executing the way [defensive coordinator Steve] Wilks wants us to execute. If we get that down pat, we’ll be 
all right.”  



  
 

  
 

Browns defensive end Olivier Vernon excited to be important part of John Dorsey's plan 
By Nate Ulrich, Ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190516/browns-defensive-end-olivier-vernon-excited-to-be-important-part-of-john-dorseys-plan 
 
When the Browns reached an agreement to trade for Olivier Vernon on March 8, the veteran defensive end had no idea General 
Manager John Dorsey would pull off an NFL-rocking blockbuster deal just four days later. 
 
But, of course, that’s exactly what happened. 
 
After striking a deal to send right guard Kevin Zeitler to the New York Giants for Vernon, Dorsey agreed March 12 to trade draft 
picks in the first (No. 17 overall) and third (No. 95) rounds and strong safety Jabrill Peppers to the Giants for wide receiver Odell 
Beckham Jr. Last month, Giants GM Dave Gettleman selected former Clemson defensive tackle Dexter Lawrence at No. 17 and 
former Old Dominion defensive end Oshane Ximines at No. 95. 
 
Learning Beckham would follow him from the Giants to the Browns got Vernon fired up. 
 
“I’m not going to lie to you, yeah,” Vernon said Wednesday after the second practice of organized team activities, when he addressed 
media for the first time since he was traded. “When they did say [Beckham] was coming over here, I thought, ‘OK. All right. I see 
they got a plan.’ ” 
 
Although Beckham dominates the headlines, Vernon is an important piece of Dorsey’s strategy. 
 
“I spoke to [Dorsey] a few times, and I just like what I heard from him as far as his vision and what he’s trying to do,” Vernon said. 
“It’s been a lot of rough years for the Browns, so it can only last so long. The plan is set up. We’ve just got to execute it. 
 
“I know what I bring to the table. You know? They say you’re going to get what you pay for. So you’re going to get what you traded 
for, and I’m glad to be here. I’m glad to be embraced by this organization. They want me here, and I’m just ready to get it rolling.” 
 
The Browns believe Vernon will give them a fixture in the starting lineup and an ideal complement to Pro Bowl defensive end Myles 
Garrett, the No. 1 overall pick in 2017 who ranked seventh in the league last season with 13.5 sacks. 
 
ProFootballFocus.com graded Garrett as the 12th-best edge defender last season, Vernon as the 13th. PFF gave Garrett the sixth-
highest pass-rushing grade among edge players. Vernon tied for seventh. 
 
“The more good football players you put around Myles, the better he’s going to be,” coach Freddie Kitchens said. 
 
In Garrett’s first two NFL seasons, he didn’t have an accomplished, experienced D-end to lean on like Vernon, who’s known as a 
stout run defender and has 51 sacks in seven seasons, four with the Miami Dolphins, the past three with the Giants. 
 
“Myles is kind of quiet,” Vernon said. “You have to kind of pull teeth with him a little bit, but he’s a good kid. He had a lot of great 
things he did last year. It’s a great opportunity for a lot of us guys to be able to play together and see how it pans out.” 
 
Vernon, 6-foot-2 and 262 pounds, admitted he feels “a little weird” about being the elder statesman on the defensive line because it’s a 
first for him. He’ll turn 29 on Oct. 7. Defensive tackle and key free-agent acquisition Sheldon Richardson will turn 29 on Nov. 29. 
 
“I don’t even look at it as a leadership role. I just look at is as, man, a young guy wants to come ask questions, man, I’ve got answers 
for you, and that’s basically what it is, man,” Vernon said. “You want to see some of the young cats get better, man. I know when I 
was in that position, it’s all I wanted. So now if I could just do that for the young guys — Sheldon’s doing the same thing — it’s going 
to get everybody better.” 
 
Kitchens is calling Vernon a leader, even if he’s reluctant to see it the same way. 
 
“Olivier is exactly what we thought he was,” Kitchens said. “He takes control on the field, takes control in the locker room and he’s 
the leader of the team. We just need to continue to mesh people like that and see where we are.” 
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Where Vernon found himself last season was in unfamiliar territory, playing outside linebacker when the Giants switched to a 3-4 
base defense. He conceded he’s happy to revert to 4-3 defensive end, the position he had played his entire career until 2018. 
 
Despite the change, Vernon had seven sacks in 11 games last season. He missed the first five games with a high-ankle sprain but 
bounced back well enough to make the Pro Bowl after being voted a first alternate. 
 
He hasn’t had double-digit sacks in a season since he posted 11.5 in 2013 with the Dolphins, who drafted him the previous year in the 
third round (72nd overall) out of the University of Miami. Yet playing opposite Garrett could create more opportunities. 
 
“Listen, I just want double-digit wins, to be honest with you,” Vernon said. “That’s all I want.” 
 
It’s been a long time since the Browns could set 10 or more wins as a realistic goal, but Vernon has joined a team on the rise. 
 
He signed a five-year, $85 million contract with the Giants as an unrestricted free agent in 2016 and went 11-5 with them before 
losing in the wild-card round to finish his first season in the Big Apple. After going 3-13 and 5-11 with the Giants the past two 
seasons, Vernon said he’s happy where he has landed as a result of being traded. 
 
“It’s a business, so nothing really surprised me,” said Vernon, who’s due $15.5 million in each of the two remaining seasons on his 
deal. “I’ve just got to find a place to stay. That’s it. I like warm colors anyway, like brown, orange.” 
 
With Dorsey implementing his plan, what’s not to like? A starting defensive line composed of Vernon, Garrett, Richardson and nose 
tackle Larry Ogunjobi figures to play a large part. 
 
“I mean, shoot, whatever we put into it is what we’re going to get out of it,” Vernon said. “So we’ve got great talent, but talent isn’t 
everything, man. We’ve just got to handle our business and do what we’ve got to do. 
 
“Everybody just plays off each other, man. You’re as good as your teammates, you know. If the teammates are getting the job done 
and you’re doing your job at the same time, everybody’s going to prosper.”  
 
 
 



  

  
 
15 questions with Larry Ogunjobi, who thinks the Browns defensive line is ready to be great 
By Andrew Gribble, ClevelandBrowns.com 
https://www.clevelandbrowns.com/news/15-questions-with-larry-ogunjobi-who-thinks-the-browns-defensive-line-is-ready-t 
 
Larry Ogunjobi has tried to learn as much as possible about the defensive tackle position since the Browns drafted him in the third 
round of the 2017 draft. 
 
This season, Ogunjobi expects those smarts to pay off as he lines up with three other Pro Bowlers in Myles Garrett, Sheldon 
Richardson and Olivier Vernon on the Browns defensive line. 
 
ClevelandBrowns.com caught up with Ogunjobi ahead of the Browns’ third preseason game against the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and 
discussed the progress of himself and the defense so far. 
 
CB.com: How grueling has training camp been and how much are you looking forward to this season? 
 
Ogunjobi: I wouldn't say 'grueling,' but it is a sigh of relief just finishing up everything finally. I think it's good. I feel like we're in a 
really good place. There's still a lot of work to do, but I feel like the guys have really come together in this camp. I feel like the players 
that had to step up and play are playing at the level they need to play at. We just have to continue to carry out these last two preseason 
games and really take that steam and momentum into the regular season. 
 
CB.com: Now that you've established yourself in the NFL, how do you approach training camp differently, and how did you feel in 
this camp compared to other years? 
 
Ogunjobi: I think it's just the experience. Just understanding what camp is like, how it feels on your body and handling the things you 
need to handle. For me, it's really just having that motto of getting better each and every day. That's all I can really do. Just come out 
here and try to prepare my craft and do what I got to do. 
 
CB.com: What has it been like playing on a talented defensive line? Has it lived up to the expectations so far? 
 
Ogunjobi: Yeah. It's just a lot of fun playing off these guys and being able to get after the quarterback. We're just having fun playing 
football and doing what we do. I'm excited. 
 
CB.com: How does Sheldon's game complement what you do, and what does he do that might be a little different than you? 
 
Ogunjobi: We just learn how to play off each other. Sheldon's a guy who is going to break down offenses really well. He's really 
smart, and he doesn’t try to over-complicate the game of football. When you got a guy like that, it allows you to think of things that 
you'd overlook otherwise because you're trying to nit-pick at things. Really, it just simplifies things for you that way you can play fast. 
 
CB.com: How much have you changed with Steve Wilks as the new defensive coordinator? 
 
Ogunjobi: It's cool. He's honest. You got to go out there and make plays. I feel like the handcuffs are off now, but being able to go out 
there and play the game we got to play and play it fast. I feel like guys are really just embracing the process of the grind, and 
defensively just going out there and playing a good game. 
 
CB.com: What has it been like to witness the talent injection that has taken place on the defense since you joined the Browns? 
 
Ogunjobi: It's dope. Now, we really got a chance. Last year, I knew we had a chance, but this year, we have the pieces. Now we just 
got to go out there and put it together. 
 
CB.com: Have you liked the all the attention the offense has received and the defensive line coming under the radar? 
 
Ogunjobi: It's cool. It don't matter to me. Sunday is when you make your noise. 
 
CB.com: What kind of confidence boost did you guys get in Indianapolis last week? 
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Ogunjobi: I feel like there's still things we got to clean up, but we went out there and played really good. There's always things we can 
clean up, so we just keep building. We can't get too high, and we can't get too low. Just really stay focused on what's in front of you 
because it's really about going 1-0 every week. When you put it like that, the rest will take care of itself. 
 
CB.com: There's a lot of stuff online with you and Myles Garrett about the conditioning you did over the offseason. What were you 
looking to accomplish? 
 
Ogunjobi: Get stronger. Get faster. Get better. That's it. 
 
CB.com: Did you do anything differently? 
 
Ogunjobi: No, I always work really hard. I got to do a little pass rushing with Von Miller and those guys. I really just went around and 
picked the brain of the league's top guys. I talked to A.D. (Aaron Donald), Demarcus Ware and these guys that are really good. Von, 
Derek Wolfe and guys who have been in the league for a while. I'm just perfecting my game, and you know me and Geno (Atkins) are 
real close, so I trained with him all offseason. That's my dog. 
 
CB.com: Have you always been a student of the game in terms of wanting to know how you can get better from a mental standpoint?  
 
Ogunjobi: When I was in college, I think I messaged Kawann Short and Charles Johnson and just got an idea of what I needed to do to 
put myself in a position to make it to the league.  
 
CB.com: Some guys might be afraid to do that when they get to the league. What made you fearless in that regard? 
 
Ogunjobi: If you want to be the best, you got to be willing to do what it takes. Stuff like that doesn't happen overnight, so you got to 
be willing to go out there and stand up yourself because a lot of times, nobody will grab your hand and help you up. 
 
CB.com: From a mental standpoint, how differently are you seeing the game right now? 
 
  



  

  
This NFL Lineman Used to Hate Exercise 
By Maria Mastera, menshealth.com 
https://www.menshealth.com/fitness/a27405735/larry-ogunjobi-transformation/ 
 
Larry Ogunjobi, 23, was always big for his age, but when his weight climbed to 350 pounds during his freshman year of high school, 
his parents knew they had to step in. First, they hid Larry’s Xbox from him—then, they enlisted the help of Robert Mitchell, a weight 
loss coach. 
 
“When my coach and I first started training, I didn’t understand the concept of commitment and consistency. He would wake me up 
on Saturday morning at 9 AM—the one day you get to sleep in. I’d be in the bed rolling over, like, coughing, and saying ‘I don’t feel 
good,’ but my mom would make me go,” he says. “I didn’t like any of it at all. As a kid, you don’t understand what your parents are 
trying to do. You think they hate you and they’re mad at you. 
 
Despite the rough start, Larry lost about 20 pounds. On a car ride with Robert, “he told me that we were stopping by the high school, 
and I remember thinking, for what?” Larry recalls. “It was summer, and there was no school. And then he was like, ‘You’re going to 
play football.’ And I was like, ‘No way. My mom and dad hired him to help me lose weight and that was it. Football wasn’t part of the 
deal. We got into an argument about it in the car.” 
 
Undeterred, Robert requested a permission slip from the high school’s front office, which Larry’s mom promptly signed. The 
following Saturday, Larry was on the football field. “I tapped out after four sprints,” he says. “The next day, the coach came to see if I 
was still there, and I remember thinking yeah, I’m still here, but only because I have to be.” 
 
He finished his sophomore year on the JV squad as the only noseguard to start from a two-point stance. (“I couldn’t bend over—my 
upper body couldn’t support my weight.”) But his coaches were impressed. At the end-of-the-year banquet, they awarded him the 
most improved “baby” player on the team. “I was shocked,” Larry says. “That was the first time in my life where I felt like I earned 
something that I really worked for." 
Taking the weight off 
 
“I asked my coach right after the season exactly what I would have to do to get recruited by colleges. He told me I had to get faster, 
stronger, and perfect my technique,” he says. So every day after practice, Larry went to the YMCA. At first, he ran a half mile on the 
treadmill, then biked 5 miles; eventually, he was running two miles without stopping and biking 15. “I cut soda and juice, which really 
helped a lot. My body composition started changing, and I went into my junior year at 247 pounds,” he says. “I dropped so much 
weight that my coach kind of got mad at me. He was like, ‘Are you trying to play DB now?’ So I had to put some weight back on.” 
 
Larry graduated high school with five offers from colleges, but his pick—the University of North Carolina at Charlotte—surprised 
everyone. “It was a start-up program, and [the team] was redshirted for the first year,” he says. “There was a lot of negativity from 
some people, who told me that I’d never get drafted by the NFL. But for me, ignorance was bliss. Football was still fresh to me, so I 
just wanted to learn more and get better. I told myself that if the NFL wanted me to play for them, they would find me.” During the 
next three years of college, Larry started in all 46 games. 
 
After graduating from Charlotte—and setting school records for sacks, losses, and tackles—the NFL took notice: Larry was chosen in 
the third round in the 2017 NFL draft by the Cleveland Browns. At 6’2”, he’s now down to 12 percent body fat, even at 300 pounds. 
Focus on meals, not snacks 
 
Today, he eats clean, even shunning the strawberry milkshake pop-tarts he loved as a kid. When he recently got a box of them, “I 
could only eat one because I was having flashbacks and I didn’t want to relapse,” he says. Instead, he has his meals pre-prepared and 
sent from California, where he trained in the off-season. “I found a really good chef that takes care of me, he freezes my meals and 
overnights them, and it’s really clean food like vegetables, whole grains, and chicken or ground turkey,” he says. 
 
He focuses his attention on healthy meals and he controls his snacks. “I used to be a really big snacker, like I could finish a whole bag 
of trail mix in one sitting,” he says. “But I learned that if I wanted to have abs and look a certain way and feel better, it’s not about 
having anything you want; it’s understanding that you need to have discipline to stay on track.” 
 
“I was never the star athlete,” he says. “But I was able to do these things by working really hard and training and doing the right 
things. My story is that if you want it, you can do it, too.” 
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How Browns GM John Dorsey and Colts GM Chris Ballard built their friendship and became like brothers 
By Dan Labbe, Cleveland.com 
https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/08/d657ee1fd52275/how-browns-gm-john-dorsey-and-colts-gm-chris-ballard-built-their-
friendship-and-became-like-brothers.html  

What does it mean when Dorsey and Ballard refer to each other as brothers? 

“We have the same principles, we have the same beliefs,” Dorsey said. “We have the same value structure, we have the same 
professional pride, we both hate to lose, we're both competitive as heck and that's what it's like. We know each other so well.” 

“I love John,” Ballard said. “I love him like a brother. I just think over time of four years you build a special trust, it all comes down to 
trust. If John doesn't trust you, you're out.” 

Both men’s families are close. Ballard has five children and Dorsey has two. Dorsey’s wife, Patricia, and Ballard’s wife, Kristin, are 
close. 

“The kids get along,” Dorsey said. “God knows he's got enough kids. He's got great kids. I love his kids and I love his wife and I 
would say that my wife loves his wife.” 

Ballard’s wife’s grandmother grew up in Sandusky and the families have been trying to get to Cedar Point. Sometimes the NFL 
calendar and kids’ sports in the summer make it hard. 

“I'm waiting for him to come up here,” Dorsey said. “He's waiting to go ride all these roller coasters.” 

Because it’s so hard to get together sometimes, there might not be two people looking forward more to this week’s joint practices than 
the two GMs. They tried to make it happen last summer but couldn't. This year, it all worked out. 

Dorsey said he’ll probably get dinner with Ballard and try to sneak over to his house and see the kids. 

It’s not lost on either man that they are both in the AFC and they both run pretty good football teams. Neither will look ahead that far, 
but the way both teams are heading, there might be some days in the future where their friendship has to go on hold. 

Ballard has been through it with Kansas City. He’s close with Veach and head coach Andy Reid. The Colts lost to the Chiefs in the 
Divisional Round of the playoffs last season. 

“I lived it,” Ballard said, “and let me tell you this, the relationship goes out the door, both sides are just worried about kicking each 
others' asses that day.” 

Dorsey, for his part, is impressed with what Ballard has done in Indianapolis and how he’s tweaked the system he was taught. But he 
knows he has to be tight-lipped sometimes. 

“From my standpoint, he's the competition,” Dorsey said, “so I can't tell him too much sometimes.” 

The thing is, neither man needs to really tell many secrets to know what the other is thinking. Both admitted there are likely players 
one was targeting that the other wanted. Ballard says if you compared boards, they’d be “pretty freakin’ similar.” They look for the 
same things. 

“There's been times we're both chasing the same dog,” Dorsey said. 

This relationship is built to stand through those battles. Dorsey, one of the most well-connected men in football, says there are people 
he is close with in the league, but not many as close as he is with Ballard. He describes their conversations as real and genuine. 
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Ballard sums it up simply: “I am not where I am today without John Dorsey.” 

It's a friendship built over years on the road, years in draft rooms and helping each other through stages of their careers. 

"We grew over time where there's such a trust level and respect," Ballard said. "I love him. I do." 

The two text weekly if they’re unable to talk. Ballard says that if he needed to call Dorsey, no matter the time, he knows Dorsey would 
pick up. 

Ballard would do the same. Even if he’s on the clock. 

 



  
 

  
 

Browns rookies Austin Seibert, Jamie Gillan already getting their kicks at FirstEnergy Stadium 
By Marla Ridenour, ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190905/browns-rookies-austin-seibert-jamie-gillan-already-getting-their-kicks-at-firstenergy-stadium 
 
BEREA — Browns rookies Austin Seibert and Jamie Gillan may get plenty of chances to familiarize themselves with the 
unpredictable winds at FirstEnergy Stadium this season. 
 
Kicker Seibert needed realignment with his plant foot and punter Gillan required extra work on his holding for field goals before 
Sunday’s season opener against the Tennessee Titans. So special teams coach Mike Priefer sent Seibert to the lakefront on Monday 
and again on Tuesday with Gillan and long snapper Charley Hughlett. Priefer made it sound as if those trips might be more frequent 
than seasons past. 
 
“He was jamming himself a little bit with his plant foot and that caused some inconsistencies with his leg swing and follow-through 
and ball contact,” Priefer said Thursday of Seibert, a fifth-round draft pick from Oklahoma. “Just a little tweak that he found, we 
watched some tape together, we figured it out and worked on it. 
 
“It’s still a little bit of a work in progress, but he’s found a little bit more consistent leg swing and follow-through, so I think he’s on 
the right track.” 
 
Priefer said Seibert’s last step was a little bit too long, although it was only by a couple inches. 
 
“Everything’s got to be short and compact to be more consistent,” Priefer said, saying the philosophy he’s conveying is “Aim small 
and miss small.” 
 
Gillan, aka “The Scottish Hammer,” improved dramatically on holding after not handling that role at the University of Arkansas-Pine 
Bluff. 
 
“That was a big factor in the final decision, that’s why the last game was important for him to go out and hold well for Austin like he 
did,” Priefer said of Gillan as a holder. “He’s such a good athlete he picked up on it pretty quick. When we went down and worked 
him out, we saw that he was raw, but he was talented and he has great hands and he’s a very good athlete.” 
 
Keeping Gillan over veteran Britton Colquitt was the biggest surprise of the Browns’ final cuts, but Priefer said Gillan showed so 
much potential they couldn’t let him go. 
 
“Honestly, that’s why he made this football team,” Priefer said. “I think the safe bet would’ve been going with Britton. He’s more 
consistent, he’s been around a long time. 
 
“I think it would’ve been very difficult to let a guy like Jamie out of the building. He’s so talented, got such a big leg swing, the sky’s 
the limit for him. I think he’s just scratching the surface on how good he can be and how good of a punter and holder he can be in this 
league. I just think he’s so talented that we’ve just got to make sure we channel that energy and talent and hopefully get as many 
consistent punts as we possibly can.” 
 
Priefer said Gillan and Seibert have totally different personalities, which may help as they grow together. 
 
“I think they’ve actually talked about that. One’s a very tightly wound guy, Austin, and one’s a little bit loosey goosey. I think they’re 
very good for each other,” Priefer said. “If they’re both loosey goosey, I think that would be a little difficult for me to be around 
because I’m more tightly wound; I’m closer to Austin in that regard. 
 
“Jamie’s been great. The good thing about him is he might not hit a good punt, it might be a below average punt, but the next one he’s 
going to bomb because he doesn’t worry about what he did with the last one, he probably forgot, anyway. Having a short memory and 
his personality helps in that regard.” 
 
Priefer called Gillan being left-footed “kind of a bonus.” 
 
“It wasn’t part of the decision-making process per se,” Priefer said. “But given that he is left-footed and we are going to play 15 games 
outdoors this year, that has a lot to do with a lot of returners being uncomfortable unless they’ve returned a left-footed punter in their 
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organization. It’s hard to get used to a lefty off the JUGS, it’s just not the same, especially his ball that he can do so many different 
things with.” 
 
Priefer wouldn’t agree that the Browns’ special teams needed an overhaul, but said Coach Freddie Kitchens and General Manager 
John Dorsey are putting a premium on that phase of the game. 
 
“I don’t know if overhaul is the right word. We have a focus from our general manager, our personnel department, our coach that I 
don’t know if they had here in years past,” Priefer said. “I do know that we do have great attention to detail with our head coach and 
our personnel department starting with John about the importance of special teams and how it can help us win games. Hopefully we 
can carry that baton and be great on teams in every phase.”  



  
 

  
 

Austin Seibert and Jamie Gillan put best feet forward, hope to be team’s kicking future 
By Scott Petrak, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/08/30/austin-seibert-and-jamie-gillan-put-best-feet-forward-hope-to-be-teams-kicking-future/ 
 
CLEVELAND — Rookie kicker Austin Seibert and rookie punter Jamie Gillan shared a locker Thursday night in the crowded home 
locker room at FirstEnergy Stadium. 
 
They hope to share a long future as the Browns’ kicking duo. 
 
“Oh, dear, sweet little vision,” Gillan said in his Scottish accent Thursday night after a 20-16 win over the Lions in the preseason 
finale. “You’ve always got to envision stuff like that. Yeah, it would be cool. Getting to grind every day with Austin would be 
awesome.” 
 
Coach Freddie Kitchens wouldn’t talk about roster decisions in the minutes after the game, but two of the most interesting ones to be 
made before Saturday afternoon’s cut deadline involve the guys who kick balls for a living. 
 
Seibert, a fifth-round pick out of Oklahoma, likely cemented his spot on the team by making 36- and 33-yard field goals and a pair of 
extra points against the Lions. The perfect night followed a 4-for-4 field goal performance the week before at Tampa Bay that jolted 
him out of a slump and put him back in position to win the job. 
 
Gillan, nicknamed The Scottish Hammer, was undrafted out of Arkansas at Pine Bluff but got the attention of the Browns with his 
powerful left leg. He isn’t as consistent or savvy as 10-year veteran Britton Colquitt and isn’t a lock to stick around, but the Browns 
may choose his upside. 
 
Seibert would love Gillan to join him as the future of the special teams. 
 
“I hope that’s the plan,” he said. 
 
Seibert finished the preseason 6-for-7 on field goals and 6-for-6 on extra points and said he never got down during his struggles at the 
start of training camp. He did wonder if they might cost him the job. 
 
“Yeah, I’m not going to lie about that, yeah,” he said, with Gillan a couple of feet away. “But that’s where my faith comes into play 
and I just trusted God and I just worked and worked and worked and worked and figured it out and then just started to make kicks. 
Just going to keep rolling off that.” 
 
Seibert watched old film of himself, kept the same routine he had at Oklahoma and tweaked his technique. 
 
“Yeah, a little bit,” he said. “It’s just like a car. You’ve got to get your tires realigned. That’s exactly it. I just had to get realigned.” 
 
“Absolutely proud of him, but I knew that was going to happen,” Gillan said. 
 
Seibert’s draft status bought him time and extra chances, and he kept grinding. 
 
“You get little rough patches, you can’t get down on yourself, you’ve just got to keep working,” he said. “And that’s what I did, just 
work through it. And that’s ultimately made me a better kicker. 
 
“I’ve got a stronger mindset, because when you’re missing kicks like that your teammates start losing trust in you, you have to believe 
in yourself. So that’s what I did and I’m starting to earn trust again. So that’s the battle of kicking.” 
 
If Gillan makes the team, it would be the next chapter in a remarkable story. He came to the U.S. when he was 16, joined the high 
school football team in Maryland and got a scholarship to Pine Bluff after his friend saw on Facebook it needed a kicker. While 
practicing for the NFL, he kicked so hard he busted three of the four official balls he bought. 
 
Kitchens called Gillan’s performance vs. the Lions “up and down,” but he finished the preseason with a 46.1-yard gross and 41.4 net 
on 17 punts, including six inside the 20-yard line. He said he won’t fret about his fate over the weekend. 
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“Oh, I’m just going to sit back and whatever happens happens,” he said. “Everything happens for a reason, that’s a big belief of mine. 
If I do get the chance to be on this team, great, that’d be awesome. I don’t feel I’ve done anything, though, I’ve just made a ballclub. 
I’ve got to go and be the best punter I can be and help the punt team and the team to greatness. 
 
“But if I don’t and I get cut, so be it, that’s just how the cookie crumbles sometimes and I can sit back and say I worked my butt off 
and tried my hardest every day. I couldn’t have done any more to do better. So I’m cool.” 
 
He’s still raw but believes he’s made strides in directional punting, hitting the ball high and landing it inside the 20. 
 
“I’ve had two games by myself and I think experience is going to be a good weapon for me because you just get more confident and 
confidence for punting and kicking is key. And it’s dangerous,” he said. “Just going to keep getting more confident and I believe in 
myself and wherever I’m going to be I’m going to just keep getting better.” 
 
Colquitt has a significant edge on Gillan as a holder for place-kicks, but Gillan held for Seibert’s four kicks Thursday without 
incident. He’s come a long way after not holding in college because he was the kicker, too. 
 
“The first time we held a little bit was a little bit silly. It wasn’t the best,” he said. 
 
“That was everybody’s big thing was, ‘he can’t hold,’ but we work all the time in practice and so it was good to go out there and get it 
done in the game.” 
 
Tackling will never be an issue for Gillan. The former rugby player was in on two more Thursday after a big hit against the 
Buccaneers. 
 
“I actually know how to tackle and where to put my head and shoulders and body position,” he said.  



  
 

  
 

Austin Seibert got competitive spirit from Browns QB Baker Mayfield 
By Matthew Florjancic, WKYC  
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/austin-seibert-got-competitive-spirit-from-browns-qb-baker-mayfield/95-b56751ff-
98d3-4eba-89bb-afcf2bffc607 
 
CLEVELAND — New Cleveland Browns kicker Austin Seibert is not one to shy away from competition, and that mindset is 
something he credited to a former University of Oklahoma teammate that is making a name for himself in the NFL. 
 
That teammate is none other than Browns quarterback Baker Mayfield. 
 
“I think I got a lot of that from Baker (Mayfield), just being around him,” Seibert told the media during rookie minicamp last 
weekend. 
 
“We were together for three years at Oklahoma. Learning how he carries himself on the field, I want to do that, too. I want the 
teammates to believe in me. I want to earn their respect, and I want to go out there, compete and do my best to win football games.” 
 
Admittedly, Seibert played close attention to the Browns during the 2018 season to see Mayfield develop into an on-field leader and 
finalist for the AP Rookie of the Year Award. 
 
And Seibert is very much looking forward to finishing off Mayfield’s touchdown drives with successful extra-point tries in 2019. 
 
“I watched a lot of those games because Baker was playing here,” Seibert said. “As soon as he got in that starting role, we would 
watch him in the locker room and everything like that.” 
 
The Browns already had one kicker on the roster in Greg Joseph heading into the 2019 NFL Draft, but that did not stop them from 
adding some competition in the special-teams unit with a late-round selection. 
 
Over 54 games in four years with the Sooners, Seibert converted 310 of his 315 extra-point tries (98.4 percent) and 63 of his 79 field 
goals (79.7 percent) for a career total of 499 points. Additionally, Seibert punted 179 times for 7,457 yards, an average of 41.7 yards-
per-punt. 
 
During the 2018 season, the 5-foot-9, 213-pound Seibert converted 87 of his 88 extra-point tries (98.9 percent) and 17 of his 19 field 
goal attempts (89.5 percent). By percentage, it was Seibert’s most successful season as a collegiate kicker. 
 
Seibert is the all-time leading scorer in both Oklahoma and Big 12 Conference history and ranks first among kickers in the Football 
Bowl Subdivision (FBS) in career points, passing the old mark set by former Browns kicker Zane Gonzalez while he was at Arizona 
State (2013-2016). Additionally, Seibert has the most career extra points attempted (315) and made (310) among all kickers in FBS 
history. 
Joseph was signed in the early part of the 2018 season after Gonzalez missed four kicks in a one-score loss at the New Orleans Saints 
in Week 2. 
 
In 14 games with the Browns last season, Joseph converted 17 of his 20 field goal attempts (85 percent), with all three of his misses 
coming at distances over 40 yards. Also, Joseph made 25 of his 29 point-after tries (86.2 percent). 
 
The Browns spent a fifth-round pick on Seibert and the Sooners kicker is looking forward to a competition for the Browns’ special-
teams spot. 
 
“I love to compete,” Seibert said at rookie minicamp over the weekend. “ I look at kicking as, ‘I’m a football player who kicks.’” 
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Browns' Mack Wilson wants to deliver pain to 31 teams that passed on him in draft   
By Jeff Schudel, News-Herald.com 
https://www.news-herald.com/sports/browns/browns-mack-wilson-wants-to-deliver-pain-to-teams-that/article_804a82c4-69d0-11e9-
8e3d-638e509733bc.html 
 
Somebody is going to be wrong about Mack Wilson. The Browns’ newest inside linebacker thinks it’s going to be the 31 teams that 
spurned him in the first 4 ½ rounds of the 2019 draft. 
 
The Browns selected Wilson on April 27 midway through the fifth round with the 155th overall pick. Each time a pick was made and 
his name wasn’t called, his resolve grew a little stronger. 
 
Eleven inside linebackers were chosen ahead of Wilson, including Sione Takitaki, drafted by the Browns in the third round 80th 
overall. The Browns believe Takitaki can also play outside linenbacker. 
 
“There were 31 teams that slipped up on me, and somebody is going to have to feel all the pain that I had built up these past few 
days,” Wilson said on a conference call. “The last three days have been kind of rough. I was expecting to go hopefully late first 
(round) or second, latest was third. I was the best linebacker in the draft. 
 
“I’m not complaining. These opportunities don’t come often. I’m just ready to get to work and just ready to get with the guys on the 
team and find that veteran who I’m going to follow in their footsteps to try to soak up the game as much as I can.” 
 
CBS sports ranked Wilson as the third best linebacker and 45th overall. 
 
“Much sleeker than the old iterations of the Alabama linebacker, yet he played with more assertiveness and authority in 2017 than 
2018,” the report read. “Athleticism is there but speed is lacking, and he's not a true coverage linebacker. His block-shedding is 
adequate at its absolute best, all of which make him a raw, athletic linebacker.” 
 
Pro Football Focus ranked Wilson 127th overall with this summary: “Wilson checks a lot of boxes in that he’s a former five-star 
recruit coming out of Alabama. But he’s yet to prove he can turn his limitless potential into results on the field.” 
 
The Browns clearly made getting better at linebacker a mission this offseason. They signed Adarius Taylor, primarily a special teams 
player, early in free agency and drafted Takitaki with their second pick on April 26. They used pick 119 on safety Sheldrick Redwine 
and then came right back to use their next pick on Wilson, a 6-foot-1, 233-pounder. 
 
Wilson could compete with Joe Schobert to be the starting middle linebacker. Takitaki is also built like a middle linebacker, though 
head coach Freddie Kitchens said the linebackers will have multiple roles in Steve Wilks’ defense. 
 
“This game is getting to where those guys are interchangeable,” Kitchens said after the Browns picked offensive lineman Drew Forbes 
in the sixth round. “Of course, (Wilson) will play in the box, but I think he has the ability to go out and play in the overlook over a slot 
receiver, too, in some circumstances. 
 
“I think he’s good in coverage. He plays the run well. He’s a good football player, and he loves the game. He loves to compete. Those 
are all attributes that we like and that we try to look for.” 
 
Wilson decided to leave Alabama with a year of eligibility remaining because he thought he would go earlier and consequently make 
more money than he will as the 17th pick of the fifth round. 
 
Wilson made 71 tackles, broke up five passes, had seven quarterback pressures and two interceptions in 2018. It was his only season 
as a starter, and that made some teams conclude he left the Crimson Tide before he was ready for the NFL. 
 
"He made a really bad decision coming out,” an anonymous scout told Bob McGinn of Bob McGinn Football, according to 
Rotoworld. “He’s a sub-down linebacker. He’s not your typical Alabama downhill, physical player. He never took the next step. Then 
he surprised (Alabama coach) Nick (Saban) and came out this year. He pissed a lot of people off in Tuscaloosa." 
 
Wilson doesn’t want to hear anything about leaving Alabama before he should have. 
 

https://www.news-herald.com/sports/browns/browns-mack-wilson-wants-to-deliver-pain-to-teams-that/article_804a82c4-69d0-11e9-8e3d-638e509733bc.html
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“It’s good playing for coach Saban,” Wilson said. “Obviously, he’s a great coach, one of the greatest coaches in college football. The 
program at Alabama, I feel like it prepares you for the next step. It always had me prepared. 
 
“I just feel like we work extremely hard there, and I’m well-prepared for the next level. I just have to have that mindset and get ready 
to go at it and work even harder.” 
 
Kitchens is from Alabama and is a former Crimson Tide quarterback, He is close to Saban and good friends with Tennessee 
Volunteers head coach Jeremy Pruitt, the former Alabama defensive coordinator. Kitchens didn’t reveal any inside information his 
buddies might have shared, but the fact the Browns drafted Wilson indicates the information favored Wilson. 
 
“I’ve been winning all of my life,” Wilson said. “I went to Alabama to win and compete with the best players in the country. I am 
going to the National Football League where everybody is as good as me or even better so I know I have to go in and compete and 
work hard. I just want to bring that winning attitude and that leadership to the Cleveland Browns.” 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Browns rookie Mack Wilson out to prove he’s best linebacker from 2019 NFL Draft class 
By Matthew Florjancic, WKYC 3 
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/browns-rookie-mack-wilson-out-to-prove-hes-best-linebacker-from-2019-nfl-draft-
class/95-223dda44-3041-4227-829d-13b9ecede7a6 
 
CLEVELAND — Linebacker Mack Wilson left the University of Alabama with one year of college eligibility remaining because of 
the belief that he was the best second-level defender in the country and would be a high pick in the 2019 NFL Draft. 
 
But things do not go according to plan, which was the case for Wilson, as he slipped to the fifth round in the draft, where the Browns 
selected him with the 155th overall pick. 
 
“The last three days have been kind of rough,” Wilson told the Cleveland media with a conference call shortly after being selected by 
the Browns last Saturday. “I was expecting to go hopefully late first or second. Latest was third. I didn’t know I was going to slip all 
the way to the fifth round. 
 
“I’m blessed to be able to be in this opportunity. I’m not complaining. These opportunities don’t come often. I’m just ready to get to 
work and just ready to get with the guys on the team and find that veteran who I’m going to follow in their footsteps to try to soak up 
the game as much as I can.” 
 
Although Wilson is happy to be with the Browns, he also took notice of the fact that 31 teams passed on selecting him multiple times, 
and that will be a motivator for him during the 2019 regular season and beyond. 
 
“That chip is going to always be on my shoulder,” Wilson said. “I’m going to always think about it. 
 
“I feel like I have to prove people wrong, but I just want to show that in this draft, I was the best linebacker. There were 31 teams that 
slipped up on me, and somebody is going to have to feel all the pain that I built up these past few days.” 
 
The 6-foot-1, 235-pound Wilson was a three-year contributor to the Crimson Tide, including a College Football Playoff National 
Championship Game win following the 2017 regular season. 
 
In 33 career games for Alabama, Wilson registered 113 total tackles, including 59 solo stops and 54 assists, with seven hits coming 
behind the line of scrimmage. Additionally, Wilson corralled six interceptions, which he returned for 39 yards and one touchdown, 
defended seven passes and recovered one fumble. 
 
“I’m going to try my best to bring that winning attitude to Cleveland,” Wilson said. 
 
“There is definitely a mindset of toughness. A winning attitude, I have been winning all of my life. I went to Alabama to win and 
compete with the best players in the country. I am going to the National Football League where everybody is as good as me or even 
better, so I know I have to go in and compete and work hard. 
 
“I just want to bring that winning attitude and that leadership to the Cleveland Browns. With me being a rookie, that does not stop 
anything because I am still going to try my best to be a leader. I am still going to try my best to work my way into a starting role on 
special teams or wherever else on the field. Whatever Coach Kitchens needs me to do, I will do it.” 
 
Wilson is confident that with a bunch of motivated teammates, the Browns could have a special season in 2019. 
 
“I can’t wait to see what this year brings,” Wilson said. “My goal is that I want to get us to the Super Bowl. I want to be able to be a 
part of the success that we are going to have this year and contribute in any way that I can.” 
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Alabama coach Nick Saban says new Browns LB Mack Wilson is “really, really good athlete” with “playmaking ability” 
By Scott Petrak, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/05/02/alabama-coach-nick-saban-says-new-browns-lb-mack-wilson-hes-got-playmaking-ability/ 
 
Matt Donahoe didn’t take long before mentioning linebacker Mack Wilson’s athleticism after the Browns drafted him Saturday. 
 
“Mack can run sideline to sideline,” said Donahoe, the scout responsible for the Southeast. 
 
Nick Saban, Wilson’s coach at Alabama, provided a similar scouting report. 
 
“Mack is a really, really good athlete,” Saban told The Chronicle-Telegram on Monday. “He runs well, he’s a good cover guy, he’s an 
instinctive player. He’s got playmaking ability. He was a good player for us here.” 
 
Wilson was the Browns’ first fifth-round pick at No. 155. He’s scheduled to join the rest of the seven-man draft class, undrafted free 
agent signees and players invited for tryouts Friday through Sunday in Berea for rookie minicamp. 
 
When he decided to leave Alabama with a year of eligibility remaining, Wilson (6-foot-1, 240 pounds) expected to be a first- or 
second-round pick. Some analysts ranked him the third inside linebacker behind Devin White and Devin Bush, who went Nos. 5 and 
10. 
 
The draft went a much different way, leaving Wilson promising the other 31 teams would feel “all the pain” that built up for him over 
the torturous weekend. 
 
“That chip is going to always be on my shoulder,” he said. “I’m going to always think about it.” 
 
He started for only one year with the Crimson Tide, following Reggie Ragland, Reuben Foster, Rashaan Evans and Shaun Dion 
Hamilton as inside linebackers who headed to the NFL. While the Browns see potential in the limited resume, Saban also sees missed 
opportunity. 
 
“You can create upside for yourself if you stay in college because you create more value for yourself and get picked higher in the 
draft, make more money, have a more stable position,” said Saban, who’s won six national titles. “Or you can roll the dice and go out 
in the draft and not make as much money, not have a very stable position, have to work to make the team and create value over the 
three years that you try to play. So I guess you could argue that point either way.” 
 
Some analysts noted in Wilson’s season as a starter he didn’t show the growth desired of a player with his physical gifts and five-star 
background. 
 
In 15 starts as a junior, Wilson had 71 tackles, five tackles for loss, two interceptions, seven passes defensed and a sack. He added four 
interceptions in 2017, starting two of 12 games while dealing with a broken bone in his right foot that eventually required surgery. 
 
“The nice thing about him is that he really only started one year so I think there is room for him to grow and still develop as a player,” 
Donahoe said. “He is going to learn from some of the older guys here and learn from our coaches and some of the other linebackers 
and see him just continue to grow as a player.” 
 
Wilson played inside in Saban’s 3-4 scheme and was responsible for making the defensive calls. 
 
“This was his first year in that position and I think he did a good job,” Saban said. “But it was also a little bit of a work in progress for 
him to learn how to do it, which most of the guys that we’ve had here — we’ve had some really good linebackers — they went 
through the same kind of developmental process taking that added responsibility on. Mack did a pretty good job for the most part.” 
 
The lack of experience contributed to the areas Saban cited when asked how Wilson can improve. 
 
“I just think consistency and discipline and keying and eye control, that type of thing,” Saban said. “Just eliminating mental errors and 
things like that, which come with experience. And this was his first year as a starter and that was what he improved on throughout the 
course of the year and what he’ll have to continue to improve on as a pro player.” 
 

https://www.brownszone.com/2019/05/02/alabama-coach-nick-saban-says-new-browns-lb-mack-wilson-hes-got-playmaking-ability/


  
 

  
 

Saban has been vocal in the past about players leaving school too early when they’re not going to be first- or second-round picks. The 
Montgomery Adviser reported Saban tried to talk Wilson into staying for his senior season. 
 
“It wasn’t a difficult choice honestly,” Wilson said after getting drafted. “These opportunities don’t come often. At the end of the day, 
I wanted to be able to help take care of my family, and I felt like I was the best linebacker in the draft. I gave it a chance. 
 
“I did a lot for the University of Alabama and I still feel like I haven’t reached my full potential yet. I want to be able to reach my full 
potential in the National Football League and continue to produce as a player and as a man and just bring that winning attitude to 
Cleveland.” 
 
Wilson said he’s best suited to play in the middle in Cleveland’s 4-3 scheme, but the Browns believe he’s athletic and smart enough to 
play any of the three spots. He ran a 4.7-second 40-yard dash at his pro day. 
 
“I think he can play any place,” Saban said. “He’s got some rush ability, he’s got a burst, an acceleration. He’s a good blitzer. He’s 
played mostly Stack ’backer here, which is somewhere behind the line of scrimmage, not at the end of the line of scrimmage. And 
that’s what he has the most experience at, so that’s probably what he would do best.” 
 
The steep slide into the fifth round raised questions around the league. His agent speculated to the Montgomery Adviser that Wilson’s 
prolific social media history might have played a role, and The Athletic’s Dane Brugler tweeted one team didn’t have him on its draft 
board because of “attitude issues.” 
 
“He was a good guy. Never had any problems, good student, would’ve graduated if he had stayed here,” Saban said. “Classic guy, 
good personality, very articulate. He was never an issue or problem, never got in trouble. Always went to class, did what he was 
supposed to do.” 
 
Despite cutting short their time together, Wilson was glad he played for Saban. 
 
“Obviously he is a great coach, one of the greatest coaches in college football,” Wilson said. “I was able to learn a lot from him and to 
just be able to be surrounded by a lot of great guys across the country and play at the University of Alabama. 
 
“I just feel like we work extremely hard there, and I’m well-prepared for the next level. I just have to have that mindset and get ready 
to go at it and work even harder.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

New Brown Mack Wilson from 'Bama aims to wake up the Ozzie Newsome days 
By Steve Doerschuk, Ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190505/new-brown-mack-wilson-from-bama-aims-to-wake-up-ozzie-newsome-days 
 
The Browns have had terrible luck with Alabama players (not that they have drafted many) since Ozzie Newsome. Rookie Mack 
Wilson aims to change the relationship between Tuscaloosa and Cuyahoga County. 
 
BEREA Mack Wilson had just completed his first practice as a Cleveland Brown when someone directed his attention to a Paul 
Brown mural in the field house. 
 
“He was the first coach of the Browns?” Wilson said. “How long ago? They named the team after him?” 
 
Brown’s 10 trips to league championship games in the franchise’s first 10 years were all news to Wilson. 
 
In Browns history, the man in the fedora is, in perpetuity, the legendary Brown. Where Wilson comes from, it is Bear Bryant. 
 
Ohio will take some getting used to for the intriguing Alabama linebacker. 
 
“I didn’t visit here before the draft,” Wilson said. “I was never in Ohio until the Browns picked me and I came here after the draft.” 
 
There hasn’t been a lot of Alabama in this part of Ohio. Deep as the history of the Crimson Tide might be, and as populous as recent 
drafts have been with Nick Saban’s players, Cleveland has been a bit of a no man’s land. 
 
The two most recent primary draft picks from Alabama before Wilson did not work out well. 
 
In 1994, then-Browns head coach Bill Belichick spent a Round 1 pick on Alabama cornerback Antonio Langham. The team moved 
after the next year, and Langham’s career never took off. 
 
After the Langham pick, 69 Alabama players were drafted by other teams before the Browns, reborn as an expansion team, finally 
took one, Trent Richardson, at No. 3 overall in 2012. The Browns also picked Alabama’s Brad Smelley in the seventh round that year. 
 
Richardson was soon out of the league. Another 61 ’Bama players got drafted from 2013 through the early part of this year’s draft 
before the Browns took another one, Wilson, in the fifth round on April 27. 
 
Whatever the history, Wilson vows to make Browns fans like him. 
 
“They’re going to learn I’m a great leader, a guy who’s going to lead by example, a guy who will play hard, a guy who has a lot of 
ability to be a great linebacker in the future, a person who cares about everybody on the team, a person who cares about people in 
general,” Wilson said. 
 
It was quite a mouthful. He spoke beneath murals of all of the Browns’ Hall of Famers ringing the upper walls of the field house. The 
one that puts a smile on Wilson’s face is a likeness of Ozzie Newsome. Now, there was a draft pick from Alabama. 
 
Newsome is a Pro Football Hall of Fame tight end who spent his entire playing career with the Browns. The best of times came 
toward the end, when he was part of three Browns teams that reached AFC championship games. 
 
Newsome was a first-round pick out of ’Bama in 1978. Between picking him and drafting Langham in 1994, 71 Alabama guys were 
drafted by other teams. 
 
Forty-one years after the Newsome draft, the Browns are hoping to get a meaningful career out of an Alabama guy for the first time 
since Newsome. 
 
Wilson is in the early stages of trying to make himself at home. 
 
“I just got here,” he said. “I haven’t been able to explore anything. Eventually I will. I know the Cleveland’s a great place to live. 
There’s dangers in any city in the world. I just want to make sure I’m surrounded by great people. 

https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190505/new-brown-mack-wilson-from-bama-aims-to-wake-up-ozzie-newsome-days


  
 

  
 

 
“Really, I want to care of my mom. Every day, that’s on my mind.” 
 
One popular narrative on Wilson paints him as a first- or second-round talent who might have benefited by returning to Tuscaloosa for 
another year. He played mostly special teams on a 14-1 team in 2016, got into a linebacker rotation on a 2017 team that went 13-1, 
then was an every-down starter on a 14-1 team in 2018. 
 
That’s a surreal volume of winning relative to Cleveland, where the Browns were 1-15, 0-16 and 7-8-1 while Wilson was playing for 
the Crimson Tide. 
 
New head coach Freddie Kitchens, a former Alabama quarterback, doesn’t want Wilson to get too caught up in where he came from. 
 
“The NFL tends to level the playing field,” Kitchens said. “You’ll have guys from Alabama and Ohio State or whatever, and some 
guy from Presbyterian College. The playing field is still 100 yards long and 53 1/3 yards wide. 
 
“So, Mack is just like the guy from Presbyterian. This isn’t the same as Alabama. It’s not the same defense, not the same terminology. 
 
“It’s mental gymnastics.” 
 
Presbyterian (S.C.) hasn’t had a player drafted since 2012. Kitchens actually spent several years with the player (Justin Bethel) when 
he coached with the Arizona Cardinals. 
 
The league is swarming with Alabama guys, some of whom played in front of Wilson while he waited to become a starting linebacker. 
 
“Sean Dion Hamilton (now with the Redskins), Rashaan Evans (Round 1 pick by the Titans in 2018) and Reuben Foster (Round 1 
pick by Washington in 2017) were guys I looked up to and learned a lot from at Alabama,” Wilson said. “It was tough working my 
way up. I knew coming in my freshman year I had five or six guys in front of me. 
 
“I could have easily gone anywhere else, places where there were one or two guys I could probably beat out and start. I wanted to go 
someplace I could be challenged. 
 
“My sophomore year I got a role as a third-down linebacker and made a lot of plays off that. Then I got to be a starter as a junior.” 
 
Wilson is quite young, having turned 21 in February. Declaring for the draft was a gamble, but he shrugs off whatever may have been 
lost by not going back to school. 
 
“It’s a blessing to get your name called, no matter how high or how low,” he said. “There’s always a step you can get to, which is your 
second contract.” 
 
Wilson said he will lean on the advice of a former Browns defensive coordinator, Saban, who was his head coach at Alabama. 
 
“He said it’s a business, a job, and you can always lose it,” Wilson said. “He said, ‘Work hard every day. Nothing’s going to be given 
to you.’” 
 
The main objects of Wilson’s NFL studies, relative to his position, have Alabama connections. 
 
“I always go back and watch Ray Lewis,” Wilson said, naming a linebacker who was drafted by Newsome in 1996 when Newsome 
was the newly appointed personnel director of the newly minted Baltimore Ravens. 
 
“Lately,” Wilson said, “I’ve been watching C.J. Mosley.” 
 
Mosley, like Wilson, grew up in Alabama and played for Saban with the Crimson Tide. Like Lewis, Mosley was drafted to the Ravens 
by Newsome. 
 
Mosley got to his second contract this year. It’s a doozy, five years, potentially $85 million ($51 million guaranteed) with the Jets. 
Wilson tells himself to be patient. 



  
 

  
 

 
  



  
 

  
 

What the Cleveland Browns are getting in Alabama linebacker Mack Wilson: Film Room 
By Jake Burns, Cleveland.com 
https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/05/380ba0b95a1705/what-the-cleveland-browns-are-getting-in-alabama-linebacker-
mack-wilson-film-room.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio – When the Browns decided to move on from Jamie Collins in early March, it became obvious they would need 
to bolster the unit for the 2019 season.  
 
Steve Wilks' defense returned three names in Joe Schobert, Christian Kirksey, and Genard Avery who played significant time last 
year, but with Collins' release there was a need to not only replace the 1,067 snaps the veteran SAM linebacker provided, but find a 
way to improve the position.  
 
As free agency came and went with the Browns prioritizing big dollars to other defensive positions, the likes of C.J. Mosley and 
Jordan Hicks signed lucrative deals elsewhere. 
 
The draft became the best scenario for bolstering the position. The question was value. The class was led by Devin White and Devin 
Bush, but after those two names the consensus on  linebackers was scattered at best. No two draft boards were the same.   
 
The Browns selected Sione Takitaki with the 80th pick. They seemed settled on the position, but when Mack Wilson slipped to the 
fifth round, they simply couldn't pass him up at pick 155. He adds depth to the position and has a chance to prove if he was worth the 
reputation that had some evaluators pegging him as the class's third best linebacker. 
 
Let's try to evaluate what caused his slip and if he will be able to achieve a significant role in Cleveland.  
 
Perception against reality  
 
The answer for why Wilson fell lies in the battle between perception and reality. Wilson didn't test as the athlete some expected. He 
recorded a 4.65 40-yard dash time, a vertical jump of 33 inches and a broad jump of 121 inches at his Alabama Pro Day.  
 
Those numbers are in no way poor, but it does confirm what the majority of his film tells us: he's just an average athlete. However, 
that doesn't mean one can't succeed in the Alabama defense. When a defense is that loaded with talent, flaws by individual players can 
be hidden.  
 
However, when judging Wilson's performance you can't ignore the lack of production in the tackle market. He was only able to 
produce 113 tackles in 33 college games, and only 59 were solo tackles. He also only provided seven tackles for loss, and just one 
sack. He simply didn't make enough plays. The question becomes, why? 
 
Processing issues 
 
Far too often Wilson would simply take himself out of plays. He often fails to diagnose plays quickly enough to produce impact 
moments you see the better interior linebackers in the class make.  
 
Too often he would take himself entirely out of plays by being a step too slow, taking a poor angle, or making a bad pursuit choice. 
When looking at the bigger issues, you start here because his processing will be challenged at the NFL level as the tempo and skill of 
opposing linemen vastly improves. 
 
Wilson was just far too inconsistent with this at Alabama and he would become a non-factor through large stretches of the game. 
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Sione Takitaki an 'absolute wrecking ball' says Browns exec 
By Steve Doerschuk, Ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190426/sione-takitaki-absolute-wrecking-ball-says-browns-exec 
 
Freddie Kitchens may have exaggerated slightly when he said he and John Dorsey have spent “60,000 hours” talking over potential 
draft picks. 
 
The new head coach seemed genuinely taken by how the 58-year-old general manager arrived at his two picks Friday night, including 
Brigham Young linebacker Sione Takitaki at No. 80 overall after a trade up to get LSU cornerback Greedy Williams at 46. 
 
“Watching John work in there is something else,” said Kitchens, a newcomer to inclusion in a draft room. “I have never seen that side 
of things.” 
 
Williams projects into an instant role in the 2019 cornerback rotation. Late Friday, assistant general manager Eliot Wolf said Takitaki 
also has the makeup to play a bunch right away. 
 
Wolf said Takitaki blew him away with his play against then-No. 6 Wisconsin in a 24-21 Brigham Young win Sept. 15 in Madison. 
 
“He was an absolute wrecking ball,” Wolf said. “If you weren’t looking at him going in, you would have begun to notice. It was really 
exciting to watch. 
 
“This is a physical football player who plays with violence. That separated him from the other linebackers in this class. 
 
“Sione was easily the highest player we had rated up there (at 80).” 
 
Takitaki helped himself at the Combine by running a 4.63 40 and popping a 37-inch vertical leap. He measured 6-foot-1, 238 pounds, 
heavier than his sometimes college playing weight of 230. 
 
He had a roller coaster career at Brigham Young, getting kicked off the team as a 2014 freshman following a dorm fight, but being 
voted back on in time to play 11 games. 
 
He was back off the team for the second half of the 2015 season after allegedly stealing BYU athletic equipment while working as a 
custodian. He got married in 2016 and settled down, according to reports. His wife, Alyssa, was a BYU swimmer, and is, according to 
Wolf, “a rock for him.” 
 
“One thing that is really exciting about Sione is that he really changed his life around,” Wolf said. “He’s from California, and he went 
to Utah, and he probably wasn’t ready to be away from home. They kind of thought he wasn’t going to make it after his first year.” 
 
By 2018, Takitaki was a senior captain who made 118 tackles in 16 games, including 19 in a bowl game against Western Michigan. 
 
Wolf said Williams and Takitaki bring a similar element to the defense. 
 
“They’re completely relentless,” he said. “They hunt the football. We’re looking for guys who can hunt the football, and both of those 
guys do that.” 
 
Takitaki spoke in a conference call with Browns writers. 
 
“I’m a physical guy,” he said. “I also am smart enough to play with a lot of finesse and smarts.” 
 
He said taking 2016 away from football was “difficult,” but afforded him time to reflect on his previous mistakes. He was kicked out 
of the university, not just off the team. 
 
“Stepping away made me look at a lot of things in life,” he said. “I worked construction for two semesters. It really made me get my 
things in order. 
 

https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190426/sione-takitaki-absolute-wrecking-ball-says-browns-exec


  
 

  
 

“The biggest turnaround was when I married my wife, knowing I had to buckle up. I feel like I’ve kind of moved passed all of the 
knucklehead days.” 
 
Takitaki came across as very open in his conference call to Berea. He even took the liberty of saying he was on the toilet when the 
Browns, whom he was not expecting to pick him, called to say they had. It wasn’t as if that hadn’t been a joke at his draft party. 
 
“It’s a funny story,” he said. 
  



  
 

  
 

NFL Draft Notes: Third-round pick Sione Takitaki went from suspensions and dismissals at BYU to captain, credits marrying 
wonderful wife 
By Scott Petrak, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/04/27/nfl-draft-notes-third-round-pick-sione-takitaki-went-from-suspensions-and-dismissals-at-
byu-to-captain-credits-marrying-wonderful-wife/ 
 
BEREA — Sione Takitaki was suspended multiple times from the BYU football team and briefly kicked off it. He was dismissed 
from the university and didn’t play football in 2016. 
 
The linebacker returned to school and the game the next year and became a team captain in 2018. He capped the remarkable 
transformation when he was drafted by the Browns in the third round Friday at pick No. 80. 
 
“He completely turned his life around,” assistant general manager Eliot Wolf said. “He was just that guy in the program. You go out to 
practice, everyone is looking to him. He’s a ball of energy, and he’s a real leader and culture-changer.” 
 
Takitaki (6-foot-1, 238 pounds) said he learned from the mistakes, which included a fight in the dorm, pleading guilty to misdemeanor 
theft and not showing up for a practice. He mentioned the difficulty he had dealing with the death of his father from cancer when he 
was 14. 
Advertisement 
 
“I was definitely going down the wrong path,” he said. 
 
Takitaki gives most of the credit for finding his way to his wife, Alyssa, calling marriage “the biggest turnaround” in his life. 
 
“I feel like for me I got really lucky. I married a great girl,” he said. “She just has everything right. Always pushing me to do better, 
and I feel like before I was always making decisions on the fly and wasn’t really thinking.” 
 
Takitaki, who worked construction during the year out of football, played out of position as a pass rusher before sliding back to 
linebacker in 2018. He started all 13 games, playing outside and in the middle, and ranked 31st in the nation with 118 tackles. For his 
career he had 32.5 tackles for loss and 14.5 sacks. 
 
Wolf and Takitaki said he’s versatile enough to play any of the three linebacker positions in new coordinator Steve Wilks’ system that 
requires speed at every spot. He ran a 4.63-second 40-yard dash, vertical jumped 37 inches and bench pressed 225 pounds 24 times at 
the scouting combine. 
 
The Browns were short-handed at linebacker before the draft, and Takitaki is expected to compete for playing time and possibly a 
starting role right away alongside starters Joe Schobert and Christian Kirksey. Genard Avery, a fifth-round pick last year, is also in the 
mix. 
 
“A really physical, exciting player, who plays super hard every play,” Wolf said of Takitaki. “He can run. He can cover. He can blitz. 
 
“This is a physical, physical football player. He plays with violence and we felt like that was something that kind of separated him 
from other linebackers in this class.” 
 
Wolf said he’d been tracking Takitaki for some time, but Takitaki said he hadn’t talked to the Browns since the combine and wasn’t 
expecting them to pick him. So when their turn came up, he went to take care of some business. 
 
“I went to use the restroom and as I sat on the toilet, I got a call and I jumped right up and didn’t have to use the restroom anymore,” 
he said. 
 
WAITING GAME 
 
Saturday could be a big day for a handful of local NFL prospects. 
 
Kentucky tight end C.J. Conrad (Keystone High School) is the most likely to get drafted in the later rounds. He’s been cleared of a 
heart issue by a renowned sports cardiologist, but the issue could cause him to fall out of the draft and sign as a free agent. 

https://www.brownszone.com/2019/04/27/nfl-draft-notes-third-round-pick-sione-takitaki-went-from-suspensions-and-dismissals-at-byu-to-captain-credits-marrying-wonderful-wife/
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/04/27/nfl-draft-notes-third-round-pick-sione-takitaki-went-from-suspensions-and-dismissals-at-byu-to-captain-credits-marrying-wonderful-wife/


  
 

  
 

 
The rest of the locals aren’t expected to be drafted but hope to sign or get invited to rookie minicamp on a tryout: Findlay receiver 
Jason Moore (Oberlin), Mercyhurst cornerback Dante Redwood (Midview), Michigan State linebacker Andrew Dowell (St. 
Edward/North Ridgeville), Michigan State fullback Collin Lucas (Avon Lake) and Eastern Michigan center Dakota Tallman (Elyria 
Catholic). 
  



  
 

  
 

'This guy is just out there destroying people': Eliot Wolf recalls his scouting report on Sione Takitaki 
By Nick Shook, Clevelandbrowns.com 
https://www.clevelandbrowns.com/news/this-guy-is-just-out-there-destroying-people-eliot-wolf-recalls-his-scouting-rep 

Eliot Wolf took the podium Friday evening in Berea and raved about the Browns' newest draft selection, BYU linebacker Sione 
Takitaki. 

Wolf described Takitaki as a violent player, one who fits in their mold of defenders "who hunt the football." He was quick and 
detailed in his description because he'd taken the time to watch Takitaki in person. 

Wolf had gone to the state of Utah on an early season scouting trip to check out Utah and Utah State, squeezing in a stop in Provo 
along the way because he couldn't find a reason not to. That's when he discovered Takitaki. 

"I start watching the film and I think it was the Wisconsin game, the second game of the year, and this guy is just out there destroying 
people," Wolf recalled during a Thursday appearance on Cleveland Browns Daily. "I was like 'huh, I don't think this is going to be a 
wasted (scouting) trip at all.'" 

Takitaki was a name not many knew off the top of their heads, which raised some eyebrows when the Browns spent the No. 80 pick 
on him. Wolf said that had to do with Takitaki's offseason transition from defensive end to linebacker. He simply wasn't quite on the 
national radar. 

Takitaki's final season at BYU made him worth taking multiple looks at him, though. He improved throughout the campaign, Wolf 
said, and drew rave reviews from those associated with BYU. 
 
"To a man, all the people you talked to, the academic people, the coaches, the pro liaison, to a man, this was all the guy they were just 
gushing about, the growth he had made in his life," Wolf said. 
 
"It was one of those picks you make where everyone really liked the guy, but for some reason they just didn't seem to have him as 
high," he continued. "The draft in the last, I'll say 10 years, has really become a lot more about where you can get a guy because 
everyone's worried about what their local media's gonna say and national media, everyone's worried about that stuff. But we felt like 
we got a steal at the 80th pick with him." 
 
Takitaki was one of seven selections made by the Browns and one of two linebackers who could find themselves filling rotational 
roles in Steve Wilks' defense. Alabama's Mack Wilson, a fifth-round selection, was the other. Takitaki was the second pick of 
Cleveland's class, one that was assembled in a room that also housed a visit from Pro Football Hall of Fame executive Ron Wolf, 
Eliot's father. 
 
"He'd be the first to tell you, when he was the GM he knew every player in the draft, every player in the league, wrote them all up," 
Wolf said of his dad. "Now, he feels like if he doesn't watch five game tapes on them he doesn't want to comment one way or the 
other. He watched some game film on some of our guys this week, Greedy (Williams) and Takitaki, and he liked them both. That's a 
win, Hall of Famer." 
 
Not a bad review from a guy with a gold jacket. 
 
  

https://www.clevelandbrowns.com/news/this-guy-is-just-out-there-destroying-people-eliot-wolf-recalls-his-scouting-rep


  
 

  
 

How Sione Takitaki's wife discovered his potential long before Browns fell in love with it 
By Nate Ulrich, Ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190510/how-sione-takitakis-wife-discovered-his-potential-long-before-browns-fell-in-love-with-it 
 
Sione Takitaki shed tears in the office of Brigham Young University football coach Kalani Sitake and begged for another chance to 
redeem himself. 
 
This was in December 2015, when Sitake had just taken the program’s top job and about two months after Takitaki had been 
suspended for the final six games of the season for a violation of team rules. He also would be kicked out of school and off the 
football team for all of 2016. 
 
It wasn’t the first time he had faced discipline at BYU, and it easily could have been his final strike at the university, which has an 
honor code requiring students to abstain from premarital sex and the use of alcohol, tobacco and illegal substances, among other 
things. 
 
Sitake and BYU’s administration gave Takitaki another opportunity, though, allowing him to return in January 2017. He made the 
most of it. 
 
His turnaround materialized in large part because his wife, Alyssa Takitaki (nee Penney), refused to give up on him. She scouted and 
identified his potential long before the Browns drafted him in the third round (No. 80 overall) on April 26. 
 
“From 2016 to 2017, he grew a lot off the field,” Sitake said in a recent phone interview with the Beacon Journal/Ohio.com. “The 
added responsibilities of being a husband and the expectations helped him. 
 
“I’m so thankful to have coached him. The things that he has done for our team from a leadership standpoint and the help he’s 
provided for a lot of our young guys and the example that he’s been, he’s a great story.” 
 
Sione Takitaki credits Alyssa with pushing him to make it all possible. 
 
Their connection 
 
A group of BYU athletes had planned a bonfire in the fall of 2014, and a mutual friend thought to arrange a date of sorts at the 
gathering between the football player from Southern California and the swimmer from the Sacramento area. Alyssa knew immediately 
Takitaki would be a part of her life and recalls saying as much aloud, but she didn’t want a relationship at the time, even though she 
felt a spark when they kissed that night. 
 
Takitaki found himself in the friend zone, but he continued to pursue more. Alyssa thought he was rough around the edges and needed 
to figure some things out. 
 
“I’m like, ‘Well, you’ve got to clean up if you want to date me. I don’t just date anyone,’ ” she said recently by phone. “He really took 
that seriously.” 
 
He would bring her food when swimming practices and her class schedule left little time to eat. He would text her to ask how she was 
doing and whether she needed anything. He was a good friend and the epitome of a gentleman. 
 
Alyssa doesn’t drink alcohol. Takitaki did when they met, but he stopped. 
 
“I just waited until he was ready to give that up, and that’s when we started our relationship,” she said. “I told him, ‘I don’t want to 
force you to give something up that maybe you enjoy. This is just my personal preference.’ But he was like, ‘No, I want to change. 
This is who I want to be.’ ” 
 
They began dating in April 2015 and wanted to be married in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. They had their wedding 
in the Sacramento California Temple on June 14, 2016. He’ll turn 23 six days before their third anniversary. 
 
“You have to have certain habits cleared, and one of them is you’re not supposed to drink,” Alyssa said. “That was like his main 
motivation, being married in the temple and being sealed to me for eternity.” 

https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190510/how-sione-takitakis-wife-discovered-his-potential-long-before-browns-fell-in-love-with-it


  
 

  
 

 
Growing up 
 
Takitaki credits his marriage with transforming him. 
 
“I was always making decisions on the fly and wasn’t really thinking,” he said. “With a good girl by my side, she definitely has me 
thinking about every decision.” 
 
His list of poor decisions at BYU originated in July 2014, when he was involved in a dorm fight and briefly kicked off the team by 
former Cougars coach Bronco Mendenhall. In November 2014, he skipped a practice after a 27-7 win over Middle Tennessee State 
and was suspended for the next game. 
 
Even after Takitaki had been dating Alyssa for months, he got into trouble. In August 2015, he was arrested and accused of stealing 
athletic gear from BYU track and soccer teams while working as a campus custodian. Mendenhall suspended him for the season 
opener. 
 
In October 2015, nine days after he pleaded guilty to one count of misdemeanor theft stemming from the August incident, BYU 
suspended him for the remainder of the season. 
 
His future at BYU was in jeopardy, but he had support. 
 
“That was a hard time for me because I knew he could be better, and that’s what I would tell him,” Alyssa said. “I’m like, ‘This is not 
you. Why are you making these dumb decisions?’ 
 
“It was just growing up, I think, and I just loved him so much and I just knew his potential. So I was just there for him, and I feel like 
that’s all people need when they’re going through a hard time is someone there for them instead of everyone giving up. 
 
“It was just a feeling in my heart that kept pushing me along, saying, ‘Get him through these times. It’ll be OK.’ I just trusted that, 
even though people would say things around me. I really did follow my heart and follow my instinct, and I just saw way too much in 
him that I just could never give that up.” 
 
Alyssa’s parents rallied around Takitaki, too. He experienced rough times growing up as the youngest of seven children. His father 
died of cancer when he was 14. Alyssa’s dad recognized the void and took Takitaki under his wing. Her mother flew from Sacramento 
to BYU earlier in the summer of 2015 to meet him. 
 
“My family saw that I loved him so much, and they knew we would get married one day,” Alyssa said. “So they supported that, and 
they were willing to do whatever it took to help him.” 
 
After making an emotional plea for a comeback in Sitake’s office, Takitaki spent 2016 growing closer to Alyssa, working construction 
and attending BYU practices and home games. 
 
He had offers to transfer and play football elsewhere, but he chose to stay. 
 
“I wanted to right my wrongs at BYU,” he said. 
 
Demanding attention 
 
Takitaki played defensive end in 2017 but switched to linebacker for his senior season because the coaching staff wanted to capitalize 
on his knack for running sideline to sideline. He then transitioned from outside to middle linebacker during the season, serving as a 
team captain and finishing with 118 tackles, including nine for loss, three sacks, a forced fumble and three passes defensed. The 
Browns plan to experiment with Takitaki, 6-foot-1 1/8 and 238 pounds, before determining which linebacker spot suits him best in the 
system run by defensive coordinator Steve Wilks. 
 
“He just plays pissed off all the time,” Sitake said. “So we always tried to say, ‘Hey, calm down a little bit. Just try to control it,’ 
because we needed him more in control than anything else. 
 



  
 

  
 

“But he will fly around, and he will throw his body around like he doesn’t care about it. It’s fun to watch. You just can’t believe that 
someone is like that. But he just doesn’t do it in games. He does it in practices. He loves the game of football, and he has that type of 
grit in him.” 
 
Assistant General Manager Eliot Wolf became the first member of the Browns to fall in love with Takitaki when he watched film of 
the 24-21 upset BYU pulled off Sept. 15 against then-No. 6 Wisconsin. A year earlier, Wisconsin had thrashed BYU 40-6. 
 
“He wanted that game,” Sitake said. “He was like, ‘These are the bullies of college football,’ and he wanted to get after them. Our 
whole team had that mindset, but really a lot of it was Sione’s leadership.” 
 
Takitaki had 12 tackles in his signature outing against Wisconsin. In his final collegiate game, a 49-18 victory over Western Michigan 
in the Famous Idaho Potato Bowl, he racked up a career-best 19 tackles, including a sack. 
 
When the Browns called Takitaki on the second night of the NFL Draft to notify him of his selection, he and Alyssa were alone at 
their townhome in Provo, Utah, a short drive from BYU’s campus. When she heard his phone ring, she began recording video of his 
stunned reaction. 
 
“It just made me proud of him,” she said. “It made me feel happy for everything we’ve been through, and it just showed me if you 
persevere through any of your trials that you can reach your dreams.” 
 
The couple’s dreams include eventually starting a family and having “many Siones,” Alyssa said. She’s hunting for a home in 
Northeast Ohio, looking forward to his NFL career launching and guaranteeing he’ll finish his sociology degree down the road, 
laughing about the pressure being on because she graduated from BYU in December with a degree in exercise and wellness. 
 
“She comes from a good background, great family, good morals, good standards,” Takitaki said. “So I feel like I climbed on up to 
where I wanted to be in life.” 
 



  
 

  
 

Cleveland Browns' OL Drew Forbes profiled as 'best-kept secret' in 2019 NFL Draft 
By Ben Axelrod, WKYC 3 
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/cleveland-browns-ol-drew-forbes-profiled-as-best-kept-secret-in-2019-nfl-draft/95-
2a31bdac-acea-4ca5-8706-b6d9ec5dc12b 
 
While most of the headlines focused on LSU cornerback Greedy Williams, Alabama linebacker Mack Wilson or even Oklahoma 
kicker Austin Seibert, Sports Illustrated had high praise for another one of the eight players the Cleveland Browns selected in this past 
weekend's NFL Draft. 
 
There was just one catch. When Kalyn Kahler referred to Southeastern Missouri State offensive lineman Drew Forbes as the "most 
overlooked prospect" in the draft, no one -- or at least very few -- knew who she was talking about. 
 
Writing for Sports Illustrated's Monday Morning Quarterback website last week, Kahler profiled an anonymous prospect -- labeled 
"Prospect X" -- in the weeks leading up to the 2019 draft. In doing so, the magazine deemed the unknown player the "draft’s best-kept 
secret" -- a likely late-round pick or even undrafted free agent who could end up out-performing his value. 
 
"X was a late bloomer at a tiny high school who didn’t get any offers from major programs," Kahler wrote. "He was a local recruit for 
his college, becoming a three-year starter on the offensive line and a team captain as a senior. And he assembled a nasty senior season 
highlight reel. But his performance wasn’t properly appreciated—he was not invited to a single all-star game or the NFL scouting 
combine." 
 
“He’s the best prospect I’ve ever had,” his head coach says. “And I’ve had a Senior Bowl guy, I’ve had a guy drafted.” 
 
General manager John Dorsey felt the compensation ask from other teams was too high for the Cleveland Browns to trade back into 
the first round. 
 
Matt Florjancic 
 
On Tuesday, Kahler revealed that the player she had profiled -- as some on social media and Reddit had already predicted -- was 
Forbes, who the Browns selected in the sixth round with the No. 189th overall pick in the draft. In doing so, new details were revealed 
about Cleveland's selection of the offensive lineman, including which position general manager John Dorsey projects him to play at 
the next level. 
 
"He’s got incredible athleticism, so why not try him at left or right tackle?” Dorsey said, via Kahler. “If that doesn’t work, then move 
inside, I mean that’s how you do the offensive line. Let them see what their natural position is and then move forward. He is a very 
athletic and talented guy who is mature, tenacious, and smart.” 
 
Also included in the article revealing the identity "Prospect X" is an in-depth look at how the Browns handle the scouting and drafting 
process, which included Dorsey sending Forbes a personalized video before he was ever picked. 
 
If Forbes was, indeed, a secret entering the draft, it appears to have been one Dorsey was in on. And if Tuesday was any indication, his 
days of anonymity may soon be coming to an end. 
 
  

https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/cleveland-browns-ol-drew-forbes-profiled-as-best-kept-secret-in-2019-nfl-draft/95-2a31bdac-acea-4ca5-8706-b6d9ec5dc12b
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New Browns lineman Drew Forbes revealed as Sports Illustrated’s ‘Prospect X’ 
By Nick Shook, Clevelandbrowns.com 
https://www.clevelandbrowns.com/news/new-browns-lineman-drew-forbes-revealed-as-sports-illustrated-s-prospect-x 
 
The Cleveland Browns surprised the average draft viewer Saturday when they spent a sixth-round pick on an offensive lineman of 
whom most had never heard. 
 
Turns out, they also selected the draft's "most overlooked prospect," according to Sports Illustrated. 
 
That same unknown element of the selection came to light Tuesday, when SI revealed the identity of Prospect X, the player the 
magazine believed was "the draft's best-kept secret." Who is Prospect X? 
 
New Browns lineman Drew Forbes. 
 
The MMQB's Kalyn Kahler profiled Forbes, removing his and his wife's names and replacing them with "Prospect X" and "significant 
other" in a piece published during last week's lead-up to the draft. Kahler chronicled his battle to become noticed from tiny Southeast 
Missouri State and his whirlwind of a pre-draft process -- "seven flights in two weeks to seven cities he'd never seen before" -- all 
while keeping Forbes' identity secret (even if the clues were there). 
 
Kahler's well-written story also explores the attention to detail paid by Forbes during the process, which was essentially a series of 
incredibly important job interviews for a player who was likely on the radar of less than half of the NFL. That's not to discredit his 
ability, but to explain how vast the scouting landscape truly is. 
 
Forbes did all of the little things well. He sent details for his workouts to each coach scheduled to attend and called to check on one 
who was running a few minutes late. He color-coordinated his ties with each team he was visiting. On his trip to visit the Browns -- 
one of their top-30 visits, if that gives you any indication of how much the team likes him -- Forbes ditched the tie because of the 
casual vibe he picked up on during dinner the night before. 
 
That vibe was given by Browns offensive line coach James Campen, who went to dinner in gym shorts and a sweatshirt. Campen was 
also the one who gave the ringing endorsement that brought Forbes to the Browns. 
 
“I’ve been taught from the school of ‘evaluate the evaluators,’” Browns general manager John Dorsey said in Kahler's story. “And I 
have utmost respect for James Campen’s evaluation skills. Once I got confirmation that Campen was on board, I was on board with 
him as well.” 
 
Tuesday's reveal pulled back the curtain on these details and showed how Forbes’ small-town background is part of who he is. 
 
"While in Cleveland, he passed Baker Mayfield in the hallway and was starstruck," Kahler writes. "Mayfield gave him a nod but X 
was too stunned to respond." 
 
The piece also gave a sliver of insight into how far beneath the surface this Browns front office will look for prospects. If SI is right, 
they may have struck gold with Forbes. 
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Driven by 450-mile commute, Emily and Drew Forbes become Browns' dynamic duo 
By Marla Ridenour, Ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190511/driven-by-450-mile-commute-emily-and-drew-forbes-become-browns-dynamic-duo 
 
BEREA — Emily Forbes’ large wall calendar and color-coded planner weren’t born out of her husband Drew’s trips around the 
country for pre-NFL Draft visits. 
 
For the ultra-organized Emily and her perfectionist husband Drew, an offensive lineman selected in the sixth round by the Browns, 
those tools became necessities during the two years she spent commuting from the University of Missouri to Southeast Missouri State 
while they were dating. 
 
She graduated a year early because the 450-mile round-trip drive between Columbia and Cape Girardeau, Mo., every weekend was so 
taxing. The end of football season gave Emily no break; then Drew had to remain on campus to host recruits. When she moved to 
what she calls “the Cape” before they got married last June, she had to get rid of her worn-out car. 
 
“I think that’s where our teamwork really started,” Emily Forbes said during a recent telephone interview. “I know we’re really a good 
team now. But you kind of have to be a team when you’re dealing with that much distance.” 
 
Southeast Missouri State football coach Tom Matukewicz raves about the dynamic duo of Emily and Drew, whom he calls the best 
pro prospect he’s ever coached. 
 
“She makes him better. When he told me he was getting married, I was like, ‘Hey, you need to do it tomorrow,’” Matukewicz said 
during a phone interview. “Normally with kids you’re trying to talk ’em out of it. But she’s awesome. She completes him.” 
 
When it comes to Emily and Drew Forbes, that’s not a sentimental application of the line from romantic comedy “Jerry Maguire.” It’s 
the essence of their relationship. 
 
When Emily met Drew at a graduation party — her cousin was Drew’s best friend in high school — she wasn’t looking for a serious 
boyfriend, even though she describes the then-college-bound freshman as “super sweet and super nice.” She knew no one at the 
celebration because it was full of his high school friends, and Drew approached her. 
 
“I was like, ‘Who is this tall, beautiful woman? She can’t be related to him,’” Drew said of his 6-foot-1 wife and his best friend. 
 
“We spent that summer talking and hanging out a lot,” Emily said. “I was a very independent woman, I was like, ‘I don’t need no 
man.’ I didn’t want to do long distance, especially with a college athlete three hours away from me. 
 
“But something clicked and nothing could stop us after that. Once I went back to school and he went to school it was definitely hard. I 
don’t know, when you’ve got something like that, you’ve got to make it work.” 
 
Emily is pursuing her masters in health care management, which may explain some of her organizational tendencies, highlighted in 
Sports Illustrated’s articles on “Prospect X,” the most overlooked player in the 2019 draft. While he pays attention to detail in some 
instances, Drew admitted he would not have survived the pre-draft whirlwind without Emily. 
 
“I have to write everything down. I write down his schedule, I write down my schedule, all our assignments right now and he is not a 
perfectionist about that at all,” Emily said. “He’s definitely like, ‘Do I have something due today?’ and I’m like, ‘I don’t know. Check 
the wall calendar.’” 
 
Drew admitted his perfectionism is most evident when it comes to his 2002 Ford F-150. 
 
“I try to make sure it’s super clean. One time I drove home and my truck was super dirty and my dad was like, ‘Something’s wrong. 
You’re stressed out,’” Drew said before practice at Browns rookie minicamp. “I take pride in that $2,000 truck.” 
 
But Emily said her husband is not a neat freak. 
 
“We kind of balance each other out,” she said. “Even my car ... the other day I had like one McDonald’s water cup in there and he’s 
like, ‘Your car is so dirty.’ But sometimes our apartment, I’ll be like, ‘This is so dirty’ and he’ll be like, ‘No, it’s fine.’ 

https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190511/driven-by-450-mile-commute-emily-and-drew-forbes-become-browns-dynamic-duo


  
 

  
 

 
“I know he’s a super perfectionist on the field. He’s definitely his own worst critic.” 
 
While Matukewicz was baffled why Drew Forbes, whom he called the best player in the Ohio Valley Conference, didn’t get invited to 
the NFL Combine or any all-star games, Matukewicz does have one concern. 
 
“The only thing I’m worried about is he’s a pleaser,” Matukewicz said. ”‘If this is what they want me to do I want to do it.’ [I tell 
him], ‘They just want you. You just need to be you. You’re good enough, you have great character. Just go enjoy it.’” 
 
That issue came up when it was mentioned that Browns coach Freddie Kitchens said he’d noticed how neat Forbes keeps his locker. 
 
“That’s what I mean,” Matukewicz said. “All these other guys are thinking what they can do after practice. That’s the only thing he’s 
thinking about, ‘What if coach Kitchens walks by my locker?’ He’s just different.” 
 
Forbes is so different that Matukewicz wishes he’d tried the left tackle on the defensive line as a freshman. 
 
“His short area explosion and quickness just doesn’t come along much,” Matukewicz said. “I was telling somebody the other day if I 
had to do it all over again, I might have started him on D-line. When I saw his numbers and how explosive; he’s a 4.7, 4.8 [40-yard 
dash] kid, he would match all the NFL D-linemen. He’s as athletically just as gifted. The thing that makes those D-linemen is the 
motor, which he has. Obviously, we’ll never find out, but I couldn’t imagine trying to block him.” 
 
As he tries to establish himself in the NFL as the 189th overall pick, Forbes has another inspiration besides Emily. His 13-year-old 
brother Brett, with whom Drew shared a bedroom growing up, was born with spina bifida and has no feeling below his knees. 
 
But Brett has the Forbes’ athletic genes, also shared by Drew’s sister Holly, who will attend Robert Morris this fall on a basketball 
scholarship. Brett has played wheelchair basketball since he was five and travels the Midwest for games. After he leaves high school, 
Emily said Brett hopes to continue that at her alma mater. 
 
“I’m absolutely amazed, first of all by his strength,” Emily said of Brett. “Anyone he meets, he’ll arm wrestle them to show them he’s 
that much stronger than them. He’s definitely a motivating factor in both of our lives.” 
 
Drew said Brett has his struggles, but never makes excuses. 
 
“You’ll always see him in the driveway shooting and honing his craft,” Drew said. “It’s neat to see such a young kid with that much 
drive for a sport. There’s such tenacity with those kids, ‘This is my opportunity to play a game’ and their heart’s all in it.” 
 
Passion for their sport must be another Forbes family trait. During his sophomore season, Drew learned how to morph from his quiet 
personality to a beast on the field. 
 
“It’s crazy to see him flip that switch,” Emily said. “Everyone sees what you’re seeing now, ‘Wow, he just mauled that person’ and as 
soon as he’s done, he’s right back to the same sweet guy. As soon as the game’s over, he’s giving me a hug, ‘Did you have a good 
time?’” 
 
In describing that transformation, Drew said he enjoys the release of playing football, which makes sense for someone who often 
strives for perfection. 
 
“Throughout every day you have stuff that frustrates you, things that you might not be super happy about. You get to release all that 
and play the greatest game,” he said. “That’s what football is to me. You get to let all that emotion go. You get to play this game with 
a high level of intensity and love.” 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Drew Forbes getting comfortable on the interior of the line: Browns quick hits 
By Dan Labbe, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/06/drew-forbes-getting-comfortable-on-the-interior-of-the-line-browns-quick-hits.html 
 
BEREA, Ohio -- Drew Forbes could be set to join the list of Browns offensive linemen who played tackle in college and transitioned 
to guard at the next level. 
 
The sixth-round pick played left tackle at Southeast Missouri State, but most projections had him moving inside. GM John Dorsey’s 
M.O. with the Browns so far with players like Forbes and last year’s No. 33 overall pick, Austin Corbett, has been to try them outside 
first and then move them inside. 
 
Forbes spent plenty of time this spring working at guard and he said on Wednesday he felt comfortable doing it. Forbes was 
participating with the rest of the Browns’ rookie class in a youth football camp at the team’s training facility. 
 
“I did a lot of guard reps (in the spring) and I think I’m built at that position more so,” Forbes said. 
 
Nothing is written in stone, of course. Forbes said that it will be easier to sort out positions and where guys will play once the pads go 
on in training camp, but he was enjoying his experience on the inside so far. 
 
The good news for Forbes is that, along with Corbett, the Browns also have Joel Bitonio, who played both tackle positions in college 
at Nevada and has come to the NFL and played every game of his career at left guard since the Browns drafted him in 2014. 
 
Forbes praised Bitonio and center JC Tretter for the help they’ve given him during his early days in the NFL. 
 
“You’re just relying on some of these guys to help take you under their wing a little bit and guide you through this process and they’ve 
done a great job of that with all of us rookies,” he said. 
 
As for playing guard, it sounds like the position suits him well. 
 
“It hits faster at guard, but I like it because I like the phone booth style where it’s like you and me and we’re just in a dog fight,” he 
said. “I really like that.” 
 
A familiar face: Linebacker Mack Wilson and the rookie class paid a visit to the Pro Football Hall of Fame in Canton on Tuesday. For 
Wilson, it meant seeing a familiar face on one of the busts, former Ravens linebacker Ray Lewis. 
 
Wilson developed a relationship with Lewis going into his junior year when Lewis invited Wilson and Steelers linebacker Devin Bush 
to his camp at IMG Academy in Florida. The two talk year-round now, Wilson said, and text. 
 
So, of course he sent Lewis, who calls Wilson “Young Lion,” a photo of his bust in Canton. 
 
“He responded and was like, ‘You’re going to get that one day,'" Wilson said. "'Just play fast until you can’t anymore.’ So that’s what 
I’m going to do every Sunday.” 
 
Blown away by the Hall: Forbes made his first visit to the Hall of Fame, too, as part of Tuesday’s visit. He was impressed. 
 
“That was incredible,” he said. “They had us go and watch this movie that took us in the Hall of Fame locker room and it got your 
skin tingling and you just wanted to go out and hit somebody. It was really cool.” 
 
Getting an opportunity to take in the history of the league -- including the role the Browns played in it -- impressed him, as did some 
of the novelties on hand. 
 
“They showed us helmets dating back to 1910 and the comparison to now and I’m glad I’m not playing back then,” he said. 
 
And, as is the custom for any new Browns offensive lineman, Forbes on Wednesday took a moment to pay homage to future Hall-of-
Famer. 
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“Hopefully we see Joe Thomas in there pretty soon,” he said. 



  
 

  
 

Jamie “The Scottish Hammer” Gillan found out he made the team in a bar, and the place went crazy 
By Scott Petrak, brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/09/02/jamie-the-scottish-hammer-finds-out-he-made-the-team-in-a-bar-and-the-place-goes-crazy/ 
 
BEREA — Jamie Gillan got off the phone and the attention of the patrons in the bar shifted from the Ohio State game on the TVs to 
him. 
 
“The Scottish Hammer” has never punted in a real NFL game but is already recognizable in Northeast Ohio. The savvy Browns fans 
at The Flying Monkey Pub in Cleveland’s Tremont neighborhood knew what the call could mean and were waiting to find out if 
Gillan had made the team or been cut. 
 
“I just kind of said, ‘It looks like I’m playing Tennessee next week’ and everybody just started going crazy, so it was really cool,” he 
said Monday. “It was good fun with them.” 
 
Gillan and his father went for a couple of pints Saturday afternoon as they waited for the life-changing news. General manager John 
Dorsey delivered it. 
 
“I was trying to not sit around the house and twiddle my thumbs,” he said. “We’re sitting at the bar and hanging out and I got the call 
from Mr. Dorsey. He said, ‘Get ready for Tennessee.’” 
 
The Browns host the Titans on Sunday in the season opener. 
 
Gillan, who came to the U.S. when he was 16 because his dad’s in the Royal Air Force, quickly won over fans with his personality, 
accent, long hair, willingness to tackle — he used to dream of playing professional rugby — and a left leg that sends balls into orbit 
when he’s not busting them. He tried to buy the bar a round of drinks but was denied. 
 
“Instead it went the other way,” he said. “It was really fun there.” 
 
The Cinderella story began when Gillan joined the high school football team in Leonardtown, Md. — Dorsey’s hometown. The next 
step was a scholarship to the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff that he learned about through a friend who had seen it on Facebook. 
 
He caught the eye of NFL teams at a kicking combine, then destroyed three balls as he prepared for a workout with the Browns and 
49ers. The Browns signed him as an undrafted rookie, and the final hurdle was the hardest to clear: unseating 10-year veteran Britton 
Colquitt. 
 
The Browns picked Gillan’s power and potential over Colquitt’s consistency and experience. 
 
“Just really happy for him because he’s worked hard for it and he’s a game-changer,” kicker Austin Seibert said. 
 
“We thought he performed well. He kicked the ball well, and we have total confidence that he is going to do the job,” coach Freddie 
Kitchens said. “The upside is tremendous on it. I think you saw that during the course of the preseason. 
 
“He is working on consistency as an everyday thing. We think he can get there, and that is why he is here.” 
 
Gillan averaged 46.1 yards and a 41.4 net on 17 preseason punts, including a league-best 74-yarder and six inside the 20-yard line. 
 
Punting came naturally from his rugby days. Holding for place-kicks was a more difficult transition after not doing it in college 
because he was also the kicker. His only experience was sporadically holding for his backup. 
 
Special teams coordinator Mike Priefer worked extensively with Gillan, who held as Seibert went 4-for-4 in the preseason finale. He 
beat out incumbent Greg Joseph. 
 
“I just worked really hard with Coach Prief and Austin and Greg and held as much as I could every day,” Gillan said. “We have the 
low Jugs machines here, which we never had them at Arkansas, so it was pretty cool, just shooting footballs at me and just getting as 
many reps as I can. Because with something like that, it’s just repetition, repetition until it’s just second nature.” 
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Colquitt had punted well for the Browns, including setting a franchise record in 2017 with a 40.6 net, so Gillan was a long shot to win 
the job. That wasn’t his attitude. 
 
“I never came in here thinking I’m not going to make this team. I came in here with the mindset of I’m a good punter and I’m going to 
keep getting better and my goal is to play for the Cleveland Browns,” he said. “Throughout the whole time it’s I’m here to play for the 
Browns. That’s it.” 
 
He said his dad “couldn’t believe it” and was “over the moon” at the news and they had a fun time celebrating. Gillan acknowledged 
“life’s weird, isn’t it?” when contemplating the path he would’ve taken if his dad hadn’t gotten transferred to Maryland but didn’t 
want to dwell on the magnitude of the accomplishment. 
 
“It’s really cool. I try not to think about it, because I don’t want it to be overwhelming or anything for me,” he said. “It’s just playing 
football, just playing football with some buds in there for the Cleveland Browns. 
 
“I don’t like to make it too crazy. I know my dad and my family and stuff think it’s crazy, people think it’s crazy, but just got to stay 
focused and grounded in what I’ve got to do, and that’s do my job.” 
 
He won’t ever forget his afternoon at The Flying Monkey. 
 
“It’s going to be one of those little places in my heart that you go every so often,” he said. 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Browns rookies Austin Seibert, Jamie Gillan already getting their kicks at FirstEnergy Stadium 
By Marla Ridenour, ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190905/browns-rookies-austin-seibert-jamie-gillan-already-getting-their-kicks-at-firstenergy-stadium 
 
BEREA — Browns rookies Austin Seibert and Jamie Gillan may get plenty of chances to familiarize themselves with the 
unpredictable winds at FirstEnergy Stadium this season. 
 
Kicker Seibert needed realignment with his plant foot and punter Gillan required extra work on his holding for field goals before 
Sunday’s season opener against the Tennessee Titans. So special teams coach Mike Priefer sent Seibert to the lakefront on Monday 
and again on Tuesday with Gillan and long snapper Charley Hughlett. Priefer made it sound as if those trips might be more frequent 
than seasons past. 
 
“He was jamming himself a little bit with his plant foot and that caused some inconsistencies with his leg swing and follow-through 
and ball contact,” Priefer said Thursday of Seibert, a fifth-round draft pick from Oklahoma. “Just a little tweak that he found, we 
watched some tape together, we figured it out and worked on it. 
 
“It’s still a little bit of a work in progress, but he’s found a little bit more consistent leg swing and follow-through, so I think he’s on 
the right track.” 
 
Priefer said Seibert’s last step was a little bit too long, although it was only by a couple inches. 
 
“Everything’s got to be short and compact to be more consistent,” Priefer said, saying the philosophy he’s conveying is “Aim small 
and miss small.” 
 
Gillan, aka “The Scottish Hammer,” improved dramatically on holding after not handling that role at the University of Arkansas-Pine 
Bluff. 
 
“That was a big factor in the final decision, that’s why the last game was important for him to go out and hold well for Austin like he 
did,” Priefer said of Gillan as a holder. “He’s such a good athlete he picked up on it pretty quick. When we went down and worked 
him out, we saw that he was raw, but he was talented and he has great hands and he’s a very good athlete.” 
 
Keeping Gillan over veteran Britton Colquitt was the biggest surprise of the Browns’ final cuts, but Priefer said Gillan showed so 
much potential they couldn’t let him go. 
 
“Honestly, that’s why he made this football team,” Priefer said. “I think the safe bet would’ve been going with Britton. He’s more 
consistent, he’s been around a long time. 
 
“I think it would’ve been very difficult to let a guy like Jamie out of the building. He’s so talented, got such a big leg swing, the sky’s 
the limit for him. I think he’s just scratching the surface on how good he can be and how good of a punter and holder he can be in this 
league. I just think he’s so talented that we’ve just got to make sure we channel that energy and talent and hopefully get as many 
consistent punts as we possibly can.” 
 
Priefer said Gillan and Seibert have totally different personalities, which may help as they grow together. 
 
“I think they’ve actually talked about that. One’s a very tightly wound guy, Austin, and one’s a little bit loosey goosey. I think they’re 
very good for each other,” Priefer said. “If they’re both loosey goosey, I think that would be a little difficult for me to be around 
because I’m more tightly wound; I’m closer to Austin in that regard. 
 
“Jamie’s been great. The good thing about him is he might not hit a good punt, it might be a below average punt, but the next one he’s 
going to bomb because he doesn’t worry about what he did with the last one, he probably forgot, anyway. Having a short memory and 
his personality helps in that regard.” 
 
Priefer called Gillan being left-footed “kind of a bonus.” 
 
“It wasn’t part of the decision-making process per se,” Priefer said. “But given that he is left-footed and we are going to play 15 games 
outdoors this year, that has a lot to do with a lot of returners being uncomfortable unless they’ve returned a left-footed punter in their 
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organization. It’s hard to get used to a lefty off the JUGS, it’s just not the same, especially his ball that he can do so many different 
things with.” 
 
Priefer wouldn’t agree that the Browns’ special teams needed an overhaul, but said Coach Freddie Kitchens and General Manager 
John Dorsey are putting a premium on that phase of the game. 
 
“I don’t know if overhaul is the right word. We have a focus from our general manager, our personnel department, our coach that I 
don’t know if they had here in years past,” Priefer said. “I do know that we do have great attention to detail with our head coach and 
our personnel department starting with John about the importance of special teams and how it can help us win games. Hopefully we 
can carry that baton and be great on teams in every phase.” 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Browns rookie Jamie 'The Scottish Hammer' Gillan named AFC Special Teams Player of the Month 
By Nate Ulrich, ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20191003/browns-rookie-jamie-the-scottish-hammer-gillan-named-afc-special-
teams-player-of-month 
 
Browns undrafted rookie punter Jamie “The Scottish Hammer” Gillan was named the AFC Special Teams Player of 
the Month for September, the National Football League announced Thursday. 
 
Gillian tied for second in the conference with 11 punts inside the 20-yard line and helped the Browns limit 
opponents to just 19 punt return yards in the first month of the season. His 11 punts inside the 20 were the 
second-most ever by a Browns player in September. 
 
Gillan was named the AFC Special Teams Player of the Week after landing five punts inside the 20 during a 23-3 
win against the New York Jets on Sept. 16. 
 
Gillan is the first Browns player to win an AFC Player of the Month award since linebacker D’Qwell Jackson was 
named AFC Defensive Player of the Month in September 2011 and the first Browns player to be named AFC Special 
Teams Player of the Month since Josh Cribbs in December 2009.  
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The new Browns punter doesn't know what he doesn't know, and that's OK 
By Tony Grossi, ESPN Cleveland 
https://www.espn.com/blog/cleveland/post/_/id/6941/the-new-browns-punter-doesnt-know-what-he-doesnt-know-and-thats-ok 
 
All the great Browns teams of recent vintage – which is to say the last 35 years – had more than good talent and good coaching. They 
had character. And they had characters. 
 
I’ll define character in this context as the mental toughness to overcome adversity. We won’t know the extent of this team’s character 
until that adversity inevitably hits. 
ADVERTISEMENT 
 
As for characters, there is no shortage. 
 
Start at the top with gum-chomping, sweatshirt-wearing GM John Dorsey (Buddy Boy), and coach Freddie Kitchens, the self-
described redneck from Alabama who says – proudly – that he doesn’t look or sound like a head coach (whoopty-hell). 
 
In the locker room, there is a long line of characters. 
 
From chip-carrying, franchise-saving quarterback Baker Mayfield; to drama-driven social media giant and highlight-reel receiver 
Odell Beckham Jr.; to physical freak pass rusher Myles Garrett; brash-talking safety Damarious Randall with the “Fun Dip” electric 
blue mohawk, and many more; the roster is loaded with distinctive personalities. 
 
Amid this galaxy of radiant stars is the unlikeliest character – a pony-tailed punter with a Scottish rugby background, powerful left 
leg, ready-made nickname, and a passion to tackle, who doesn’t know, or care, what he doesn’t know. 
 
Jamie Gillan, aka the Scottish Hammer, was the surprise keeper when Dorsey and Kitchens made the final choices on the roster that 
will carry the heaviest expectations of a Browns team in, oh, two generations. 
 
“I like being around him,” said Mayfield. “He has great energy.” 
 
Which may be the highest, if not the strangest, compliment a quarterback has ever paid a punter. 
 
Sky’s the limit: When Gillan learned that he made the final roster, he was knocking down beers with his dad in the Flying Monkey 
Pub in Cleveland’s trendy Tremont neighborhood among fans who recognized him by his Scottish accent and long blond hair. 
 
After taking the phone call from Dorsey with fans crowding around him, Gillan wanted to buy everyone beers. But they toasted him 
instead, and a good time was had by all. 
 
Gillan had won over fans with a preseason performance that started with a 74-yard bomb in his first-ever punt. By the end of the 
exhibition schedule, Gillan had made three tackles of returners – one of which was the sweetest, surest take-down of a ball-carrier all 
summer. 
 
“Having him as a last resort, someone who’s not afraid to stick his nose in there, as long as he stays healthy, is a nice bonus to have. 
But we have to cover kicks better than we did the other night,” said special teams coordinator Mike Priefer. 
 
Priefer said Gillan got the nod over reliable, 10-year veteran Britton Colquitt because of his unlimited potential. The Browns view 
Gillan as the league’s next great punter because of his leg, athletic ability, repertoire of hard-to-field kicks, and a disposition that will 
serve him well. 
 
“Honestly, [Gillan’s potential is] why he made this football team,” Priefer said. “I think the safe bet would be go with Britton. He’s 
more consistent, he’s been around a long time. 
 
“I think it would’ve been very difficult to let a guy like Jamie out of the building. The sky’s the limit for him. I think he’s just 
scratching the surface of how good a punter he can be in this league. 
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“He’s so talented that we just have to make sure we channel that energy and talent and hopefully get as many consistent punts as we 
possibly can.” 
 
Priefer said that during the preseason, special teams coaches approached him and said, “’Wow, this guy’s really good. Where’d you 
find him?’ 
 
“I didn’t find him,” Priefer confessed. “ I worked him out because I was told to. Who wants to go to Arkansas-Pine Bluff, right? 
Actually, it was great. Jamie had a bunch of players out there, all his ex-teammates watching him punt and making fun of the way he 
throws the ball. 
 
“He can spin it with a rugby throw but can’t throw it overhand very well. We’re working on that so we can run some fakes down the 
line.” 
 
At Arkansas-Pine Bluff, where he learned of a roster opening through social media, Gillan doubled as punter and place-kicker. 
Although he made 60-yard field goals on his own during down time in training camp, Priefer flatly stated Gillan was not a candidate 
to try extra-long field goals in a pinch. 
 
The deciding factor in Gillan earning the roster spot was proving he could be a dependable holder for rookie kicker Austin Seibert on 
place-kicks. He never did it in college and the early attempts in OTAs in May were scary. 
 
“We worked on it for hours and hours,” said long snapper Charley Hughlette. “The improvement has been ridiculous. I’ve never seen 
somebody improve so much in that part of their game. It’s been a lot of reps and a lot of ups and downs. But he’s really improved a 
lot.” 
 
Loosey-goosey: There are other aspects to Gillan that make him special. 
 
He has a variety of kicks in his repertoire. And kicking left-footed puts a counter spin on the ball that makes it uncomfortable for 
returners not accustomed to it, which may loom more troublesome in wintry conditions. 
 
And then there’s his loosey-goosey personality, which is in direct contrast to the tightly-wound nature of Seibert, who more likely 
celebrated his roster status in prayer than with beers. 
 
“I think they’re good for each other,” Priefer said. “If they are both loosey-goosey … I think that would be a little difficult for me to 
be around, to be honest with you, because I am more tightly wound and I am closer to Austin in that regard. 
 
“I think Jamie approaches his job with very good focus and he is a true pro. I think he is learning how to be a better pro by being 
around guys in our locker room that are good pros. 
 
“I think the good thing about him is that he might not get a good punt and it might be a below-average punt, [but] the next one he is 
going to bomb. He does not worry about what he did on the last one. He probably forgot, anyway, to be honest with you. Having a 
short memory for him and his personality helps in that regard.” 
 
So the Browns head into their season of great expectations with a rookie punter holding placements for a rookie kicker. These are 
important jobs. 
 
As Gillan said, referencing his meteoric rise, “Life is weird, isn’t it?” 
  



  
 

  
 

Austin Seibert and Jamie Gillan put best feet forward, hope to be team’s kicking future 
By Scott Petrak, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/08/30/austin-seibert-and-jamie-gillan-put-best-feet-forward-hope-to-be-teams-kicking-future/ 
 
CLEVELAND — Rookie kicker Austin Seibert and rookie punter Jamie Gillan shared a locker Thursday night in the crowded home 
locker room at FirstEnergy Stadium. 
 
They hope to share a long future as the Browns’ kicking duo. 
 
“Oh, dear, sweet little vision,” Gillan said in his Scottish accent Thursday night after a 20-16 win over the Lions in the preseason 
finale. “You’ve always got to envision stuff like that. Yeah, it would be cool. Getting to grind every day with Austin would be 
awesome.” 
 
Coach Freddie Kitchens wouldn’t talk about roster decisions in the minutes after the game, but two of the most interesting ones to be 
made before Saturday afternoon’s cut deadline involve the guys who kick balls for a living. 
 
Seibert, a fifth-round pick out of Oklahoma, likely cemented his spot on the team by making 36- and 33-yard field goals and a pair of 
extra points against the Lions. The perfect night followed a 4-for-4 field goal performance the week before at Tampa Bay that jolted 
him out of a slump and put him back in position to win the job. 
 
Gillan, nicknamed The Scottish Hammer, was undrafted out of Arkansas at Pine Bluff but got the attention of the Browns with his 
powerful left leg. He isn’t as consistent or savvy as 10-year veteran Britton Colquitt and isn’t a lock to stick around, but the Browns 
may choose his upside. 
 
Seibert would love Gillan to join him as the future of the special teams. 
 
“I hope that’s the plan,” he said. 
 
Seibert finished the preseason 6-for-7 on field goals and 6-for-6 on extra points and said he never got down during his struggles at the 
start of training camp. He did wonder if they might cost him the job. 
 
“Yeah, I’m not going to lie about that, yeah,” he said, with Gillan a couple of feet away. “But that’s where my faith comes into play 
and I just trusted God and I just worked and worked and worked and worked and figured it out and then just started to make kicks. 
Just going to keep rolling off that.” 
 
Seibert watched old film of himself, kept the same routine he had at Oklahoma and tweaked his technique. 
 
“Yeah, a little bit,” he said. “It’s just like a car. You’ve got to get your tires realigned. That’s exactly it. I just had to get realigned.” 
 
“Absolutely proud of him, but I knew that was going to happen,” Gillan said. 
 
Seibert’s draft status bought him time and extra chances, and he kept grinding. 
 
“You get little rough patches, you can’t get down on yourself, you’ve just got to keep working,” he said. “And that’s what I did, just 
work through it. And that’s ultimately made me a better kicker. 
 
“I’ve got a stronger mindset, because when you’re missing kicks like that your teammates start losing trust in you, you have to believe 
in yourself. So that’s what I did and I’m starting to earn trust again. So that’s the battle of kicking.” 
 
If Gillan makes the team, it would be the next chapter in a remarkable story. He came to the U.S. when he was 16, joined the high 
school football team in Maryland and got a scholarship to Pine Bluff after his friend saw on Facebook it needed a kicker. While 
practicing for the NFL, he kicked so hard he busted three of the four official balls he bought. 
 
Kitchens called Gillan’s performance vs. the Lions “up and down,” but he finished the preseason with a 46.1-yard gross and 41.4 net 
on 17 punts, including six inside the 20-yard line. He said he won’t fret about his fate over the weekend. 
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“Oh, I’m just going to sit back and whatever happens happens,” he said. “Everything happens for a reason, that’s a big belief of mine. 
If I do get the chance to be on this team, great, that’d be awesome. I don’t feel I’ve done anything, though, I’ve just made a ballclub. 
I’ve got to go and be the best punter I can be and help the punt team and the team to greatness. 
 
“But if I don’t and I get cut, so be it, that’s just how the cookie crumbles sometimes and I can sit back and say I worked my butt off 
and tried my hardest every day. I couldn’t have done any more to do better. So I’m cool.” 
 
He’s still raw but believes he’s made strides in directional punting, hitting the ball high and landing it inside the 20. 
 
“I’ve had two games by myself and I think experience is going to be a good weapon for me because you just get more confident and 
confidence for punting and kicking is key. And it’s dangerous,” he said. “Just going to keep getting more confident and I believe in 
myself and wherever I’m going to be I’m going to just keep getting better.” 
 
Colquitt has a significant edge on Gillan as a holder for place-kicks, but Gillan held for Seibert’s four kicks Thursday without 
incident. He’s come a long way after not holding in college because he was the kicker, too. 
 
“The first time we held a little bit was a little bit silly. It wasn’t the best,” he said. 
 
“That was everybody’s big thing was, ‘he can’t hold,’ but we work all the time in practice and so it was good to go out there and get it 
done in the game.” 
 
Tackling will never be an issue for Gillan. The former rugby player was in on two more Thursday after a big hit against the 
Buccaneers. 
 
“I actually know how to tackle and where to put my head and shoulders and body position,” he said.  



  
 

  
 

Jamie “The Scottish Hammer” Gillan found out he made the team in a bar, and the place went crazy 
By Scott Petrak, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/09/02/jamie-the-scottish-hammer-finds-out-he-made-the-team-in-a-bar-and-the-place-goes-crazy/ 
 
BEREA — Jamie Gillan got off the phone and the attention of the patrons in the bar shifted from the Ohio State game on the TVs to 
him. 
 
“The Scottish Hammer” has never punted in a real NFL game but is already recognizable in Northeast Ohio. The savvy Browns fans 
at The Flying Monkey Pub in Cleveland’s Tremont neighborhood knew what the call could mean and were waiting to find out if 
Gillan had made the team or been cut. 
 
“I just kind of said, ‘It looks like I’m playing Tennessee next week’ and everybody just started going crazy, so it was really cool,” he 
said Monday. “It was good fun with them.” 
 
Gillan and his father went for a couple of pints Saturday afternoon as they waited for the life-changing news. General manager John 
Dorsey delivered it. 
 
“I was trying to not sit around the house and twiddle my thumbs,” he said. “We’re sitting at the bar and hanging out and I got the call 
from Mr. Dorsey. He said, ‘Get ready for Tennessee.’” 
 
The Browns host the Titans on Sunday in the season opener. 
 
Gillan, who came to the U.S. when he was 16 because his dad’s in the Royal Air Force, quickly won over fans with his personality, 
accent, long hair, willingness to tackle — he used to dream of playing professional rugby — and a left leg that sends balls into orbit 
when he’s not busting them. He tried to buy the bar a round of drinks but was denied. 
 
“Instead it went the other way,” he said. “It was really fun there.” 
 
The Cinderella story began when Gillan joined the high school football team in Leonardtown, Md. — Dorsey’s hometown. The next 
step was a scholarship to the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff that he learned about through a friend who had seen it on Facebook. 
 
He caught the eye of NFL teams at a kicking combine, then destroyed three balls as he prepared for a workout with the Browns and 
49ers. The Browns signed him as an undrafted rookie, and the final hurdle was the hardest to clear: unseating 10-year veteran Britton 
Colquitt. 
 
The Browns picked Gillan’s power and potential over Colquitt’s consistency and experience. 
 
“Just really happy for him because he’s worked hard for it and he’s a game-changer,” kicker Austin Seibert said. 
 
“We thought he performed well. He kicked the ball well, and we have total confidence that he is going to do the job,” coach Freddie 
Kitchens said. “The upside is tremendous on it. I think you saw that during the course of the preseason. 
 
“He is working on consistency as an everyday thing. We think he can get there, and that is why he is here.” 
 
Gillan averaged 46.1 yards and a 41.4 net on 17 preseason punts, including a league-best 74-yarder and six inside the 20-yard line. 
 
Punting came naturally from his rugby days. Holding for place-kicks was a more difficult transition after not doing it in college 
because he was also the kicker. His only experience was sporadically holding for his backup. 
 
Special teams coordinator Mike Priefer worked extensively with Gillan, who held as Seibert went 4-for-4 in the preseason finale. He 
beat out incumbent Greg Joseph. 
 
“I just worked really hard with Coach Prief and Austin and Greg and held as much as I could every day,” Gillan said. “We have the 
low Jugs machines here, which we never had them at Arkansas, so it was pretty cool, just shooting footballs at me and just getting as 
many reps as I can. Because with something like that, it’s just repetition, repetition until it’s just second nature.” 
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Colquitt had punted well for the Browns, including setting a franchise record in 2017 with a 40.6 net, so Gillan was a long shot to win 
the job. That wasn’t his attitude. 
 
“I never came in here thinking I’m not going to make this team. I came in here with the mindset of I’m a good punter and I’m going to 
keep getting better and my goal is to play for the Cleveland Browns,” he said. “Throughout the whole time it’s I’m here to play for the 
Browns. That’s it.” 
 
He said his dad “couldn’t believe it” and was “over the moon” at the news and they had a fun time celebrating. Gillan acknowledged 
“life’s weird, isn’t it?” when contemplating the path he would’ve taken if his dad hadn’t gotten transferred to Maryland but didn’t 
want to dwell on the magnitude of the accomplishment. 
 
“It’s really cool. I try not to think about it, because I don’t want it to be overwhelming or anything for me,” he said. “It’s just playing 
football, just playing football with some buds in there for the Cleveland Browns. 
 
“I don’t like to make it too crazy. I know my dad and my family and stuff think it’s crazy, people think it’s crazy, but just got to stay 
focused and grounded in what I’ve got to do, and that’s do my job.” 
 
He won’t ever forget his afternoon at The Flying Monkey. 
 
“It’s going to be one of those little places in my heart that you go every so often,” he said.  



  
 

  
 

Browns rookie Jamie 'The Scottish Hammer' Gillan flattens footballs on way to NFL 
By Nate Ulrich, Ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190504/browns-rookie-jamie-the-scottish-hammer-gillan-flattens-footballs-on-way-to-nfl 
 
BEREA — Jamie Gillan looks like a “Game of Thrones” character and can flatten footballs with leg strength fitting for a punter 
nicknamed “The Scottish Hammer.” 
 
He also has a welcoming smile and experience working at a daycare. 
 
He’s dealing with an injury right now, but coach Freddie Kitchens insists “it’s not very significant” and “we don’t need to panic.” 
 
He is the most interesting player at Browns rookie minicamp. 
 
Gillan hails from the Highlands of Scotland near Inverness and played rugby and soccer before giving football a shot as a high school 
senior in Leonardtown, Md., where he moved when he was 16 because his father took a job at Naval Air Station Patuxent River. 
 
He realized Leonardtown High School needed a kicker when he attended a game and watched the ball hit the back of an offensive 
lineman during a point-after attempt. He approached coach Brian Woodburn about an audition and earned kicking and punting duties 
during a tryout the next day. In addition to a spot on the team, Woodburn gave Gillan the Hammer moniker. 
 
He played five high school games, plus two prep all-star contests, and verbally committed to Bowie State University. But then a friend 
learned on Facebook the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff needed a kicker. Gillan linked to his highlight reel on the Facebook post 
and received a phone call from the football program the same day. 
 
“I had not heard of the state of Arkansas in my life before they called,” Gillan said Saturday before the second practice of rookie 
minicamp. 
 
The location didn’t matter to Gillan. He accepted as soon as he confirmed he had a full scholarship offer from a Division I school. 
 
“I showed up a couple days later, signed the papers, and that was definitely a culture shock,” he said. “But I didn’t care about that. I 
get to play football. 
 
“On the plane, I pulled out the map, and I saw Pine Bluff and said, ‘Oh, this looks like a decent place.’” 
 
Gillan played four seasons at Arkansas-Pine Bluff, balancing football with pursuing a degree in physical education and working at a 
daycare and a farm in the summertime. He ended his collegiate career by earning first-team Southwestern Athletic Conference honors 
as a punter (42.9 gross average, 37.5 net average, 27 inside the 20-yard line) and kicker (20-of-29 field goals with a long of 47 and 30 
touchbacks on 61 kickoffs). 
 
In hopes of catching on with an NFL team, Gillan began waking up at 5 a.m. in January to practice punting in the cold. He bought four 
NFL balls for about $100 apiece but damaged three of them in just a couple of days. 
 
“I could hear the air coming out of them,” Gillan said. 
 
Down to one functional football, the Browns and San Francisco 49ers each shipped him six to prepare for the joint workout they held 
with him last month in Arkansas. 
 
“It was like Christmas,” he said. “I had 12 footballs, the most footballs I’ve ever had.” 
 
The gift-giving Browns and 49ers weren’t the only interested parties. Gillan said his agents received calls from 20 teams after he 
performed at Arkansas State’s pro day in late March. 
 
Gillan said he chose to sign with the Browns as an undrafted free agent a few days ago because he hit it off with special teams 
coordinator Mike Priefer and General Manager John Dorsey. Gillan’s father works in anti-submarine warfare for the Royal Air Force, 
and Priefer is a former Navy helicopter pilot. Gillan spent his final two years of high school in Leonardtown, the hometown of Dorsey. 
 

https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190504/browns-rookie-jamie-the-scottish-hammer-gillan-flattens-footballs-on-way-to-nfl


  
 

  
 

“We had some conversations,” Gillan said. 
 
Those chats won’t continue on a consistent basis beyond early September unless Gillan gets healthy and beats out incumbent punter 
Britton Colquitt. 
 
“I did a lot of research on him before I came here,” Gillan said. “I watched a lot of his film and stuff. He’s such a great punter, great 
with technique and fundamentals. 
 
“With him going into his 10th year, what better opportunity than to learn from someone like that? Hopefully he accepts me and we get 
to work together and accept we’re going to be competing for the spot.” 
 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Jamie Gillan, “The Scottish Hammer,” destroys footballs, spins a yarn and may challenge for punting job 
By Scott Petrak, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/05/04/jamie-gillan-the-scottish-hammer-destroys-footballs-spins-a-yarn-and-may-challenge-for-
punting-job/ 
 
BEREA — Jamie Gillan couldn’t believe his ears. 
 
As he punted as hard as he could in the cold Arkansas mornings in January, the $100 NFL balls were leaking air. Not just one, but 
three out of the four he had purchased. 
 
“I went out two days later, I was kicking them and I could hear the air coming out of them,” Gillan said Saturday at Browns rookie 
minicamp. “I was like, ‘Oh, man.’ So I treated the last one with a lot of care until the Browns sent me some footballs, which was 
awesome.” 
 
The tale of busting balls with his brute strength grabbed the attention of NFL teams and furthered the legend of “The Scottish 
Hammer.” 
 
Plus, the Browns and 49ers sent him replacements before a joint workout. 
 
“It was like Christmas,” said Gillan, who was denied a refund when he tried to return the original balls. “I had 12 footballs, the most 
footballs I’ve ever had.” 
 
Gillan was one of 15 undrafted rookies signed by the Browns on Friday. He didn’t kick this weekend as he deals with an injury, but 
special teams coordinator Mike Priefer took a special interest in him during the draft process and he may challenge incumbent Britton 
Colquitt once training camp arrives. 
 
Gillan is more than a cool nickname. He has a great story to go along with his powerful left leg and long hair. 
 
He was born in the Highlands of Scotland and raised in the land of kilts, haggis and bagpipes before coming to the U.S. just before he 
turned 17. His father is a member of the Royal Air Force stationed in Maryland and works in anti-submarine warfare. 
 
“It looked a lot like Hogwarts,” he said of the boarding school he attended while his parents were already in the U.S. “I do miss 
Scotland a little bit, though.” 
 
He was playing rugby and soccer at Leonardtown High School in Maryland — general manager John Dorsey’s hometown — when he 
made the transition to football after watching the kicker “hit the back of the offensive lineman” on an extra point. 
 
“I went up to the coach after the game and I told him I had a rugby playing background, and I’ve been able to do torpedo punts since I 
was 8 years old,” Gillan said. 
 
He tried out the next day, earned a spot on the team as the punter and kicker and was given the memorable nickname by the coach. 
 
“I love it,” coach Freddie Kitchens said. “It beats me having to give him one.” 
 
After kicking in a handful of high school games and a couple of all-star games, his tale took another turn. In search of a scholarship, 
his friend saw on Facebook that the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff was looking for a kicker. After his information was sent to 
the school, Gillan got a call from the 870 area code. 
 
“I’m not going to lie to you guys, I had not heard of the state of Arkansas in my life before they called,” he said. 
 
A scholarship was offered, he found out it was a Division I school and accepted sight unseen to the historically black college. 
 
“I showed up a couple days later, signed the papers and that was definitely a culture shock, but I didn’t care about that. I get to play 
football,” he said. “Free weight room. Free balls to kick. Free food, so I’m happy.” 
 
On the plane south, he found Arkansas on a map. 

https://www.brownszone.com/2019/05/04/jamie-gillan-the-scottish-hammer-destroys-footballs-spins-a-yarn-and-may-challenge-for-punting-job/
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/05/04/jamie-gillan-the-scottish-hammer-destroys-footballs-spins-a-yarn-and-may-challenge-for-punting-job/


  
 

  
 

 
“I saw Pine Bluff and said, ‘Oh, this looks like a decent place,’” said Gillan, who hasn’t been back to Scotland in four years. 
 
A reporter mentioned that Pine Bluff sounds Scottish. 
 
“I was there for a few years. That’s about it,” he said. 
 
He handled kicking and punting duties, earning All-SWAC in both during his career. He averaged 42.5 yards with 27 inside the 20-
yard line on punts as a senior, after 43.7 and 17 inside the 20 as a junior. He believes he can be an emergency kicker after going 20-
for-29 on field goals last season with a long of 47. 
 
He studied physical education and kinesiology because he loves the weight room, and his original goal was to become a strength and 
conditioning coach and play professional rugby. He’s chasing the NFL dream now and said he’s made the full transition from rugby 
kicker to traditional punter. 
 
“There’s not much difference, just to be more stationary,” he said. “I’ve always preferred doing the natural American style punt with 
just a little bit of a rugby flair to it.” 
 
Colquitt has punted in the NFL for nine years and was voted a Pro Bowl alternate last season when he averaged 45.4 yards on 83 
attempts with 32 inside the 20. Colquitt may not appreciate the competition, but Gillan is looking forward to their time together. 
 
“I can’t wait. I did a lot of research on him before I came here,” Gillan said. “I watched a lot of his film. He’s such a great punter, 
great with technique and fundamentals. With him going into his 10th year, what better opportunity than to learn from someone like 
that? 
 
“Hopefully he accepts me and we get to work together and accept we’re going to be competing for the spot, but I’m also trying to 
learn as well.” 
 
Gillan credited good agents and a strong performance at a kicking combine for putting him on the NFL radar. He was still surprised he 
got a contract offer after the draft. 
 
“I understand two months ago no one even knew my name,” he said. 
 
The Scottish Hammer didn’t pop any footballs in his first weekend with the Browns but he nailed the interview. 
 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

 



  
 

  
 

Odell Beckham Jr. believes chemistry with Baker Mayfield will be 'scary' 
By Tyler Dunne, Bleacher Report 
https://bleacherreport.com/articles/2851619-out-of-the-factory-of-sadness 
 
Two words crossed his mind the moment he became a Cleveland Brown. 
 
The same two words that have crossed everyone's mind for the past three decades the moment they've been banished to the NFL's 
unofficial landfill.          
 
"Oh" and "s--t." 
 
Inside the Browns facility, Jarvis Landry's eyes widen at the memory of March 9, 2018. "At first," he admits, "it was kind of ugly." He 
was in Miami when the news broke, set to speak at his own cystic fibrosis event, and he didn't even have a clue who Cleveland's 
quarterback was. All Landry knew was that he was headed to a team that had gone 1-31 the previous two seasons. To him, it felt like 
the Dolphins were sending him to the place football careers go to die. 
 
Then he met general manager John Dorsey. Then he met the owners. 
 
Then in a span of 12 months, the Browns transformed into legit Super Bowl contenders. 
 
It's happened so fast, so furiously, that this all feels like a dream. Any moment now, fans are sure to wake up to realize Earnest Byner 
still fumbled, Art Modell still stabbed them in the back, the quarterback position is still cursed and the future is still doomed. 
 
But no. This is no dream. The Browns—the freakin' Browns!—are 14-1 to win the Super Bowl at Caesars. The Browns—the 
Browns!—are drawing insane ticket prices. The cheapest ticket for Sunday's season opener on StubHub is more than $150. The 
Browns have America's Quarterback, gnawing into a beer and shotgunning its contents in 3.85 seconds. 
 
The Browns have the two star wide receivers worth north of $170 million, serving as alternating Evel Knievel spectacles through 
practice. 
 
BEREA, OH - AUGUST 6: A view of wide recievers Odell Beckham, Jr. #13 and Jarvis Landry #80 during the Cleveland Browns 
Training Camp on August 6, 2019 at the Cleveland Browns Training Facility in Berea, Ohio. (Photo by Don Juan Moore/Getty 
Images) 
 
Don Juan Moore/Getty Images 
 
The Browns, in 2019, are absolutely electric. 
 
What. Happened. 
 
One strand of dreads dripping down his forehead, Landry leans over a lectern just outside the weight room and explains. His hoodie is 
a canvas of clouds in a light-blue sky—fitting considering the entire fanbase has been on cloud nine all offseason. Typically when a 
new regime takes over an NFL franchise, it fumigates the building. It's terrified of adding any personality, any red flag, anybody who 
will... 
 
"Talk back," Landry cuts in. 
 
But not here. 
 
"Honestly," Landry says, "when you're building from the ground back up, sometimes you need some...some...f--king dudes." 
 
And by God, do the Browns have those. 
 
In Baker Mayfield. In Odell Beckham Jr. In Landry. Everywhere you look are dudes with a snarl. 
 
Outside, receiver Rashard Higgins thinks back to being the 172nd pick and later being cut by Hue Jackson. 

https://bleacherreport.com/articles/2851619-out-of-the-factory-of-sadness


  
 

  
 

 
"That motivated the hell out of me," Higgins says. "Being cut and not knowing why I was cut." 
 
Inside, safety Damarious Randall is surrounded by legends from another lifetime, massive banners commemorating Hall of Famers 
from the '40s and '50s and '60s. The Browns haven't won a championship since 1964, but Randall doesn't flinch. He thought last year's 
7-8-1 team could've won it all. This year? "We plan on leaving no doubt." 
 
That's the way they're training. That's the level of talent here. 
 
"It sounds like a video game type of deal," Randall says, "where you trade all the good players to one team, just so that one team can 
win a Super Bowl. But it happened in real, real life." 
 
He was one of those players traded, of course. The same day they acquired Landry, the Browns stole Randall from the Packers for 
quarterback DeShone Kizer. He can't help but laugh at that. 
 
"I knew it'd go down as one of the worst trades in Green Bay Packers history," Randall says. "Any time I want to feel like I'm on my 
high horse, I still look back like, Damn, they really traded me for DeShone Kizer? No offense to him, but at the end of the day—c'mon 
now." 
 
The Packers viewed Randall as immature, so off he went. For a backup quarterback they'd end up cutting. 
 
The Giants got sick of OBJ. Goodbye. 
 
The Dolphins tired of Landry. Peace. 
 
So many scouts harbored fear about Mayfield's character. The Browns didn't hesitate in making him the first overall pick and face of 
the franchise. 
 
If the NFL has learned anything from the Patriots, it's that players must be transformed into cyborgs, reconfigured and operated by a 
singular mastermind. That's the Belichickian model. That's what most all coaches and GMs have adopted as standard operating 
procedure. When establishing culture, while following a process, thou shalt eliminate all possible red flags. Yet here are the Browns, 
gladly accepting your rejects and malcontents and headaches and prima donnas, because, damn it, these players are really talented. 
 
The Browns want players to be themselves. In fact, they encourage it. 
 
Randall chuckles again. 
 
"Keep those fourth-round picks around," he adds, oozing with sarcasm. "You'll probably get a superstar with them."  
 
Randall and his teammates know you think this experiment is going to spontaneously combust, that they'll be at each other's throats by 
October. 
 
But where others see cockiness, they see confidence. Loads and loads of confidence. 
 
"It might rub some people the wrong way," Randall says, "but we do not care." 
 
CLEVELAND, OHIO - AUGUST 08: Strong safety Damarious Randall #23 of the Cleveland Browns during the first half of a 
preseason game against the Washington Redskins at FirstEnergy Stadium on August 08, 2019 in Cleveland, Ohio. (Photo by Jason 
Miller/Getty I 
 
Jason Miller/Getty Images 
 
Randall promises everyone that he'll keep tweeting and Instagramming whatever the hell he wants. That Mayfield will keep trading 
barbs with Colin Cowherd. That players here will be unapologetically authentic. He believes it's to their own detriment that players in 
the NFL so often do as they are told, that they sit up straight and spew cliches—unlike the personality-driven NBA. It's bad enough 



  
 

  
 

that they have helmets on, their faces covered with facemasks. He could wander around any other NFL stadium and nobody would 
know who he is. 
 
Not surprisingly, there was Randall sporting a "Daaaamnnn"-themed visor from Friday early in training camp and a "Feeling 
Dangerous" visor with Mayfield's mug later in camp. 
 
There is no daily demand to spew cliches here. 
 
"We are who we are," Randall says. "We have a lot of people who are comfortable in their own skin. Some people judge us and want 
us to respond to them judging us. We just don't care. And we're not going to care when we raise up that Lombardi Trophy. People are 
going to say, 'Oh, that team was cheating because they had Odell, they had Jarvis, they had Baker.' ... They're going to say we were 
cheating at the end of the day." 
 
Certainly they'd change everything we thought we knew about team-building. 
 
Now, all the Browns need to do is get there, and no, they're not belligerently stumbling into this 2019 season, either. They have a plan. 
And they know the only players saying "Oh s--t" about Cleveland from here on out will be those on the other sideline. 
 
Says Landry: "We aim for legendary. We aim for the Super Bowl." 
 
The Browns' proximity to Cleveland Hopkins International Airport, a quick two miles, is a friendly reminder that at any moment you 
could be gone. There's next to no margin for error anymore. 
 
This stifling August day, Mayfield rifles a back-shoulder throw to 6'4" Derrick Willies, on the money, and Willies drops it. Twenty 
minutes later, Willies drops another easy ball, and as he trudges back to the huddle, an airplane roars overhead. 
 
Dorsey, in a heavy crew sweatshirt, aggressively chews gum nearby. 
 
Head coach Freddie Kitchens, hard on everyone from the waterboys to the practice officials, stares Willies down. 
 
Soon after, Willies answers, going deep on corner T.J. Carrie and cradling a Mayfield bomb with one free arm. He's ecstatic. He pops 
to his feet with one shoulder pad out, dropkicks the ball toward fans and hip-bumps a teammate. 
 
Three weeks later, he'll be cut anyway. 
 
That's life in Cleveland these days. Urgency is high. There's no room for any BS anymore...when BS was all this franchise knew just a 
couple years ago. 
 
Where to even begin? 
 
Through that 1-31 stretch, any semblance of a foundation in Cleveland crumbled. Multiple Browns staffers recall "silos" and 
"factions" and never-ending "I have nothing to do with this!" finger-pointing that only made a bad situation worse. 
 
Under former top exec Sashi Brown, the plan was to lose. And lose. And that helped the Browns land a pair of top overall picks—but 
the losing was extremely difficult on families (see: mass firings), and the big-picture thinking behind an unprecedented tank was 
flawed. As one Browns front-office source puts it bluntly, "It's not baseball." You're not replenishing a minor league system via 14 
draft picks a year. In football, you're always one player away: a quarterback. And the Browns, under Brown and Hue Jackson, traded 
out of the Carson Wentz pick in 2016. (Their top pick that year, Corey Coleman at 15th overall, has already been on four teams.) The 
next year, they never seriously considered taking Deshaun Watson or Patrick Mahomes with the No. 1 overall pick or using their other 
two first-round picks to trade up and take one of them, though one staffer remembers former quarterbacks coach David Lee banging 
the table for Mahomes. 
 
Instead, Jackson flip-flopped between Myles Garrett and Mitchell Trubisky for months, eventually selecting Garrett. 
 
One exec with the team now describes that coaching staff as "horses--t." Even in 2018, it was obvious to anyone watching Hard 
Knocks that Jackson and then-offensive coordinator Todd Haley didn't get along. But they more so passive-aggressively ignored each 



  
 

  
 

other than outright clashed. Which was probably worse. Haley had some support in the building, though as one source explains, he'd 
handle a problem that was a 1 (on a scale of 1 to 10) with the same ferocity as a 10. 
 
The roster was laughably bad in 2017. The fact that, the following year, one starting tackle (Spencer Drango) was on a practice squad 
and the other (Shon Coleman) was inactive pretty much says all anyone needs to know. Future Hall of Famer Joe Thomas, a Brown 
from when he was drafted third overall in 2007 until he retired after being on injured reserve much of that 2017 season, understood the 
plan. He calls it "taking your medicine" for the shot at a franchise quarterback. But, of course, the Browns had botched that same 
opportunity countless times before. 
 
If John Elway and Peyton Manning rode off into the sunset, Thomas more so lived a nightmare. 
 
"Believe me, it wasn't a lot of fun," Thomas says. "You look at your talent, you look at your roster, you know it's going to be a tough 
go. Week after week, it's brutal to deal with that." 
 
Thomas insists players were buying in through that 1-31 stretch. The team was so young, so green, very few of them just shut it down. 
And that's what hurt most: Players actually were pouring everything they had into every week. Higgins remembers so many 
questioning themselves, thinking, "Damn, what are we doing wrong?" Center JC Tretter, who joined the Browns for that 2017 season, 
knows people looked at 0-16 and assumed, "Oh, they didn't care." Not true, he insists. All 16 losses in 2017 devastated the locker 
room. Sundays make this sport worth it, he says. The grind, the violence, the commitment. 
 
You do it all to win one game, and, as Tretter puts it, to "feel like a king" for six hours. 
 
That feeling never came. Loss after loss, no heroes emerged. 
 
Instead, the Browns had players like No. 1 wide receiver Kenny Britt. Many in the building say he was the worst locker room problem 
they've ever encountered. Many days, Britt would simply tell the team he wasn't going to practice. Coaches would tell him he, uh, 
needed to. And then, one source says, he'd "literally just walk." 
 
Even Higgins doesn't hold back. That kind of attitude from that kind of player—a former first-rounder on a $32 million contract—set a 
terrible standard. 
 
"Coming out here and not wanting to practice and then expect to go to the game and play at full speed?" he says. "It's like, 'Damn, 
man, you didn't even practice, and you're wondering why you dropped the ball? You might've had it in practice.' Little stuff like that, 
man." 
 
A total makeover was needed, and as if descending from the heavens, in came football messiahs with the knowledge to actually put all 
these picks and all this cap space to use. 
 
Out was Brown. In were Dorsey and Eliot Wolf and Alonzo Highsmith. 
 
First thing was first—finding a QB—and multiple sources credit Wolf for pinpointing and pushing for Mayfield very early in the 
process. Long before most anyone deemed Mayfield worthy of a No. 1 pick. 
 
A generation prior, Wolf's father fell in love with Brett Favre, made an extremely unpopular trade for Favre and forever changed the 
Packers franchise. Now, son was trying to do the same as assistant GM for the Browns. Mayfield had Favre-like red flags in the eyes 
of evaluators around the league, but the Browns never viewed those flags as actual weaknesses. Height wasn't a concern. His brash 
style absolutely was not a concern. So what if he planted an OU flag in the middle of Ohio State's field and grabbed his crotch against 
Kansas? Cleveland found it bizarre that Mayfield was considered risky and Darnold safe when everyone the front office talked to at 
Oklahoma, from the athletic director to teammates, raved about Mayfield's character—and Darnold was the one with a whopping 36 
turnovers in 27 college games. 
 
Mayfield didn't only make all the throws; he had the courage to make all those throws. And that's what they loved. "He played with no 
fear," as one Browns scout puts it. The moxie was not toxic to them, nor manufactured. They knew teammates would fight for 
Mayfield because, as another Browns scout says, "Guys like to play with ballers." 
 
Ron Schwane/Associated Press 



  
 

  
 

 
As for OBJ? Dorsey is always making exploratory, "Hey, if you're ever..." phone calls to teams. 
 
After a few lengthy chats with the Giants, he landed arguably the league's best wide receiver. As far as the Browns heard, New York 
simply didn't want to deal with Beckham anymore. To them, sure, there's some "WR1 stuff" and "a tiny bit of selfishness" but nothing 
that could come close to overshadowing the fact that they were adding a certifiable star at a premium position...at 26 years old. 
 
Dorsey is OK with anything extra that comes with Beckham, and Giants GM Dave Gettleman was not. 
 
By surrounding Beckham with Landry and WR coach Adam Henry (who coached both at LSU) and Mayfield, the Browns believe 
they're threading the needle. One Browns scout is frank—"The dude's not a criminal"—and compares Beckham to Deion Sanders in 
that no one is going to "manage" Deion. Once you make the commitment to Beckham, you're committing to everything that comes 
with Beckham because "he's not a normal person, not a normal talent." 
 
Those temper tantrums in New York, to the Browns front office, were rooted in a manic desire to win. 
 
Transaction to transaction, pick to pick, this has been a theme. Players this competitive—like Mayfield, like Landry, like Randall—are 
not scorned. They're coveted. Embraced. The Browns knew Randall wanted to play safety and knew the Packers viewed him as high 
maintenance, so when GM Brian Gutekunst reached out and offered Randall for Kizer with a flip of fourth- and fifth-round picks, 
Cleveland pounced. 
 
Browns coaches and execs say repeatedly that they want players to be themselves. They see players building personal brands, walking 
through the facility with their own names on their shirts, and they think, in the words of one source, "Why not let them have fun?" 
 
They're not talentless like so many of Sashi Brown's whiffs. They're not quitters like Britt. 
 
Take it from Thomas, the man who knows what's ailed this team better than anyone. 
 
"The guys they picked up," he says, "like OBJ and Damarious Randall, or even Jarvis and Baker, they were almost pushing people too 
hard. They were almost too competitive. And teams didn't know how to handle them, because they were emotional." 
 
Which was exactly what the Browns needed. A lightning strike of energy. 
 
Thinking back to the stories he heard about veterans not practicing, Landry cringes. 
 
"Just soft and entitled," he says. "I know for me, it was like, 'Yo, you all ain't done nothing.' Nobody here has done anything that 
where you can pat anybody on the back or take a break or take plays off or whatever. And that culture changed." 
 
Bleeping dude to bleeping dude. 
 
"With a mindset." 
 
So ready or not, here they come. That impassioned speech Landry gave on national TV—"If your hamstring ain't falling off the f--king 
bone … you should be f--king practicing"—has come to life. This is a team in that merciless vision. 
 
There's Mayfield, strutting around the practice field—back arched, head bobbing, yapping. When he's not unleashing rockets here, he's 
chugging beers. He's still saying whatever he wants. He's rocking a thin strip of hair above his lip because, in his words, there's 
"elegance" in a mustache. "You just do not know what is going to happen." 
 
There's Beckham, putting on a show. And Myles Garrett box-jumping with 50-pound dumbbells in his hands. And defensive end 
Olivier Vernon swinging a sledgehammer at a tractor tire inside. And tight end David Njoku, cut like a bodybuilder, saying the 
Browns need players "who aren't afraid to get into someone's face." 
 
And Landry. Any wide receiver who whines and complains and acts like Britt these days is called out on the spot. "Quit Drake'ing!" 
Landry or another receiver will shout, as in don't be "in your feelings." Shut up, get back in line, kick ass. Landry still sounds pissed at 



  
 

  
 

the Dolphins, at anyone who thinks he wanted anything other than this kind of atmosphere, one that pushes everyone to their 
maximum potential. 
 
"Winning is everything," he says. "It's like having the best writer in your building, but you don't let him write. Then, you're like, 
'Damn, when I do write, I do good s--t.' ... My sole goal is to win. If you label me like I'm the best player on the team, let me help you 
win. Passion, confidence, energy, all of that stuff is misplaced." 
 
And standing here, Landry makes it clear it'll take a lot more than him and Beckham and Mayfield to hoist that trophy. This passion 
must be contagious. Other dudes are just as important—and he lists off their names: Nick Chubb. Higgins. Antonio Callaway. Njoku. 
As Landry speaks, teammates walk by, and he shouts their names aloud, too, as if blown away by the Browns' talent. 
 
He's right. To win, it will take more. 
 
It'll take a playmaker setting the tone on defense, a player following the example of the greatest athlete of all time. Randall recently 
heard that Michael Jordan's most famous shot, in Game 6 at Utah, was the product of Jordan practicing that exact same shot again and 
again and again. He heard that Jordan felt more pressure in practice taking that shot than he did with the clock dripping from nine to 
eight to seven to six seconds in the Finals. Right then, Randall knew he needed to put pressure on himself like never before. 
 
For his moment. One he's ready for. He wants to be a Brown for life. 
 
Randall first rips the Packers for using him as a cornerback, kindly pointing out that they drafted a safety (Darnell Savage) in the first 
round a year after shipping him off—"so obviously they didn't do something right—tell 'em I said, 'I appreciate you.'" Then, he rips 
Gregg Williams, Cleveland's defensive coordinator in 2018, for lining him up "about a mile-and-a-half" from the quarterback at 
safety. The player who handed a football to Hue Jackson hints he may have something in store for Williams when he picks off 
Williams' new team, the Jets. 
 
Very rarely will you meet players this liberated, speaking this freely. 
 
When players on other teams speak out like this, they're shamed on Twitter, scolded by their coach, put on mute the rest of the season. 
 
Not in Cleveland, where Dorsey told Randall, Day 1, to be himself. 
 
Randall believes his swagger manifests itself on the field, too. 
 
"I don't have to hide in a shell to pretend anything," says Randall, who had 85 tackles and four picks last season. "Dorsey likes 
whenever I talk trash, because he knows I'm going to back it up. Whenever you have people like that in your corner, you can play 
more freely. You can play more loose and with a lot more chemistry. 
 
"I'm a guy who believes. And when your core players on a team believe, that spreads to the 53rd man on the roster." 
 
That's happening. Everywhere. Not just in the stars whose names you know. The excitement touches the whole roster. Especially 
where it matters most—around Mayfield, right to the wide receiver starting alongside Beckham and Landry. 
 
This August day, Higgins—nicknamed Hollywood, or Wood for short—is sitting atop his helmet, on an empty practice field, thinking 
about his friend Peanut. Five days ago, Peanut called Higgins to say how excited he was about this Browns season. He raved about all 
the weapons on this offense, and then the convo soon turned to Higgins' new car. Higgins bragged about how fast it gets. 
 
Two days later, at 8:45 a.m., Peanut was found dead from an apparent motorcycle crash. Higgins says he's going to fly south the next 
day for the wake. He can't shake a feeling of guilt. Growing up, the two of them loved fast cars, with Higgins actually selling Peanut 
his first car, a Mercury Marauder. 
 
"I asked him, 'What's the fastest you've been on your bike?'" says Higgins, staring ahead, holding back tears. "So it's crazy. And he 
just got the motorcycle. It's like, 'Damn, man.' I wish he wouldn't have gotten that bike." 
 
Ron Schwane/Associated Press 
 



  
 

  
 

It's not the first friend he's lost. Higgins recalls his family of five stuffed into a one-bedroom apartment growing up in the extremely 
violent Oak Cliff neighborhood southwest of Dallas. Many nights, he didn't even know if his family would be able to eat. Other 
nights, he didn't know if he or his friends would live. So many of his friends were swallowed by drugs and gangs, and Higgins says 
aloud he wishes he told them all: "You don't have to sell drugs. There's a better life for you." 
 
He thinks back to losing his dad. He thinks back to the night he could've died. Taking a friend to a girlfriend's house, he drove too far, 
turned around, pulled into a driveway, parked, turned his lights off and all he remembers are sparks. So many sparks. As someone 
sprayed his car with bullets, Higgins sped off, somehow unharmed, to a nearby gas station. He assumes someone on that dangerous 
street thought he was doing a drive-by shooting himself. 
 
You better believe all of this makes him exactly the competitor Landry wants. Higgins says it's all turned him "into a dog," adding, "S-
-t, you don't know what I've been through." 
 
Higgins heads back inside and it begins to downpour, thunder crackling throughout Berea. 
 
A storm is coming in 2019. For better or worse. 
 
Is it only a matter of time before someone goes berserk? Beckham possesses the uncanny ability to piss off every type of cornerback. 
The loud ones, like Josh Norman, can't stand him. As Norman told B/R in 2017: "I hope I don't catch him outside. Let's just say that." 
The quietest of the quiet corners can't, either. Stephon Gilmore, way back in 2015, was the first pro to really go after Beckham, calling 
him a "prima donna." 
 
Told about these exchanges, word for word, Landry hardly flinches.  
 
"His passion is construed as something other than what it actually is," Landry says. "You see the same things from other players, other 
sports—and it's 'true passion.' You see it from him and it's 'prima donna, diva, this and that.' ... He is a person that if he has to kick 
your ass, he'll kick your ass. But he's not looking for that. 
 
"On the field, his passion is very, very, very, very passionate." 
 
In a dream world, the Browns take Beckham's passion and Landry's passion and Baker's and Higgins' and Randall's and create 
something unheard of. One of Landry's favorite movies is Major League. That Cleveland Indians team—from the Wild Thing to 
Willie Mays Hayes—is so much like this Browns team to him. All of those characters aren't supposed to be in the same place at the 
same time, he explains, but they are. And "they build some s--t that is legendary." 
 
Still, that doesn't change the fact that there's only one ball to go around. Keeping everyone happy, September through February, may 
be an impossible proposition. Running back Duke Johnson Jr. already asked for and received a trade. Maybe that's only the tip of an 
iceberg bound to sink the Browns. 
 
Landry insists he and Beckham share a unique understanding, that they'd never want to hurt each other. Hell, their plan all along was 
to be teammates by their third or fourth contracts, and here they are. 
 
CLEVELAND, OHIO - AUGUST 29: wide receivers Odell Beckham #13 and Jarvis Landry #80 of the Cleveland Browns talk on the 
sidelines during the first half of a preseason game against the Detroit Lions at FirstEnergy Stadium on August 29, 2019 in Cleveland, 
 
Jason Miller/Getty Images 
 
Who receives how many targets, he repeats, will not be an issue. Not after so much losing. 
 
"Now we go into the aspect of understanding how hard it is to win a damn game in the NFL," Landry says. "When you have that 
mindset, OK, 'You had 10 catches. I had three catches. Did we win the game? Then, so what? Let's celebrate. We're going to 
celebrate.'" 
 
That's hard to believe, but when pressed, he's adamant. He says that he'd never be upset with Beckham taking center stage and that 
Beckham feels the same. Higgins even says Landry told him, man to man in private, that he's reached a place where he wants to see 
others to succeed. 



  
 

  
 

 
That, to Higgins, hit home. That attitude, like the speech, is contagious. 
 
Adds Higgins, "Honestly, if we're winning, there shouldn't be any complaining." 
 
And if there is? 
 
The head coach is ready. 
 
The world is a beautifully blunt place when Kitchens speaks. There's no filibustering, no need to stuff words like "process" and 
"culture" into some Coachspeak Rosetta Stone to see what this one really means. No, when former colleague Bob Wylie criticized 
Kitchens, downplaying his role in the Browns' 2018 surge and claiming to hear he was fired from a hospital bed, Kitchens was ready. 
 
When Wylie drew first blood, Kitchens responded at a press conference with devastating daggers. 
 
Sometimes when a person says something, they have to be made to feel relevant, OK? 
 
What about the players? Did they have anything to do with the turnaround? 
 
I went to the hospital to see Bob every week he was in the hospital. I FaceTimed Bob before every game before we went out as a staff 
just so he would continue to feel a part of it.  
 
I had the opportunity to hire Bob. I did not want to. 
 
End of story. 
 
One week later, away from the podium, Kitchens begins a conversation with B/R by saying it's simple to him. He doesn't give a damn 
what anybody has said about any player they've added. He's going to judge each player with his own eyes. You be you. He'll be 
himself. And a trust will build. 
 
The Gadsden, Alabama, native speaks in such a matter-of-fact drawl on everything. This is a man who survived an emergency surgery 
in 2013 to repair a tear in the inner wall of his aorta. (He was given a 20 percent chance to live. Surgery lasted 10 hours.) A man who 
grew up the son of a tiremaker at the Goodyear Tire Plant and will never forget the resiliency of Dad when Dad was laid off after 20-
plus years. A man who then lost "Big Freddie" to lung cancer in 2015. 
 
"Nothing's come easy," he says, "but nothing came easy in my life, either. When people tell you 'No,' you keep saying 'Yes.'" 
 
Adversity, he knows, will strike, and the Browns, he knows, will be accountable in that moment. Because passive-aggressiveness is a 
poison. "There's not going to be any of that here," Kitchens says. Under his watch, problems will be met head-on. 
 
"We're not going to close our eyes and act like it's not there. We're going to address it." 
 
The key for that, he also knows, is strengthening relationships up to a point to handle such blunt moments. And no relationship in 
sports is more important than coach and quarterback. We've seen what can happen when it turns south. 
 
To Kitchens, again, it's simple. 
 
"Here's what I think people lose sight of," Kitchens begins. "Society in itself sometimes is just scared to say the truth. I've always 
heard that the truth will set you free. If I can be truthful with him and he can be truthful with me, what else do we need? Because if he 
can trust that I'll tell him the truth, if he can trust that I have the best interest in mind, he's going to trust me. If he trusts me, he'll listen. 
If he doesn't, he won't. And the same with him. ... That trust allows you to have difficult conversations to enable you to get the most 
out of someone. That's where we're at with our whole team. It's not just Baker." 
 
Ron Schwane/Associated Press 
 
He points to Vernon working out inside the Browns' practice bubble. 



  
 

  
 

 
"I want Olivier Vernon trusting that guy beside him. I want that linebacker trusting that corner. I want that corner trusting that safety. I 
want the right guard trusting the tackle. I want the back trusting the quarterback. 
 
"I know it's simple. But I'm from Alabama. I can be simple." 
 
Don't be fooled. Kitchens may come across as a good ol' boy you'd love to pound beers with, but he's a master innovator. Remember 
Mayfield faking a fly sweep by flipping the ball to himself before slinging a touchdown to Landry? One source says he checked with 
the league office before that Ravens game to make sure the play was legal. Expect more trickeration this year, even if Kitchens isn't a 
distant relative or part-time barista of Sean McVay's. Kitchens sure wasn't at the top of the Browns' list when their search began, but 
he proved he can stay at the cutting edge of today's game. 
 
More importantly, he showed the Browns he's capable of handling egos. 
 
One way? The "inner scorecard." Randall lets everyone in on this secret, on the fact that Kitchens has all players focused on lessons 
from ancient philosophy written about at length by Ryan Holiday in his book, Ego Is the Enemy. Holiday spoke at the NFL owners 
meetings in March, the Browns were intrigued, so there Holiday was in training camp speaking to the entire team. Everyone here, 
Randall explains, is now consumed by their own specific goals. He points to Nick Saban showing zero joy after winning an NCAA 
title. And Drew Brees smiling with his son on the field after a gut-wrenching NFC Championship loss last January. Both had 
unexpected emotions because both were following an inner scorecard—not whatever numbers the scoreboard spat out. 
 
So the world can say whatever they want about the Browns. Under Kitchens, they sincerely do not seem to care. 
 
Players will continue showing up at 7 a.m., leaving at 9 p.m., concerned with themselves and themselves only. 
 
"We know how good we are," Randall says. "We still have to live up to our standard. Myles might have 14 sacks and make the Pro 
Bowl, and he's still moping around, because, by his standard, he missed three other sacks that he should've had. And that's what people 
don't understand. They think success is making it to the Pro Bowl, making a lot of money. No. 
 
"Success to me and success to us is holding ourselves to a certain standard and living up to that standard." 
 
It's so easy to view sports through the prism of wins and losses. Holiday told the entire Browns team that they need to find metrics of 
success that are entirely up to them. They could win the AFC North, but if they do it the wrong way, if they hate the game or hate each 
other, is that success? Holiday wasn't sure if talk of ancient philosophy would turn the team off, especially a team with this many 
personalities. But as Kitchens ripped one player for making a team cameraman pick up food he dropped, he was off and running. 
 
Everyone, Holiday says, was locked into his speech. 
 
His central theme? The No. 1 enemy to this team isn't the talent on other teams or rule changes or injuries or anything external. It's 
making sure ego is kept in check. It's how the guys in this room come together. 
 
"There's a quote from Epictetus," Holiday says. "'It's impossible to learn what you think you already know.' So if you think you're a 
flawless athlete, you're not going to learn the plays, you're not going to learn the schemes, you're not going to hustle hard enough, and 
the talent's not going to come together. 
 
"You can see how quickly an entitled attitude would spiral out of control. The guy who doesn't think he needs to pick up after himself 
is the guy who doesn't hustle back on the drill, is the guy who doesn't lift as much as he can." 
 
This room could crumble into a hodgepodge of individuals, Holiday told them, if they don't consciously think unity over self. 
 
"Ego is the enemy," he says, "of the things that bring talent together." 
 
Maybe that's why training camp, in Cleveland, was different. The scorecards, for everyone, are set after a punishing summer. The days 
of Hue Jackson telling his staff they need to take it easy on select starters are long, long gone, with players in full pads nearly every 
day for three weeks. Practices lasted two-and-a-half hours. When one fight broke out, Kitchens made players run gassers. 
 



  
 

  
 

He set up full tackling drills. Whistles weren't nearly as quick here as other camps. 
 
Kitchens made it clear to everyone that he wanted them to practice through bumps and bruises so they wouldn't wither into December. 
 
No, he's not Rex Ryan 2.0, not a coach who'll completely lose control of a roomful of personalities. He wants his players to be 
themselves, but Kitchens also repeats "Do what’s right" with "Do your job" regularity around here. 
 
It's no shock that two of Kitchens' closest mentors are Bill Parcells and Nick Saban. 
 
Football is "a tough game played by tough people," he says plainly, and "we need to develop that mindset." He'll never forget Parcells' 
words of wisdom: to treat everyone fairly but not everyone the same. To build trust first, and then you can ask players to do what 
they'd normally be uncomfortable doing. 
 
The Browns believe they've reached that point. They have talent. They are, for now, getting along. 
 
Now, all they need to do is win the Super Bowl. 
 
The imagery of imminent destruction is quite horrifying. When the Browns do win the Super Bowl, when they finally exorcise 
decades of demons, nobody knows what to expect. 
 
Lamenting the misery of 0-16, Higgins redirects to praise the fans. For some reason, they kept packing the stadium. And when they 
finally beat the Jets in 2018? They made players feel like they "won the damn Super Bowl." 
 
So, yeah, LeBron James might've summoned approximately 1.3 million people to downtown Cleveland for the Cavaliers 
championship parade. Sure, that party lasted four hours, and hotels sold out, and businesses shut down, and so many children were 
separated from their parents that police needed to reconnect families via social media. Browns linebacker Joe Schobert knows that 
bash would have nothing on their bash. 
 
City officials should prepare for something a bit more apocalyptic. 
 
"When that was happening, people were like, 'Yeah. If the Browns win? The city of Cleveland won't exist anymore,'" Schobert says. 
"If the Browns win the Super Bowl, the city's gone. We're rebuilding. We're starting from scratch. Probably will be a cloud city with 
new technology or something. It'll change Cleveland forever. 
 
"I'd be interested to see what they do when they rebuild. It could be the Dubai of the Midwest. Who knows?" 
 
Adds Tretter, "Luckily, I'm living in the suburbs." 
 
Such is the "sleeping giant" John Dorsey referred to in his introductory presser. 
 
All camp, you could sense it: the team's sordid past bleeding into its unlimited future in the form of Couch and Bernie Kosar and 
Johnny Manziel jerseys blending with the growing Mayfields and Beckhams. The stands were packed. The cheers, no, roars of 
approval were constant. The expectations continued to soar. Only soar. When Greedy Williams leaped in front of Beckham to snare 
the most impressive interception of camp, there was Kitchens afterward reminding Williams of his scorecard: "I think we need to learn 
what to do with the ball when we get an interception." (Williams had chucked the ball in celebration.) 
 
This is what it'll take to win. 
 
Constant attention to the details. Constant reminders that talent alone isn't enough. 
 
Says Schobert: "I think we have talent, on paper, to be one of the contenders for the Super Bowl. But that has to fit together in the 
right way. There's a thousand ways it can fit together and one way it can fit together and do it right and make it to the Super Bowl and 
win it." 
 
And Tretter knows the Browns need to "earn" expectations, "earn" those thoughts of the Super Bowl because so many teams that 
dream—like they're dreaming—end up 6-10. 



  
 

  
 

 
"You don't want to see the talent and say, 'We're better now! We have more talent!'" Tretter says. "The thing that got us over the hump 
was the work." 
 
Winning tends to cure all, he adds. Nobody hears about any negativity behind the scenes when a team wins. 
 
For once, in Cleveland, that's the expectation. To win. Now. The hype feels real, not overinflated by Johnny Football holding his arms 
in the sky and rubbing his fingers together. 
 
Which really makes you feel for the one Canton-bound player mired in a decade of futility. 
 
Joe Thomas never played with talent close to this through his 10,363 consecutive snaps, six head coaches and 20 starting quarterbacks. 
One of the best offensive tackles in NFL history never had a quarterback remotely close to Mayfield or a receiver in the same 
stratosphere as Beckham. He juuuust missed out on the fun, retiring after 0-16. But while the roster has completely changed, he's sure 
the remaining players from 1-31—the Schoberts, the Tretters—will share stories, will remind everyone, "You don't want to go back to 
that s--t.'" 
 
CLEVELAND, OH - OCTOBER 01: Joe Thomas #73 of the Cleveland Browns cools off in the game against the Cincinnati Bengals 
at FirstEnergy Stadium on October 1, 2017 in Cleveland, Ohio. (Photo by Jason Miller /Getty Images) 
 
Jason Miller/Getty Images 
 
Thomas knows this city is ready to erupt. 
 
Thomas knows, better than anybody, how a parade would go down. 
 
"Nuclear holocaust," he says. "Whatever the Cavs had for their parade, just double it and make it twice as long. It's always been a 
Browns town. First and foremost." 
 
He believes in Kitchens, and he believes those new bleeping dudes leading the way have a "Follow me, I know the way to the 
Promised Land" mentality. 
 
So bring it on. Thomas is ready to celebrate. He already bought his Super Bowl tickets, too. Really. At a Madison NFL Alumni Dinner 
this summer, Thomas scooped a pair up in an auction. 
 
He'll be in Miami. 
 
"I plan to wear my Browns jersey," he says. 
 
No pressure, guys. 
  



  
 

  
 

 
  



  
 

  
 

Woke up feeling … Progressive? Baker Mayfield teams up with insurance company for ad campaign ‘at home’ 
By Scott Petrak, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/08/28/baker-mayfield-teams-up-with-progressive-insurance-for-funny-ad-campaign-during-
football-season/ 
 
MAYFIELD VILLAGE — Baker Mayfield’s Northeast Ohio roots run deeper by the day. 
 
Mayfield, who says he was born to play quarterback in Cleveland, became the newest spokesman for Progressive Insurance, which 
just happens to be based in Mayfield Village. 
 
The “At Home with Baker Mayfield” ad campaign was announced Wednesday, and Progressive employees attended a launch party 
with Mayfield and wife Emily on stage. 
 
“As soon as I came into the building, you get a bunch of people that are true Clevelanders,” Mayfield said. “So just the passion you 
can feel, the energy you can feel in the building. 
 
“It just felt right.” 
 
Mayfield married Emily Wilkinson in July, and the comedic commercials show the newlyweds “living” in FirstEnergy Stadium, 
Mayfield’s home away from home on Sundays in the fall. 
 
In one ad, Mayfield can’t figure out the circuit breaker. In another, he starts mowing the field. They are scheduled to debut Sept. 5 and 
run throughout the NFL season on national TV. 
 
Three ads, as well as behind the scenes interviews with Mayfield and his wife Emily, can be seen HERE. 
 
“It’s funny because it’s true. It’s so realistic,” Mayfield said. “Some of the things were even more funny to us because they hit very, 
very close to home.” 
 
Mayfield says he was born to play in Cleveland 
 
The Mayfields filmed 20 commercials over two days about 10 days before they were married. Emily said she was “a little reluctant” to 
be included but liked the concept. 
 
“A lot of it was not acting,” she said. “Seriously stuff that happens at home.” 
 
Progressive, which substituted Mayfield’s No. 6 for the “g” in its logo, was founded in 1937 and is the third-largest auto insurer in the 
country. Its award-winning ad campaigns and characters include Flo, Baby Man, Rebel and Motaur, the mythical half-man, half-
motorcycle character. 
 
Chief marketing officer Jeff Charney said the Mayfield campaign is different than others for a simple reason. 
 
“We’re not glorifying, we’re making the athlete very real, everybody can relate to the athlete,” he said. 
 
Mayfield already experienced a perk of working with Progressive. He got to meet Flo. 
 
“One of the nicest people I’ve ever met,” he said. “She’s a very vibrant personality.” 
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Mayfield Mania and the New-Look Browns Are Giving Cleveland Reason to Believe 
By Robert Mays, The Ringer 
https://www.theringer.com/nfl-preview/2019/8/20/20812881/mayfield-mania-and-the-new-look-browns-are-giving-cleveland-reason-
to-believe 
 
The Cleveland Browns are the NFL’s “it” team this preseason. They have a dynamic young quarterback in Baker Mayfield. They have 
a star wide receiver in Odell Beckham Jr. They have a new coach, a new plan, and renewed hope ... and this time that hope seems 
warranted. So how did the Browns go from leaguewide laughingstock to potential model franchise of the future? Welcome to Trust 
the Browns’ Process Week, where we’ll explore how Believeland reached this point—and what comes next. 
 
DrewDrew Stanton has played in the NFL for 13 years, and he admits he’s never seen anything quite like this. He backed up two 
former no. 1 picks before becoming Cleveland’s second-string quarterback in 2018. He’s played for four playoff teams and has been 
to a conference championship game. But the climate around the Browns’ camp this summer has been something new entirely. “This is 
probably a lot different culture than some guys are used to,” Stanton says. “We’ve got a quarterback that’s willing to speak his mind. 
We’ve got a head coach that says woopty hell. There’s no recipe. There’s no right way. There’s no formula for how you win in this 
league.” 
 
Nearly every Browns’ practice over the past month has been open to the public, and each day, fans have packed the team’s Berea, 
Ohio, facility to the point that it’s become standing-room only. As the crowds have cheered for Baker Mayfield–to–Odell Beckham Jr. 
connections and Myles Garrett manhandling offensive tackles, an unfamiliar feeling has settled over northeast Ohio. The Cleveland 
Browns—the same Cleveland Browns that went 1-31 in two years under Hue Jackson and haven’t produced a winning season since 
2007—look like the most exciting team in the NFL. And while the arrival of stars like Beckham and defensive end Olivier Vernon, 
and the development of young building blocks like Garrett, cornerback Denzel Ward, and running back Nick Chubb have fueled the 
flames, the fervor surrounding the franchise starts with no. 6. 
 
A popular shirt around training camp featured the notorious list of Browns starters since 1999, with “BAKER” spray-painted over it in 
massive red letters. The final eight games of Mayfield’s rookie year sparked Browns mania: He averaged 8.6 yards per attempt with 
19 touchdown passes; during that span Cleveland ranked second in the league in Football Outsiders’ offensive DVOA. That stretch 
ultimately motivated Browns ownership to retain interim offensive coordinator Freddie Kitchens as the team’s head coach. It inspired 
general manager John Dorsey to push his chips into the middle of the table now and execute bold moves like the Beckham trade. And 
it’s compelled the Browns’ fan base—who celebrated the ceremonial opening of a Bud Light fridge 11 months ago—to suddenly 
harbor championship aspirations. “I don’t think the young guys realize how hard it is to get on that roll, where you can start stacking, 
stacking, stacking,” Stanton says. “You begin to develop this mentality where you feel, almost become, invincible.” 
 
In a single season, Mayfield made the perennially dysfunctional Browns seem unstoppable. The hope now is that he and Kitchens can 
turn the team into a legitimate title contender. The Mistake by the Lake is no more: The Browns have become the most talked-about 
team in football—and now, it’s for the right reasons. 
Baker Mayfield 
Baker Mayfield 
Kirk Irwin/Getty Images 
 
JoelJoel Bitonio has experience playing with Heisman Trophy–winning, celebrity quarterbacks. The Pro Bowl guard was a member of 
the 2014 Browns, who drafted Johnny Manziel with the 22nd pick. Bitonio quickly became familiar with the circus that can follow a 
QB with an outsize personality, but he did his best to leave his preconceived notions at home when Cleveland picked Mayfield first 
overall in 2018. “You never know with a college guy,” Bitonio says. “Is he a big partier? Is he a big ‘me’ guy? I give them a clean 
slate when I walk in the door.” 
 
Mayfield quickly impressed his veteran lineman. The rookie entered training camp as the team’s backup and was conscious of what 
that standing meant in the locker room. When Tyrod Taylor led the first-team offense, Mayfield blended into the background. When 
his time with the second-stringers came, Mayfield treated that unit like it was his own. “He had the ability to step back and say, ‘This 
is your team right now. I’m not gonna overtake that,’” Bitonio says. “That’s pretty impressive from a rookie. Either they’re too over-
the-top boisterous, or they don’t say enough. And he had that perfect mix where you think, ‘This guy has a chance to be pretty good 
here.’” 
 
After Taylor went down with an injury in Week 3, Mayfield took up the mantle that comes with being a starter, both on the field and 
off. He organized regular team dinners at popular Cleveland spots like the Marble Room. One evening, he invited teammates over to 
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his house, where his now-wife Emily whipped up a huge spread of Mexican food. Bitonio says the groups of players at each meal 
varied: Sometimes it was the offensive line, sometimes the entire offense. Defensive players occasionally showed up, too. In Bitonio’s 
mind, Mayfield’s ability to bond with anyone on the roster is his greatest gift as a leader. “I’ve had quarterbacks who are good people 
that talk to everybody, but he has a special way to connect with everybody,” Bitonio says. “It’s something you grow with. There are 
outside people that think of him as cocky and arrogant. But when you’re around the guy, he truly does care.” 
 
This offseason has been Mayfield’s first as the Browns’ starter, and the change in his demeanor has been noticeable. His voice 
dominates practices, whether it’s barking orders to receivers or talking shit to his own defense. “He’s not timid about anything,” 
Bitonio says. “He doesn’t bring anything down. He’s not afraid to offend somebody. He’s gonna go out there and say what’s on his 
mind. He plays like he’s angry, and he plays with no fear. That’s who he is.” 
 
As he’s gotten more comfortable pushing his teammates in practice, Mayfield has also grown more confident pushing the envelope. 
Rather than go through the motions of a certain play design and his own read associated with it, he’ll often test that concept’s 
constraints by throwing a different route or focusing on a different receiver than the play initially suggests. This has led to uneven 
points in practice, but it’s also helped hone the Browns’ knack for home run completions. With Beckham now in the mix, those should 
happen early and often this fall. “It’d be easy to sit back here, go through your progression, hit the first guy every time,” Stanton says. 
“But that’s not how this game is played. You’ve got to be able to play in a box, play in a phone booth. And he does a really good job 
keeping his eyes downfield creating vertical plays.” 
 
Feeling dangerous means sometimes playing dangerously, and that aggressive mind-set meshes well with Mayfield’s new head coach. 
Before coming to Cleveland, Kitchens spent five seasons as a position coach under Bruce Arians in Arizona, and he’s well versed in 
Arians’s “No risk it, no biscuit” philosophy. While Mayfield’s exceptional throwing accuracy tends to be his most celebrated trait, 
Kitchens says that he most appreciates his quarterback’s ability to throw on the move and create explosive plays out of thin air. “He 
won’t ever shy away from fitting it in windows,” Kitchens says. “I want him to try to fit it in windows. The good ones do that.” Over 
the final eight games of last season, 15.6 percent of Mayfield’s passes traveled at least 20 yards in the air, which ranked fourth in the 
NFL, and he also led the league in adjusted completion percentage on such throws. Cleveland produced 20 passes of 20 or more yards 
after Kitchens took over, tied for second most in the league over that span. Against the Panthers in Week 14, with Cleveland facing a 
third-and-17 from its own 49-yard line, Mayfield bailed left from the pocket and launched a picture-perfect 51-yard rocket to Jarvis 
Landry for a game-tying score. 
 
Any quarterback who takes the sort of chances Mayfield does is bound to have a nightmare game every so often, and that disaster 
performance came in a 29-13 loss to the Texans in Week 13. Mayfield threw three interceptions in the first half, as the Browns fell 
into a 23-0 hole. At halftime, Bitonio wondered how the rookie would respond the following week against the Panthers. But 
Mayfield’s resilience showed much sooner than that. “He comes out in the second half and throws for [nearly] 400 yards,” Bitonio 
says. “I was like. ‘All right, we didn’t win this game, but nothing’s gonna hurt this guy.’” 
 
In Cleveland, nothing is going to limit Mayfield Mania, either. He’s found the perfect environment for his game and that outsize 
persona. Mayfield has rejected the notion that a QB must be mind-numbingly boring, and the fan base has embraced him for it. Here, 
he’s free to be Baker Mayfield—a mustache-wearing, beer-guzzling, joke-cracking QB. And in Bitonio’s mind, that’s a good thing: 
Because it’s all Baker can be. “He’s not changing for anybody,” Bitonio says. “It’s impressive. You want guys who are themselves out 
there. I think those guys make the best leaders because you don’t see any phoniness. You don’t see any fakeness from the guy. It’s just 
100 percent real, who Baker Mayfield is.” 
Freddie Kitchens 
Freddie Kitchens 
Stacy Revere/Getty Images 
 
FreddieFreddie Kitchens wasn’t sure he’d ever get this job. The 44-year-old had spent his first 13 years in the NFL as a position 
coach, overseeing tight ends, running backs, and quarterbacks during his time with the Cowboys and Cardinals. Before last season, 
Kitchens had never gotten a shot at being a coordinator, let alone a head coach, and he could sense that his chance was dwindling. “I 
knew that it was becoming more and more difficult to get one if you didn’t [lobby] through the media,” Kitchens says. “You had to 
sell yourself out to get a job or get an opportunity to get a job. I knew if I ever got in front of someone and spoke my plan, I liked my 
chances. I just never got in front of anybody.” 
 
The CliffsNotes version of the Browns’ 2018 season is that Jackson got fired in October, Kitchens took over the offense, and the unit 
exploded. But Kitchens’s rise is more complex than that. In one day, he went from leading the team’s running backs to being its 
coordinator and play-caller; from overseeing positional meetings to building and installing a game plan; from relative anonymity to 



  
 

  
 

being a forward-facing member of the franchise. Stanton spent four seasons in Arizona with Kitchens as his quarterbacks coach, and 
the QB says that Freddie kept exuding his trademark aw-shucks personality even after he got his chance at the front of the room. “He 
stepped into that offensive room and said, ‘Hey guys, I don’t have all the answers,’” Stanton says. 
 
Many have speculated that Mayfield’s performance under Kitchens last season was the driving force behind the Browns’ decision to 
give him the head job, but the coach maintains that the quarterback wasn’t the focus of his interview with Dorsey and owner Jimmy 
Haslam. Kitchens didn’t need to present a detailed plan for how he’d shepherd Mayfield’s career. He had eight games of tape to do 
that for him. “I’m sure it was brought up, because he’s your franchise quarterback, but I’m pretty sure they felt comfortable in my 
ability to develop him,” Kitchens says. “And that’s just one guy. If you’re hiring somebody just to coach the quarterback, then you’re 
missing the boat a little bit.” 
 
With full control of the offense last season, Kitchens implemented some of the core principles from Arians’s system. Stanton says that 
a few vertical passing concepts were tweaked and some reads were simplified for Mayfield, but it was far from a wholesale reset. 
“Nothing really changed about the system,” Kitchens says. “For lack of a better word, those guys started believing. That was to their 
credit. They believed in something. We tried to keep fueling that as we went along.” 
 
In addition to Arians’s plays, Kitchens borrowed his coaching methods too. Throughout his career, Arians has held Saturday meetings 
with his starting quarterback in which they pare down the final version of the game plan. In those meetings, his QBs are afforded a 
rare amount of say. Stanton remembers being shocked before the Colts’ first preseason game in 2012, when Arians asked rookie 
quarterback Andrew Luck what the team’s first third-and-long play call should be. Kitchens has tried to adopt that same humility now 
that he’s calling the shots. “Not to put people in boxes, but Freddie doesn’t have an ego,” Stanton says. “Most guys that are offensive 
coordinators, offensive head coaches, they want everybody to know that they’re the one running the offense. He’s fine saying, ‘No, 
I’m not the one running the offense. This is Baker’s offense. I’m just the one calling the plays.’ That takes a secure human being.” 
 
If the quarterback feels skeptical about a particular play against a particular coverage that week, or if he feels like he’s not seeing a 
route combination the way that he’d like, that play gets scrapped. The end result is a quarterback who trusts any play Kitchens could 
dial up on Sunday. As Stanton puts it, Kitchens is just as comfortable being the guy in Cleveland as he was being a guy in Arizona—
and that transition has given the Browns a chance to reach new heights this fall. “When you empower us as people, it’s infectious at 
that point, because you’re confident in everything that you’re doing,” Stanton says. “There’s a precise reason for everything that we’re 
doing. Baker and Freddie do such a good job of that. That’s why we were able to take off last year as an offense.” 
Odell Beckham Jr. 
Odell Beckham Jr. 
Justin Casterline/Getty Images 
 
ToddTodd Monken garned plenty of interest from teams this offseason after piloting the high-flying Buccaneers offense in 2018. In 
Monken’s first season as an NFL play-caller, Tampa Bay averaged 6.3 yards per play, tied for third best in the league behind Kansas 
City. Several franchises came calling after Bucs head coach Dirk Koetter and his staff were fired following the team’s 5-11 finish, but 
the 53-year-old coach says that calling plays was his “fourth or fifth” priority as he looked for a new job. Monken has worked as a 
position coach for prolific offenses like Oklahoma State’s 2011 group (which averaged 48.7 points per game), and he’s been the play-
caller for a 2013 Southern Miss team that finished 119th out of 125 FBS teams in scoring offense. “Calling [plays] and not being very 
good is not fun,” Monken says. “I’m not wired that way. I’m miserable. The ego of calling it doesn’t outweigh that.” 
 
When it came time to make a decision, Monken saw a budding winner in Cleveland, complete with a quarterback any coach would 
clamor to work with, and a front office with the resources and ambition to surround that QB with a championship roster. In Monken, 
Kitchens saw a coordinator candidate with a let-it-fly Air Raid background and shared commitment to letting his quarterback uncork a 
deep throw at any time. So in the end, Monken picked the Browns over teams like the Packers and Jets for the same reason that 
football fans have fixated on Cleveland all preseason: He thought it’d be fun. “I felt very good about where this place could be headed, 
and getting on the front end [of that],” Monken says. “It was important to me to be around the right people: Freddie, John Dorsey, the 
coaching staff, Baker Mayfield. We didn’t even have Odell at the time.” 
 
After last season, optimism was already pervasive in the Dawg Pound. But the trade for Beckham sent Browns fans into a Super 
Bowl–hungry frenzy. Adding Beckham meant dropping arguably the most thrilling playmaker in the NFL into an offense that had 
been one of the most explosive units in football over the second half of last season. Beckham had been prolific while catching passes 
from Eli Manning. And now, he’s catching them from Baker Mayfield. 
 



  
 

  
 

This group hasn’t played a snap together, but it’s already easy to imagine Beckham hauling in deep shots from Mayfield while tight 
end David Njoku streaks down the seam, slot man Jarvis Landry tears up defenses underneath, and Chubb runs roughshod over 
helpless defenders. The mere thought of those elements working in concert is riveting. Teams like the Chiefs and Rams will likely 
have offenses that rival the Browns in terms of production, but with players like Beckham and Mayfield—stars with personalities big 
enough to have their own gravitational pull—this team just feels … different. And the mood around Cleveland does too. For the first 
time since the franchise was resurrected in 1999, Browns fans have more than hope. They have reason to believe. 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Baker Mayfield welcomes expectations and pressure that follow Year 2 success of peers 
By Scott Petrak, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/07/31/baker-mayfield-welcomes-expectations-and-pressure-that-follow-year-2-success-of-his-
peers/ 
  
BEREA — Patrick Mahomes, Carson Wentz, Jared Goff and Deshaun Watson didn’t just make a jump in their second seasons. They 
leaped into Pro Bowls and Super Bowls. 
The NFL’s rising stars at quarterback demonstrated and executed the game plan for early success in today’s NFL. 
 
They also cranked up the pressure for those who follow. 
 
Baker Mayfield enters Year 2 with extreme expectations surrounding him and the Browns. The No. 1 pick and Heisman Trophy 
winner knows the situation and welcomes it. 
 
“I’m worried about doing my stuff. But it’s obviously great to see guys like that have success early on,” he said Wednesday after 
training camp practice. “It just kinda breaks the mold of having the rookie learning process, and those guys adapted quickly to it.” 
 
Mahomes, the No. 10 pick in 2017, was the league’s MVP last year after throwing for 50 touchdowns and 5,097 yards and leading the 
Chiefs to overtime of an AFC championship game loss to the Patriots. Wentz, the No. 2 pick in 2016, was the MVP favorite before 
tearing his anterior cruciate ligament in 2017 during the Eagles’ championship season. 
 
Goff, the No. 1 pick in 2016, was a Pro Bowler in Year 2 and repeated last year while taking the Rams to the Super Bowl. Watson, the 
No. 12 pick in 2017, made the Pro Bowl and playoffs last season. 
 
“And that puts the pressure on other guys,” Mayfield said. “But at the same time I’m still trying to do my own thing.” 
 
Mayfield and the Browns are steadfast that the Super Bowl is the goal despite the franchise being only a year removed from 0-16, 
holding the league’s longest playoff drought at 16 years and not having a winning season since 2007. To Mayfield and coach Freddie 
Kitchens, the negative stats no longer have relevance. 
 
And Mayfield didn’t hesitate when asked if too much is being asked of a player with only one NFL season on his resume. 
 
“Absolutely not. There’s a reason why those guys were drafted that high, I was drafted that high,” he said. “And people know what to 
expect and also we know what we need to do to accomplish the results we need.” 
 
Kitchens refuses to acknowledge outside noise and wants Mayfield’s focus to be inward. 
 
“Tell me his expectations for himself because those are the only ones we care about,” Kitchens said. “I do not care, and I am pretty 
sure he does not care what other people say.” 
 
Mayfield threw a rookie-record 27 touchdown passes despite not playing until Week 3. He completed 63.8 percent for 3,725 yards 
with 14 interceptions and a 93.7 rating, and the Browns went 7-7 in games he played. 
 
The stellar start was enough for his peers to vote him No. 50 on NFL Network’s Top 100. 
“It’s quite the honor, but it’s a long way to the top and we’ve got a long way to (go to) win. That’s true,” he said. 
 
Mayfield’s focus is on the team’s success but he’s set individual goals to help achieve that. 
“Fewer turnovers, putting us in the best position to win more often, which means less negative plays,” he said, referring to 20 sacks in 
his first six games. “Just really commanding the offense and putting us in the best spot to win. More wins, individually that’s the best 
goal I could have.” 
 
Mayfield has been solid through the first week of camp, if not spectacular. He struggled early with some batted balls at the line and 
high throws in the red zone but is in control of the offense and Kitchens said his understanding of protections is better. 
 
Mayfield was the backup to veteran Tyrod Taylor throughout training camp last season, so he wasn’t in position to lead the way he 
prefers. The muzzle is off this summer, and Mayfield is in constant conversation with teammates, including some with a raised voice. 

https://www.brownszone.com/2019/07/31/baker-mayfield-welcomes-expectations-and-pressure-that-follow-year-2-success-of-his-peers/
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He jumped on the receivers Saturday when they messed up a scramble drill, yelling loud enough for the crowd to hear the F-bomb. He 
was asked if he talked to the receivers after the outburst. 
“Yeah, I’m not a jackass, you’ve got to talk through it,” he said. “Gonna harp on it, then I’m going to talk to them. We need to be 
overcommunicating right now, that’s what the good teams do. We’ve got to be on the same page.” 
 
Talent isn’t the issue at the skill positions, so the Browns are concentrating on building the chemistry necessary to win consistently. 
That includes practice time together and holding each other’s feet to the fire. 
 
“They know I’m going to push them, they know I’m going to push myself,” Mayfield said. “So it’s nothing personal when it comes to 
getting after somebody, and I expect them to hold me accountable as well and that’s the beauty of having guys that really want to 
win.”  



  
 

  
 

Soy sauce, spy games and efficacy: How the Browns decided on Baker Mayfield   
By Zac Jackson, The Athletic 
https://theathletic.com/958769/2019/05/02/soy-sauce-spy-games-and-efficacy-how-the-browns-decided-on-baker-mayfield/ 
 
A year ago today, Baker Mayfield arrived in Cleveland for the third time — and the second as an employee of the Browns. Mayfield 
reported for his official orientation and introduction to the playbook at rookie minicamp exactly a week after the Browns made him 
the No. 1 pick in the draft. 
 
That was a culmination of a seven-month flirtation that began before the Browns hired John Dorsey as general manager. By the time 
the Browns picked Mayfield, they’d met with him in three states, had conducted a private-jet tour to watch and meet with the other 
three top quarterbacks in the class, and Dorsey had even intentionally avoided Mayfield at the Senior Bowl in an attempt to prevent 
the rumor mill from churning too early. 
 
In the pursuit of picking the right player to help end a streak of historic losing, you dig deeply. You duck, you dodge, you drive. 
Eventually, you get right to it. Before Dorsey went all “buddy boy” on Mayfield in the April 26, 2018, phone call that officially kicked 
off the NFL Draft, the two talked soy sauce. 
 
Mayfield tried to treat his busy NFL Scouting Combine as standard business, but Mayfield knew his formal interview in Indianapolis 
with the Browns would be his first chance to talk with the team that held the No. 1 pick. He’d said the right things publicly about 
embracing the Browns’ recent history, wanting to be the guy to lead a turnaround and the privilege of potentially being the draft’s No. 
1 pick. And his meeting with the Browns, he’d later say, he should have known what was coming. 
 
“I walk in the room, and the first thing (Dorsey) said was, ‘I hear you like food trucks,’” Mayfield said. “Obviously, John Dorsey has 
a reputation of not only knowing football but also being himself and not really caring what everybody else thinks. So I have respect 
for that. 
 
“Going into that meeting I was laughing when he said that. Not only was it pretty funny to hear that from him, but it kind of lightened 
the mood a little bit. All of those meetings are so uptight. Now, it’s a good memory. A good first to have.” 
 
In early 2017, Mayfield had been arrested on public intoxication and disorderly conduct charges in Fayetteville, Ark. Basically, he’d 
had too much to drink and was causing a scene, and when police approached Mayfield near a food truck, he unsuccessfully tried to get 
away. He later pleaded guilty to three misdemeanor charges, paid fines and performed community service. 
 
That arrest and his on-field outburst ahead of Oklahoma’s game at Kansas in November 2017 had made headlines as Mayfield won 
the Heisman Trophy and emerged as a No. 1 pick candidate. Mayfield knew those things would be discussed in every meeting he had 
with NFL teams. He didn’t know Dorsey had been at Kansas that day when Mayfield threw three touchdown passes — he had at least 
that many in six of his last seven college games — and no interceptions while completing 66.7 of his passes. Dorsey valued 
Mayfield’s accuracy, ability to extend plays and his leadership. 
 
“Those are long days at the combine,” Mayfield said. “I can’t say I remember everything, but you’re over in the old train station, 
you’re meeting a lot of people and they’re asking questions. I walk in (to meet with the Browns) and there are probably 15 people. 
Some are super-friendly, some are kind of staring right through you, and (Dorsey) immediately brings up food trucks. I guess I 
brought that on myself.” 
 
After the draft, Dorsey revealed to MMQB.com that he and Browns assistant general manager Eliot Wolf had given Mayfield identical 
8.5 grades on their 1-9 scouting scale, a grade worthy of a player becoming the No. 1 pick. Dorsey was adamant that he wasn’t going 
to force his feelings or opinions on anyone, but at least at first a possible dissenting opinion was that of Highsmith, the vice president 
of player personnel who’d evaluated Sam Darnold as his top quarterback in the class throughout the college season. 
 
Dorsey had hired Wolf and Highsmith from the Packers in January 2018. Dorsey had long-standing relationships with both. Highsmith 
had worked with the Packers since 1999, and Dorsey considers Wolf’s father, Ron, to be his most important football mentor. In a 
speaking engagement last May at the Hall of Fame Luncheon Club in Canton, Highsmith said one word kept coming to mind as he 
went further through the process with Mayfield: efficacy. 
 
A quick click to old friend Dictionary.com shows the following synonyms for efficacy: effectiveness, success, productiveness, 
fruitfulness, potency and power. Highsmith had come to the Browns ranking Darnold No. 1 and Mayfield No. 2. 

https://theathletic.com/958769/2019/05/02/soy-sauce-spy-games-and-efficacy-how-the-browns-decided-on-baker-mayfield/


  
 

  
 

 
“All through the season, you couldn’t tell me Darnold wasn’t the best,” Highsmith said. “Then comes the part where you meet them. 
You watch their workouts. You watch everything. Baker blew me away … highly intelligent, highly competitive.” 
 
“Efficacy is (something) all the good ones have. It includes the power to affect other people. I thought he stood out far above the other 
guys. When he walked into a room, you knew he was there.” 
 
Ahead of the 2018 draft, Dorsey and the Browns’ top decision-makers and coaches flew on Jimmy Haslam’s private plane to three 
places: Norman, Okla., to meet and work out with Mayfield; Los Angeles, for similar meetings with USC quarterback Sam Darnold 
and UCLA quarterback Josh Rosen; and Laramie, Wyo., for a private workout with Wyoming quarterback Josh Allen. All included 
personal time with the quarterbacks and their families. 
 
When the Browns left Oklahoma that day in late March, Mayfield was “happy” about the workout and his interactions with the 
Browns, but he still wouldn’t allow himself to think too far ahead, let alone start looking up Cleveland real estate agents. 
 
“At that time, still nothing was in my control,” Mayfield said. “I really wasn’t letting myself focus on it too much.” 
 
It was during that quarterback tour that Mayfield essentially locked up his status atop the team’s draft board. Though Dorsey didn’t 
often say that around the building because didn’t want to shade anyone else’s thinking — and didn’t really trust coach Hue Jackson to 
not share it externally — Dorsey already had his mind made up. 
 
“When you make a decision this large, you want to have unanimous consent in the building. You don’t want to set the stage or alter 
anything. You want to hear unbiased opinion from everybody, so that’s why I kept it as pure as I possibly could.” 
 
Dorsey was drawn to Mayfield’s arm strength, his accuracy and his release. But he’d also seen Mayfield on game days, in huddles and 
interacting with teammates. 
 
“I think he was in the top three statistically in all the major categories in college football,” Dorsey said. “He had the tools. And when 
you watched his teammates galvanize to him at certain parts of the game, that told me he had at least a little bit of that ‘it’ factor.” 
 
Mayfield would later say that he didn’t know Dorsey had long been lurking. But Dorsey did know that Mayfield had soy sauce on his 
hoodie when the police placed him in handcuffs, and as time passed Mayfield could laugh at that being their first conversation point. 
 
“I didn’t know that he had come to multiple (Oklahoma) games and all that,” Mayfield said. “Obviously I had known that we had a 
decent amount of scouts at some of our games but I didn’t know specifics. And I wasn’t worried about that. I had told myself that if I 
played well enough and I took care of business that all the rest would fall into place. 
 
“But knowing later what games he was at and certain things that happened, looking back it’s pretty interesting. When he says we first 
talked about food trucks, that’s absolutely true.” 
 
Mayfield had arrived late at the 2018 Senior Bowl due to a family issue. But he was undoubtedly the star of an event that annually 
attracts every NFL general manager and most head coaches, and in recent years has seen its national profile grow thanks to social 
media attention and NFL Network’s live coverage. What’s always been a key evaluation and information week for the eyes of the 
NFL is now under more of a microscope than ever before. 
 
During Senior Bowl week, scouts camp out in the second-floor lobby of the Renaissance Riverview Plaza Hotel to meet with players. 
Off the main gathering area — both upstairs and downstairs — are several meeting rooms and semiprivate areas that can be used for 
impromptu private conversations. Dorsey has long used evenings at the Senior Bowl to seek out certain prospects for meetings, some 
brief and some bordering on interrogations. 
 
At the 2018 Senior Bowl, there were Browns employees tasked with meeting Mayfield and conducting the standard information-
gathering interview. But Dorsey was not one of them. He intentionally avoided Mayfield in any common area. 
 
“I knew I was being watched,” Dorsey said. “I wasn’t letting anyone follow the scent.” 
 



  
 

  
 

After being fired by the Chiefs in late June 2017, Dorsey spent the fall doing things he “hadn’t done in 34 years.” Because he’s a road 
scout at heart who knew he’d eventually be a top free agent for a team needing a new general manager, finding the best Browns 
quarterback in nearly that long just sort of happened along the road from Kansas City to various Big 12 campuses. 
 
Dorsey established a weekday routine and essentially ran a one-man scouting operation out of his Kansas City-area basement during 
the 2017 football season. He’d go to Mass at 8 a.m., go to the gym, then spend the entire afternoon watching film. On Mondays and 
Tuesdays, he’d watch the previous weekend’s NFL games. From Wednesday-Friday, he’d scout college prospects the same way he’d 
done for years, evaluating one position group at a time. When that next call came from an NFL owner, Dorsey was going to be ready. 
 
From Kansas City, Dorsey could reach Kansas, Kansas State, Missouri and Arkansas in a relatively easy drive. Campuses in 
Oklahoma and Iowa weren’t much farther. So Dorsey’s Saturday routine started with hopping in the car and attending games so he 
could see NFL prospects in person. 
 
By the time he was hired by the Browns in early December, he revealed he’d seen Mayfield six times. Much later, he’d reveal that he 
didn’t really need that food-truck conversation in Indianapolis, the private workout in Norman or to see Mayfield command the huddle 
in a rookie minicamp to know he had his guy. 
 
“I knew that day at Kansas,” Dorsey said. 
 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Baker Mayfield pays tribute to his mom in heartfelt letter for Mother’s Day 
By Joey Morona, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/entertainment/2019/05/baker-mayfield-pays-tribute-to-his-mom-in-heartfelt-letter-for-mothers-day.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- For Mother’s Day, Browns quarterback Baker Mayfield penned a heartfelt letter to his mom, Gina, that he 
reads on an upcoming “SC Featured” story on ESPN. 
 
“Words do not begin to describe how thankful I am to call you my mother,” the letter begins. “You have never stopped believing in 
me, always pushing me to do more and then always having the big picture mindset to push through adversity.” 
 
Mayfield also writes about a trip the two took a few years back to Norman, Oklahoma, where he later became the star quarterback for 
the Sooners. 
 
“Absolutely everything was not going our way, between the car wreck, the rental car and the awful weather,” he recalls in the letter. 
“Looking back on it, you never flinched. You were going to make sure your son was going to get to where he wanted to go to school. 
That’s the type of love I’m so thankful for.” 
 
What Mayfield didn’t realize was Gina was in the next room, listening and shedding a few tears as he read the letter for ESPN’s 
cameras. The network has pulled this trick several times before on Mother’s Day, still, Mayfield was surprised when she came out. 
 
“It’s nice that she can hear it not just on paper, but hear it come out of my mouth,” he said after sharing a hug with his mom. 
 
“It’s very special to hear him say some of things. Especially the story about going to Norman. That was not fun at all,” Gina said, 
laughing. 
 
“I’m very thankful for you,” she told her son. 
 
I’m not crying, you’re crying. 
 
“SC Featured” stories air during the Saturday 8 a.m. edition of “SportsCenter” with replays throughout the weekend. 
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Cleveland Browns QB Baker Mayfield to appear on new 'Straight Up Steve Austin' TV show 
By Matthew Florjancic, WKYC 3 
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/cleveland-browns-qb-baker-mayfield-to-appear-on-new-straight-up-steve-austin-tv-
show/95-23614819-70e7-4057-938e-f46ab1689770 
 
CLEVELAND -- One of the most famous superstars in professional wrestling history, "Stone Cold" Steve Austin is returning to the 
USA Network. 
 
And for at least one episode, the "Texas Rattlesnake" is bringing Baker Mayfield with him. 
 
On Thursday, the USA Network announced it has picked up the first season of a new show titled "Straight Up Steve Austin." 
According to a press release, "the unique interview-based series" will feature Austin talking to some of the biggest stars from the 
world of sports and entertainment, with Mayfield listed as one of the series' first guests. 
 
"In each episode, Austin and a celebrity guest swap stories about their lives and careers during one-of-a-kind custom-tailored 
adventures in different cities across America," the release reads. "In this unique interview format, there’s no studio, no couch and no 
cue cards -- just a straight-up good time and some good old-fashioned American fun." 
 
While it remains to be seen which of the seven half-hour episodes Mayfield will be a part of, the second-year signal-caller's inclusion 
in the show hardly comes as a surprise. Earlier this, Mayfield was spotted riding around Cleveland alongside Austin -- literally -- 
before taking part in some sort of tailgate catered by TownHall. 
 
"We wanted to let you guys know we're doing something really special right now with Stone Cold Steve Austin," Mayfield can be 
seen saying in an Instagram video posted by the Ohio City restaurant. 
 
Other guests listed for the first the first seven-episode season of Austin's show include singer and actor Trace Adkins, NASCAR 
legend Dale Earnhardt Jr., comedian Gabriel Iglesias, WWE superstar Becky Lynch, actor Rob Riggle and Impractical Jokers star Sal 
Volcano. The show is set to air on Mondays at 11 p.m. ET following WWE Monday Night Raw beginning on August 12. 
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Baker Mayfield, Myles Garrett make top five in CBSSports.com’s NFL Top 25 under 25 list 
By Matthew Florjancic, WKYC 3  
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/baker-mayfield-myles-garrett-make-top-five-in-cbssportscoms-nfl-top-25-under-25-
list/95-d613d776-6e19-40c5-945d-594d3c7765d3 
 
CLEVELAND — Quarterback Baker Mayfield and defensive end Myles Garrett emerged as leaders on their respective sides of the 
football for the Cleveland Browns during the 2018 regular season, and the NFL world continues to take notice and appreciate their 
talents. 
 
In CBSSports.com’s list of the NFL’s Top 25 Players under 25, both Mayfield and Garrett were top-five selections. Mayfield, 24, 
earned the No. 5 spot and Garrett, 23, ranked No. 3, trailing only Los Angeles Chargers defensive end Joey Bosa and Kansas City 
Chiefs quarterback Patrick Mahomes. 
 
Mayfield broke the NFL rookie record with his 27th touchdown throw of the season with 3:24 to play in regulation of a 26-24 loss to 
the Baltimore Ravens in an AFC North Division clash at M&T Bank Stadium in Baltimore on December 30. 
 
After taking over the first-team offense in the second quarter of a Week 3 win over the New York Jets, Mayfield completed 310 of his 
486 attempts (63.8 percent) for 3,725 yards and 27 touchdowns against 14 interceptions. 
 
Under the direction of new Browns coach Freddie Kitchens, the interim offensive coordinator for the second half of the 2018 season, 
Mayfield completed 180 of his 263 attempts (68.4 percent) for 2,254 yards and 19 touchdowns against eight interceptions. 
 
“Mayfield sneaks his way into the top five not just because of what he did (help make the Browns good), but also, because of his 
potential,” CBSSports.com reporter Sean Wagner-McGough wrote. “He certainly looks like he has the chance to become one of the 
best quarterbacks in football and he’s been placed in the exact kind of environment he needs to succeed. 
 
“He’s got the best running back group in football, Odell Beckham and a play-caller who demonstrated last season that he understands 
how to get the most out of his young quarterback. 
 
“Mayfield is already good, but he has a chance to be great. This isn’t a draft, but if it were a draft, he’d probably be the second pick.” 
 
Garrett earned selection to his first Pro Bowl after a standout second season with the Browns in 2018. 
 
Lee Mingwei’s work, The Moving Garden, invites you to take a flower from the gallery and gift it to a stranger. Now free daily 
admission for all. 
 
Riddled with injuries as a rookie in 2017, Garrett registered 44 total tackles, including 35 solo stops and nine assists, with three forced 
fumbles while playing in all 16 games in 2018 for the team who selected him with the No. 1 overall pick in the 2017 NFL Draft. 
 
Additionally, Garrett registered 13.5 sacks for 75.5 lost yards and finished the year just short of the franchise’s single-season record 
for sacks. 
 
With 20.5 career sacks, Garrett registered the most by a Brown in his first 27 games, as well as the most by a defender in his first two 
professional seasons. Last year, Garrett ranked sixth in the NFL with the 13.5 sacks. 
 
For his efforts, Garrett became the Browns’ first front seven defender to reach All-Pro status since linebacker Jamir Miller in 2001 and 
first defensive lineman to earn such acclaim since Michael Dean Perry made the AP All-Pro Team in 1994. 
 
“Here’s what’s scary: Under the order of then-defensive coordinator and interim coach Gregg Williams, Garrett was only allowed to 
use two pass-rushing moves,” Wagner-McGough wrote. “With Williams out and Steve Wilks in as the new defensive coordinator, 
Garrett will now have the freedom to use as many moves as his heart desires.” 
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Baker Mayfield pays off his bet to Saquon Barkley for NFL Offensive ROY 
By Mary Kay Cabot, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/06/baker-mayfield-pays-off-his-bet-to-saquon-barkley-for-nfl-offensive-roy.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio — Baker Mayfield wasn’t yanking Saquon Barkley’s chain about that QUADS pendant for beating him out for 
NFL Offensive Rookie of the Year. 
 
Mayfield paid off the bet in a huge way this week, with a diamond-encrusted “QUADS” pendant on a thick gold chain. The pendant is 
almost as big as Barkley’s massive quads themselves. 
 
Heading into the awards season, the two friends placed a bet on who would win NFL Offensive Rookie of the Year. Both players felt 
deserving of the award, and were willing to pony up with some bling if they lost. 
 
Mayfield joked in February that Barkley hated being called Sa-quads because of his enormous thighs, and vowed to design a Quads 
pendant for the occasion. Even when Odell Beckham Jr. presented Barkley with the award during the NFL Honors show, Odell 
Beckham Jr. called him Sa-quad. 
 
“S/O to @bakermayfield for coming through with the bet #QUADS’’ tweeted Barkley on Saturday. 
 
At the Greater Cleveland Sports Awards in February, Mayfield joked, “It’ll say ‘quads’ on it. Not ‘Sa-quads’ but just ‘quads.’ The two 
extra letters in there cost a little bit extra money, so we’ll stick with just ‘quads.’” 
 
And even though Barkley hates the nickname, he’ll embrace his new neck candy. 
 
“The bad thing about that is, the loser picks, so I don’t get to pick,’’ Barkley said backstage at the NFL Honors Show in Atlanta in 
February while clutching his new trophy. “With Baker Mayfield, you never know what you’re going to get. But yeah, we made a little 
fun bet just to show that obviously we both want to win this award, but it’s bigger than us. 
 
“It’s about a friendship, and the love that we have for each other. But I did win, so I do get a chain and he gets to pick and whatever he 
picks I’m just going to wear it and that’s a gift.’’ 
 
Barkley, who finished second in the NFL with 1,307 rushing yards and 13th in the NFL with 91 receptions, beat out Mayfield for the 
award despite Mayfield setting the NFL rookie record for TD passes with 27. 
 
false 
 
Baker Mayfield loses out to Saquon Barkley for NFL Offensive Rookie of the Year 
 
It was a close race between Mayfield and Barkley for NFL Offensive Rookie of the Year. 
 
Barkley, who finished first in the NFL with 2,028 yards from scrimmage, knew the two players would be neck-and-neck. Barkley 
received 26.5 votes, Mayfield received 21.5 and Colts guard Quenton Nelson received two. 
 
false 
 
Saquon Barkley says he and Baker Mayfield have something riding on NFL Offensive Rookie of the Year 
 
Barkley tells cleveland.com that he and Baker Mayfield have a little bet on NFL Offensive Rookie of the Year. 
 
“Yeah, I knew it was going to be a really close race,’’ said Barkley at the NFL Honors show. “It was up for grabs and I don’t think it’s 
been like that for the Rookie of the Year award ... so that’s awesome just for the NFL and the fans but like I said, Baker had an 
unbelievable season. And what he did for Cleveland is unbelievable. He deserves it (too). I wish we could go ‘co.’ But for me to win 
this award, it’s amazing.’’ 
 
And so is his new chain. 
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Baker Mayfield works out with Mark Wahlberg in L.A. 
By Mary Kay Cabot, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/06/baker-mayfield-works-out-with-mark-wahlberg-in-la.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio — Baker Mayfield woke up feeling Invincible on Wednesday. 
 
Getting ready not only for Browns training camp in July but his upcoming nuptials, Baker Mayfield threw some iron around with 
“Invincible’’ star Mark Wahlberg in Los Angeles on Wednesday. 
 
Wahlberg, who played bartender-turned-Eagles receiver Vince Papale in the movie, posted some video and photos of him and 
Mayfield working out at F45 in Sherman Oaks, California. Mayfield’s fiancee, Emily Wilkinson, also worked out with them. 
 
false 
 
Who are the three most important Browns not named Baker Mayfield? (Video) 
 
Mary Kay Cabot, Dan Labbe and Scott Patsko list the three most important Browns who aren't Baker Mayfield. 
 
“Another really good workout,’’ Mayfield says on the video. “I didn’t know what to expect coming in. The guy knows what he’s 
doing. He does. He’s a tough guy. He’s a tough guy.’’ 
 
Mayfield’s wedding is next weekend, and quarterbacks report to training camp in the days before practices begin in on July 25th. 
 
Mayfield also plans to work out with Odell Beckham Jr., Jarvis Landry, Antonio Callaway and others in L.A. Beckham announced 
recently that he was going off the grid for about 12 days, until July 1st, to lock in on his training. 
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LOOK: Baker Mayfield finally unveils pictures from his wedding one week after tying the knot 
By John Breech, CBS Sports 
https://www.cbssports.com/nfl/news/look-baker-mayfield-finally-unveils-pictures-from-his-wedding-one-week-after-tying-the-knot/ 
 
After making everyone wait for more than a week, Browns quarterback Baker Mayfield finally unveiled some pictures from his 
wedding, which took place on July 6 in Malibu, California.  
 
Mayfield tied the knot with Emily Wilkinson, who he proposed to back in June 2018. The Browns quarterback invited plenty of his 
football playing friends to the nuptials and it appears that most of them RSVP'd yes, because the guest list was filled with NFL stars. 
According to OU Daily, Odell Beckham, Saquon Barkley and Kyler Murray were all attendance for the nuptials.  
 
The day after the wedding, the only thing Mayfield shared on social media was a video of him with his new wife.  
 
"What's up everybody? Mr. Mayfield here checking in with Mrs. Mayfield. Oh my goodness. I'm married. We're married," Mayfield 
says in the video.  
 
The video didn't actually show off any details of the wedding, but Mayfield did offer plenty of pictures on Sunday.  
 
The Browns quarterback posted a total of seven photos to Instagram, which you can see by scrolling through the pictures below.  
 
Mayfield will now have a few more days to enjoy some honeymoon time before the Browns have to report to training camp on July 
24.  
 
Although it's not clear where Mayfield and his wife went for their honeymoon, it was definitely somewhere tropical, and we know that 
because he shared a video during MLB's All-Star game last week.  
 
Browns fans are probably hoping that Mayfield likes the feeling of having a ring on his finger, because there's definitely another type 
of ring that they'd like him to be wearing by the time the 2019 NFL season comes to an end.  
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Baker Mayfield isn't afraid of the hype 
By Mina Kimes, ESPN.com 
https://www.espn.com/nfl/story/_/id/27203212/cleveland-browns-quarterback-baker-mayfield-afraid-hype 
 
A dozen or so kids line up to catch a pass from Baker Mayfield, and one of them is so gut-wrenchingly adorable, I briefly wonder if 
he's a plant. It's an absurd thought, but the whole scenario carries a whiff of predetermined charm. The visual of Mayfield playing 
football with hundreds of children at his camp in Norman, Oklahoma, is a publicist's dream, and this tiny blond, bespectacled child is 
straight out of central casting. He's wearing a Baker-esque headband (every camper received one) and knee socks with the 
quarterback's face on them. When he walks up to Mayfield, his sneakers sink into the muddy field, and everyone watching goes Ooh. 
 
Mayfield hunches over a little -- standing just over 6 feet tall in shorts and Nikes, he looks more like a regular dad playing catch with 
his kids than an NFL quarterback -- and gingerly places a hand on the boy's shoulder. "I don't know where you got those socks," 
Mayfield says, winking. "But I love them." 
 
The kid is real, of course. I can see his parents in the crowd; even though the sun boils us like bugs underneath a magnifying glass, 
they're the ones desperately trying to capture every second of this encounter. Craig and Malia Harvey drove 12 hours from their small 
hometown in Colorado to attend Mayfield's camp. Malia tells me that their 5-year-old, Gavin, wore his Mayfield socks over a suit to 
his kindergarten graduation ceremony; he's studied every detail of the quarterback's journey, including his now-iconic celebrations. 
"He imitates them," Craig explains. 
 
"When he plays soccer, he lifts up his shirt and celebrates," Malia says. 
 
"He's running around, swinging the arm and everything," Craig says. 
 
There was a time not long ago, before Mayfield led the Browns to their first win in nearly two seasons, before Cleveland heralded him 
as the franchise's long-awaited savior, before Mayfield beefed with his former head coach (more on that later), when such revelry 
provoked angst among the self-appointed guardians of college football's moral code. On two occasions -- one time when Mayfield 
grabbed his crotch in the general direction of the Kansas sideline, another when he planted an Oklahoma flag on Ohio State's field 
after an upset victory, equal parts Buzz Aldrin and Buzz McCallister -- the young quarterback was shamed into delivering mea culpas, 
apologizing to fans for stunting too hard. 
 
And yet Gavin's parents shrug at the mention of those public stumbles. Sure, they don't want their son doing everything Mayfield's 
done, but they're happy that a tiny kid like Gavin has a (relatively) tiny quarterback to admire, an overlooked athlete, now one of the 
most famous walk-ons in college football history, who proved his doubters wrong. His height, his flaws, his story -- it all makes 
Mayfield seem more real to them, like he's a human playing a position normally reserved for superheroes. "He is who he is, and he 
doesn't apologize for it," Malia says. 
 
As I watch the quarterback gently toss a ball to Gavin, I think about how quickly he's won over not only these people but millions 
more like them, a region of skeptics who wandered in the quarterback wilderness for decades, only to find themselves converted into 
believers by an undersized kid from Texas with immeasurable faith in himself. Then I remember something Mayfield told me a few 
weeks ago, when I met him for the first time. "You get this term" -- Mayfield had paused, making air quotations with his fingers -- 
"'franchise QB.' That's like being a politician." He spat out the phrase in a way that suggested he didn't particularly care for it, even 
though it's generally used to describe the league's most valuable players, the traditional role models that teams are built around. 
 
"You don't have to do that," he said. 
 
The Cleveland Browns are favored to win their division. Read that sentence again and let it wash over you; marvel at the 
implausibility of those words being printed in order, passing untouched through a fact-checker's hands. The Cleveland Browns. Are 
Favored. To Win. Their Division. The organization that's doubled as a punch line for the better part of the NFL's modern era is now 
the buzziest team in football, a turnaround that began in earnest last winter when Cleveland won five of its final seven games and 
Mayfield threw his 27th touchdown, a rookie record. Now everyone -- fans, reporters, marketers, bettors -- wants a piece of the 
Browns. They want Myles Garrett, the quirky sack artist with sizzling potential; they want Odell Beckham Jr., the immensely wildly 
wide receiver who was traded from the Giants earlier this year. 
 
But most of all, they want Mayfield. 
 

https://www.espn.com/nfl/story/_/id/27203212/cleveland-browns-quarterback-baker-mayfield-afraid-hype


  
 

  
 

And here he is: strolling into the Browns' practice facility in Berea, Ohio, on a chilly April afternoon, dressed unassumingly in gray 
sweats, his bushy offseason beard shaking like a turkey's wattle when he laughs (he laughs a lot). The prince who was promised. 
Whenever Mayfield enters a space, he has a way of connecting with everyone in his path that reminds me of a comment coach Hue 
Jackson made last spring, comparing Mayfield to the Pied Piper. (The analogy, intended to illustrate the quarterback's rare charisma, 
struck most people as deeply weird.) Walking past Browns staffers, the quarterback doles out daps and bro nods, stopping to pet 
Moose, the chocolate Lab who lives in the Browns' office. When someone presents Mayfield with a box of cookies, he pats his belly 
and sighs. "You know I'm trying to stay away from sweets!" he says. 
 
I ask him if it feels weird, starting the offseason with so much hype. "For them," he says, flicking his wrist toward the door. "Not for 
me." He cocks an eyebrow and grins. "For everybody else around here, it's been pretty terrible to be part of this team for a while." 
Then he laughs. Not unkindly but in a way that suggests he thinks everyone in Cleveland is in on the joke. 
 
Until the day of the draft, Mayfield wasn't sure the Browns would take him with the first overall pick. (For a while, he was convinced 
New England would trade up for him at No. 2.) He found the challenge of joining a long-struggling team -- Cleveland's last playoff 
appearance was in 2002 -- exhilarating. "I wanted to come here and play and be the one to change it right away," he explains, snapping 
his fingers. The Browns had other plans. In March, before Mayfield was picked, the team announced that any quarterback drafted 
would sit and study behind veteran Tyrod Taylor, a developmental road map with support across the organization. 
 
"I wasn't happy about it, but I understood it," Mayfield says. He appreciated that the team was upfront about the plan -- honesty means 
a great deal to him -- and he saw the value in learning on the sidelines, especially after sitting out a year at Oklahoma. He also respects 
Taylor, whom he describes as thoughtful and kind, and he didn't want to step on his toes. "There's no reason to be an ass," he says. 
Still, it was a little infuriating. As a rookie, he was told to be deferential and quiet, qualities that, unsurprisingly, do not come naturally 
to a player who once trolled the Texas Longhorns after a Cotton Bowl win by galloping off the field on an imaginary horse. 
 
"Me being me, I wanna be that guy in the locker room, I wanna be myself. But at the same time, I had heard so many different things 
from different guys and read things ... " Mayfield sighs. "I wanted to go through the process and learn as much as I could so when the 
moment arose -- then it would be my time. Then I could be that person and let it all go." 
 
That moment arrived sooner than expected. Mayfield had been looking forward to the Jets game in Week 3 as soon as the Browns' 
schedule was released, praying that he'd have the opportunity to go head-to-head with rookie Sam Darnold, a quarterback he'd been 
compared to for years. "I woke up that morning" -- he pauses and grins, a little sheepishly --"not feeling dangerous. But I woke up and 
said: 'It's game day.' I had a different type of juice that morning. It was weird." 
 
After struggling to move the ball for much of the first half, Taylor exited the game with a concussion, and Mayfield came in with just 
over a minute left. He threw his first pass to receiver Jarvis Landry, threading the ball between two defenders for a first down. The 
home fans lost their minds. "It was like a weight lifted off their shoulders," Mayfield says, before imitating an imaginary fan and 
whispering: "Thank you." He shakes his head. "You could tell the energy was in the air. You could feel it: This might be the first win. 
And when it finally happened, it was like, 'Well, what do we do now?'" 
 
That night, the city celebrated like the Browns had just won the Super Bowl. The merriment was short-lived; the team went on to lose 
five of its next six games, with Mayfield struggling to stay upright (he took 21 sacks). During that period, reports surfaced that 
Jackson, who had compiled a 1-31 record over his first two seasons as head coach, was tangling with offensive coordinator Todd 
Haley behind closed doors, a feud that had been foreshadowed in the preseason by a couple of tense scenes on HBO's "Hard Knocks." 
Mayfield's eyes widen when talking about the Shakespearean drama that unfolded in Berea last fall. "People have no idea," he says. 
"Any time you combine the personalities we had -- at offensive coordinator, at defensive coordinator and head coach -- heads are 
gonna clash. That's just a known thing." 
 
As tensions mounted, Mayfield tried to keep his head down. "I had never gone through a rookie season before, but I'm pretty sure 
that's not exactly how it's supposed to go," he says, a wry look crossing his face. Then, the morning after the Browns lost their third 
straight game, falling 33-18 to the Steelers at the end of October, all hell broke loose. Cleveland fired not only Jackson but Haley too; 
Gregg Williams, the notoriously polarizing defensive coordinator -- and the source of many meme-able moments on "Hard Knocks," 
mostly because of his profanity -- was elevated to interim head coach. 
 
Two weeks later, the Bengals announced they were bringing on Jackson, a former offensive coordinator in Cincinnati under Marvin 
Lewis, to coach the team's defense as a special assistant. The coach's supporters pointed out that he had a right to find work and that 
Cincinnati was a soft landing spot. But the news landed with a thud in Cleveland. Jackson, an offensive specialist, was intimately 



  
 

  
 

familiar with the inner workings of the Browns' game plan -- and now he was helping the Bengals' defense, which they had to face two 
times that season. Guard Joel Bitonio said their former coach had gone "back to the enemy." When Cleveland faced the Bengals for 
the first time that November, crushing them 35-20, safety Damarious Randall picked off an Andy Dalton pass and handed the ball to 
Jackson on the sideline. 
 
After the game, cameras caught an awkward interaction between the coach and Mayfield, who seemed to dodge a hug before shaking 
Jackson's hand stiffly. Asked about it later, Mayfield called Jackson out for going to a division rival. The next day, ESPN analyst 
Damien Woody criticized Mayfield's comments, noting that Mayfield had left Texas Tech for Oklahoma. The quarterback responded 
in the comments on an Instagram video of Woody's remarks: I didn't lose 30+ games be fake and then do that. ... I wasn't gonna have a 
scholarship. Good try though buddy. 
 
Would a so-called franchise quarterback clap back on social media? Probably not. But Mayfield doesn't regret it. "I said what I 
meant," he says. "Don't stand up in front of us the week before and try to tell us you're doing everything for us, then go take a job with 
a team we play twice a year. It was one of those honesty and respect things." The quarterback says he didn't mind the blowback, 
though it did bother him when people said he was disregarding Jackson's need to earn a living, given that his former coach was still 
getting paid by the Browns. I ask him if he relished beating the Bengals last season. "Absolutely," he says. "I'm not gonna lie to you 
and say that the first time I played Hue did not feel good. It's human nature to want to get revenge." 
 
Today, Jackson, who is no longer working for Cincinnati, says he doesn't regret taking the Bengals job. "I wanted to coach and help a 
friend and organization I respect," he says. He tells me he hasn't spoken with Mayfield since the season ended but doesn't harbor any 
ill will toward his former charge. "Baker's gonna be Baker," he says. "He was disappointed that I left and was with a team in the 
division. ... That was his feeling and I have to respect it." 
 
Jackson adds that he stands by his Pied Piper analogy, noting that Mayfield "has a way of drawing people to him" with his charisma 
that astonished him, even when the coach found himself on the outside looking in. "Opponents? He doesn't like you. People on the 
fence? He doesn't want to be around them," Jackson says. "That's the way he's made. ... You're either all-in with him or you're not." 
 
His description sounds severe, but it isn't meant as criticism. At least not completely. "It serves the purpose you need," Jackson says, 
"if it leads to wins." 
 
Mayfield's friends call him "The 12-Year-Old," because, well, he kind of looks like he's 12 (the quarterback turned 24 in April). When 
he smiles, you can see a tiny gap between his two front teeth; it's easy to imagine him as a mischievous little kid, starting food fights 
and pulling pigtails. But his mother, Gina, says that couldn't be further from the truth. "He was a rules follower," she tells me over the 
phone, cracking up a little. As a boy, she says, Baker loathed getting in trouble. Gina recounts one incident, now infamous in the 
Mayfield family, when she asked her 9-year-old son to go outside and roll down the windows of the family's parked Chevy Tahoe and 
he accidentally drove it across the street and into a tree belonging to the town's mayor. "He was hysterically upset and crying," she 
says. "I didn't think I was gonna get him to come out of the house for two days." 
 
As a child growing up just outside Austin, Texas, Mayfield says he was a teacher's pet, mostly because he wanted to please others. 
(One of his greatest accomplishments in elementary school, he adds, was earning the right to nap behind his kindergarten teacher's 
desk.) He was shy and deeply afraid of making mistakes. "I hated speaking in front of people," he says. Mayfield didn't really find his 
voice until the end of high school, when he was navigating the college recruiting process. After just four FBS schools (Florida 
Atlantic, Rice, New Mexico and Washington State) offered him scholarships, the young quarterback felt confused and, at times, 
misled. "I realized I'm gonna have to speak my mind if I want to know what's really gonna happen here," he says. 
 
From there, he embarked on one of the more remarkable careers in college football history -- and documented every instance of 
disrespect he encountered along the way. After Mayfield walked on at Texas Tech and became the starter, his relationship with head 
coach Kliff Kingsbury soured; he told the media that Kingsbury, now the coach of the Arizona Cardinals, had frozen him out (the two 
have since buried the hatchet, he says). He took screenshots of comments from reporters who questioned his bona fides. But when 
asked if he has come across any insults lately, he demurs. "I haven't done that in a while," he says. "There comes a time when I'm 
gonna have to block that out. ... You've got to find your own motivation." 
 
He sees the skepticism on my face and giggles. "When I want to stir the pot, I'll click to see what [Colin] Cowherd's said lately," he 
says. In April, after the Fox Sports radio host said his sources had told him that Beckham was unhappy about being traded to the 
Browns, Mayfield snapped at him on Twitter: "Come to Cleveland and ask O if he actually likes it." In April, he lashed out again 



  
 

  
 

when Cowherd listed some of Beckham's off-the-field incidents, calling the host a "clown." (Mayfield has an "incident" of his own on 
his record -- in college, he pleaded guilty to public intoxication and disorderly conduct.) 
 
When I ask Mayfield about the back-and-forth, he says it bothers him when people perpetuate misinformation about the wide receiver. 
"He's here to work, and he wants to be surrounded by people who love him and support him and allow him to be himself," he says. 
"He's here to play in front of fans who actually care, who will actually show up to every game and pack the stadium and love him for 
who he is." (Regrettably, the Browns do not play the Giants this year.) 
 
Mayfield's approach to leadership has always been driven by tribalism. "He's got his guys and he's got their back and if you're not with 
them ... you're against him," explains Browns backup Garrett Gilbert, a Lake Travis native who's known Mayfield since elementary 
school. "There's no in-between. It's very black-and-white." 
 
This binary framework doesn't always translate in a business in which the kinship of a shared jersey matters less to owners than the 
amount of dead money on a man's contract. In June, Mayfield was asked about one of his teammates, Duke Johnson, a veteran running 
back who had been phased out of the offense and was asking for a trade. The quarterback's seemingly unsympathetic response -- 
"You're either on this train or you're not," he told reporters -- rubbed some players the wrong way. 
 
It was a rare misstep for an athlete who, by all accounts, possesses the seductive charisma of a cult leader, galvanizing his teammates 
by drawing battle lines at every possible turn. Mayfield's coach at Oklahoma, Lincoln Riley, says he was captivated when he watched 
the walk-on practicing with his college teammates before his first season, screaming encouragements and pushing them to work harder 
before he had even played a snap. Mayfield, he says, is unlike any player he's been around. "He can play his best when he's talking 
trash and he's mad and has that edge," he says. "Most quarterbacks are at their worst -- he's at his best." 
 
Ahead of the 2018 draft, Riley's full-throated endorsement of his quarterback helped counter the whispers that the Heisman winner 
was a clone of Johnny Manziel, a comparison that frustrated Mayfield, who calls it lazy. He imitates an anonymous scout, lowering 
his voice: "On the field, they have a similar game. But off the field ...they're really the same person." 
 
And yet, when I ask him if he's still worried about being painted incorrectly, he purses his lips. "I feel like athletes use the 'I'm 
misunderstood' thing too much," he says. "If you're worried about being understood, you're worried about the wrong things." 
 
A month after meeting Mayfield, I return to Cleveland, where he's being photographed for this story. As he changes into his uniform, 
his fiancée, Emily Wilkinson, sits on a small stage in a warehouse-like loft space near the set, heels dangling over the edge. A couple 
from Indiana is stocking the bar and setting up tables; they're getting married here this weekend. As Wilkinson, whose own wedding 
to Mayfield would take place in July, chats with them about their decor, the quarterback creeps behind them and sticks his tongue out 
at her. 
 
"Is she talking s---?" he asks. 
 
Wilkinson rolls her eyes and shakes her head, her long blond braid flopping over her shoulder. "We're not talking about you," she 
says, before turning to the bride. "Guard the vodka." 
 
The quarterback and his fiancée, who is from Nebraska, were introduced in 2017 by a mutual friend. At the time, Wilkinson was 
living in Los Angeles. She says she was wary of dating a "punk football player" and ignored Mayfield's advances for months: He 
repeatedly followed and unfollowed her on Instagram, trying to attract her attention. Finally, in late December, they exchanged 
messages. He begged her to meet him before the Rose Bowl, his final college football game. She reluctantly agreed to grab lunch. 
 
"I was assuming he'd be the typical playboy athlete," says Wilkinson, who is four years older than Mayfield. Because the Rose Bowl 
was the next day, she thought they'd spend most of their date talking about the game. But it barely came up. Instead, she says, 
Mayfield spent their entire first date peppering her with questions about herself, her family, her plans for the future. The next day, 
after Oklahoma lost, ending its season, the quarterback texted Wilkinson and told her he was staying in LA. Three days later, he 
moved in with her and her brothers. Six months later, Emily and Baker were engaged. 
 
As Mayfield walks back from the shoot, he pauses to sign the couple's wedding guest book. "He's such a softy," says Wilkinson, 
watching from the stage. "He's a mama's boy." Every year, the quarterback sends a packet of birthday cards to Gina, picking out ones 
with the corniest jokes. He inherited his love of dancing from his mother; when he was small, she would put on Michael Jackson CDs 
and twirl him around the living room. 



  
 

  
 

 
Mayfield might not care about being misunderstood, but many of the people in his orbit seem determined to set the record straight on 
the divide between his public and private personas. "My perception was a lot like everybody's -- that he was kind of an outlandish, fly-
by-the-seat-of-his-pants kinda guy," says Browns head coach Freddie Kitchens, who was coaching the team's running backs at the 
start of last season. "What I found was somebody totally different." As Kitchens got to know the rookie quarterback, he identified 
parallels in their journeys. "At the core of everything is the fact that he's always been told no: You can't do this. We're looking for 
someone else. You're not this," he says. "I think we have that in common." 
 
Before Kitchens was named offensive coordinator last October, he had been an offensive assistant in the NFL for 12 seasons. But he 
had never been asked to interview for a coordinator position. "I don't sound like you, or most coaches, so the perception of me is 
different," he tells me in a thick Alabama drawl. "You've got a bunch of gurus out there that tell you what a QB should look like and 
what a head coach should look like," says Kitchens, who bears a stronger resemblance to someone's cornhole-loving uncle than, say, 
Kyle Shanahan or Sean McVay. "We don't look like anybody's version of those people." 
 
The day that Kitchens took over the offense, he swore to his players that if they put their trust in him, he wouldn't let them down. "He 
was emotional. That was life-changing for him," Mayfield says. Over the next two months, coach and quarterback worked hand in 
hand to fix an offense that had stalled. Kitchens zeroed in on the plays Mayfield was comfortable with, including concepts from 
college. "Some of the play-action and zone-read stuff, the RPO, how we ran some of our empty packages when I was at Oklahoma, 
we'd talk about it and get on the same page," Mayfield says. 
 
After Kitchens took over playcalling, the Browns' offense exploded. During the first half of the season, Mayfield completed 58% of 
his passes with a QBR of just 36; over the last eight weeks, his completion percentage rose to 68% and his QBR nearly doubled. 
Under the new regime, he landed near the top of the league in most passing categories. As soon as the season ended, Cleveland 
announced that it was promoting Kitchens, the coach who hadn't even been considered for a coordinator job, to the top spot. Mayfield 
was elated. "You could tell he just wanted the best for his players," he says. 
 
Coming off the Browns' strong finish last season, the hype around the team was simmering. Then the Beckham news broke -- and 
expectations erupted. While rumors about a trade had been floating around the NFL for weeks, Mayfield said it was confirmed to him 
just a few minutes before everyone else, when Kitchens sent him a simple text: "We just got better." 
 
The quarterback smiles at the memory, almost wistfully. "I was overcome with emotion," he says. 
 
Kitchens was right, of course: The Browns did get better. A lot better. So much better that, like Mayfield himself, they can no longer 
call themselves underdogs, harvesting motivation from perceived slights. After years of being shunted to the outer fringes of the NFL's 
zeitgeist, the team is fully in the spotlight, with four prime-time games on its schedule after playing at night just three times in the 
prior three seasons combined. Mayfield is fully aware of the ear-splitting buzz, but he insists it doesn't worry him. "Here's the thing," 
he says, smirking a little. "They're gonna hype you up. But as soon as you lose a couple of games, they'll throw you in the trash." 
 
If that happens -- if the Browns lose, and the quarterback struggles, and the bubbling optimism in Cleveland boils over like an 
unwatched pot -- how will Mayfield respond? It's easy to reject the status quo in the NFL when you're winning, but adversity invites 
second-guessing and hate. It's why so many "franchise quarterbacks" are so bland in public. Sure, some of them are just boring people, 
but others say little because their silence affords them protection, shielding them from the scrutiny that inevitably follows self-
expression. 
 
Mayfield knows all of this but maintains that he doesn't care. He isn't afraid of scrutiny -- god knows he's used to it -- and he doesn't 
want a shield. "I'm gonna be myself and believe in that," he says. "And if you don't like it, that's OK." 
 
Styling by Courtney Mays; grooming by Connie Kellers; production by Allison Cole; wardrobe: cover image: jacket by The Kooples; 
bomber jacket and shorts by Nike; T-shirt by Uniqlo; shoes by Nike; Baker with dogs in studio: track suit by Daniel Patrick; T-shirt by 
ATM; shoes by Nike; bracelets by David Yurman & Miansai; Baker with kids: sweatshirt by Homage; pants by Perry Ellis; shoes by 
Nike. 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Baker Mayfield Isn’t Changing: ‘People Want to See Us Lose Because the Hype Is so Real’ 
By Zach Frydenlund, Complex.com 
https://www.complex.com/sports/2019/08/baker-mayfield-browns-hype-is-real-interview  

Baker Mayfield, the crotch-grabbing, beer-chugging starting QB of the Cleveland Browns, is in line to become the next big thing in 
the NFL, whether you like it or not. Typing that sentence, as a Browns fan, almost blows my mind. The franchise that has trotted out 
Jeff Garcia, Johnny Manziel, Derek Anderson, Brady Quinn, and so many other mediocre quarterbacks throughout my life finally has 
their guy—a true star ready to lead the Browns to the promised land.  

And here I am, sitting in an RV decked out in orange and brown signage while Mayfield and his newlywed wife, Emily, take a tour of 
the cozy palace on wheels. The luxurious vehicle is probably as spacious as most New York City apartments, but Emily jokes that it 
won’t be making a stop in the Mayfields’ driveway anytime soon. After all, it is the QB RV, first made famous during the last season 
of HBO’s Hard Knocks, but recently upgraded to help announce Mayfield’s investment in BODYARMOR sports drink. 

As a Cleveland native and long-suffering Browns fan, this is my Mecca.  

Mayfield’s rise to stardom isn’t going to slow down, and the attention he’s receiving isn’t going to fade. The Browns are now—for the 
first time maybe ever—the “it” team of the NFL. Adding Odell Beckham Jr. to an already promising up-and-coming team with a star 
QB will do that. With the microscope of the sports world on the Browns, Baker’s motto isn’t going to change. He’s going to do things 
his way, no matter what people think.  

“I probably won’t ever change,” Mayfield explains while we sit in the souped-up RV. “That’s just me. I mean, there’s growing up and 
lessons you learn throughout life, but you know, I’m always going to be who I am and enjoy that.”  

Mayfield’s story is well documented, from his time as a walk-on to a Heisman winner and the No. 1 pick in the NFL Draft. The public 
feuds have quieted in recent months, but he has beefed publicly with Colin Cowherd and his former head coach Hue Jackson, 
promising that he’ll never be a guy who holds back on and off the field. When I bring up Jackson’s recent comments that it’s on 
Mayfield to clear the air between the two, he quickly looks down with a grin and chuckles. “It’s not,” he says. And that’s that.  

His approach to his naysayers has obviously ruffled some feathers, but Mayfield doesn’t seem to care. And, honestly, if the Browns 
win, nobody else will. But we all know that with expectations comes scrutiny. That’s not lost on Mayfield, but he’s ready for it, either 
way.  

“What I’ve done my whole life has gotten me here,” Mayfield says. “There’s obviously improvements and things I have to work on 
every day, but how I handle myself and how I approach it, that can’t change.”  

As Mayfield gears up for the most important Cleveland Browns season in 20 years, we sat to talk with the 24-year-old QB about wild 
expectations, OBJ being the best WR in the NFL, chugging beers against Tom Brady, the media rooting against the Browns, and 
more.  

Image via Complex Original 

How do you mature in life but also stay true to yourself?  
I probably won’t ever change. That’s just me. I mean, there’s growing up and lessons you learn throughout life, but you know, I’m 
always going to be who I am and enjoy that. And that’s the great part of being in Cleveland and having Emily as my wife is they know 
who I am. I don’t have to try and be anything other than truly myself. 

I saw a tweet the other day, I think from Ken Carman, who is one of the local radio hosts. He was like, there’s never been a 
more perfect quarterback for Cleveland or the Cleveland Browns. What do you think about that? It feels perfect....  
The city has embraced me, that’s for sure. Just going back to mentality-wise, the work ethic that people here in Cleveland take pride 
in. I think it’s something that I’ve done my whole life, and so it just truly fits in. I think that I was born to play here, and that’s where I 
can relate to the people of Cleveland. 

https://www.complex.com/sports/2019/08/baker-mayfield-browns-hype-is-real-interview
https://www.complex.com/sports/2019/08/baker-mayfield-bodyarmor
https://www.complex.com/sports/2019/03/odell-beckham-traded-to-cleveland-browns
https://www.complex.com/sports/2018/11/baker-mayfield-calls-ex-coach-hue-jackson-fake
https://www.complex.com/sports/2018/11/baker-mayfield-calls-ex-coach-hue-jackson-fake
https://www.complex.com/sports/2018/11/baker-mayfield-calls-ex-coach-hue-jackson-fake
https://profootballtalk.nbcsports.com/2019/07/24/hue-jackson-its-for-baker-mayfield-to-clear-the-air/
https://twitter.com/KenCarman/status/1157818501706465281


  
 

  
 

Jarvis Landry said something interesting on the NFL 100 show. He was like, it’s best to not try and tame you, but just let 
you off the leash. I found that really interesting. How do you use that kind of mentality leading a team with such 
high expectations right now? 
I’ve always been myself—not trying to be anybody else—and what I’ve done my whole life has gotten me here. There’s obviously 
improvements and things I have to work on every day. But how I handle myself and how I approach it, that can’t change. And I think 
that’s what Jarvis means is—I'm going to take care of my priorities and I’m going to focus on what I need to, and however I handle it, 
that’s how I need to do it. 

POST CONTINUES BELOW 

“I think that I was born to play here, and that’s where I can relate to the people of Cleveland.” 

Image via Complex Original 

Odell put up a caption the other day calling you guys Shake ’n Bake. Is that the official name going forward?  
It hasn’t been final stamped, but it’s something in the works. We’ll see.  

Do you think people forgot how good Odell is at football? 
I think he’s such a real-life superstar that people do forget that he’s truly one of the greatest athletes in the world and how good he is at 
playing receiver and the game of football. I think he’s eager to get back out there and handle it on the field and just be himself again. 

What do you think his ceiling is this year with a new team and all of these expectations? Best WR in the NFL?  
I wouldn’t set it that low for him. I think he has his bar set very high, and that’s what we love around there is we’ve got a locker room 
full of guys that set high expectations for themselves but also want to win. And they know if you win, the individual accomplishments 
come with that. 

POST CONTINUES BELOW 

“I think [OBJ is] such a real-life superstar that people do forget that he’s truly one of the greatest athletes in the world and 
how good he is at playing receiver and the game of football.” 

Your beer chug at the Indians game went viral quickly. Stone Cold Steve Austin gave you an A+ grade on the chug.  
That’s my guy.  

Where would you rank yourself against the other QBs in the NFL? You’re up there?  
I’d have to set myself up there. It wasn’t like a regular cup. 

You did it your own way.  
I’d like to say that, which most of my story has been my own way. I’d put myself up there against Tom [Brady]. Tom versus time, 
clock is ticking on how to chug a beer the fastest. 

OK, so you against Stone Cold. You guys go head to head—you got it?  
He used to have it.  

Used to have it? Not anymore?  
No. You can tell him I said that.  

On the record.  
He’ll come over here and kick my ass. [Laughs.]  

“I’d put myself up there against Tom [Brady]. Tom versus time, clock is ticking on how to chug a beer the fastest.” 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B0oyPc2B24d/
https://twitter.com/CleFanForLife/status/1157814775612694529
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ME70ifzd6Kk
https://www.complex.com/sports/2018/03/tom-brady-chugs-beer-discusses-super-bowl-loss-on-colbert
https://www.complex.com/sports/2018/03/tom-brady-chugs-beer-discusses-super-bowl-loss-on-colbert


  
 

  
 

POST CONTINUES BELOW 
Image via Complex Original 

The Browns quickly went from a surprise team when you took over to having a target on their back. How will you guys deal 
with the expectations, especially after a loss or two, when the chatter gets real crazy?  
I’d say the chatter doesn’t matter. The expectations for us within the locker room last year were higher than what we accomplished. 
Outside the locker room, people threw us in the trash before the season. They didn’t expect much out of us just because, the year 
before that, [the] Browns were 0-16. So, you know, you can only go up from there. And I think now we need to have the same 
mentality. It stays within that locker room. You’ve got to believe in it and take it one week at a time. Because I wouldn’t say that 
everybody wants to beat us. I think in the media and everything that comes with the hype around our team right now, people want to 
see us lose, just because the hype is so real. But we’ve got to go out there and take it one week at a time. We’re trying to win every 
week. 

Is it weird that you guys didn’t really have a middle moment? You sort of jumped from surprise to all of this hype in one 
season.  
It went from having excitement over Bud Light coolers being opened to now people waiting to see us lose so they can say, “Oh, they 
got too hyped up.” That’s why you’ve got to have an even-keel mindset when it comes to that stuff. 

Is it refreshing to have a head coach like Freddie Kitchens, who seems a lot like you in the way he carries himself? You guys 
seem to have the same mentality.  
I think it’s very beneficial for everyone on our team. You know exactly what you’re going to get. The standard is set, and he’s going 
to be who he is. You know the expectations—you know what’s expected every day when you come into work. And, I mean, you’re 
just held accountable. And I think that’s the greatest part about it is we trust everybody to do their job and to respect the fact that we 
have rules that are set in stone and everybody needs to fall in line with that. 

“I think in the media and everything that comes with the hype around our team right now, people want to see us lose, just 
because the hype is so real.” 

POST CONTINUES BELOW 
Image via Complex Original 

What drew you to this investment opportunity with BODYARMOR?  
I think first and foremost, being an athlete, what you put in your body is very important. And then the combination of that, and it also 
tastes really good, helps a lot. And then what it stands for and who’s involved. A guy that I always looked up to was Kobe Bryant, and 
him being a main guy in BODYARMOR helps a lot. The direction they’re heading, the athletes they want to get involved. And then, 
you know, just everything I do. I want to give it 100 percent. And so the opportunity to be an investor and be a part of the 
BODYARMOR team really stuck out to me as a huge opportunity. 

What was it like when Kobe came and talked to the team before the Broncos game last season?  
Just getting to hear him tell a lot about his whole life story, and just enjoy that. Mentality-wise, I always loved watching him, how he 
competed, and then hearing some of the stories in person. Truly amazing. 

How much Mamba Mentality do you think you have in you?  
I would love to be able to say a lot, but he’s on another level. You can only aspire to be like that. 

What kinds of things do you think you can learn from someone like Kobe, who is obviously one of the greatest athletes of all 
time?  
Yeah, he absolutely is. But he’s also, to me, the greatest competitor of all time. He wants to win at anything he does, and he doesn’t 
care who he offends. He’s doing that because that’s what he wants to do. And he truly loves winning and competing. Those are the 
things that I took away when he was speaking to us is just truly how competitive he was. He had some stories from when he was on 
the Team USA basketball team and his career and not wanting to leave and wanting to have his own legacy and wanted to really create 
something for himself. 

 

https://bleacherreport.com/articles/2810911-kobe-bryant-meets-with-browns-ahead-of-broncos-matchup


  
 

  
 

Browns' Kareem Hunt tells young men: 'Don't make the same mistake I made'   
By Jeff Schudel, News-Herald.com 
https://www.news-herald.com/sports/browns/browns-kareem-hunt-tells-young-men-don-t-make-the/article_829d74c0-6b9f-11e9-
9923-cf327351e2c0.html 
 
Kareem Hunt can never undo what he did one night in a Cleveland hotel nearly 15 months ago. But if he continues spreading the 
message about what he did wrong, maybe the Browns running back can persuade other young men to not make the same horrible 
mistake. 
 
Hunt has not been made available to the media since the Browns signed him Feb. 11 in for what General Manager John Dorsey was a 
strong show of faith that Hunt is truly remorseful for shoving a woman to the hallway floor of The 9 hotel and then kicking her in 
February 2018. 
 
Hunt was in his second season with the Chiefs when a video tape of the incident surfaced Nov. 30, 2018. The Chiefs immediately 
released him. 
 
The Browns decided to give Hunt another chance less than three months later. The former Willoughby South High School star has 
been a regular at the offseason program that began April 1. The most important part of his workday begins after his time in the team’s 
Berea training complex ends. 
 
“We all know he’s remorseful,” Dorsey said during an interview April 30 with Bull and Fox on 92.3 The Fan. “We’ve said this all 
along: You have to earn the right to be a member of this organization. There are no guarantees. 
 
“I like the way he’s attacking this thing day in and day out. I applaud him for what he’s doing on the field and how hard he’s working. 
But what people don’t realize is once he’s off the field, he’s doing things unannounced. He’s actually going out and talking to young 
kids and working behind the scenes to teach young kids, ‘Don’t make the same mistake I made.’ ” 
 
Hunt, whose family is from Elyria, has met with high school students from that city and Lorain, a Browns spokesman said. He has 
also spoken to students from Cleveland City Schools. 
 
Hunt and Browns tight end Pharaoh Brown met with the Cleveland Heights High School football team April 30. 
 
Hunt and the Browns are keeping the visits on the down low because Hunt doesn’t want any attention to distract from his message. 
Plus, he doesn’t want anyone to get the idea he is grandstanding for the cameras. 
 
“First off, I would like to once again apologize for my actions last year,” Hunt said in a statement the day the Browns signed him. 
“What I did was wrong and inexcusable. That is not the man I was raised to be. 
 
“I’m extremely grateful that John Dorsey, (Browns owners) Dee and Jimmy Haslam and the Cleveland Browns organization are 
granting me the opportunity to earn their trust and represent their organization in the best way possible on and off the field… 
 
“I’m a work in progress as a person, but I’m committed to taking advantage of the support systems that I have in place to become the 
best and healthier version of myself.” 
 
Dorsey drafted Hunt in the third round in 2017 when Dorsey was the Chiefs’ general manager. Hunt led the NFL with 1,327 rushing 
yards as a rookie. He scored eight rushing touchdowns and caught 53 passes for 455 yards and three touchdowns that year. He rushed 
for 824 yards and seven touchdowns in 11 games and had 26 catches for 378 yards and seven touchdowns before the Chiefs released 
him. 
 
The NFL suspended Hunt for the first eight games of the 2019 season without pay. He is allowed to participate in all offseason 
activities and minicamps, training camp and preseason. 
 
“I want to again apologize for my actions last year,'' Hunt said in a statement when the suspension was announced. "I know that my 
behavior hurt a lot of people, and I again apologize to them. 
 

https://www.news-herald.com/sports/browns/browns-kareem-hunt-tells-young-men-don-t-make-the/article_829d74c0-6b9f-11e9-9923-cf327351e2c0.html
https://www.news-herald.com/sports/browns/browns-kareem-hunt-tells-young-men-don-t-make-the/article_829d74c0-6b9f-11e9-9923-cf327351e2c0.html


  
 

  
 

“My commitment to earning the trust of the league, my teammates, the organization and this community through my actions will 
continue, and I understand there is a lot of hard work ahead of me before I’m able to fully return to playing the game I love.” 
 
Hunt’s suspension begins Sept. 2. He can resume practicing with the Browns on Nov. 4 — the Monday before they play the Bills in 
the ninth game of the season. 
  



  
 

  
 

Repentant Browns RB Kareem Hunt is working to earn team's trust 
By Tony Grossi, ESPN Cleveland 
http://www.espn.com/blog/cleveland/post/_/id/6549/repentant-browns-rb-kareem-hunt-is-working-to-earn-teams-trust 
 
Kareem Hunt’s path to reinstatement from NFL suspension for shoving and kicking a woman outside his downtown Cleveland 
apartment in February of 2018 includes counseling twice a week, he said, frequent visits to high schools to warn teenagers to “make 
smart decisions” in their lives, and getting baptized this Sunday “so I can feel reborn.” 
 
He said he’s a “better person and a smarter person” since he was given a second chance by Browns GM John Dorsey after his release 
from the Kansas City Chiefs and has promised Dorsey he will earn “his trust and everybody’s trust.” 
 
“I’m not willing to mess that up,” Hunt said. 
 
It sounds as if Hunt is well on his way to earning the trust of his new teammates. 
 
“Even though he can’t play the first eight games, he is going to be a vital part of our team,” said quarterback Baker Mayfield. “Just 
being around him, I think he is a great kid. Mistakes happen. I can speak from personal experience. Just talking to [Chiefs 
quarterback] Pat Mahomes or [Chiefs tight end] Travis Kelce – the guys that have been with him – they speak very highly of him. I 
think that is really important, and it has been pretty important for him to be here, too.” 
 
Even running back Nick Chubb, whose playing time possibly could be reduced as a result of Hunt’s addition to the Browns, has 
nothing but good things to say about Hunt. 
 
“He is cool,” Chubb said. “He is a great guy. I’m enjoying having him as a teammate, just as a person. He keeps you laughing, he 
keeps you up always on the high. A high-spirited guy. On the field, he is what I see him do. When I was back in college and he was at 
Kansas City, also last year, he makes plays. You see it. We see it right now in OTAs.” 
 
Hunt said that he and Chubb have become close friends. 
 
“He’s a very hard worker. I like to see that,” Hunt said. “He was a beast. He’s an animal in the weight room. I really have a lot of 
respect for him. He’s actually one of my closest friends on the team right now. It’s good to see a guy like that do well. He can really 
go far.” 
 
Watch No. 11: Early entrant for “sophomore to watch” this year is receiver Antonio Callaway. 
 
With all the media attention on Odell Beckham Jr. and Jarvis Landry, Callaway has garnered his own notice from two important 
observers – Mayfield and coach Freddie Kitchens. 
 
“I think I can speak for a few people … we have been very pleasantly and very happy with how he came back from the offseason 
ready to go,” Mayfield said. “Just how quick he is and you can tell he has been working on his craft. That is very exciting to see that. 
You bring in a guy like Odell and you re-sign some guys, and he is going to try and compete with them. That is the most important 
part. Competition brings out the best in them and Callaway is doing that.” 
 
Kitchens said, “Callaway has come back and he has been here most of the time. He is in good shape relative to what he was in last 
year during training camp. He has added some explosiveness. He has been catching the ball really well. He is doing a good job. Just 
like everybody else, he has to continue. It is what can you do for me tomorrow, not today. Today is over.” 
 
Run to win: Just another sign of Mayfield’s maturity as an NFL quarterback is his discipline in not getting overly enamored or reliant 
on a potential Air Raid quartet of receivers in Beckham, Landry, Callaway and Rashard Higgins. 
 
“We have people talking about our receivers and tight ends, but we have to be able to run the ball in short yardage and in cold 
weather,” Mayfield said. “It is pretty important, and I’m hoping everybody kind of overshadowing and not talking about the running 
backs kind of pisses them off.” 
 
Baker’s views: Mayfield had a blast hanging with Tom Brady & Co. at the Kentucky Derby two weeks ago, even serving as the 
celebrity to deliver the “riders up” call to the jockeys in the race. But like many bettors, the day soured for him when Maximum 

http://www.espn.com/blog/cleveland/post/_/id/6549/repentant-browns-rb-kareem-hunt-is-working-to-earn-teams-trust


  
 

  
 

Security was DQ’d after finishing first. Mayfield said he had money on the favorite and was mad when it was taken down after 
interfering in the final turn of the 1 ¼-mile classic … Mayfield and backup QB candidate Garrett Gilbert went to the same Lake Travis 
High School in Austin, TX, and competed against each other in one Big 12 Conference game (Texas Tech v. Southern Methodist) in 
2013. Their relationship continued as Gilbert bounced around five NFL teams and the AAF Orlando Apollos before joining the 
Browns on April 5. “His younger brother is in my wedding [in July], and he is an usher, so yeah,” Mayfield said. 
 
Sir Olivier: Defensive end Olivier Vernon said he was not as shocked about his trade from the Giants to the Browns as was ex-Giants 
teammate Beckham. But he was surprised – and pleased -- when learned Beckham had also been dealt to the Browns on March 12. 
 
“When they did say he was coming over here, I felt, ‘OK, all right, I see they’ve got a plan,’” Vernon said. 
 
While Beckham has attended only one day of the voluntary workouts since April 1, Vernon has participated in most of them. 
 
“I’m just here so I can learn the defensive playbook,” Vernon said. “Far as working as a defensive line, us getting to know each other 
and building that chemistry is far different than I feel like when it comes to receivers. Receivers are with the quarterback. That’s a 
whole different world. 
 
“As far as defensive line, you can’t really simulate that outside this building. With defensive line on the field going against the 
offensive line, that’s how we can simulate that. Build that chemistry, build that camaraderie. That’s basically why I came.” 
 
Vernon wouldn’t cast judgment on Beckham’s decision to leave after one OTA practice. 
 
“At the end of the day, he’s going to be ready. He’s done what he’s done in his career. It’s done for a reason. We all know he’s going 
to be all right,” Vernon said. 
  



  
 

  
 

Browns running back Kareem Hunt details attempt to earn redemption, insists he has changed 
By Nate Ulrich, Ohio.com 
https://www.ohio.com/sports/20190515/browns-running-back-kareem-hunt-details-attempt-to-earn-redemption-insists-he-has-changed 
 
BEREA — Kareem Hunt is undergoing counseling, speaking to students throughout Northeast Ohio about his checkered past and 
getting baptized. 
 
The controversial Browns running back is attempting to turn his life around, but only his actions over time will determine whether he 
truly earns redemption. 
 
Hunt addressed media Wednesday for the first time since the Browns signed him Feb. 11 despite the former Kansas City Chiefs Pro 
Bowl selection being caught on security footage shoving and kicking a woman in February 2018 in the hallway outside his apartment 
at the Metropolitan at The 9 in downtown Cleveland. The NFL suspended him for the first eight regular-season games of 2019 
because of that incident and another physical altercation he had with a man in June at the Bay Lodging Resort in Put-in-Bay. 
 
The Chiefs cut Hunt on Nov. 30 after TMZ.com released surveillance video of the Willoughby South High School graduate’s act of 
violence against a woman. 
 
“It definitely changed me a lot as a person, just helping me become a stronger person and just bettering myself,” Hunt said, discussing 
his downfall after the second practice of organized team activities. 
 
Hunt explained he’s going to counseling twice a week. He said there was a component of alcohol counseling in his treatment, but it 
has mostly centered on anger management. 
 
“I pretty much just focused on making myself the better person and talking to them about how to control my anger,” Hunt said. “And 
it’s not like, I’m not an angry person at all. Definitely not. I just felt like I had to make better decisions. So that was my biggest thing. I 
want to talk about ways to make better decisions in certain situations I’m put in.” 
 
Hunt, 23, also revealed he’ll be baptized Sunday at a church on the east side of Cleveland. 
 
“I’m looking forward so I can feel reborn,” he said. 
 
Hunt has been regularly speaking to local elementary, middle and high school students this offseason, an idea coach Freddie Kitchen 
said belonged to the player, not the Browns. 
 
″[I’ve been telling the students] you’ve got to make smart decisions,” Hunt said. 
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Nick Chubb is everything that’s right about the Browns and the NFL 
By Mary Kay Cabot, cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/10/nick-chubb-is-everything-thats-right-about-the-browns-and-the-
nfl.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio — Baker Mayfield sat in the interview room among the reporters after Sunday’s 40-25 victory 
over the Ravens while game MVP Nick Chubb took his turn at the podium. 
 
“I won’t be long,’’ Chubb said quietly as he stepped up to the mic. 
 
That’s the essence of current AFC Offensive Player of the Week Nick Chubb: Do your job, say a few words if you 
must and step out of the spotlight. 
 
“That’s just who I am,’’ he said Tuesday, two days after his 165-yard, three-TD rushing effort against the Ravens, 
highlighted by that spectacular 88-yard blast. “I don’t try to be this way, it just happens. I guess you can say that. I 
just want to play ball and win games.’’ 
 
The only time Chubb cracked a smile during that Tuesday locker room interview was when Olivier Vernon — who 
has a clear shot of the podium from his locker just a few feet away and offers commentary along with his neighbor 
Sheldon Richards — said “that’s my running back.” 
 
Other than that, Chubb treated the chore in workmanlike fashion, just like he does stretching or gassers during 
training camp. 
 
“It doesn’t matter,’’ Chubb said of the attention he’s receiving for his ascent up the rushing leaders list this season, 
all the way to No. 4 with 398. “I know what comes with success. I know it’s a part of it. I had success when I was at 
Georgia so it’s not new to me at all. I just mind my own business and keep working.” 
 
Chubb’s humility and team-first attitude have made him a superstar in the organization, beloved by teammates, 
coaches, the front office and other staffers. If Freddie Kitchens needed a simple way to explain what he wants from 
his players, he could distribute “What Would Nick Do?” bracelets to the team. 
 
“Nick, first and foremost, is an excellent individual,’’ Kitchens said. “He works his tail off every day he walks on the 
football field, walks into the weight room or walks into the classroom. You know exactly what you’re getting from 
Nick every time he walks out there. 
 
"Every time the clock starts turning, you know what you’re going to get from him. After all of that, you throw in his 
ability, his skillset, his desire inside within to be successful and his resilient nature and chasing being good. I do not 
know what else you want in a football player.’’ 
 
The Browns’ No. 35 overall pick in 2018, Chubb is on pace for Pro Bowl-caliber 1,592 yards and 16 touchdowns 
this season — which would be second in yards to Jim Brown’s single-season club record of 1,863 and second in 
TDs to Brown’s 17. 
 
If not for the prime time games this season, Chubb might still be toiling in obscurity in a league where the Zeke 
Elliotts and the Le’Veon Bells grab all the attention at the position. But Chubb has established himself as one of the 
premier running backs in the NFL, and the world will have another chance to watch him motor against the 3-0 
49ers on Monday Night Football. 
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“He's always quiet, always working,’’ said right tackle Chris Hubbard. “That's what you need in a locker room. He 
always has his 10 toes in, and he's going to continue to do that each day in and each day out. That's what he brings 
to the table.” 
 
Chubb revealed after the game that he was fueled by getting stopped after 2 yards on that ill-fated fourth-and-9 in 
the loss to the Rams. 
 
“I might need to run a couple more draws on fourth-and-9,’’ Kitchens quipped. “Maybe not at that time in the 
game.” 
 
Chubb did have some action in the end zone after his game-breaking 88-yard touchdown run, but not of his own 
doing. Some of his best friends such as Mayfield turned on their own afterburner speed and met him there to 
celebrate, Mayfield arms outstretched and then pinwheeling as he got close, and then jumping up and down in the 
end zone when he arrived. Next Gen Stats clocked Chubb at 21.95 mph — fastest TD run this season — and 
Mayfield at a surprising 19 mph. 
 
“As soon as I turned around, he was the first person I saw,’’ Chubb said. “He was moving fast. I saw he ran 18 or 19 
[miles per hour] so he was pretty fast. That’s crazy. It surprised me a little bit.’’ 
 
As usual, Chubb gave all the credit to his offensive line. 
 
“Our o-line did a great job of blocking,’’ he said. “So many creases opened up everywhere on the field, so I think it 
started with them as it always does and I was able to hit the hole and make the big play.’’ 
 
After each one of his three touchdowns in Baltimore, he handed the ball back to the ref like he had been there 
before. No Duck Duck Goose, no Electric Slide, no limbo contest, no bouquet throwing. 
 
“He’s been that way ever since he left high school,’’ said Kitchens, who was Chubb’s position coach in the first half 
of last season. “I have a lot of friends who coached him at the University of Georgia. Nick Chubb is not changing. 
Nick came in during rookie minicamp, and he was ready to go. 
 
"He’s always going to have that pursuit of being great. You saw it. You saw it initially. You saw it how he worked. 
You saw it how he finished runs during a practice, and we are only talking about a rookie minicamp. He’s always 
been that way.” 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Browns RB Nick Chubb keeps to himself but loves thriving in a crowded backfield 
By Nick Shook, clevelandbrowns.com 
https://www.clevelandbrowns.com/news/browns-rb-nick-chubb-keeps-to-himself-but-loves-thriving-in-a-crowded-backfield 
 
In a recent survey of Browns players, Nick Chubb was a popular choice when asked who was the quietest member of the team. 
 
If true, Chubb didn't do a very good job of keeping his name from being called -- and sometimes, shouted -- last season, starting with 
his 63-yard touchdown run in Week 4. Chubb burst onto the scene, taking over starting running back duties as a rookie following the 
Browns' Week 7 trade of veteran Carlos Hyde to Jacksonville. As with each of his long touchdown runs, he didn't look back, reaching 
at least 65 yards rushing in all but two of his final 10 games. 
 
Chubb ended his rookie season with 996 yards, eight touchdowns and a firm grip on the starting running back position. That is, until 
the Browns added Kareem Hunt. 
 
Hunt rushed for 2,151 yards and 15 touchdowns and caught 79 passes for 833 yards and 10 more touchdowns in his first 27 career 
games. He quickly vaulted into the conversation as one of the league's top dual-threat running backs before his career was abruptly 
halted by his off-field transgressions, which resulted in the Chiefs releasing him late in the regular season. 
 
Given a second chance by Browns general manager John Dorsey, Hunt returns home to Northeast Ohio where he attended Willoughby 
South High School and the University of Toledo before launching his promising NFL career. He's a Pro Bowl-caliber player who joins 
a position group featuring one of the league's best rookies from last season. With Duke Johnson and Dontrell Hilliard also considered, 
there's a lot of talent in that room. 
 
One might expect Chubb to feel threatened by such an addition. But he's been here before. 
 
Chubb grew up in Cedartown, Georgia, starred at Cedartown High School, played in the U.S. Army All-American Game, earned a full 
ride to Georgia and in 2014 joined a program that featured future 10th overall pick Todd Gurley. He played as a true freshman 
anyways, starting in place of the suspended Gurley and rushing 219 times for 1,547 yards and 14 touchdowns in 13 games. 
 
Then came his biggest hurdle of his life: A significant knee injury. Chubb dislocated his knee on the first play of Georgia's 2015 game 
against Tennessee, tearing three ligaments, sidelining him for the second half of his sophomore season and forcing him into a grueling 
recovery and rehabilitation process. 
 
"That's the hardest thing I've ever been through, not only physically but mentally because of the uncertainty," Chubb said last week 
during Browns mandatory minicamp. "I've never been injured before, so I didn't know if it was supposed to hurt, because it hurt so 
bad. So I didn't know if it was supposed to feel like that, if it was supposed to be better in time. I just trusted in the process, trusted in 
the people around me, my strength staff, my trainers in Georgia. I trusted in them, I believed in them." 
 
His trust was rewarded, but when he came back, he was no longer the lone guy in Athens. Georgia now featured Sony Michel, who 
rushed for 1,136 yards in Chubb's absence. The self-described "private" running back faced a reality in which he had to become part of 
a talented position group, not just a talented player owning the position on his own. 
 
"It was a transition for me just because my freshman year, I still had guys around me but they were a little banged up themselves," 
Chubb said. "Sony Michel, he was hurt our freshman year, so I carried the load. The next year, I'm still the main guy but I end up 
getting hurt. Then I come back and I'm not as good as I think I am, because I had a very gruesome injury. It takes years just to come 
back from it. 
 
"Then, Sony Michel comes out of nowhere. He's always been good but he actually started turning it on. We had some young guys that 
were great, too, and it just built up the competition." 
 
Chubb regained the lead role, but the carries were split close to evenly. Chubb led the team with 224 rushes for 1,130 yards and eight 
touchdowns in 2016, while Michel followed close behind with 152 carries for 840 yards and four touchdowns. Brian Herrien also 
contributed with 63 carries for 363 yards and three touchdowns. 
 
Chubb led the way, but this was no longer The Nick Chubb Show. 
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"For me, that was the first part of my life when I wasn't just the only back," Chubb recalled. "It was new to me, sharing the ball, but I 
think I enjoy sharing the ball more than being the only guy just because you get to play with your best friends. Sony, he's my best 
friend. We both had success on the field and it made it more fun. End of the day, we won games and our team was successful." 
 
Team success is what's most important to Chubb, a player whose teammates will tell you is not worried about his stats. He broke 
1,000 rushing yards as a rookie, then lost 4 yards and time expired on the season before he could gain them back, sticking him at 996 
for the year. He wasn't upset about it, according to his teammates. 
 
That same mindset helped Georgia to the College Football Playoff National Championship Game in Chubb's fourth and final season 
with the Bulldogs. Georgia trotted out a backfield medusa with Chubb, Michel and Herrien joined by freshman sensation D'Andre 
Swift and sophomore standout Elijah Holyfield. The group produced truly unbelievable rushing numbers: 3,748 yards and 37 
touchdowns on 571 carries. 
 
Chubb paced the group with 1,345 yards and 15 touchdowns on 223 carries. Again, Michel was right behind him with 1,227 yards and 
16 touchdowns on 156 carries. The group was so potent, it even took down Oklahoma's high-powered offense -- quarterbacked by 
future Browns teammate Baker Mayfield -- in a Rose Bowl shootout that finished with a final score of 54-48. 
 
When it came time for the Georgia backfield to go pro, though, Michel went before Chubb. And when Chubb arrived in Cleveland, he 
wasn't expected to make a major impact, having joined a backfield that featured a fellow new arrival in Hyde. 
 
All of that changed when Chubb grabbed the attention of the NFL with that touchdown run in Oakland. 
 
"It felt good. It was a long time coming," Chubb said of his 63-yard score in the 48-45 overtime loss to the Raiders. "Just a bunch of 
hard work, bunch of patience. I finally got my opportunity and I made the most of it. That just shows everybody that when your 
number is called, you have to be ready. You have to show what you can do because you only get so many opportunities." 
 
His opportunities will again arrive in 2019, though they might look different at times. Anyone who's had a chance to observe Browns 
offseason activities will notice Chubb has been doing something he's rarely been tasked with completing before: catching passes. It's 
the last ball-moving part of his game to be developed, and one he's worked on plenty in the last month. The results are noticeable and 
could become very important with Hunt slated to miss the Browns' first eight games due to suspension. 
 
When Hunt returns, though, the backfield will become deeper, the potential greater, and the situation perhaps more familiar to Chubb. 
Again, he won't be the lone guy -- but he will be a guy, and an important one. If he can become a consistent threat in the passing game, 
Cleveland's offense will only benefit more. 
 
"It does help," Chubb said of having a deep, versatile backfield. "It throws your opponents off because they have no idea what's 
coming. So I mean, if I'm in, maybe something happens and if it's somebody else -- defense is all about adjusting. As much as we can 
to make them re-adjust and question themselves, it helps out our offense." 
 
Chubb will assume the lead role from the beginning of the season, and welcome back Hunt after his suspension. He'll also likely be 
cracking jokes with his teammates along with way. In a recent group discussion, Hilliard was the first to out Chubb as someone who 
isn't quiet, just guarded. He keeps a small circle, a notion to which Chubb responded with a nod and slight smile. 
 
Hilliard and Johnson are projected to spell Chubb in the first half of the season. And while many of his teammates will continue to see 
Chubb as a quiet worker, his fellow running backs know better. 
 
Should history repeat itself, those watching him won't remain quiet for long, either. 
  



  
 

  
 

Looking forward to the day Browns RB Nick Chubb is good enough to hold out 
By Doug Lesmerises, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/08/looking-forward-to-the-day-browns-rb-nick-chubb-is-good-enough-to-hold-out-doug-
lesmerises.html  
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- Twenty-nine years ago, preseason contract holdouts tore apart a playoff team. 
 
That team was the Cleveland Browns. There haven’t been many veteran holdouts, or playoff appearances, since. But among the first-
place problems that the Browns and their fans must anticipate, preseason money squabbles with high-achieving veterans is one to look 
forward to. 
 
Oh, to have veteran players who are so productive, they’re underpaid. What a world that will be. Right, Nick Chubb? 
 
If the Browns second-year running back maxes out his talent, the Browns, as shown by current NFL context, may be no more than two 
years away from dealing with a phenomenally successful but monetarily unsatisfied franchise back. 
 
Prepare for that gorgeous discord. 
 
“Yeah, I’m not sure, that’s on down the road,” Chubb said when asked what he’d have to show the Browns to be that kind of franchise 
back. “I obviously know it’s going to come one day. They like guys who have a bunch of receiving yards and rushing yards, so just 
make sure I’m good in those areas.” 
 
To be clear -- Chubb isn’t saying it’s obvious that a holdout will come. He’s saying it’s obvious a new contract situation will come, 
and we’re saying he might be the kind of back with enough skills to make that discussion difficult. 
 
It’s a rite of passage for top backs and winning teams. These are the challenges the Browns must eventually welcome, because they 
clearly love this guy, and with the trade of Duke Johnson, Chubb is as vital to the first half of this Browns season as anyone outside of 
Baker Mayfield. Until Kareem Hunt returns, the Browns can’t do anything but raise the value of their most humble potential star. 
 
“Nick Chubb is one of the finest human beings I know," Freddie Kitchens said this week. “He is one of the hardest workers I know. ... 
Nick Chubb is all about work. Do you want to know what the definition of keeping your head down and just going to work is? It’s 
him.” 
 
Roster building will remain a fascinating topic for future discussion, as John Dorsey approaches the task of maintaining and adjusting 
a team with playoff talent. But Chubb’s upside as the workhorse back until Hunt’s suspension ends after eight games is a right now 
discussion. And holdouts -- those are an August discussion. 
 
The Cowboys’ Ezekiel Elliott, last season’s leading rusher, is holding out with two years left on his contract. The Chargers’ Melvin 
Gordon, who in 2018 gained 1,375 yards from scrimmage in his fourth season, is holding out in his last year. (Chubb gained 1,145 
yards in his first season.) 
 
Fourth-year Jacksonville Pro Bowl defensive end Yannick Ngakoue held out for the start of camp then showed up last week without a 
new deal. New Orleans fourth-year receiver Michael Thomas missed five practices in a holdout that led to a $100 million contract. 
 
Rams defensive tackle Aaron Donald, the best defender in the league, held out in 2017 and again in 2018 before becoming the highest-
paid defensive player in the NFL a year ago. Also last year, receiver Julio Jones held out in Atlanta and safety Earl Thomas held out in 
Seattle. Those two have 12 Pro Bowls between them. In 2017, Texans left tackle Duane Brown, a nine-year starter, held out into 
October until he was traded to Seattle -- and made the Pro Bowl. Hall of Famers hold out -- Orlando Pace did it, Bruce Smith did it, 
John Hannah did it. 
 
This is something good players do. The Browns had a stretch of five straight years between 2001 and 2005 where their first-round 
pick held out into camp. But we’re not talking about Kellen Winslow or William Green. We’re talking about established stars with the 
resumes to make a point and make a stand. 
 
I dug around and went into the memory banks and couldn’t find a significant Browns veteran holdout since the mid-90s. (I hope I 
didn’t miss an obvious one, but correct me if I’m wrong.) Fifth-year Pro Bowl safety Eric Turner held out for 40 days in 1995 and 
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signed just before the opener. Leading receiver Webster Slaughter held out into September in 1992 before he was declared a free agent 
in court and signed with the Houston Oilers. Eric Metcalf and tackle Tony Jones staged holdouts that same year. And in 1990, Clay 
Matthews, Frank Minnifield and Mike Johnson were among eight Browns holding out in camp for a franchise coming off five straight 
playoff trips. 
 
Art Modell’s inability to get the heart of a winning team into camp initiated the slide of a season that ended at 3-13. The league was 
awash in holdouts then, but Modell let his son handle much of the negotiating, and it dragged on through all of training camp. The 
Browns may have technically won a few contract battles, but they lost their way. Coming off four winning seasons then, the Browns 
have assembled three winning seasons in the 29 years since. 
 
Mishandling contracts was the beginning of the end. Now, tough contract decisions must only be part of the process. Maybe 
everything will go smoothly. But if all these young Browns play the way they could, no one can be surprised if one or two or three or 
four of them want more money earlier than planned. 
 
It’s the price of success. 
 
And it often starts at running back. John Riggins held out (for an entire season). Eric Dickerson held out. Emmitt Smith held out. 
Marshall Faulk held out. Larry Johnson held out. Chris Johnson held out. Marshawn Lynch held out. Le’Veon Bell held out (also for 
an entire season). 
 
Now it’s Elliott and Gordon. All stars. All needed. All running backs, when finding the right compensation for high-level production 
at that position is complicated. There’s often another running back ready. 
 
Right now, Chubb is ready. Let him build the value that leads to complications. That would mean Pro Bowls and playoffs, reliability 
and responsibility, rushing and receiving. All of it could happen. Believe in Chubb, because the Browns do. 
 
“Nick Chubb has not changed,” Kitchens said, admiring the steadfast approach Chubb carried with him from college. 
 
The game hasn’t changed either. The Browns have just missed out on several aspects of it for the last two decades. This is real. Chubb 
could run wild. In a few years, it could get ugly in August. 
 
Beautifully ugly. 
  



  
 

  
 

 



  
 

  
 

Dontrell Hilliard earns sparkling reviews after excellent performance in OTAs 
By Nick Shook, Clevelandbrowns.com 
https://www.clevelandbrowns.com/news/dontrell-hilliard-earns-sparkling-reviews-after-excellent-performance-in-otas 
 
Freddie Kitchens and his coaching staff in the last three weeks used organized team activities to install what he called a "base" for his 
team's offensive and defensive schemes. 
 
Amid all of the instruction and installation, Dontrell Hilliard used the repetitions to make a name for himself. 
 
Signed by the Browns as an undrafted free agent in early May 2018, Hilliard spent the first month of his first season on Cleveland's 
practice squad before he was elevated to the active roster on Oct. 9. He ended up appearing in 11 games and recording nine receptions 
for 105 yards. 
 
Judging by his performance during OTAs, Hilliard is poised for much more in 2019 -- as long as he believes it's possible. 
 
"When Freddie asked me to join him, he had high praises for Dontrell," Browns running backs coach Stump Mitchell said. "Like I told 
Dontrell, all I know is that we drafted a guy with the Jets in the seventh round, and (Hilliard) wasn't drafted at all, and this guy came 
from a historically black university and Dontrell came from Tulane, so there has to be a problem somewhere. And it's not his physical 
skills. 
 
"He's got to believe that he belongs and we expect him to come out every day and make plays. I think what he has to understand is that 
he has to believe in himself as much as we believe in him. Now, he's getting an opportunity. This is huge for him, and he's having one 
heck of a spring training camp." 
Defensive tackle Trevon Coley (93) and Offensive tackle Drew Forbes (79) during the ninth practice of OTAs on May 30, 2019. 
 
Hilliard has been all over the field within the Browns' offense, thriving as a pass-catcher out of the backfield. He repeatedly won one-
on-ones and made difficult catches in the process, and has flashed as a multi-talented back who might just need a chance. 
 
If a player with such abilities sounds familiar, it should. That player's name is Duke Johnson, an excellent runner who has also thrived 
as a pass-catcher for the Browns when he's been targeted. 
 
The reason Hilliard is being mentioned in place of Johnson, though, is because Johnson hasn't been in attendance for any of the 
Browns' voluntary offseason activities. His absence has created the chance Hilliard needs to potentially stick with the Browns. 
 
"I would love to see Duke as part of the team in September," Mitchell said. "I would also like to -- and I know it's voluntary -- I 
would've liked to see him take part in this camp because when you don't take part in this camp, you give somebody an opportunity to 
play that may not have had the opportunity. Now, that guy has to take advantage of the opportunity. Dontrell has been doing a hell of a 
job taking advantage of the opportunities." 
 
Mitchell wasn't finished there with his praise for Hilliard. 
 
"Everything," Mitchell said when asked what he likes about Hilliard. "His mindset, first of all, that he belongs here, that he can get 
things done. His ability to run routes, his ability to catch the ball. Just being quite frank with him about where he needs to be mentally, 
he needs to reach the point where we see he's at skill-wise. And I think he's climbing that ladder." 
 
Mitchell also raved about Johnson's high-level abilities as a running back, explaining his relationship with Johnson that stretches back 
to when he was attempting to recruit Johnson to Southern University when Johnson was at Miami Norland Senior High School. But in 
Johnson's absence, Hilliard has done more than just fill in -- he's made quite the impression on Mitchell, who told reporters Thursday 
he thinks Hilliard is talented enough to carry the majority of a backfield load. 
 
"Freddie and (offensive coordinator Todd) Monken have expressed how much they want Duke to be a part of this team. There's things 
that we want to do," Mitchell said. "We're still trying to do those things, but now we're trying to do them with Dontrell, and he's 
looking pretty daggone good." 
 
There's another key element that makes Hilliard's inclusion that much more important: special teams. As the Browns continue to test 
out different skilled players at returner, Hilliard has frequently found himself catching the first reps. It's a position at which the 
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Browns have lacked talent in recent years, and one that could also see the inclusion of Antonio Callaway at a later date. For now, 
Hilliard appears to be the frontrunner, making him that much more valuable. 
 
"Absolutely. He is," Mitchell said of Hilliard's ability to make a major impact. "Freddie told me 'Stump, I really like this kid. He can 
either make it or break it.' When a head coach feels that way about a kid, I know he's got some talent. It's my job to do whatever I need 
to do to get him to change his mindset and reach the level we think he should be at." 
 
"I liked his versatility," Kitchens said of Hilliard. "His acceleration, speed, hands, his ability to make moves, cuts, avoid defenders. 
Dontrell is a good football player. He is a special guy on special teams too." 
 
Special teams might just be the beginning for Hilliard. He's definitely off to a good start. 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Dontrell Hilliard making most of opportunity during Duke Johnson’s absence from Browns workouts 
By Matthew Florjancic, WKYC 3  
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/dontrell-hilliard-making-most-of-opportunity-during-duke-johnsons-absence-from-
browns-workouts/95-baf1a396-627e-41a8-b579-1cad367cd215 
 
Duke Johnson’s absence from offseason workouts has opened the door for Cleveland Browns second-year running back Dontrell 
Hilliard. 
 
CLEVELAND — Duke Johnson Jr.’s absence from the voluntary portion of the Cleveland Browns’ offseason program has given an 
opportunity and more practice repetitions to second-year running back Dontrell Hilliard. 
 
Although Hilliard is behind starter Nick Chubb, recent signee Kareem Hunt and Johnson Jr. on the depth chart, he has made a positive 
impression on not only his position coach, Stump Mitchell, but also, coach Freddie Kitchens, too. 
 
“I liked his versatility,” Kitchens said after Thursday’s practice. “I liked his versatility, his acceleration, his speed, his hands, his 
ability to make moves, cuts, avoid defenders. Dontrell is a good football player. He’s a special guy on special teams, too.” 
 
Cleveland Browns RB Dontrell Hilliard 2 
 
Cleveland Browns second-year running back Dontrell Hilliard catches a pass during a drill during the offseason program. 
 
Matt Florjancic 
 
Mitchell said before even taking the job as run-game coordinator/running backs coach, Kitchens let it be known how much he liked 
what Hilliard did for the team. 
 
“All I know is when Freddie asked me to join him, he had high praises for Dontrell,” Mitchell recalled. 
 
“He’s got to believe that he belongs, and I expect him to come out every day, we expect him to come out every day and make plays. 
What he has to understand is he has to believe in himself as much as we believe in him. Now, he’s getting an opportunity. This is huge 
for him, and he’s having a heck of a spring training camp. 
 
“Freddie told me, ‘Stump, I really like this kid. He can either make it or break it.’ When the head coach feels that way about the kid, I 
know he’s got some talent, and it’s my job to do whatever I need to do to get him to change his mindset and reach the level that we 
think he should be at.” 
 
Duke Johnson Jr. Cleveland Browns-Denver Broncos Football 
 
Cleveland Browns running back Duke Johnson (29) looks for a running lane during the first half of a prime-time game against the 
Denver Broncos at Denver Broncos Stadium at Mile High in Denver on Saturday, December 15, 2018. 
 
Rick Scuteri 
 
The 5-foot-11, 200-pound Hilliard rushed for 2,948 yards and 30 touchdowns on 558 career carries over four years at Tulane 
University. Along with the 5.3 yards-per-carry average, Hilliard turned 70 catches into 740 yards and four touchdowns. 
 
In 11 games with the Browns last fall, Hilliard converted nine receptions into 105 yards. 
 
“Everything,” Mitchell said of what he likes most about Hilliard. 
 
“His mindset first of all that he belongs here, that he can get things done, his ability to run routes, his ability to catch the ball, and just 
being quite frank with him about where he needs to be mentally. He needs to reach the point where we see he’s at skill-wise, and I 
think he’s climbing that ladder.” 
 
Cleveland Browns running back Duke Johnson Jr. runs through a drill during Monday's practice at team headquarters in Berea. 
 

https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/dontrell-hilliard-making-most-of-opportunity-during-duke-johnsons-absence-from-browns-workouts/95-baf1a396-627e-41a8-b579-1cad367cd215
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/dontrell-hilliard-making-most-of-opportunity-during-duke-johnsons-absence-from-browns-workouts/95-baf1a396-627e-41a8-b579-1cad367cd215


  
 

  
 

Matt Florjancic, WKYC Digital Sports 
 
With Johnson Jr. not showing up for any of the offseason workouts and Hunt waiting to serve an eight-game suspension during the 
regular season stemming from an off-the-field incident last February, Hillard has taken the practice reps and made the most of them. 
 
“He’s doing a heck of a job,” Mitchell said. “We’re down some receivers, so he’s played some receiver, which is making himself very 
valuable to this team. 
 
“If Nick needs to be spared, Dontrell can go in as a running back, but we also now get the match up against the linebackers and against 
the safeties, so he can serve as a special guy, not only a No. 2 until that time, but also, No. 1 sometimes if we’re talking about on third-
down situations.” 
 



  
 

  
 

Sheldrick Redwine: Get to know the Browns' No. 119 pick in the NFL Draft 2019 
By Matt Goul, Cleveland.com 
https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/04/b3efd748de8256/sheldrick-redwine-get-to-know-the-browns-no-119-pick-in-the-nfl-
draft-2019.html 
 
BEREA, Ohio – The Browns addressed safety with their first pick on Day 3 of the 2019 NFL Draft. 
 
They took Miami safety Sheldrick Redwine in the fourth round with the No. 119 overall pick. 
 
Get to know Redwine and find out why the Browns picked him, including how he fits in Cleveland and compares to other prospects.  
 
Sheldrick Redwine runs a drill Monday, March 4, 2019 during the NFL Scouting Combine in Indianapolis. (Darron Cummings, 
Associated Press) 
 
How he fits the Browns 
 
Following last month's Odell Beckham Jr. trade to the New York Giants, which cost them 2017 first-round safety Jabrill Peppers, this 
position seemed a certainty to be addressed in this draft. 
 
Cleveland signed Morgan Burnett earlier this month. The 30-year-old previously played in Green Bay and Pittsburgh. The Browns 
signed him to a two-year deal with an opportunity to win the strong safety spot vacated by Peppers. 
 
Damarious Randall is slated to start at free safety. 
 
Similar to Randall, Redwine is a converted cornerback. He will be expected to compete at safety and contribute on special teams, 
perhaps push Burnett with fellow offseason acquisition Eric Murray, who came over from Kansas City in the Emmanuel Ogbah trade. 
 
It is worth noting Tennessee snagged Iowa safety Imani Hooker three picks before the Browns took Redwine. 
 
Check out the Miami Herald's draft profile of Redwine.  
 
Redwine's measurements 
 
Height: 6-foot-0 
 
Weight: 196 pounds 
 
40-yard dash: 4.44 seconds (combine) 
 
Bench press: 10 reps of 225 pounds (pro day) 
 
Vertical jump: 39 inches (combine) 
 
Broad jump: 130 inches (combine) 
 
Arms: 31 3/4 inches 
 
Hands: 9 3/8 inches  
 
Michael Conroy 
 
Sheldrick Redwine runs the 40-yard dash Monday, March 4, 2019 at the NFL Scouting Combine in Indianapolis. (Michael Conroy, 
Associated Press) 
 
Career statistics 
 

https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/04/b3efd748de8256/sheldrick-redwine-get-to-know-the-browns-no-119-pick-in-the-nfl-draft-2019.html
https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/04/b3efd748de8256/sheldrick-redwine-get-to-know-the-browns-no-119-pick-in-the-nfl-draft-2019.html


  
 

  
 

• 41 games 
 
• 164 tackles 
 
• Five interceptions 
 
• 10 passes defended 
 
• Six tackles for loss 
 
• 3.5 sacks 
 
• Two forced fumbles 
 
• Four fumble recoveries  
 
Clemson's Ray-Ray McCloud (21) fumbles the ball as he is hit by Sheldrick Redwine (22) during the first half of the Atlantic Coast 
Conference championship Saturday, Dec. 2, 2017 in Charlotte, N.C. (Bob Leverone, Associated Press) 
 
2018 statistics 
 
• 13 games 
 
• 64 tackles 
 
• Three interceptions 
 
• Two passes defended 
 
• 3.5 tackles for loss 
 
• Three sacks 
 
• One forced fumble 
 
• One fumble recovery 
 



  
 

  
 

  



  
 

  
 

NFL Draft: Safety Sheldrick Redwine brings versatility, eagerness to hit he learned growing up in Miami 
By Scott Petrak, Brownszone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/04/28/nfl-draft-safety-sheldrick-redwine-brings-versatility-eagerness-to-hit-he-learned-growing-
up-in-miami/ 
 
BEREA — Sheldrick Redwine is more like a shot of whiskey. 
 
He packs a wallop. 
 
Redwine, the Browns’ fourth-round pick at No. 119 Saturday, made the switch from cornerback to free safety in 2017 at the 
University of Miami. The Browns believe he has the versatility to play free and strong safety, and his eagerness to hit is valued in a 
strong safety playing near the line of scrimmage. 
 
“Will not turn down a chance to hit,” NFL.com’s Lance Zierlein wrote in his scouting report. “Forceful striker as a tackler and to 
dislodge the throw.” 
 
“You are looking for dogs. You are looking for alphas on defense,” director of college scouting Steve Malin said Saturday. 
“Obviously you can see what we are trying to do is we are trying to build a championship team. All of us have come from winning 
organizations. We understand what it takes, and it takes a special person to get you over the hump.” 
 
Redwine (6-foot, 196 pounds) confirmed the scouting report that he loves to hit, saying he developed the mentality at Richmond Park 
in Miami, where he grew up. 
 
“Oh, yeah, definitely,” Redwine said on a conference call. “Since I was a young boy, the parks that I played on, that is how we were 
brought up. You had to know how to hit. You had to know how to be tough or you were not going to make it. That is really how I 
adjusted to it.” 
 
Redwine can run, too. He clocked 4.44 seconds in the 40-yard dash at the scouting combine and had a vertical jump of 39 inches. 
 
The athleticism turned into production, with 64 tackles, three interceptions and three sacks in 13 starts as a senior. 
 
Free safety Damarious Randall and strong safety Morgan Burnett are the starters for the Browns, with Eric Murray able to back up at 
both spots after being acquired in a trade with Kansas City. Redwine enters the mix and could be a future replacement for Burnett, 
who’s 30 years old. 
 
“I feel comfortable anywhere, but definitely in the box, you have to be aggressive down there in the box with those big bodies and 
stuff,” Redwine said. 
 
His history as a cornerback excites the Browns, because he can be used in coverage, maybe even as a big nickelback. 
 
“The game is a coverage game,” Malin said. “You have to have physicality, but you also have to be able to have guys that can cover. 
We feel like he gives us the flexibility to do that stuff. He has a physical presence but also he has good ball skills and can play in 
coverage for us.” 
 
Scout Matt Donahoe, who tracked Redwine at Miami, expects his speed to translate into strong special teams play. The late transition 
to safety is also encouraging. 
 
“He has upside because I think he is only just getting comfortable playing safety. There is a lot of upside with that,” Donahoe said. 
 
Redwine didn’t have far to go to get to the Miami campus in Coral Gables, and that’s exactly what he wanted. 
 
“Staying home,” he said of why he picked the school. “I always grew up a Miami fan. I got offered late in the process. When I got the 
opportunity late in the process, I just took it and ran with it. 
 
“The U was always the first choice, even when I didn’t have an offer from them.” 
 

https://www.brownszone.com/2019/04/28/nfl-draft-safety-sheldrick-redwine-brings-versatility-eagerness-to-hit-he-learned-growing-up-in-miami/
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/04/28/nfl-draft-safety-sheldrick-redwine-brings-versatility-eagerness-to-hit-he-learned-growing-up-in-miami/


  
 

  
 

Redwine should have little trouble fitting in in Cleveland. He’s the sixth former Miami player on the roster, joining tight end David 
Njoku, running back Duke Johnson, defensive ends Olivier Vernon and Chad Thomas and linebacker Ray-Ray Armstrong. 
 
“I have a good relationship with those guys,” Redwine said. 
 
Vice president of player personnel Alonzo Highsmith is also a Hurricane, and Redwine said they made a good connection during the 
scouting process. 
 
He was one of three defensive backs picked by the Browns, joining LSU cornerback Greedy Williams in the second round and Tulane 
cornerback Donnie Lewis Jr. in the seventh. Redwine said a cousin, John Battle, played with Williams. 
 
“John always told me that Greedy was a great player, a feisty cover corner,” he said. “Having somebody like that coming in with me, 
another DB, we will make this transition smooth.” 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

What the Cleveland Browns are getting in Miami safety Sheldrick Redwine: Film Room 
By  Jake Burns, Cleveland.com 
https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/04/da4b882d058560/what-the-cleveland-browns-are-getting-in-miami-safety-sheldrick-
redwine-film-room.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -  The Browns' secondary has been under a makeover process over the course of the past two offseasons.  
 
The safety position itself has been through a massive change. Jabrill Peppers' rookie season was played out of position, so the Browns 
acquired Damarious Randall to rectify that issue. With Randall at free safety and Peppers in his natural strong safety role closer to the 
line of scrimmage, the duo thrived in 2018. 
 
However, the Giants wanted a fair return for Odell Beckham Jr. and in that compensation, Peppers was sent to New York to replace 
the departed Landon Collins.  
 
The Browns needed to once again recreate the safety position on the fly. They did so by trading Emmanuel Ogbah to Kansas City for 
versatile safety Eric Murray, and adding veteran Morgan Burnett to solidify the box safety role. The position group seemed set for 
2018.  
 
But the Browns had different plans. 
 
With the 119th pick in the 2019 draft, the Browns decided to take Sheldrick Redwine from Miami. In Redwine, the Browns added 
depth to both safety positions, while also keeping an eye on depth and future contract situations. Redwine provides integral versatility, 
and undeniable speed to a position that has a murky future at best. 
 
Let's look at what the Browns like about Redwine's game.  
 
Free safety is the best fit 
 
Redwine played all over the field for Miami in his career. He would play in single-high safety looks as the box safety, he would play 
the center-field type as the deep free safety, and he would also play the second high safety in Cover-2 and Cover-4 looks.  
 
Redwine brings versatility and experience in different roles, but his tape shows a player best fit for deep coverage and even better 
playing the deep, single-high safety much like the Browns currently deploy Randall. Redwine allowed a passer rating of 52.7 and 0.44 
yards per coverage snap, which were both top-21 among qualifiers.  
 
According to Pro Football Focus, Redwine graded out as the 17th best in coverage grade among safeties. His best work came as a 
deep coverage player. As a free safety he had an 89.0 coverage grade, but when playing inside the tackle box, Redwine's grade dipped 
all the way down to 44.6. However, in the slot playing coverage he earned a more respectable 74.5 grade.  
 
Some players lack the comfort needed to play close to the line of scrimmage where things happen rapidly. Redwine put his best work 
on tape playing from depth.  
 
    Redwine, wearing No. 22, plays that center field role here as he reads the quarterback's eyes. This is all about athleticism and 
anticipation. Some do it naturally, and some struggle. Redwine looks natural performing this task. Pay attention to how quickly he 
plants his left foot and drives on this ball once the quarterback works his eyes left and throws to the over route. You have to love his 
ability to get up and high-point this throw as well. An uber athletic and cerebral play I am sure the Browns staff loved.  
 
    Redwine is playing the free safety role deep here -- outside the vision of the screen at first. He has to be aligned neutral against the 
2x2 set the offense is throwing at him. What you like about this play is the athleticism to go from midfield to the far numbers to make 
this interception happen. Again about athleticism and anticipation.  
 
    The opposing offense runs a hitch by the outside receiver and a corner route by the slot. In Cover-2, Redwine has to make sure he 
plays the inside to outside path and he does so perfectly here. He is over the top of this corner route with ease and goes up high to get 
this football and get the feet down for the interception. This comfort in two-high safety sets are traits the Browns staff enjoyed.  
 

https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/04/da4b882d058560/what-the-cleveland-browns-are-getting-in-miami-safety-sheldrick-redwine-film-room.html
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    From 2017, Miami is playing quarters coverage and Redwine is able to work his zone and undercut this bender route from the slot 
at a key moment. Then you get to see the athleticism on the long interception return.  
 
    Miami often rotated their safeties up and down based on motion and pre-snap to post-snap movement. When Redwine was on the 
move downhill, or in retreat for deep coverage he was able to decipher and get where he needed to go quickly. Redwine is at the top of 
the screen here, rotating back. He puts his foot in the ground and drives on the ballcarrier quickly. This is the type of big hit and sound 
form you want from your deepest level of protection coming downhill.  
 
    More examples of Redwine in that rotating safety role. On the first snap he feels out the jet sweep and takes the perfect angle to 
make the play in the alley, and then on snap two he reads the fullback's late drag/shallow and blows it up to take the option to throw it 
late. He feels out these plays very well.  
 
    Redwine, again seen rotating, puts on display the processing and tackling that lead to a fumble in the first clip and then again feels 
the wide zone scheme with the proper angle to make the play at the line of scrimmage on snap two. Redwine is comfortable in space 
in these situations outside the hashes, and that is something the Browns will covet as your secondary has to be able to make plays in 
space.  
 
Comfort when blitzing  
 
The Browns will likely send their safeties toward the quarterback this year and that is something Redwine is effective doing when 
tasked with making plays on the QB in passing situations.  
 
Redwine actually came in tied for first among qualified safeties in pass-rushing productivity in 2018 and put up three sacks. He uses 
the elite closing speed and a solid knack for slipping past big offensive linemen by getting skinny at the point of attack and sniffing 
out where the quarterback will attempt to escape.  
 
    Redwine comes on a combo blitz here. He is able to close quickly and deliver a clean hit that jars the ball loose from Florida State's 
DeAndre Francois. Notice the fluid change of direction once he sensed who the back was taking in protection and he doesn't take a 
single false step to get home right on time.  
 
Excellence in special teams 
 
Most of the rookies in this class will have to make an impact on special teams if they want to guarantee themselves a spot on the  53-
man roster. Redwine has some excellent work in this department. 
 
Throughout his career at Miami, Redwine participated in nearly all special team responsibilities. His best work was when he could put 
his elite running and tackling traits on display. Redwine will be expected to contribute in this area heavily in his rookie season.  
 
    We get two reps on kick coverage where Redwine makes the tackle with a nice feel for the return man's angle, and we see the quick 
closing speed in the punt team repetition as well. This sort of ability is so vital to a team's success and with the Browns' need for 
improvement in this area, it without a doubt helped Redwine's case for being drafted in Cleveland.  
 
Playing in the box likely isn't best for his career 
 
Redwine will not be an immediate plug-and-play for the strong safety role. He will have to improve his fluidity in man coverage on 
the likes of tight ends close to the line of scrimmage, and he failed the Miami defense in run-fit situations too often. His grade when 
aligned in those positions tell you the story. The film showed it as well. 
 
    Redwine can be a touch too zealous when asked to play off the edge in run support and this type of failed fit hurts a defense. His 
angle was poor here and it allows the running back to leak out the backside for a big gain. He has the ability here, but his discipline in 
this area never manifested in success close to the line of scrimmage.  
 
    There are some concerns about Redwine's man to man coverage abilities. He is beat by double moves far too often and his hips 
don't translate well to mirroring. At the Senior Bowl, Utah State's Dax Raymond, who went undrafted, put Redwine in the blender 
with a post-corner route. Redwine is leaning too far inside and when Raymond hits the left foot cut for the corner the separation is 
easy. Too easy. 



  
 

  
 

 
It's quite easy to see Redwine's potential. He is an elite runner and explosive athlete, but he isn't quite big enough, or strong enough, to 
play near the line of scrimmage. His best fit is in the slot or, most likely, as a deep safety playing the single-high role. 
 
Redwine transitioned to safety from corner after his sophomore year, and it has made all the difference in his career. He anticipates 
well, reads quarterback's thought process, and can come up and effectively play the run from depth. Mix those traits in with his 
immediate impact he is likely to make on special teams and you have a nice fit.  
 
The Browns have a tight cap situation coming in the future, and a place they might not be able to afford is an expensive free safety. 
Especially if they want to invest in other vital positions. That could spell the end for Damarious Randall after the 2019 season after his 
rookie contract expires. 
 
If that is the case, expect the Browns to groom Redwine to fill the role for the foreseeable future. 
 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Sean Taylor’s father says training Browns safety Sheldrick Redwine has been therapeutic 
By Mary Kay Cabot, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/05/sean-taylors-father-says-training-browns-safety-sheldrick-redwine-has-been-
therapeutic.html 
 
BEREA, Ohio — Fourth-round Browns draft pick Sheldrick Redwine still has the autograph given to him as a boy by Sean Taylor, the 
late, great safety from the University of Miami and Washington Redskins. 
 
Redwine’s mother was a teacher, and she worked at the same school at Taylor’s sister. 
 
“Sean gave an autograph to his sister to give to me,’’ Redwine told cleveland.com at rookie minicamp. “It was a great experience for 
me when I was young.’’ 
 
Redwine still has the autograph, scrawled on a napkin, at his mom’s house in Florida. 
 
“I don’t have it framed,’’ Redwine said. “It’s just sitting there. We won’t lose it though.’’ 
 
A few years after Redwine’s mom presented him with the prized signature, Taylor was gone, murdered at his home in Miami on Nov. 
27, 2007 by intruders when he was only 24 and in the prime of his NFL career. 
 
“I remember walking in my mom’s room and she was crying,’’ Redwine said. “I was about 11 years old. I remember it was just a 
shock. I had a friend who was actually related to him, they were like cousins. I saw him on the news crying, so it was all just surreal to 
me.’’ 
 
Redwine never forgot Taylor’s kind gesture, and when he became a Hurricane himself in 2015, he was determined to honor Taylor’s 
memory as a Hall of Fame safety for The U. 
 
“That’s one thing that coach (Manny) Diaz will definitely let you know when you get in there,’’ Redwine said. “You have a legacy to 
live up to and it’s on you how much work you put in to live up to it." 
 
Freddie Kitchens ‘wasn’t joking’ when he told CB Greedy Williams on draft day he’d have to tackle 
 
Kitchens' first order to CB Greedy Williams was that he'd have to tackle when he gets here, and he wasn't joking. 
 
When the ‘Canes first moved Redwine to safety as a junior, he emulated Taylor — taken No. 5 by the Redskins in the 2004 draft — in 
more ways than one. 
 
“I taped my fingers and stuff going out to practice just trying to be like him a little bit,’’ Redwine said. “You say that name at Miami, 
everybody knows who you’re talking about. Just seeing how he played, he played the game reckless, but he played it between the 
snaps also. He (had) an aggressive nature. I feel like I have that about myself, too.’’ 
 
Redwine calls on Pete Taylor for help 
 
Redwine (6-0, 196) took his adoration of Taylor a step further last offseason when he enlisted the help of Taylor’s father Pete, who 
trained Sean and now helps coach up other young men in South Florida. 
 
“I reached out to him and we just started working from there,’’ said Redwine. "He really does it just to give back and help the kids.’’ 
 
He also does it to help ease the pain of losing his beloved son, who was shot outside his bedroom when he tried to defend his family 
that day. 
 
“It’s a therapy,’’ Pete Taylor told cleveland.com. “To watch these other kids grow and get better, that’s all that counts. When you see 
the kids do great, you know it’s worth it. When you see it clicking for another kid and they succeed, you think, ‘well maybe it wasn’t 
all a mistake. Maybe it was destiny.’" 
 

https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/05/sean-taylors-father-says-training-browns-safety-sheldrick-redwine-has-been-therapeutic.html
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To see Redwine be successful with the Browns would be one way for Taylor to honor his son, whom former Browns and Redskins 
defensive coordinator Gregg Williams used to call the best athlete he ever coached. 
 
“I’d love to see that happen,’’ said Taylor. “Especially with (Redwine) coming from The U. I hate to be selfish, but it’s all about the 
U. We have great talent coming out of this school, and the players set a great tone for each other.’’ 
 
He said Redwine reached out to him after Miami’s 34-24 loss to Wisconsin in the Orange Bowl in 2017, and asked for help. 
 
“He said he’d see me in the morning and he showed up,’’ Taylor said. “He stepped up and did what he had to do." 
 
Taylor said it showed Redwine was serious about taking his game to the next level and ultimately getting drafted. 
 
“We worked on some things with his speed, his explosion and also some backpedals,’’ said Taylor. “We did about 12-15 sessions, and 
when he went back to practice for his senior year, he did better and that’s why he moved himself up to where he’s at.’’ 
 
Taking it to the field 
 
As a senior, Redwine started all 13 games and became one of Miami’s best defensive players. He made 64 tackles for fifth on the 
team, 3.5 for a loss, three sacks, three interceptions and wore “the turnover chain’’ four times — second most of any player. He also 
earned All-ACC Honorable mention honors. 
 
“Speed and explosiveness, that’s Pete’s specialty," said Redwine. “I loved it because you see the way Sean Taylor turned out. Just 
working out with Pete, he got me right, telling me this was the same stuff he did with Sean. So that’s what I was thinking — hopefully 
I end up the same way.’’ 
 
But Taylor worked with Redwine on more than just his 40-time and burst. “He’s had deep talks with me about what it takes to make it 
in the NFL and what it took to make it as a college player and I appreciate him for all of that,’’ Redwine said. 
 
Along the way, Redwine got the sense that the workouts, at a small gym in south Florida, were helping Taylor as much as him. 
 
“I can see how he uses it as a type of therapy,’’ said Redwine. “The memories of him working with the son he lost are hard, but then 
he comes in and works with somebody else’s son and it helps.’’ 
 
Taylor, author of Going Full Speed: The Sean Taylor Stories, never asked for anything in return. 
 
“He really just does it for the love,’’ Redwine said. “He’s really doing it just to give back. It was ‘just come out and we’ll do what we 
gotta do with what we have.’ I was 20 years old and I’d be there with seven-year-old kids. He had them doing the same workouts. I 
was going a little more intense, but he was putting just as much into them." 
 
Taylor sees Sean’s drive in Redwine 
 
Taylor saw some of the his son’s work ethic in Redwine during their time together. 
 
“Sheldrick is a hardworking kid and that’s what it’s going to take to be great, and he puts his maximum effort into everything he does, 
so those qualities and traits will come out very soon,’’ he said. 
 
Pete started coaching Sean, a two-time Pro Bowler in his three-plus seasons, when he played youth football and “it changed my whole 
perspective of how I needed to be involved with him, so he got taught right, but he had some great coaches at Miami that were also a 
big part of his life, and Sheldrick does too.’’ 
 
Redwine’s position coach at Miami, Ephraim Banda, who was instrumental in getting Redwine to the NFL, saw the change in him 
before his senior year. 
 
“Early in his career he was casual and when he’s casual he’s not a very good player,’’ Banda told cleveland.com. “As soon as he 
became urgent on the field and mastered that, his game just took off. When he’s urgent, he’s as good if not better than any safety in 
the draft.’’ 



  
 

  
 

 
Studying Sean’s tape 
 
Redwine has watched hours of Sean’s college and pro tape to try to assimilate his game. 
 
“He’s a different type of player,’’ said Redwine. “I feel the greatest safety of all time — him and (former ‘Cane and Ravens Pro 
Football Hall of Fame safety) Ed Reed — top two greatest safeties of all time, even though Sean had a shorter career, I feel like just 
production-wise and knowing what he would’ve done, I feel like they were the top two of all time.’’ 
 
The biggest thing he took from Taylor’s tape: “Take the ball. It’s one thing he did great, whether it be interceptions, forcing fumbles, 
hard hits across the middle — get the ball.’’ 
 
The Browns have high hopes for Redwine, who was discovered at Miami by Browns Vice President of Player Personnel Alonzo 
Highsmith, also a former ‘Cane. 
 
“At the beginning of the season, people didn’t have him on any lists, but ‘Zo knew,’’ said Banda. “He only played safety two years for 
us and ‘Zo knows he’s going to get a lot better.’’ 
 
Redwine plans to continue working with Pete, possibly even this offseason between minicamp and training camp. 
 
He also hopes to honor Sean in some way as a pro for making his own NFL career possible, and for inspiring him as a boy by signing 
a napkin that he’ll cherish forever. 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

 



  
 

  
 

Infertility crisis launched Browns' Chris Hubbard into mental health advocacy 
By Marla Ridenour, ohio.com 
https://www.beaconjournal.com/sports/20191123/infertility-crisis-launched-brownsrsquo-chris-hubbard-into-
mental-health-advocacy 
 
BEREA — Browns right tackle Chris Hubbard remembers when he realized he needed therapy. 
 
He and his wife Tamara were dealing with infertility before the birth of their son Creed. Hubbard said he was 
losing weight and it was hard to balance the crisis in his personal life with his professional career. 
 
“We battled through a lot,” Hubbard said. “Things happen when you’re trying to have a baby, you have emotions 
going left and right. It’s a lot to deal with. I had to get some help.” 
 
Hubbard, 28 and in his sixth NFL season, became a mental health advocate as he and Tamara now actively support 
the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI). 
 
In the aftermath of the indefinite suspension of teammate Myles Garrett, three Browns who have sought treatment 
said they have reaped its benefits and believe having a full-time professional with each NFL team would be a step 
forward for the league. That was the suggestion of Sam Maniar, founder of the Center for Peak Performance in 
Hudson, who was the NFL’s first full-time team psychologist when he worked for the Browns for two seasons 
starting in 2014. 
 
“It made me a stronger person and it made me come out of my shell to help others, to let them know they’re not 
alone and I’m just like them. I’m not superhuman,” Hubbard said Wednesday. “This game requires a lot, physically, 
mentally and emotionally.” 
 
This season the NFL mandated that teams have a clinician available in the facility for eight to 12 hours a week, and 
Hubbard said he’s taken advantage of that. 
 
“Her line is always open,” Hubbard said. “I’ve used her. You just can’t be scared to go out there and ask for help. We 
just need more people to come out and say something if they’re going through anything. That’s what will get more 
people involved and we’ll get more [professionals] on the team.” 
 
Defensive end Chris Smith said he sees the team clinician every Monday to deal with the September death of his 
26-year-old girlfriend Petara Cordero. Giving birth to their daughter a month before, Cordero was struck by a car 
on Interstate 90 after a tire on Smith’s Lamborghini blew out. 
 
“She just sits there and listens. It’s good to just have... you can talk to somebody who won’t judge you, actually can 
hear your thoughts and how you feel and that helps a lot,” Smith said Thursday of the clinician. 
 
Running back Kareem Hunt underwent counseling after being suspended for eight games by the league for 
violating its personal conduct policy in two physical altercations. Hunt said he still speaks to a professional, Don 
Patterson, whom he described as “an NFL guy, a Cleveland guy.” 
 
“Whenever I feel like I’ve got some built-up anger or stress about something, I’m able to talk to him and ease my 
mind and he’s going to lead me down the right direction,” Hunt said Friday, adding that it was “definitely” good to 
have an outlet for those feelings. 
 
Maniar believes NFL players should have a full-time mental health professional available in team headquarters and 
on the road, even if there are some who believe the game is only five percent mental. 
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“Think if you had five percent more yards receiving or passing or five percent farther on a drive or five percent 
more points, that’s the difference between making the playoffs and not,” Maniar said in a Tuesday phone interview. 
“Why wouldn’t you invest in training your players to be stronger mentally, whether it’s on the field or off the field. 
 
“Everybody agrees, or I would hope that in 2019 that it’s important and it’s probably needed, the question becomes 
how and who’s going to pay for it.” 
 
Hubbard believes the league will soon get there. 
 
“It plays a big role in dealing with football and the amount of stress and the things that you have to go through with 
your family, whether it’s moving, expecting a baby. There’s plenty of different things that can go through your mind 
that mental health fits into,” Hubbard said. “Every Sunday, every week there’s a new challenge. I think eventually 
there will be more people on teams, psychologists and things like that to help out.” 
 
Hubbard said the March, 2018 admission by Cavaliers’ five-time All-Star forward Kevin Love that he had suffered 
panic attacks and sought treatment influenced him. 
 
“At first we didn’t hear about it, but when Kevin Love came out, I was like, ‘Wow, it really is true and it’s really 
something I need to look into,’” Hubbard said. “That’s when I got with NAMI and they helped me out tremendously, 
just being a part and being an advocate with them.” 
 
Hubbard said he’s never met Love, but hopes they can get together. 
 
“We need to sit down,” Hubbard said. “It would be nice; it would be awesome. Soon.” 
  



  
 

  
 

Cleveland Browns’ Chris Hubbard hopes to tackle the negative stigma around mental healthBy Cary Chow, The Undefeated 
(ESPN) 
July 30, 2019 
https://theundefeated.com/features/cleveland-browns-chris-hubbard-tackle-negative-stigma-around-mental-health/  
 
Three years ago, a buzzer-beater stopped the Jackson (Tennessee) UnderDawgs from advancing one step closer to The Basketball 
Tournament (TBT) championship. 
 
A five-point advantage with 14 seconds left evaporated and the UnderDawgs fell one point short of victory. What made the loss 
especially painful was that a day earlier the No. 16-seeded UnderDawgs had stunned the crowd with an upset of Kentucky’s No. 1-
seeded Bluegrass Boys. 
 
Thinking back on that night — the defeat, the silent car ride from Chicago, the team’s group chat on how a loss like that can never 
happen again — small forward Antwan Long knew that game would be the one that got away. But the UnderDawgs vowed to return 
for a shot at a championship and the grand prize of $2 million. 
 
The loss still haunts some of the UnderDawgs, but it also serves as fierce motivation for the 2019 squad going into TBT’s 
Championship Week, which kicks off Thursday at 7 p.m. ET on ESPN. 
 
“We all agreed that we let that one slip by, so our focal point at this point is taking that experience and saying, ‘Look, whatever we do, 
we leave it all on the court.’ We won’t have no excuses or nothing to be looking back in regret with,” Long said. 
 
Winning last weekend’s Memphis Regional was a confidence-booster. The team pulled off a 59-50 Round 1 win against Gael Force 
(St. Mary’s), and beat its last two opponents by a 19-point margin or higher. 
 
It’s part of who the UnderDawgs are: a strong-willed group of men who, even in their lowest moments, will fight their way to a 
comeback. The team name fits perfectly, though it was chosen by happenstance. 
 
“We’re not going to back down. We’re not going to come out there with fear in us. So, yeah, that name is twofold, but we take a lot of 
pride. We don’t mind being the underdogs.” — small forward Antwan Long 
 
After entering The Basketball Tournament — a 64-team, single-elimination that began in 2014 — members of the team joined a group 
chat to share name ideas, most of which were too generic. When “underdogs” was thrown out, the name stuck. 
 
“After thinking about it, we knew coming into [the tournament,] that’s exactly what we were,” Long said. “On this type of stage, 
everybody was going to see us as the easy win. We spelled it a little different, though. Of course, everybody knows what an underdog 
is in sports, but we spelled it that way because we champion that role as having a team full of what we call dawgs. We’re not going to 
back down. We’re not going to come out there with fear in us. So, yeah, that name is twofold, but we take a lot of pride. We don’t 
mind being the underdogs.” 
 
Another important factor was making Jackson, Tennessee, proud by adding the name of the city where most members of the team 
were born and raised. Team members agree that Jackson, located 70 miles east of Memphis, is often overlooked when it comes to 
scouting talent, lagging behind larger Tennessee cities such as Memphis and Nashville. 
 
“If you look at the makeup of our team, 11 out of the 13 actually are from this city,” said Long, who played at Lambuth University. 
“This is not a Memphis or a Nashville. I think to do what we’re doing, you’ve got to take a step back and say, ‘How did this city 
produce guys that are capable of doing this?’ They’re out of this one city, the majority of them. They produce players that are 
competing against former NBA guys. Guys that actually do this for a living. That to me, when I think about our group of guys, that’s 
pretty impressive for us to be able to formulate within our own community a team of that caliber.” 
 
Beyond location, there are quite a few identifiable differences between the UnderDawgs and other teams in the tournament. The tallest 
players on the team are 6-foot-6, while the shortest is 5-foot-4. The other TBT teams feature former college stars and NBA players and 
have a decided size advantage over the UnderDawgs. 
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“I don’t think some teams take us seriously,” point guard Jaylen Barford said. “When we played our first game against [Gael Force] 
St. Mary’s, I know one player kind of joked on us the whole time. I think I had to tell him to calm down a little bit. We are from 
Jackson. We don’t back down from nobody.” 
 
Another distinction is that, unlike other teams, most of the UnderDawgs have never played on a professional level. 
 
“I know a lot of people are thinking, ‘Who are these guys?’ but I think that’s what makes us the underdogs in every single match,” 
shooting guard Jewuan Long said. “I think even the teams that we go against, they probably look at us again with our size and then 
they look at the names on the roster and they’re like, ‘Yeah, if we play anybody, we gotta play these guys.’ I think that’s what makes 
us the underdogs and that’s definitely what fuels our motivation as well.” 
 
And since the players don’t have the luxury of spending hours each day in conditioning, it’s been a task to balance full-time jobs and 
still find time to practice. 
 
Guard Jewuan Long celebrates after the Jackson UnderDawgs’ victory against Louisiana United. 
 
Matthew Smith\The Basketball Tournament 
 
“We have maybe seven guys that’s in Jackson, so they get to play a lot, but everybody else is out of town, so it’s hard to get 
everybody in the same gym at the same time until we get to the game,” said Jewuan Long, who played college ball at Murray State. 
“We just have to have the right mindset once we get out there on the court, for the most part. Just play hard and once you get tired, 
raise your hand and come out. While you’re in the game, you’re going all out. You’re leaving everything out there on the court. We 
have the confidence that once we come out the game, we got somebody else right after us ready to give it all they got.” 
 
Despite minor setbacks, the team’s chemistry remains strong — mainly because the UnderDawgs are composed of former high school 
rivals who have played both with and against each other for years. With half of the team coming from Liberty Tech and the other half 
from South Side High, there is a mutual understanding of strengths and weaknesses. 
 
“I think we gel well together because [Liberty Tech] is a great defensive team and [South Side] is a great offensive team,” said 
Barford, who played at Arkansas. “So I think when we put that together, the leadership and different roles, different mentalities, it 
makes it fun. It doesn’t matter who we play. We’re just trying to play and trying to win.” 
 
The UnderDawgs remain grateful for the opportunity to play the game they love for a city that they love, and loves them back. The 
outpouring of love and support from fans, and even Jackson’s mayor, has been overwhelming. 
 
“We are representing our beloved city of Jackson,” Jewuan Long said. “We have a lot of talent there and I don’t think honestly 
everybody in the city of Jackson actually realizes that potential that the city of Jackson has. Not just with sports, but all over the board. 
I think that this tournament is definitely helping the city of Jackson, one, come together, but also kind of realize the potential that we 
have in sports and life in general.” 
 
This year, maybe the UnderDawgs will turn into Jackson’s very own Cinderella story. 
 
Maya Jones is an associate editor at The Undefeated. She is a native New Orleanian who enjoys long walks down Frenchmen Street 
and romantic dates to Saints games. 



  
 

  
 

What David Njoku’s return will mean for the Browns’ offense and his Cleveland future 
By Ellis Williams, cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/11/what-david-njokus-return-means-for-the-browns-offense-and-his-
cleveland-future.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- A lot has changed since David Njoku leaped through the air chasing a Baker Mayfield pass 
which left him upended by Jets cornerback Nate Hairston and plopped on Injured Reserve with a broken wrist. 
 
From Week 3 until Wednesday, Njoku was sidelined as the Browns experienced the highs of beating the Ravens in 
Baltimore, the lows of losing to a first-time starting quarterback in Denver, and all the turbulent abnormalities in 
between. 
 
Njoku rehabbed and watched until this week when the third-year tight end returned to practice. The Browns 
hoped he would be active on Sunday against Miami, but today coach Freddie Kitchens confirmed that he will not 
play against the Dolphins. 
 
This isn’t the same offense he left 10 weeks ago. Kareem Hunt’s return has altered personnel packages since 
making his Browns debut. Since he entered the fold, Hunt and Nick Chubb have shared the field together 50 times 
in two weeks. 
 
In comparison, Cleveland featured two backs on the field simultaneously just once from Weeks 1-6. 
 
Basically, in Njoku’s absence and Hunt’s return, the Browns are routinely taking a tight end (either one or both) off 
the field and playing Hunt plus a receiver or featuring only one tight end alongside the running back duo. 
 
Clearly, Hunt is a better player than tight ends Demetrius Harris, Pharaoh Brown, Ricky Seals-Jones or rookie 
Stephen Carlson. He’s probably better than Njoku also, but Cleveland has several reasons to inject their second-
year tight end a as soon as it can regardless of Hunt’s emergence. 
 
He’ll help in the run game and be another go-to target for Mayfield. But most importantly, Cleveland must discover 
if Njoku is the Browns’ future at tight end by giving him the majority of opportunities until season’s end. 
 
Let’s take a look at why Njoku can help in both the run and passing game and identify why his third season is vital 
to his future in Cleveland. 
 
Njoku in the passing game 
 
Mayfield likes throwing to his tight ends, regardless of who plays there. In Week 1, Njoku received six targets, 
third-most behind Odell Beckham Jr. and Jarvis Landry. After his Week 2 injury, the tight end remained a focus of 
the offense. 
 
In Weeks 3-9, with Njoku out and Hunt suspended, the tight end combination of Harris, Brown and Seals-Jones 
generated 31 targets or 11 percent of Mayfield’s passing attempts, one target less than Chubb. Of Mayfield’s seven 
passing touchdowns over that time, four went to tight ends, two apiece for Harris and Seals-Jones. 
 
Just because Mayfield threw the ball to his tight ends doesn’t mean doing so benefited Cleveland. There were a few 
red zone targets where the ball likely should’ve went elsewhere but Mayfield fixated on his tight end. Examples 
include, in San Francisco, versus the Rams and against Denver. 
 
Let’s look specifically at the Broncos game. 
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In Denver, the Browns struggled in the red zone, more than usual. Considering Cleveland boasts the 21st red-zone 
touchdown scoring percentage (51.25 percent) and went 1-for-5 against the Broncos, it was a tough afternoon in 
the red area. Harris could’ve changed that by completing a routine catch from Mayfield in the back of the end zone 
but instead displayed an abysmal toe-tapping effort. 
 
First, credit Mayfield for putting this ball where it needed to be. It’s a beautiful ball placed exactly where Harris 
could’ve high pointed it -- without jumping -- while dragging both feet. Instead, Harris inexplicably leaps, catching 
the ball near his gut as he sails several feet out of bounds. 
 
By the time he looks down, he’s already out of bounds, somehow to his own surprise. 
 
Harris’ clinic on how not to manipulate one’s body is a prime example of why the offense misses Njoku. Of course, 
there is no guarantee Njoku, who dropped six balls last season, would’ve made the catch. But Cleveland needs to 
find out if he is capable of such routine grabs. 
 
When he returns, expect Mayfield to look his way immediately, especially in the red zone, as seen in the season 
opener. 
 
Njoku as a run blocker 
 
The Browns tight ends aren’t much of a factor in the run game. Between Harris, Carlson and Brown, none have 
graded above 70 overall as a run blocker. Since Hunt’s return, the Browns are averaging seven yards per play but 
even with extra firepower on the field, Cleveland’s tight ends aren’t blocking better. 
 
Over the past three weeks, Brown’s average grade as a run blocker is 50.45 while Harris fares a bit better with a 
three-game average of 56. Seals-Jones predominately plays on passing downs while Carlson struggles clearing 
holes for Chubb or Hunt, as seen against Buffalo. 
 
Revisiting Cleveland’s eight-play scoreless red zone sequence, Carlson struggled blowing anything up. Instead, he 
clogged holes he should’ve been clearing. 
 
Here on the Browns’ eighth and final scoring try, Carlson lines up in the backfield as a fullback. His assignment to 
open a hole for Chubb goes terribly. Upon contact, he gets spun around before falling face-first on bodies while 
Chubb goes nowhere. 
 
A similar scene occurred five plays earlier with Carlson in the backfield. 
 
Carlson isn’t an NFL fullback and probably shouldn’t be put in positions where he must act as one. Still, he and the 
other tight ends Cleveland has used aren’t effective blockers. According to Pro Football Focus, Njoku is a slight 
improvement. 
 
In Week 1, Njoku graded out as a 61.1 run blocker. In last season’s final two games, Njoku earned a 77.2 score in 
Week 16 and a 61.1 grade in Week 17. In Njoku’s past three complete games, he averages a 67.8 grade, more than 
10 points better than Harris. 
 
Njoku may not definitively be a better option than the Browns’ current bunch, but Cleveland needs to find out. 
 
Njoku’s future in Cleveland 
 



  
 

  
 

The Browns’ urgency figuring out where Njoku belongs among the league’s tight ends should be at an all-time high. 
Njoku is in the third year of his four-year rookie deal, meaning, general manager John Dorsey has a decision to 
make soon. 
 
Extending Njoku would make him the long-term solution at tight end, likely tying him and Mayfield together for 
several years. Based on Mayfield’s throwing tendencies, finding a Pro Bowl tight end would greatly benefit 
Cleveland. But through 34 career games, it’s unclear if that’s Njoku. 
 
He shows flashes of excellence. Last season he earned 50 receiving yards or more in four consecutive games. But 
on the other hand, he’s never had a 100-yard performance or multi-touchdown game. For every highlight grab, 
there is an equal and opposite dropped ball or awkward play. 
 
Which is why these last six games of 2019 for Njoku will offers a major storyline outside of Cleveland’s playoff 
chances and Mayfield’s development. If Njoku scores some touchdowns, creates chunk plays and shows sure hands 
doing so, then he’ll earn a lucrative extension. 
 
If his output remains status quo, expect the Browns to draft a tight end in April. 



  
 

  
 

A conversation with Demetrius Harris: On hoops, the practice squad and gifted QBs 
By Zac Jackson, The Athletic 
https://theathletic.com/1072869/2019/07/12/a-conversation-with-demetrius-harris-on-hoops-the-practice-squad-and-gifted-qbs/ 
 
John Dorsey tracked Demetrius Harris when Harris was a college player, which is standard except that Harris was a college basketball 
player. 
 
Acting on a tip he’d received while he was the Packers’ director of college scouting, Dorsey tracked Harris the basketball player 
because he believed Harris had the physical attributes to become a viable NFL football player. Harris was a two-sport standout at 
Jacksonville High School, just north of Little Rock, Ark., and was recruited by name-brand college football programs across the 
South. 
 
Harris ended up taking the junior college route, playing basketball for two years at Mineral Area College in Missouri before choosing 
to finish up his college basketball career at UW-Milwaukee. Dorsey and other NFL evaluators were tracking Harris, and the Chiefs 
signed Harris as an undrafted free agent in 2013, Dorsey’s first season as Chiefs general manager. Harris spent his rookie year on the 
Chiefs’ practice squad, then played in eight games in 2014. He comes to the Browns having played in 71 games, starting 33. The 
Browns signed Harris in March to a two-year deal worth as much as $6 million that included a $2 million signing bonus. 
 
Harris, who turns 28 just after the start of training camp, has 47 of his 57 career receptions in the past three seasons. At 6-foot-7, 230 
pounds, he’s a willing blocker who has the ability to also be a red zone matchup issue for opposing defenses. 
 
During the Browns’ mandatory minicamp in June, Harris spoke with Zac Jackson about his journey, his college basketball career and 
his first impressions of the Browns. 
  
Let’s start back in 2013. You were playing college basketball. Did you have any idea or even a thought about the NFL?  
 
Scouts were coming to the games, but I didn’t know that at the time. I found all that out later. I guess during my senior year I maybe 
thought about (pursuing football) but my focus was basketball, just finishing my career strong. When I was playing basketball I was 
just a kid out there playing basketball for the love of the game. When my senior season ended I remember the first call I got from a 
Chiefs scout, but really until then I can’t say the NFL was a serious thought. That first call really changed a lot. 
 
Did the NFL interest surprise you? How did that all go? 
 
I had like 17 teams actually pursue me. The Eagles and the Raiders called not long after the first call came. I had a pro day basically 
inside the gym (at UW-Milwaukee). It all happened pretty fast and it just worked out. 
 
Do I have this right? You were originally going to play college football?  
 
Yes. I committed to Arkansas State but my ACT score wasn’t high enough for me to be immediately eligible. So I kind of just had to 
start over after a couple years of getting recruited in both sports. I chose junior college and chose basketball. Arkansas State kept 
recruiting me and actually wanted me to sign a dual scholarship to play both sports after two years at juco. But I chose to stick with 
basketball and just kind of went through my options with that, which led me to Milwaukee. 
 
When you’re riding the bus around the Midwest to play Horizon League basketball, that’s about as far from the NFL as it gets. Did 
you really ever see all this coming? Or any of this? 
 
I can’t say I did (laughs). I can say I’ve worked for it. Just grateful for the chance and now grateful for every day. 
 
So, is it fair to say you and I are the only ones here right now who have been to a Horizon League basketball game? 
 
Actually, no. John Dorsey came to see me play when he was in Green Bay. I think he actually came more than once to Green Bay. 
 
**Dorsey confirmed that he twice scouted Harris in person during college basketball games.** 
 
You’ve now been in the NFL for six years, but given your background is it fair to say you’re still improving?  
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Absolutely, but I think everybody is. You don’t make it in the NFL if you’re not constantly working to get better. That goes for 
everybody. I’m most definitely improving and I think Browns fans are going to see that this year. I think my best football is still to 
come. 
 
What are your first impressions of the organization, the city, just everything that’s new for you here? 
 
I like Cleveland. Maybe a little too much rain (in May and June) for me but that’s OK. I get the vibe that it’s a football town and that 
people love the Browns. It’s the same way in KC and that’s exciting for me. We have a good team. I’m excited about being a part of it 
and seeing where we can take it. This offense has all the potential in the world, and once we get some more time to work together I 
think we can be really good. 
 
You left a really good young quarterback in Kansas City and you have another really good young quarterback here. Do you see some 
similarities between Patrick Mahomes and Baker Mayfield?  
 
Most definitely. The competitiveness. Winning matters to Patrick, and I see the same in Baker. Just that will to win, from the very first 
(workout). They both have that drive and that confidence. Even though he was a young guy taking over last year, Pat just had so much 
confidence and guys respond to that. That’s how the team kept rolling because guys just believed. They followed his lead. 
 
Some of that presence and confidence those guys have, is that stuff you can’t teach?  
 
For sure. It starts inside those guys, and it starts early on in the meetings or in the huddle or whatever the case may be. It’s taking the 
lead and getting guys excited to follow. I can’t really speak for those guys, but at the same time, it’s just an internal thing. Inside them 
is something special that makes them that way. They aren’t scared of a challenge or afraid to fail. Inside they’re just made to lead, and 
confidence comes with repetition. 
 
You still hoop? 
 
Always. I mean, once the season starts I don’t, but in the offseason, I’m up for a game. I’ll hoop anytime, anywhere. It’s funny 
because I think football was my first love and I’m glad things went the way they did, but I played basketball for so long and I always 
will. I’m always gonna think I can score on anybody. 
 



  
 

  
 

Jarvis Landry to Odell Beckham Jr.: ‘You are the scene’ 
By Mary Kay Cabot, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/09/jarvis-landry-to-odell-beckham-jr-you-are-the-scene.html  
 
BEREA, Ohio — When Odell Beckham Jr. was struggling with the trade from New York to Cleveland, his best friend Jarvis Landry 
knew the right note to strike. 
 
“What people have to understand is, you are the scene," Landry told cleveland.com about his message. “Wherever you are, wherever 
we are, that is the scene. If you look at the influx of reporters now to season ticket sales, Cleveland is the place that everybody wants 
to see, wants to visit. 
 
“You are the scene, so that’s the way to look at it.” 
 
Just after The Land lost its hero in LBJ, it gained a suitable replacement in OBJ. 
 
“He’s definitely an icon as far as everything he’s done on the field and probably the most recognizable person in the NFL — 
international as well — but he’s due for it,’’ said Landry. “He’s ready for it. It comes with it." 
 
Even though Landry and Beckham spoke this moment into existence when they were high schoolers in Louisiana and college 
teammates at LSU, it still hit Beckham like an Ndamukong Suh body slam that he was picking up stakes and moving from New York 
to Cleveland. 
 
Even though they imagined it last offseason, when the seeds were first planted, it still rocked his world more than anything that had 
happened in his five-year career. 
 
“It was very hard,'' said Landry. "But it’s always good when you’ve got people or a person that you feel comfortable as you walk into 
the next situation. I was just grateful that I’m here and have the opportunity to make this a better feel for [him].'' 
 
Following the lead of coach Freddie Kitchens, Landry gave Beckham the time he needed to come to grips with the move and his hurt 
feelings from the perceived disrespect by the Giants. 
 
“I trusted that he was working,’’ said Landry. “He was always sending me videos, things like that so there was no doubt in my mind 
that he was going to be ready. ‘At the end of the day, we want you to be you. Come be you,’ and he’s happy with that.’’ 
 
Later, Beckham admitted to GQ The Magazine that he felt Giants GM Dave Gettleman sent him here “to die.” It was something 
Landry could relate to. He felt former Dolphins coach Adam Gase did the same, so it’s one more thing the two have in common, along 
with being misunderstood while with their previous teams. 
 
“When I was in Miami, one of the coaches, his first thing was ‘why do they tell me you’re going to be the hard one to get along 
with?’" Landry said. “I’m like ‘I don’t know.’ That’s not even me. I’m just a true competitor. I want to win. I want to compete. I want 
the ball just like everybody else does. It’s no secret about that stuff.'' 
 
Both star receivers, he said, are out to change the narrative. 
 
“I’m sure it weighs on anybody, being alienated in a sense," he said. “I think that weighs on any person who is misunderstood and 
cares in most cases. We’re happy he’s here. He’s put everything behind him. He’s put his best foot forward. We’re excited to see him 
make plays.” 
 
Landry said anyone who takes the time to get to know Beckham will quickly shed preconceived notions. 
 
“He’s probably one of the nicest people that you’ve met,’’ Landry said. “[Other] people get an opportunity to create the narrative. And 
once that narrative’s been created, it’s easy to misunderstand a guy like that. A guy like myself, Baker [Mayfield], guys with 
personality. Guys that just aren’t yes men.’’ 
 
His advice to Beckham, who sometimes needs a pep talk when the spotlight gets too bright, is to be himself. 
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“People are going to try to portray you one way or another and it’s something that at times you can’t control,’’ he said. “I have to 
remind myself that at times, too.’’ 
 
When Beckham went on a Twitter rant in the offseason over Gettleman and then got into a Twitter tiff with Colin Cowherd, Landry let 
him go. He knew the Gettleman rant was Beckham’s way of processing the trade, and felt the Cowherd clapback was justified. 
 
“He’s not saying anything wrong,’’ said Landry. “It’s just like anybody that has an opinion. I don’t see nothing wrong with it.’’ 
 
Beckham has found refuge in hanging out with Landry and his young son and daughter at Landry’s house in Olmsted Falls. It’s so 
much like home, in fact, Beckham moved in about four minutes away. 
 
“It’s been an amazing journey,’’ said Landry. “I had my daughter and he was in New York at the time but we trained in LA during the 
offseason, so he spent some time with my daughter, and then my son came, and now he’s here, so he has more time to just spend with 
them. 
 
"It’s always good when they feel the genuine love and see how much I love him and talk about him around them too, so it’s good. And 
now we’re damn near neighbors.’’ 
 
The two have picked up where they left off at LSU from 2011-13. 
 
“It’s just like college again,’’ said Landry. “Basically we’re just like roommates again and we get an opportunity to talk and go 
bowling, just little things that we always used to do, and in those times we talk and it’s good. 
 
"It’s a safe place and he’s one of those people for that allows me to communicate with him in ways I can’t communicate with certain 
people.’’ 
 
Despite the fact Landry has settled down with a family, they still have “everything” in common. 
 
“We continue to grind [in football] but outside of the game it’s just continue to be friends, continue to have the certain level of 
understanding, knowing there are things that go on with family,'' he said. "A lot of our friends and family are connected. So it’s just 
that, future business, things like that are extremely important.’’ 
 
Equally as important as their friendship, Landry said, is the opportunity to reach the pinnacle in their sport — the Super Bowl. 
 
“There’s no secret,’’ said Landry. “That’s the goal.’’ 
 
They’ve already spoken into existence being together. Can they do the same with the Lombardi Trophy? 
 
“Absolutely,’’ he said. “It’s the most important thing. Sometimes you’ve got to see it first and manifest.’’ 
 
During those times when Landry has had to pick Beckham up a bit, the reminder of keeping their eyes on the prize has been 
paramount. 
 
“In all true competitors, winning fixes all things,’’ he said. "We’ve both been on losing teams. When we go out and win, it’s a whole 
different feeling.’’ 
 
Landry likened his long-awaited reunion with Beckham to winning the lottery. 
 
“It’s like ‘it might not ever happen but I’m going to play these numbers anyway,’" he said. “And then when it does happen, it’s like 
‘wait, I won it.’ I’m excited, I’m nervous. All of the emotion that one person could probably feel but it’s good because it’s going to 
make our team better.’’ 
 
If one of them has 10 catches in a game, and the other just one, so be it. 
 
“Win the game,’’ said Landry. “Whatever it takes to win.’’ 
 



  
 

  
 

Beckham’s mother, Heather Van Norman, said at a Nike appearance on Saturday for Ohio City’s Xhibition shoe store that Browns 
fans embracing her son the way they have has made all the difference. 
 
“I am so proud and happy to be here at the Cleveland Browns,” she said. “What you bring to him, and the joy and the smile on his 
face, from the Cleveland Browns community and Cleveland, is more than anything else I could actually have ever prayed for. God has 
completely blessed us.” 
 
Even though he’s been dealing with a nagging hip injury that cost him most of training camp, Beckham, a three-time Pro Bowler, is 
eager to begin his Browns career Sunday against the Titans at FirstEnergy Stadium. 
 
“I don’t think I can put it into words at the moment,’’ he said Thursday. “I’ve been thinking about it, even when we were in the 
preseason games. For me, when I hear that national anthem, it’s like a trigger song. I don’t know what kind of emotions, thoughts, 
feelings are going to be running through me when I hear that, but I’m definitely anxious and excited about playing.” 
 
Beckham, who missed the final four games of last season with a torn quad, hasn’t played a game — or taken a hit — in nine months. 
But he’s excited to reward Browns fans for the love. 
 
“I could feel their energy [at the scrimmage] and I know this city’s hungry, especially for football, and we have an exciting group 
that’s been put together,’’ he said. “I’m just happy that I’m part of it and I want to give them my best each and every way, to be able to 
get wins." 
 
He is, after all, the scene. 
  



  
 

  
 

Landry cried when he heard OBJ was traded to Browns 
By Emily Caron, Sports Illustrated 
https://www.si.com/nfl/2019/08/20/jarvis-landry-cried-odell-beckham-jr-browns-trade 
 
Jarvis Landry and Odell Beckham Jr. grew up just 50 miles apart in Louisiana. 
 
Browns wide receiver Jarvis Landry cried when he heard that Cleveland traded for his former LSU teammate and best friend Odell 
Beckham Jr. and landed the former Giants' star wideout in exchange for right guard Kevin Zeitler, safety Jabrill Peppers and two draft 
picks. 
 
Landry says he assured Beckham that Cleveland would give him a fresh start. Landry told Sports Illustrated's Ben Baskin that when he 
heard the news, he told Beckham, "Just come be you." 
 
Beckham put down an offer on the house across the street from Landry and fulfilled what had once been a childhood dream of the two 
Louisiana-natives who grew up just 50 miles apart and first met as high schoolers. 
 
Landry and Beckham played together at LSU and always hoped to reunite in the NFL. They also wanted to live nearby one another, 
the duo told SI. 
 
The 2014 draft sent them separate ways, with the Giants taking Beckham with the No. 12 pick and the Dolphins selecting Landry in 
the second round. Beckham spent his first five NFL seasons with New York and signed a five-year, $95 million extension in 2018 
before ultimately being traded to the Browns in March. 
 
Cleveland acquired Landry prior to the 2018 season from Miami. Both Pro Bowl receivers will play alongside second-year 
quarterback Baker Mayfield this season. 
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Browns WR Jarvis Landry sporting “Dawgs Gotta Eat” chain 
By Matthew Florjancic, WKYC  
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/browns-wr-jarvis-landry-sporting-dawgs-gotta-eat-chain/95-85e7e992-8d05-43eb-
80f0-502d7716ae7f 
 
CLEVELAND — Shortly after the Cleveland Browns acquired Pro Bowl wide receiver Odell Beckham Jr. in a trade with the New 
York Giants, a catchphrase began circulating on social media and resulted in the making of a t-shirt by a Northeast Ohio company. 
 
Browns wide receiver Jarvis Landry took it a step further and created a “#DawgsGottaEat” chain, which he wore at Classic Park in 
Eastlake Thursday night while promoting the upcoming inaugural Jarvis Landry Celebrity Softball Game and throwing out the first 
pitch prior to the game between the Lake County Captains and Bowling Green Hot Rods. 
 
And eat Landry sure did during his first year in Cleveland 
 
Acquired by the Browns from the Miami Dolphins for draft picks last March and signed to a lucrative multi-year contract extension 
shortly thereafter, Landry lived up to the hype, as he made impactful plays in multiple ways for the offense. 
 
Landry turned 81 receptions into 976 yards and four touchdowns, rushed for 60 yards and one score on just three attempts and 
completed one of his two passes for 63 yards. Additionally, Landry completed a two-point conversion pass to quarterback Baker 
Mayfield in a 21-17 come-from-behind win over the New York Jets at FirstEnergy Stadium in Week 3. 
 
The Browns struggled to find rushing yardage over the first three quarters of play against the Carolina Panthers on December 9th, but 
Landry proved to be a catalyst to the running game, as he broke free for a 51-yard gain on a misdirection play that set up the Browns 
for the go-ahead score. 
 
On third-and-two, quarterback Baker Mayfield faked a handoff to wide receiver Breshad Perriman, who was going from left to right 
across the formation, and then, slipped the ball to Landry, who used an initial burst of speed and cut across the field to flip field 
position. 
 
Landry can do way more than just create separation from a defender and make one-handed catches, as he can throw the ball a little bit, 
too, and is not afraid to show off his arm strength. And show off Landry did midway through the second quarter against the Cincinnati 
Bengals at FirstEnergy Stadium on December 23rd. 
 
The Browns’ second scoring drive of the game covered 70 yards in just three plays in large part because of Landry. On first-and-10 
from the Cleveland 30-yard line, Landry took a double-reverse pitch from wide receiver Antonio Callaway and fired a throw to 
Breshad Perriman for a 63-yard gain. 
 
Landry’s throw travelled 54 yards in the air, moved the Browns from their own 30-yard line to the Cincinnati seven and helped set up 
a touchdown. 
 
Later in the game against the Panthers, the Browns faced a third-and-17 from the Cleveland 49-yard line. Mayfield avoided a rush 
from the Panthers and muscled a throw deep down the left side of the field for Landry, and despite two defenders closing on him, the 
veteran pass catcher hauled in his third receiving score of the season. 
 
Landry started the play on the right side of the formation and ran down the middle of the field until he reached the 20-yard line, and 
then, he did a hard bank left toward the sideline. Seeing Landry hustling down the field, Mayfield launched the pass, and his receiver 
high-pointed the ball and maintained possession throughout the play for the touchdown. 
 
Following the touchdown, Landry held a mock campfire in the corner of the end zone, and then, leapt into the Dawg Pound to 
celebrate with fans. 
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Reunited in Cleveland, Adam Henry believes Beckham-Landry receiving corps could be 'pretty special' 
By Nick Shook, Clevelandbrowns.com 
https://www.clevelandbrowns.com/news/reunited-in-cleveland-adam-henry-believes-beckham-landry-receiving-corps-could-b 
 
The March blockbuster trade that brought Odell Beckham Jr. and Olivier Vernon to Cleveland also reunited Beckham with his former 
LSU teammate Jarvis Landry. But there's a third figure in their past who's been in Cleveland even longer than either of the wideouts: 
their former position coach. 
 
Adam Henry was hired as Browns receivers coach in January 2018, likely without the knowledge he'd be welcoming not one, but both 
of the incredibly talented wideouts who starred under his tutelage at LSU. Sixteen months later, he's again coaching the pair with all 
three members of the Tiger Triumvirate trading purple and gold for brown and orange. 
 
That qualifies them as three people who matter, according to head coach Freddie Kitchens' criteria. It also creates quite the lofty 
expectations for the position group, which possesses more star power than it has in decades. 
 
"It could be pretty special, but again, we've got a long way to go," Henry told reporters Thursday in his first media session since the 
Beckham trade. "It's something that you look forward to and potentially on paper, it's something that's good. But just getting the 
rapport, the me to you, things of that nature. We've got a quarterback that can throw it with great leadership, and with Freddie's mind 
and play-calling we'll be in a good situation." 
 
The process of bringing them together and building such a rapport began with voluntary minicamp and OTAs. Beckham and Landry 
were on the field together for exactly one of those days, with Landry spending the majority of the period on the sidelines as a 
precaution, and the former Giants star opting to train on his own, as he's done during every offseason as a professional. It elicited a 
Thursday response from Kitchens that could be interpreted in a number of ways. 
 
When asked what Beckham has missed, Kitchens replied "a lot." When pressed to elaborate, he was equally as short, saying "the 
offense." 
 
Earlier, Kitchens explained how the team completed an installation of the base of the offense and defense during OTAs. He was 
pleased with the work accomplished, which is important for a team with a new coaching staff. One might surmise that as a result, 
Beckham would arrive for mandatory minicamp at a disadvantage. 
 
Henry, though, has a lengthy history with Beckham, having joined the LSU staff after Landry and Beckham's rookie seasons. The two 
stayed in frequent contact beyond their time in Baton Rouge, with Henry saying Thursday that Beckham has "a good football brain" 
and is "always asking football questions." He knows better than to be too concerned with Beckham's absence. 
 
"He's going to work," Henry said of Beckham. "He's a worker, he's a guy who works hard, he's always in condition, you've got to save 
him from himself when he's practicing because he'll just go and go and go. He's like the young person with a ball. If there's a ball 
being thrown or kicked, he wants it. He wants to play. Even (in the) course of practice, offense may not be going, defense is going, 
he's doing something. He's a busybody in that way." 
 
Henry's presence, in fact, could serve as a reason for optimism more than anything else. He's already been able to help Beckham with 
his adjustment to a new city, market and fan base, a process that has left Beckham feeling "very comfortable now," according to 
Henry. 
 
He thinks the combination of the reunited best friends (Beckham and Landry) and quarterback Baker Mayfield should produce plenty 
of success for the Browns and for Cleveland's newest star, who Henry thinks has his best football ahead of him. He also believes 
Beckham and Cleveland are a perfect match. 
 
"I think it'll be great for him because the fans are tremendous here," Henry said. "The fans are great, they're receptive to him and 
they're going to let him be him and accept him for who he is and I believe this is a great market for him and a great place for him." 
 
If Beckham has to confirm this opinion, he won't have to look far for an honest answer. Two of his closest confidants will be right 
next to him at work. 
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Jarvis Landry’s baby deer encounter with his daughter goes viral, says he was more afraid of it than she was 
By Dan Labbe, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/06/jarvis-landrys-baby-deer-encounter-with-his-daughter-goes-viral-says-he-was-more-
afraid-of-it-than-she-was.html 
 
BEREA, Ohio -- Jarvis Landry and his daughter, Joy, were just out for a walk. When they got home, Landry went in the garage and, 
just like that, his daughter made a new friend -- a baby deer. 
 
“I went to the garage and when I came out of the garage they were already best friends,” Landry said on Tuesday, a day after a video 
he posted on social media went viral of a baby deer following his daughter around in front of their house. 
The baby deer followed behind Joy as she walked in front of the house. She was unfazed by it all. 
 
“She wasn’t (afraid),” Landry said. “I was more afraid than she was.” 
 
He was asked if they gave their new friend a name and responded that they should have. 
 
“If he comes back we’ll definitely give him a name for sure,” Landry said. 
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Odell Beckham Jr.’s catch, the defining moment of his career, was five years ago today 
By Scott Patsko, cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/11/odell-beckham-jrs-catch-the-defining-moment-of-his-career-was-
five-years-ago-today.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio – Maybe you saw it live. Maybe you caught the highlight the next day. Maybe you first learned 
about it while watching a Buick commercial. Whatever the case, you’ve surely known about Odell Beckham Jr.’s 
famous catch for some time now. 
 
It happened five years ago today: Nov. 23, 2014. 
 
Beckham, then a rookie with the Giants, caught a 43-yard touchdown pass from Eli Manning early in the second 
quarter of a Week 12 Sunday night game against the Cowboys. Cornerback Brandon Carr was called for pass 
interference on the play, but it didn’t stop Beckham from leaping and reaching out with his right hand to haul in the 
pass. 
 
It wasn’t just a one-handed catch. Close up photos showed that Beckham caught the pass with two fingers and a 
thumb. 
 
“I guess I gotta thank my mom for the long fingers,” said Beckham after the game. 
 
The NFL called it the catch of the year. 
 
LeBron James, on an off night in his first season back with the Cavs, was impressed. 
 
The Cowboys won the game on a Dez Bryant touchdown catch with a minute left to play. But Beckham was the 
story. He caught 10 of 11 passes thrown his way that night, for 146 yards and two touchdowns. 
 
As you might remember, the moment was popular on social media. 
 
Beckham was already starting to rise in New York. It was his first double-digit catch game, but his third 100-yard 
receiving game in four weeks. The Giants went nowhere in 2014, finishing 6-10, but Beckham’s 91 catches for 
1,305 yards and 12 touchdowns earned him the first of three straight Pro Bowl selections. 
 
Commercials soon followed. One, a 2016 Super Bowl commercial for Buick, reimagined Beckham’s catch as a 
wedding bouquet toss as the Giants receiver looked on. 
 
Buick hasn’t been the only company to use Beckham’s catch in a commercial. 
 
And earlier this year, Beckham had the moment immortalized on the hood of his Rolls Royce. 
 
Happy anniversary. 
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Jarvis Landry to Odell Beckham Jr.: ‘You are the scene’ 
By Mary Kay Cabot, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/09/jarvis-landry-to-odell-beckham-jr-you-are-the-scene.html  
 
BEREA, Ohio — When Odell Beckham Jr. was struggling with the trade from New York to Cleveland, his best friend Jarvis Landry 
knew the right note to strike. 
 
“What people have to understand is, you are the scene," Landry told cleveland.com about his message. “Wherever you are, wherever 
we are, that is the scene. If you look at the influx of reporters now to season ticket sales, Cleveland is the place that everybody wants 
to see, wants to visit. 
 
“You are the scene, so that’s the way to look at it.” 
 
Just after The Land lost its hero in LBJ, it gained a suitable replacement in OBJ. 
 
“He’s definitely an icon as far as everything he’s done on the field and probably the most recognizable person in the NFL — 
international as well — but he’s due for it,’’ said Landry. “He’s ready for it. It comes with it." 
 
Even though Landry and Beckham spoke this moment into existence when they were high schoolers in Louisiana and college 
teammates at LSU, it still hit Beckham like an Ndamukong Suh body slam that he was picking up stakes and moving from New York 
to Cleveland. 
 
Even though they imagined it last offseason, when the seeds were first planted, it still rocked his world more than anything that had 
happened in his five-year career. 
 
“It was very hard,'' said Landry. "But it’s always good when you’ve got people or a person that you feel comfortable as you walk into 
the next situation. I was just grateful that I’m here and have the opportunity to make this a better feel for [him].'' 
 
Following the lead of coach Freddie Kitchens, Landry gave Beckham the time he needed to come to grips with the move and his hurt 
feelings from the perceived disrespect by the Giants. 
 
“I trusted that he was working,’’ said Landry. “He was always sending me videos, things like that so there was no doubt in my mind 
that he was going to be ready. ‘At the end of the day, we want you to be you. Come be you,’ and he’s happy with that.’’ 
 
Later, Beckham admitted to GQ The Magazine that he felt Giants GM Dave Gettleman sent him here “to die.” It was something 
Landry could relate to. He felt former Dolphins coach Adam Gase did the same, so it’s one more thing the two have in common, along 
with being misunderstood while with their previous teams. 
 
“When I was in Miami, one of the coaches, his first thing was ‘why do they tell me you’re going to be the hard one to get along 
with?’" Landry said. “I’m like ‘I don’t know.’ That’s not even me. I’m just a true competitor. I want to win. I want to compete. I want 
the ball just like everybody else does. It’s no secret about that stuff.'' 
 
Both star receivers, he said, are out to change the narrative. 
 
“I’m sure it weighs on anybody, being alienated in a sense," he said. “I think that weighs on any person who is misunderstood and 
cares in most cases. We’re happy he’s here. He’s put everything behind him. He’s put his best foot forward. We’re excited to see him 
make plays.” 
 
Landry said anyone who takes the time to get to know Beckham will quickly shed preconceived notions. 
 
“He’s probably one of the nicest people that you’ve met,’’ Landry said. “[Other] people get an opportunity to create the narrative. And 
once that narrative’s been created, it’s easy to misunderstand a guy like that. A guy like myself, Baker [Mayfield], guys with 
personality. Guys that just aren’t yes men.’’ 
 
His advice to Beckham, who sometimes needs a pep talk when the spotlight gets too bright, is to be himself. 
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“People are going to try to portray you one way or another and it’s something that at times you can’t control,’’ he said. “I have to 
remind myself that at times, too.’’ 
 
When Beckham went on a Twitter rant in the offseason over Gettleman and then got into a Twitter tiff with Colin Cowherd, Landry let 
him go. He knew the Gettleman rant was Beckham’s way of processing the trade, and felt the Cowherd clapback was justified. 
 
“He’s not saying anything wrong,’’ said Landry. “It’s just like anybody that has an opinion. I don’t see nothing wrong with it.’’ 
 
Beckham has found refuge in hanging out with Landry and his young son and daughter at Landry’s house in Olmsted Falls. It’s so 
much like home, in fact, Beckham moved in about four minutes away. 
 
“It’s been an amazing journey,’’ said Landry. “I had my daughter and he was in New York at the time but we trained in LA during the 
offseason, so he spent some time with my daughter, and then my son came, and now he’s here, so he has more time to just spend with 
them. 
 
"It’s always good when they feel the genuine love and see how much I love him and talk about him around them too, so it’s good. And 
now we’re damn near neighbors.’’ 
 
The two have picked up where they left off at LSU from 2011-13. 
 
“It’s just like college again,’’ said Landry. “Basically we’re just like roommates again and we get an opportunity to talk and go 
bowling, just little things that we always used to do, and in those times we talk and it’s good. 
 
"It’s a safe place and he’s one of those people for that allows me to communicate with him in ways I can’t communicate with certain 
people.’’ 
 
Despite the fact Landry has settled down with a family, they still have “everything” in common. 
 
“We continue to grind [in football] but outside of the game it’s just continue to be friends, continue to have the certain level of 
understanding, knowing there are things that go on with family,'' he said. "A lot of our friends and family are connected. So it’s just 
that, future business, things like that are extremely important.’’ 
 
Equally as important as their friendship, Landry said, is the opportunity to reach the pinnacle in their sport — the Super Bowl. 
 
“There’s no secret,’’ said Landry. “That’s the goal.’’ 
 
They’ve already spoken into existence being together. Can they do the same with the Lombardi Trophy? 
 
“Absolutely,’’ he said. “It’s the most important thing. Sometimes you’ve got to see it first and manifest.’’ 
 
During those times when Landry has had to pick Beckham up a bit, the reminder of keeping their eyes on the prize has been 
paramount. 
 
“In all true competitors, winning fixes all things,’’ he said. "We’ve both been on losing teams. When we go out and win, it’s a whole 
different feeling.’’ 
 
Landry likened his long-awaited reunion with Beckham to winning the lottery. 
 
“It’s like ‘it might not ever happen but I’m going to play these numbers anyway,’" he said. “And then when it does happen, it’s like 
‘wait, I won it.’ I’m excited, I’m nervous. All of the emotion that one person could probably feel but it’s good because it’s going to 
make our team better.’’ 
 
If one of them has 10 catches in a game, and the other just one, so be it. 
 
“Win the game,’’ said Landry. “Whatever it takes to win.’’ 
 



  
 

  
 

Beckham’s mother, Heather Van Norman, said at a Nike appearance on Saturday for Ohio City’s Xhibition shoe store that Browns 
fans embracing her son the way they have has made all the difference. 
 
“I am so proud and happy to be here at the Cleveland Browns,” she said. “What you bring to him, and the joy and the smile on his 
face, from the Cleveland Browns community and Cleveland, is more than anything else I could actually have ever prayed for. God has 
completely blessed us.” 
 
Even though he’s been dealing with a nagging hip injury that cost him most of training camp, Beckham, a three-time Pro Bowler, is 
eager to begin his Browns career Sunday against the Titans at FirstEnergy Stadium. 
 
“I don’t think I can put it into words at the moment,’’ he said Thursday. “I’ve been thinking about it, even when we were in the 
preseason games. For me, when I hear that national anthem, it’s like a trigger song. I don’t know what kind of emotions, thoughts, 
feelings are going to be running through me when I hear that, but I’m definitely anxious and excited about playing.” 
 
Beckham, who missed the final four games of last season with a torn quad, hasn’t played a game — or taken a hit — in nine months. 
But he’s excited to reward Browns fans for the love. 
 
“I could feel their energy [at the scrimmage] and I know this city’s hungry, especially for football, and we have an exciting group 
that’s been put together,’’ he said. “I’m just happy that I’m part of it and I want to give them my best each and every way, to be able to 
get wins." 
 
He is, after all, the scene. 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

 
  



  
 

  
 

Odell Beckham Jr. believes chemistry with Baker Mayfield will be 'scary' 
By Tyler Dunne, Bleacher Report 
https://bleacherreport.com/articles/2851619-out-of-the-factory-of-sadness 
 
Two words crossed his mind the moment he became a Cleveland Brown. 
 
The same two words that have crossed everyone's mind for the past three decades the moment they've been banished to the NFL's 
unofficial landfill.          
 
"Oh" and "s--t." 
 
Inside the Browns facility, Jarvis Landry's eyes widen at the memory of March 9, 2018. "At first," he admits, "it was kind of ugly." He 
was in Miami when the news broke, set to speak at his own cystic fibrosis event, and he didn't even have a clue who Cleveland's 
quarterback was. All Landry knew was that he was headed to a team that had gone 1-31 the previous two seasons. To him, it felt like 
the Dolphins were sending him to the place football careers go to die. 
 
Then he met general manager John Dorsey. Then he met the owners. 
 
Then in a span of 12 months, the Browns transformed into legit Super Bowl contenders. 
 
It's happened so fast, so furiously, that this all feels like a dream. Any moment now, fans are sure to wake up to realize Earnest Byner 
still fumbled, Art Modell still stabbed them in the back, the quarterback position is still cursed and the future is still doomed. 
 
But no. This is no dream. The Browns—the freakin' Browns!—are 14-1 to win the Super Bowl at Caesars. The Browns—the 
Browns!—are drawing insane ticket prices. The cheapest ticket for Sunday's season opener on StubHub is more than $150. The 
Browns have America's Quarterback, gnawing into a beer and shotgunning its contents in 3.85 seconds. 
 
The Browns have the two star wide receivers worth north of $170 million, serving as alternating Evel Knievel spectacles through 
practice. 
 
BEREA, OH - AUGUST 6: A view of wide recievers Odell Beckham, Jr. #13 and Jarvis Landry #80 during the Cleveland Browns 
Training Camp on August 6, 2019 at the Cleveland Browns Training Facility in Berea, Ohio. (Photo by Don Juan Moore/Getty 
Images) 
 
Don Juan Moore/Getty Images 
 
The Browns, in 2019, are absolutely electric. 
 
What. Happened. 
 
One strand of dreads dripping down his forehead, Landry leans over a lectern just outside the weight room and explains. His hoodie is 
a canvas of clouds in a light-blue sky—fitting considering the entire fanbase has been on cloud nine all offseason. Typically when a 
new regime takes over an NFL franchise, it fumigates the building. It's terrified of adding any personality, any red flag, anybody who 
will... 
 
"Talk back," Landry cuts in. 
 
But not here. 
 
"Honestly," Landry says, "when you're building from the ground back up, sometimes you need some...some...f--king dudes." 
 
And by God, do the Browns have those. 
 
In Baker Mayfield. In Odell Beckham Jr. In Landry. Everywhere you look are dudes with a snarl. 
 
Outside, receiver Rashard Higgins thinks back to being the 172nd pick and later being cut by Hue Jackson. 

https://bleacherreport.com/articles/2851619-out-of-the-factory-of-sadness


  
 

  
 

 
"That motivated the hell out of me," Higgins says. "Being cut and not knowing why I was cut." 
 
Inside, safety Damarious Randall is surrounded by legends from another lifetime, massive banners commemorating Hall of Famers 
from the '40s and '50s and '60s. The Browns haven't won a championship since 1964, but Randall doesn't flinch. He thought last year's 
7-8-1 team could've won it all. This year? "We plan on leaving no doubt." 
 
That's the way they're training. That's the level of talent here. 
 
"It sounds like a video game type of deal," Randall says, "where you trade all the good players to one team, just so that one team can 
win a Super Bowl. But it happened in real, real life." 
 
He was one of those players traded, of course. The same day they acquired Landry, the Browns stole Randall from the Packers for 
quarterback DeShone Kizer. He can't help but laugh at that. 
 
"I knew it'd go down as one of the worst trades in Green Bay Packers history," Randall says. "Any time I want to feel like I'm on my 
high horse, I still look back like, Damn, they really traded me for DeShone Kizer? No offense to him, but at the end of the day—c'mon 
now." 
 
The Packers viewed Randall as immature, so off he went. For a backup quarterback they'd end up cutting. 
 
The Giants got sick of OBJ. Goodbye. 
 
The Dolphins tired of Landry. Peace. 
 
So many scouts harbored fear about Mayfield's character. The Browns didn't hesitate in making him the first overall pick and face of 
the franchise. 
 
If the NFL has learned anything from the Patriots, it's that players must be transformed into cyborgs, reconfigured and operated by a 
singular mastermind. That's the Belichickian model. That's what most all coaches and GMs have adopted as standard operating 
procedure. When establishing culture, while following a process, thou shalt eliminate all possible red flags. Yet here are the Browns, 
gladly accepting your rejects and malcontents and headaches and prima donnas, because, damn it, these players are really talented. 
 
The Browns want players to be themselves. In fact, they encourage it. 
 
Randall chuckles again. 
 
"Keep those fourth-round picks around," he adds, oozing with sarcasm. "You'll probably get a superstar with them."  
 
Randall and his teammates know you think this experiment is going to spontaneously combust, that they'll be at each other's throats by 
October. 
 
But where others see cockiness, they see confidence. Loads and loads of confidence. 
 
"It might rub some people the wrong way," Randall says, "but we do not care." 
 
CLEVELAND, OHIO - AUGUST 08: Strong safety Damarious Randall #23 of the Cleveland Browns during the first half of a 
preseason game against the Washington Redskins at FirstEnergy Stadium on August 08, 2019 in Cleveland, Ohio. (Photo by Jason 
Miller/Getty I 
 
Jason Miller/Getty Images 
 
Randall promises everyone that he'll keep tweeting and Instagramming whatever the hell he wants. That Mayfield will keep trading 
barbs with Colin Cowherd. That players here will be unapologetically authentic. He believes it's to their own detriment that players in 
the NFL so often do as they are told, that they sit up straight and spew cliches—unlike the personality-driven NBA. It's bad enough 



  
 

  
 

that they have helmets on, their faces covered with facemasks. He could wander around any other NFL stadium and nobody would 
know who he is. 
 
Not surprisingly, there was Randall sporting a "Daaaamnnn"-themed visor from Friday early in training camp and a "Feeling 
Dangerous" visor with Mayfield's mug later in camp. 
 
There is no daily demand to spew cliches here. 
 
"We are who we are," Randall says. "We have a lot of people who are comfortable in their own skin. Some people judge us and want 
us to respond to them judging us. We just don't care. And we're not going to care when we raise up that Lombardi Trophy. People are 
going to say, 'Oh, that team was cheating because they had Odell, they had Jarvis, they had Baker.' ... They're going to say we were 
cheating at the end of the day." 
 
Certainly they'd change everything we thought we knew about team-building. 
 
Now, all the Browns need to do is get there, and no, they're not belligerently stumbling into this 2019 season, either. They have a plan. 
And they know the only players saying "Oh s--t" about Cleveland from here on out will be those on the other sideline. 
 
Says Landry: "We aim for legendary. We aim for the Super Bowl." 
 
The Browns' proximity to Cleveland Hopkins International Airport, a quick two miles, is a friendly reminder that at any moment you 
could be gone. There's next to no margin for error anymore. 
 
This stifling August day, Mayfield rifles a back-shoulder throw to 6'4" Derrick Willies, on the money, and Willies drops it. Twenty 
minutes later, Willies drops another easy ball, and as he trudges back to the huddle, an airplane roars overhead. 
 
Dorsey, in a heavy crew sweatshirt, aggressively chews gum nearby. 
 
Head coach Freddie Kitchens, hard on everyone from the waterboys to the practice officials, stares Willies down. 
 
Soon after, Willies answers, going deep on corner T.J. Carrie and cradling a Mayfield bomb with one free arm. He's ecstatic. He pops 
to his feet with one shoulder pad out, dropkicks the ball toward fans and hip-bumps a teammate. 
 
Three weeks later, he'll be cut anyway. 
 
That's life in Cleveland these days. Urgency is high. There's no room for any BS anymore...when BS was all this franchise knew just a 
couple years ago. 
 
Where to even begin? 
 
Through that 1-31 stretch, any semblance of a foundation in Cleveland crumbled. Multiple Browns staffers recall "silos" and 
"factions" and never-ending "I have nothing to do with this!" finger-pointing that only made a bad situation worse. 
 
Under former top exec Sashi Brown, the plan was to lose. And lose. And that helped the Browns land a pair of top overall picks—but 
the losing was extremely difficult on families (see: mass firings), and the big-picture thinking behind an unprecedented tank was 
flawed. As one Browns front-office source puts it bluntly, "It's not baseball." You're not replenishing a minor league system via 14 
draft picks a year. In football, you're always one player away: a quarterback. And the Browns, under Brown and Hue Jackson, traded 
out of the Carson Wentz pick in 2016. (Their top pick that year, Corey Coleman at 15th overall, has already been on four teams.) The 
next year, they never seriously considered taking Deshaun Watson or Patrick Mahomes with the No. 1 overall pick or using their other 
two first-round picks to trade up and take one of them, though one staffer remembers former quarterbacks coach David Lee banging 
the table for Mahomes. 
 
Instead, Jackson flip-flopped between Myles Garrett and Mitchell Trubisky for months, eventually selecting Garrett. 
 
One exec with the team now describes that coaching staff as "horses--t." Even in 2018, it was obvious to anyone watching Hard 
Knocks that Jackson and then-offensive coordinator Todd Haley didn't get along. But they more so passive-aggressively ignored each 



  
 

  
 

other than outright clashed. Which was probably worse. Haley had some support in the building, though as one source explains, he'd 
handle a problem that was a 1 (on a scale of 1 to 10) with the same ferocity as a 10. 
 
The roster was laughably bad in 2017. The fact that, the following year, one starting tackle (Spencer Drango) was on a practice squad 
and the other (Shon Coleman) was inactive pretty much says all anyone needs to know. Future Hall of Famer Joe Thomas, a Brown 
from when he was drafted third overall in 2007 until he retired after being on injured reserve much of that 2017 season, understood the 
plan. He calls it "taking your medicine" for the shot at a franchise quarterback. But, of course, the Browns had botched that same 
opportunity countless times before. 
 
If John Elway and Peyton Manning rode off into the sunset, Thomas more so lived a nightmare. 
 
"Believe me, it wasn't a lot of fun," Thomas says. "You look at your talent, you look at your roster, you know it's going to be a tough 
go. Week after week, it's brutal to deal with that." 
 
Thomas insists players were buying in through that 1-31 stretch. The team was so young, so green, very few of them just shut it down. 
And that's what hurt most: Players actually were pouring everything they had into every week. Higgins remembers so many 
questioning themselves, thinking, "Damn, what are we doing wrong?" Center JC Tretter, who joined the Browns for that 2017 season, 
knows people looked at 0-16 and assumed, "Oh, they didn't care." Not true, he insists. All 16 losses in 2017 devastated the locker 
room. Sundays make this sport worth it, he says. The grind, the violence, the commitment. 
 
You do it all to win one game, and, as Tretter puts it, to "feel like a king" for six hours. 
 
That feeling never came. Loss after loss, no heroes emerged. 
 
Instead, the Browns had players like No. 1 wide receiver Kenny Britt. Many in the building say he was the worst locker room problem 
they've ever encountered. Many days, Britt would simply tell the team he wasn't going to practice. Coaches would tell him he, uh, 
needed to. And then, one source says, he'd "literally just walk." 
 
Even Higgins doesn't hold back. That kind of attitude from that kind of player—a former first-rounder on a $32 million contract—set a 
terrible standard. 
 
"Coming out here and not wanting to practice and then expect to go to the game and play at full speed?" he says. "It's like, 'Damn, 
man, you didn't even practice, and you're wondering why you dropped the ball? You might've had it in practice.' Little stuff like that, 
man." 
 
A total makeover was needed, and as if descending from the heavens, in came football messiahs with the knowledge to actually put all 
these picks and all this cap space to use. 
 
Out was Brown. In were Dorsey and Eliot Wolf and Alonzo Highsmith. 
 
First thing was first—finding a QB—and multiple sources credit Wolf for pinpointing and pushing for Mayfield very early in the 
process. Long before most anyone deemed Mayfield worthy of a No. 1 pick. 
 
A generation prior, Wolf's father fell in love with Brett Favre, made an extremely unpopular trade for Favre and forever changed the 
Packers franchise. Now, son was trying to do the same as assistant GM for the Browns. Mayfield had Favre-like red flags in the eyes 
of evaluators around the league, but the Browns never viewed those flags as actual weaknesses. Height wasn't a concern. His brash 
style absolutely was not a concern. So what if he planted an OU flag in the middle of Ohio State's field and grabbed his crotch against 
Kansas? Cleveland found it bizarre that Mayfield was considered risky and Darnold safe when everyone the front office talked to at 
Oklahoma, from the athletic director to teammates, raved about Mayfield's character—and Darnold was the one with a whopping 36 
turnovers in 27 college games. 
 
Mayfield didn't only make all the throws; he had the courage to make all those throws. And that's what they loved. "He played with no 
fear," as one Browns scout puts it. The moxie was not toxic to them, nor manufactured. They knew teammates would fight for 
Mayfield because, as another Browns scout says, "Guys like to play with ballers." 
 
Ron Schwane/Associated Press 



  
 

  
 

 
As for OBJ? Dorsey is always making exploratory, "Hey, if you're ever..." phone calls to teams. 
 
After a few lengthy chats with the Giants, he landed arguably the league's best wide receiver. As far as the Browns heard, New York 
simply didn't want to deal with Beckham anymore. To them, sure, there's some "WR1 stuff" and "a tiny bit of selfishness" but nothing 
that could come close to overshadowing the fact that they were adding a certifiable star at a premium position...at 26 years old. 
 
Dorsey is OK with anything extra that comes with Beckham, and Giants GM Dave Gettleman was not. 
 
By surrounding Beckham with Landry and WR coach Adam Henry (who coached both at LSU) and Mayfield, the Browns believe 
they're threading the needle. One Browns scout is frank—"The dude's not a criminal"—and compares Beckham to Deion Sanders in 
that no one is going to "manage" Deion. Once you make the commitment to Beckham, you're committing to everything that comes 
with Beckham because "he's not a normal person, not a normal talent." 
 
Those temper tantrums in New York, to the Browns front office, were rooted in a manic desire to win. 
 
Transaction to transaction, pick to pick, this has been a theme. Players this competitive—like Mayfield, like Landry, like Randall—are 
not scorned. They're coveted. Embraced. The Browns knew Randall wanted to play safety and knew the Packers viewed him as high 
maintenance, so when GM Brian Gutekunst reached out and offered Randall for Kizer with a flip of fourth- and fifth-round picks, 
Cleveland pounced. 
 
Browns coaches and execs say repeatedly that they want players to be themselves. They see players building personal brands, walking 
through the facility with their own names on their shirts, and they think, in the words of one source, "Why not let them have fun?" 
 
They're not talentless like so many of Sashi Brown's whiffs. They're not quitters like Britt. 
 
Take it from Thomas, the man who knows what's ailed this team better than anyone. 
 
"The guys they picked up," he says, "like OBJ and Damarious Randall, or even Jarvis and Baker, they were almost pushing people too 
hard. They were almost too competitive. And teams didn't know how to handle them, because they were emotional." 
 
Which was exactly what the Browns needed. A lightning strike of energy. 
 
Thinking back to the stories he heard about veterans not practicing, Landry cringes. 
 
"Just soft and entitled," he says. "I know for me, it was like, 'Yo, you all ain't done nothing.' Nobody here has done anything that 
where you can pat anybody on the back or take a break or take plays off or whatever. And that culture changed." 
 
Bleeping dude to bleeping dude. 
 
"With a mindset." 
 
So ready or not, here they come. That impassioned speech Landry gave on national TV—"If your hamstring ain't falling off the f--king 
bone … you should be f--king practicing"—has come to life. This is a team in that merciless vision. 
 
There's Mayfield, strutting around the practice field—back arched, head bobbing, yapping. When he's not unleashing rockets here, he's 
chugging beers. He's still saying whatever he wants. He's rocking a thin strip of hair above his lip because, in his words, there's 
"elegance" in a mustache. "You just do not know what is going to happen." 
 
There's Beckham, putting on a show. And Myles Garrett box-jumping with 50-pound dumbbells in his hands. And defensive end 
Olivier Vernon swinging a sledgehammer at a tractor tire inside. And tight end David Njoku, cut like a bodybuilder, saying the 
Browns need players "who aren't afraid to get into someone's face." 
 
And Landry. Any wide receiver who whines and complains and acts like Britt these days is called out on the spot. "Quit Drake'ing!" 
Landry or another receiver will shout, as in don't be "in your feelings." Shut up, get back in line, kick ass. Landry still sounds pissed at 



  
 

  
 

the Dolphins, at anyone who thinks he wanted anything other than this kind of atmosphere, one that pushes everyone to their 
maximum potential. 
 
"Winning is everything," he says. "It's like having the best writer in your building, but you don't let him write. Then, you're like, 
'Damn, when I do write, I do good s--t.' ... My sole goal is to win. If you label me like I'm the best player on the team, let me help you 
win. Passion, confidence, energy, all of that stuff is misplaced." 
 
And standing here, Landry makes it clear it'll take a lot more than him and Beckham and Mayfield to hoist that trophy. This passion 
must be contagious. Other dudes are just as important—and he lists off their names: Nick Chubb. Higgins. Antonio Callaway. Njoku. 
As Landry speaks, teammates walk by, and he shouts their names aloud, too, as if blown away by the Browns' talent. 
 
He's right. To win, it will take more. 
 
It'll take a playmaker setting the tone on defense, a player following the example of the greatest athlete of all time. Randall recently 
heard that Michael Jordan's most famous shot, in Game 6 at Utah, was the product of Jordan practicing that exact same shot again and 
again and again. He heard that Jordan felt more pressure in practice taking that shot than he did with the clock dripping from nine to 
eight to seven to six seconds in the Finals. Right then, Randall knew he needed to put pressure on himself like never before. 
 
For his moment. One he's ready for. He wants to be a Brown for life. 
 
Randall first rips the Packers for using him as a cornerback, kindly pointing out that they drafted a safety (Darnell Savage) in the first 
round a year after shipping him off—"so obviously they didn't do something right—tell 'em I said, 'I appreciate you.'" Then, he rips 
Gregg Williams, Cleveland's defensive coordinator in 2018, for lining him up "about a mile-and-a-half" from the quarterback at 
safety. The player who handed a football to Hue Jackson hints he may have something in store for Williams when he picks off 
Williams' new team, the Jets. 
 
Very rarely will you meet players this liberated, speaking this freely. 
 
When players on other teams speak out like this, they're shamed on Twitter, scolded by their coach, put on mute the rest of the season. 
 
Not in Cleveland, where Dorsey told Randall, Day 1, to be himself. 
 
Randall believes his swagger manifests itself on the field, too. 
 
"I don't have to hide in a shell to pretend anything," says Randall, who had 85 tackles and four picks last season. "Dorsey likes 
whenever I talk trash, because he knows I'm going to back it up. Whenever you have people like that in your corner, you can play 
more freely. You can play more loose and with a lot more chemistry. 
 
"I'm a guy who believes. And when your core players on a team believe, that spreads to the 53rd man on the roster." 
 
That's happening. Everywhere. Not just in the stars whose names you know. The excitement touches the whole roster. Especially 
where it matters most—around Mayfield, right to the wide receiver starting alongside Beckham and Landry. 
 
This August day, Higgins—nicknamed Hollywood, or Wood for short—is sitting atop his helmet, on an empty practice field, thinking 
about his friend Peanut. Five days ago, Peanut called Higgins to say how excited he was about this Browns season. He raved about all 
the weapons on this offense, and then the convo soon turned to Higgins' new car. Higgins bragged about how fast it gets. 
 
Two days later, at 8:45 a.m., Peanut was found dead from an apparent motorcycle crash. Higgins says he's going to fly south the next 
day for the wake. He can't shake a feeling of guilt. Growing up, the two of them loved fast cars, with Higgins actually selling Peanut 
his first car, a Mercury Marauder. 
 
"I asked him, 'What's the fastest you've been on your bike?'" says Higgins, staring ahead, holding back tears. "So it's crazy. And he 
just got the motorcycle. It's like, 'Damn, man.' I wish he wouldn't have gotten that bike." 
 
Ron Schwane/Associated Press 
 



  
 

  
 

It's not the first friend he's lost. Higgins recalls his family of five stuffed into a one-bedroom apartment growing up in the extremely 
violent Oak Cliff neighborhood southwest of Dallas. Many nights, he didn't even know if his family would be able to eat. Other 
nights, he didn't know if he or his friends would live. So many of his friends were swallowed by drugs and gangs, and Higgins says 
aloud he wishes he told them all: "You don't have to sell drugs. There's a better life for you." 
 
He thinks back to losing his dad. He thinks back to the night he could've died. Taking a friend to a girlfriend's house, he drove too far, 
turned around, pulled into a driveway, parked, turned his lights off and all he remembers are sparks. So many sparks. As someone 
sprayed his car with bullets, Higgins sped off, somehow unharmed, to a nearby gas station. He assumes someone on that dangerous 
street thought he was doing a drive-by shooting himself. 
 
You better believe all of this makes him exactly the competitor Landry wants. Higgins says it's all turned him "into a dog," adding, "S-
-t, you don't know what I've been through." 
 
Higgins heads back inside and it begins to downpour, thunder crackling throughout Berea. 
 
A storm is coming in 2019. For better or worse. 
 
Is it only a matter of time before someone goes berserk? Beckham possesses the uncanny ability to piss off every type of cornerback. 
The loud ones, like Josh Norman, can't stand him. As Norman told B/R in 2017: "I hope I don't catch him outside. Let's just say that." 
The quietest of the quiet corners can't, either. Stephon Gilmore, way back in 2015, was the first pro to really go after Beckham, calling 
him a "prima donna." 
 
Told about these exchanges, word for word, Landry hardly flinches.  
 
"His passion is construed as something other than what it actually is," Landry says. "You see the same things from other players, other 
sports—and it's 'true passion.' You see it from him and it's 'prima donna, diva, this and that.' ... He is a person that if he has to kick 
your ass, he'll kick your ass. But he's not looking for that. 
 
"On the field, his passion is very, very, very, very passionate." 
 
In a dream world, the Browns take Beckham's passion and Landry's passion and Baker's and Higgins' and Randall's and create 
something unheard of. One of Landry's favorite movies is Major League. That Cleveland Indians team—from the Wild Thing to 
Willie Mays Hayes—is so much like this Browns team to him. All of those characters aren't supposed to be in the same place at the 
same time, he explains, but they are. And "they build some s--t that is legendary." 
 
Still, that doesn't change the fact that there's only one ball to go around. Keeping everyone happy, September through February, may 
be an impossible proposition. Running back Duke Johnson Jr. already asked for and received a trade. Maybe that's only the tip of an 
iceberg bound to sink the Browns. 
 
Landry insists he and Beckham share a unique understanding, that they'd never want to hurt each other. Hell, their plan all along was 
to be teammates by their third or fourth contracts, and here they are. 
 
CLEVELAND, OHIO - AUGUST 29: wide receivers Odell Beckham #13 and Jarvis Landry #80 of the Cleveland Browns talk on the 
sidelines during the first half of a preseason game against the Detroit Lions at FirstEnergy Stadium on August 29, 2019 in Cleveland, 
 
Jason Miller/Getty Images 
 
Who receives how many targets, he repeats, will not be an issue. Not after so much losing. 
 
"Now we go into the aspect of understanding how hard it is to win a damn game in the NFL," Landry says. "When you have that 
mindset, OK, 'You had 10 catches. I had three catches. Did we win the game? Then, so what? Let's celebrate. We're going to 
celebrate.'" 
 
That's hard to believe, but when pressed, he's adamant. He says that he'd never be upset with Beckham taking center stage and that 
Beckham feels the same. Higgins even says Landry told him, man to man in private, that he's reached a place where he wants to see 
others to succeed. 



  
 

  
 

 
That, to Higgins, hit home. That attitude, like the speech, is contagious. 
 
Adds Higgins, "Honestly, if we're winning, there shouldn't be any complaining." 
 
And if there is? 
 
The head coach is ready. 
 
The world is a beautifully blunt place when Kitchens speaks. There's no filibustering, no need to stuff words like "process" and 
"culture" into some Coachspeak Rosetta Stone to see what this one really means. No, when former colleague Bob Wylie criticized 
Kitchens, downplaying his role in the Browns' 2018 surge and claiming to hear he was fired from a hospital bed, Kitchens was ready. 
 
When Wylie drew first blood, Kitchens responded at a press conference with devastating daggers. 
 
Sometimes when a person says something, they have to be made to feel relevant, OK? 
 
What about the players? Did they have anything to do with the turnaround? 
 
I went to the hospital to see Bob every week he was in the hospital. I FaceTimed Bob before every game before we went out as a staff 
just so he would continue to feel a part of it.  
 
I had the opportunity to hire Bob. I did not want to. 
 
End of story. 
 
One week later, away from the podium, Kitchens begins a conversation with B/R by saying it's simple to him. He doesn't give a damn 
what anybody has said about any player they've added. He's going to judge each player with his own eyes. You be you. He'll be 
himself. And a trust will build. 
 
The Gadsden, Alabama, native speaks in such a matter-of-fact drawl on everything. This is a man who survived an emergency surgery 
in 2013 to repair a tear in the inner wall of his aorta. (He was given a 20 percent chance to live. Surgery lasted 10 hours.) A man who 
grew up the son of a tiremaker at the Goodyear Tire Plant and will never forget the resiliency of Dad when Dad was laid off after 20-
plus years. A man who then lost "Big Freddie" to lung cancer in 2015. 
 
"Nothing's come easy," he says, "but nothing came easy in my life, either. When people tell you 'No,' you keep saying 'Yes.'" 
 
Adversity, he knows, will strike, and the Browns, he knows, will be accountable in that moment. Because passive-aggressiveness is a 
poison. "There's not going to be any of that here," Kitchens says. Under his watch, problems will be met head-on. 
 
"We're not going to close our eyes and act like it's not there. We're going to address it." 
 
The key for that, he also knows, is strengthening relationships up to a point to handle such blunt moments. And no relationship in 
sports is more important than coach and quarterback. We've seen what can happen when it turns south. 
 
To Kitchens, again, it's simple. 
 
"Here's what I think people lose sight of," Kitchens begins. "Society in itself sometimes is just scared to say the truth. I've always 
heard that the truth will set you free. If I can be truthful with him and he can be truthful with me, what else do we need? Because if he 
can trust that I'll tell him the truth, if he can trust that I have the best interest in mind, he's going to trust me. If he trusts me, he'll listen. 
If he doesn't, he won't. And the same with him. ... That trust allows you to have difficult conversations to enable you to get the most 
out of someone. That's where we're at with our whole team. It's not just Baker." 
 
Ron Schwane/Associated Press 
 
He points to Vernon working out inside the Browns' practice bubble. 



  
 

  
 

 
"I want Olivier Vernon trusting that guy beside him. I want that linebacker trusting that corner. I want that corner trusting that safety. I 
want the right guard trusting the tackle. I want the back trusting the quarterback. 
 
"I know it's simple. But I'm from Alabama. I can be simple." 
 
Don't be fooled. Kitchens may come across as a good ol' boy you'd love to pound beers with, but he's a master innovator. Remember 
Mayfield faking a fly sweep by flipping the ball to himself before slinging a touchdown to Landry? One source says he checked with 
the league office before that Ravens game to make sure the play was legal. Expect more trickeration this year, even if Kitchens isn't a 
distant relative or part-time barista of Sean McVay's. Kitchens sure wasn't at the top of the Browns' list when their search began, but 
he proved he can stay at the cutting edge of today's game. 
 
More importantly, he showed the Browns he's capable of handling egos. 
 
One way? The "inner scorecard." Randall lets everyone in on this secret, on the fact that Kitchens has all players focused on lessons 
from ancient philosophy written about at length by Ryan Holiday in his book, Ego Is the Enemy. Holiday spoke at the NFL owners 
meetings in March, the Browns were intrigued, so there Holiday was in training camp speaking to the entire team. Everyone here, 
Randall explains, is now consumed by their own specific goals. He points to Nick Saban showing zero joy after winning an NCAA 
title. And Drew Brees smiling with his son on the field after a gut-wrenching NFC Championship loss last January. Both had 
unexpected emotions because both were following an inner scorecard—not whatever numbers the scoreboard spat out. 
 
So the world can say whatever they want about the Browns. Under Kitchens, they sincerely do not seem to care. 
 
Players will continue showing up at 7 a.m., leaving at 9 p.m., concerned with themselves and themselves only. 
 
"We know how good we are," Randall says. "We still have to live up to our standard. Myles might have 14 sacks and make the Pro 
Bowl, and he's still moping around, because, by his standard, he missed three other sacks that he should've had. And that's what people 
don't understand. They think success is making it to the Pro Bowl, making a lot of money. No. 
 
"Success to me and success to us is holding ourselves to a certain standard and living up to that standard." 
 
It's so easy to view sports through the prism of wins and losses. Holiday told the entire Browns team that they need to find metrics of 
success that are entirely up to them. They could win the AFC North, but if they do it the wrong way, if they hate the game or hate each 
other, is that success? Holiday wasn't sure if talk of ancient philosophy would turn the team off, especially a team with this many 
personalities. But as Kitchens ripped one player for making a team cameraman pick up food he dropped, he was off and running. 
 
Everyone, Holiday says, was locked into his speech. 
 
His central theme? The No. 1 enemy to this team isn't the talent on other teams or rule changes or injuries or anything external. It's 
making sure ego is kept in check. It's how the guys in this room come together. 
 
"There's a quote from Epictetus," Holiday says. "'It's impossible to learn what you think you already know.' So if you think you're a 
flawless athlete, you're not going to learn the plays, you're not going to learn the schemes, you're not going to hustle hard enough, and 
the talent's not going to come together. 
 
"You can see how quickly an entitled attitude would spiral out of control. The guy who doesn't think he needs to pick up after himself 
is the guy who doesn't hustle back on the drill, is the guy who doesn't lift as much as he can." 
 
This room could crumble into a hodgepodge of individuals, Holiday told them, if they don't consciously think unity over self. 
 
"Ego is the enemy," he says, "of the things that bring talent together." 
 
Maybe that's why training camp, in Cleveland, was different. The scorecards, for everyone, are set after a punishing summer. The days 
of Hue Jackson telling his staff they need to take it easy on select starters are long, long gone, with players in full pads nearly every 
day for three weeks. Practices lasted two-and-a-half hours. When one fight broke out, Kitchens made players run gassers. 
 



  
 

  
 

He set up full tackling drills. Whistles weren't nearly as quick here as other camps. 
 
Kitchens made it clear to everyone that he wanted them to practice through bumps and bruises so they wouldn't wither into December. 
 
No, he's not Rex Ryan 2.0, not a coach who'll completely lose control of a roomful of personalities. He wants his players to be 
themselves, but Kitchens also repeats "Do what’s right" with "Do your job" regularity around here. 
 
It's no shock that two of Kitchens' closest mentors are Bill Parcells and Nick Saban. 
 
Football is "a tough game played by tough people," he says plainly, and "we need to develop that mindset." He'll never forget Parcells' 
words of wisdom: to treat everyone fairly but not everyone the same. To build trust first, and then you can ask players to do what 
they'd normally be uncomfortable doing. 
 
The Browns believe they've reached that point. They have talent. They are, for now, getting along. 
 
Now, all they need to do is win the Super Bowl. 
 
The imagery of imminent destruction is quite horrifying. When the Browns do win the Super Bowl, when they finally exorcise 
decades of demons, nobody knows what to expect. 
 
Lamenting the misery of 0-16, Higgins redirects to praise the fans. For some reason, they kept packing the stadium. And when they 
finally beat the Jets in 2018? They made players feel like they "won the damn Super Bowl." 
 
So, yeah, LeBron James might've summoned approximately 1.3 million people to downtown Cleveland for the Cavaliers 
championship parade. Sure, that party lasted four hours, and hotels sold out, and businesses shut down, and so many children were 
separated from their parents that police needed to reconnect families via social media. Browns linebacker Joe Schobert knows that 
bash would have nothing on their bash. 
 
City officials should prepare for something a bit more apocalyptic. 
 
"When that was happening, people were like, 'Yeah. If the Browns win? The city of Cleveland won't exist anymore,'" Schobert says. 
"If the Browns win the Super Bowl, the city's gone. We're rebuilding. We're starting from scratch. Probably will be a cloud city with 
new technology or something. It'll change Cleveland forever. 
 
"I'd be interested to see what they do when they rebuild. It could be the Dubai of the Midwest. Who knows?" 
 
Adds Tretter, "Luckily, I'm living in the suburbs." 
 
Such is the "sleeping giant" John Dorsey referred to in his introductory presser. 
 
All camp, you could sense it: the team's sordid past bleeding into its unlimited future in the form of Couch and Bernie Kosar and 
Johnny Manziel jerseys blending with the growing Mayfields and Beckhams. The stands were packed. The cheers, no, roars of 
approval were constant. The expectations continued to soar. Only soar. When Greedy Williams leaped in front of Beckham to snare 
the most impressive interception of camp, there was Kitchens afterward reminding Williams of his scorecard: "I think we need to learn 
what to do with the ball when we get an interception." (Williams had chucked the ball in celebration.) 
 
This is what it'll take to win. 
 
Constant attention to the details. Constant reminders that talent alone isn't enough. 
 
Says Schobert: "I think we have talent, on paper, to be one of the contenders for the Super Bowl. But that has to fit together in the 
right way. There's a thousand ways it can fit together and one way it can fit together and do it right and make it to the Super Bowl and 
win it." 
 
And Tretter knows the Browns need to "earn" expectations, "earn" those thoughts of the Super Bowl because so many teams that 
dream—like they're dreaming—end up 6-10. 



  
 

  
 

 
"You don't want to see the talent and say, 'We're better now! We have more talent!'" Tretter says. "The thing that got us over the hump 
was the work." 
 
Winning tends to cure all, he adds. Nobody hears about any negativity behind the scenes when a team wins. 
 
For once, in Cleveland, that's the expectation. To win. Now. The hype feels real, not overinflated by Johnny Football holding his arms 
in the sky and rubbing his fingers together. 
 
Which really makes you feel for the one Canton-bound player mired in a decade of futility. 
 
Joe Thomas never played with talent close to this through his 10,363 consecutive snaps, six head coaches and 20 starting quarterbacks. 
One of the best offensive tackles in NFL history never had a quarterback remotely close to Mayfield or a receiver in the same 
stratosphere as Beckham. He juuuust missed out on the fun, retiring after 0-16. But while the roster has completely changed, he's sure 
the remaining players from 1-31—the Schoberts, the Tretters—will share stories, will remind everyone, "You don't want to go back to 
that s--t.'" 
 
CLEVELAND, OH - OCTOBER 01: Joe Thomas #73 of the Cleveland Browns cools off in the game against the Cincinnati Bengals 
at FirstEnergy Stadium on October 1, 2017 in Cleveland, Ohio. (Photo by Jason Miller /Getty Images) 
 
Jason Miller/Getty Images 
 
Thomas knows this city is ready to erupt. 
 
Thomas knows, better than anybody, how a parade would go down. 
 
"Nuclear holocaust," he says. "Whatever the Cavs had for their parade, just double it and make it twice as long. It's always been a 
Browns town. First and foremost." 
 
He believes in Kitchens, and he believes those new bleeping dudes leading the way have a "Follow me, I know the way to the 
Promised Land" mentality. 
 
So bring it on. Thomas is ready to celebrate. He already bought his Super Bowl tickets, too. Really. At a Madison NFL Alumni Dinner 
this summer, Thomas scooped a pair up in an auction. 
 
He'll be in Miami. 
 
"I plan to wear my Browns jersey," he says. 
 
No pressure, guys.  



  
 

  
 

Landry cried when he heard OBJ was traded to Browns 
By Emily Caron, Sports Illustrated 
https://www.si.com/nfl/2019/08/20/jarvis-landry-cried-odell-beckham-jr-browns-trade 
 
Jarvis Landry and Odell Beckham Jr. grew up just 50 miles apart in Louisiana. 
 
Browns wide receiver Jarvis Landry cried when he heard that Cleveland traded for his former LSU teammate and best friend Odell 
Beckham Jr. and landed the former Giants' star wideout in exchange for right guard Kevin Zeitler, safety Jabrill Peppers and two draft 
picks. 
 
Landry says he assured Beckham that Cleveland would give him a fresh start. Landry told Sports Illustrated's Ben Baskin that when he 
heard the news, he told Beckham, "Just come be you." 
 
Beckham put down an offer on the house across the street from Landry and fulfilled what had once been a childhood dream of the two 
Louisiana-natives who grew up just 50 miles apart and first met as high schoolers. 
 
Landry and Beckham played together at LSU and always hoped to reunite in the NFL. They also wanted to live nearby one another, 
the duo told SI. 
 
The 2014 draft sent them separate ways, with the Giants taking Beckham with the No. 12 pick and the Dolphins selecting Landry in 
the second round. Beckham spent his first five NFL seasons with New York and signed a five-year, $95 million extension in 2018 
before ultimately being traded to the Browns in March. 
 
Cleveland acquired Landry prior to the 2018 season from Miami. Both Pro Bowl receivers will play alongside second-year 
quarterback Baker Mayfield this season. 
  

https://www.si.com/nfl/2019/08/20/jarvis-landry-cried-odell-beckham-jr-browns-trade


  
 

  
 

Odell Beckham Jr. continues to make amazing catches, says offense will be “scary” once he and Baker Mayfield get on same 
page 
By Scott Petrak, BrownsZone.com 
https://www.brownszone.com/2019/08/02/odell-beckham-jr-continues-to-make-amazing-catches-says-offense-will-be-scary-once-he-
and-baker-mayfield-get-on-same-page/ 
 
BEREA — The throw on the slant was way behind him. The pass down the sideline underthrown and over the wrong shoulder. 
 
With Odell Beckham Jr. on the receiving end, it just doesn’t matter. 
 
He made two more one-handed catches Friday at practice — despite still working on his chemistry with quarterback Baker Mayfield. 
 
“Once you get on the same page, I just feel like it’s going to be scary,” Beckham said after practice. 
 
Mayfield and Beckham were introduced by Giants receiver Sterling Shephard – one of Mayfield’s prime targets at Oklahoma — 
became friends and worked out together during the summer before the 2018 season. So they already had a relationship when Beckham 
was acquired from the Giants in March. 
 
But the on-field chemistry and timing remain a work in progress, especially after Beckham skipped almost all of the offseason 
program. 
 
“Everything that’s great comes with patience, takes time, so we’re still developing,” Beckham said. “The best part about it is it’s 
training camp. It’s not real season right now. So we’re just trying to all get on the same page, get everything down, but it’s been a lot 
of fun, working with Coach Freddie, Bake and everybody else just trying to get better each and every day.” 
 
A red zone touchdown Thursday was an illustration of what can happen when they’re thinking the same thing. Beckham was in the 
slot vs. cornerback TJ Carrie, Mayfield liked the matchup and lofted a pass over the shoulder for a touchdown heading toward the 
sideline. 
 
An end zone incompletion Friday showed they still have work to do. Mayfield tried to fit a ball between cornerback Terrance Mitchell 
and linebacker Christian Kirksey in the corner of the end zone, Beckham jumped and got a hand on it but couldn’t hang on as Kirksey 
broke it up. 
 
“I just tell him to do what he does,” Beckham said of Mayfield. “There was a reason he was the first pick. There’s a reason he won the 
Heisman. There’s a reason he led Oklahoma to all those great seasons. 
 
“I just let him tell me what he thinks I should do and I’m just going to do that. He’s going to put it where it needs to be. An example is 
kind of the one in the back of the end zone today where’s there’s two people there, and I feel like I should make that catch. He puts it 
in a good enough place, I should make that catch, and that was the first time we did it. That’s the stuff that comes with practice.” 
 
He said getting on the same page goes deeper than what to do when the ball’s snapped. 
 
“That’s the easy stuff to talk about. That’s football,” Beckham said. “The stuff that’s above the X’s and O’s, that just comes with you 
just talking. Communication is the key to life. It’s essential. 
 
“So just finding ways. If we didn’t like something or if I did something wrong, go ask him. If he wants me to run a different way, we 
just say that and we just keep going. There’s no egos or nothing here. We both are competitive people who want to win, and when 
you’ve got a guy like that, you never want to let him down. So just finding ways to get better really.” 
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Odell Beckham Jr., minus the blond hair, is eager for a fresh start with the Browns: ‘We’re ready to win some games’ 
By Mary Kay Cabot, cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/07/odell-beckham-jr-minus-the-blond-hair-is-eager-for-a-fresh-start-with-the-browns-were-
ready-to-win-some-games.html 
 
STRONGSVILLE, Ohio — With his shock of blond hair lopped off, Odell Beckham Jr. is ready to leave the past behind and start his 
new life as a Cleveland Brown. 
 
“I don’t know what’s going to happen with the hair but I just wanted a fresh start,’’ Beckham, with a tightly-cropped all-black ‘do, 
said his youth ProCamp at Strongsville High. “I feel a little lighter. And honestly, it was just a fresh start. Just kinda you know you’re 
not defined by anything, I’m just comfortable with who I am. So we’ll see what happens. There might be some blond going back in, 
there were a lot of kids who want it. So if it’s requested I might have to go back to it.’’ 
 
Surrounded by 650 kids at his youth camp — some with that same trademark crop of blond — Beckham can’t wait to get started. 
Admittedly, it took him awhile to wrap his mind around the trade from the Giants to Cleveland, but he seems at peace with now. 
 
In the week leading up to Baker Mayfield’s July 6th wedding, Beckham worked out with Mayfield and other Browns teammates at 
UCLA. Jarvis Landry, Rashard Higgins, David Njoku and others were there. 
 
“It went great,’’ Beckham said. “Baker’s ready to sling it and we’re ready to win some games.’’ 
 
Fresh off a lengthy interview with GQ Magazine in which Beckham bared his soul on a wide range of topics, Beckham said camp will 
be all about endearing himself to his new teammates, most of whom he doesn’t know yet. 
 
“I’ve got to learn everybody,’’ he said. “It’s always been something that I’ve had, relationships with all (of my teammates). When we 
start training camp there’s 90 or 100 of us. I’ll build a relationship with anybody around. I’m going to say ‘what’s up’ to anybody 
who’s in that locker room, so my first camp I really just want to be able to come out, set the ground work, have a great, hard camp. 
 
“We’re all going to have our battles and stuff like that, but to really get prepared for this season because I know that it’s going to be a 
grind and it’s going to be a journey.’’ 
 
false 
 
Odell Beckham Jr. opens up to GQ about sexuality rumors, why he skipped Browns OTAs, NY disrespect and more 
 
Odell Beckham Jr. opens up to GQ Magazine about sexuality rumors, why he skipped OTAs, disrespect by the Giants & more. 
 
Although he re-iterated in the GQ article that he felt disrespected by the Giants, who didn’t have a chance to tell him about the trade 
face-to-face because he was in Paris, he hopes to close the door on that chapter. 
 
“The only time that I talk about it is when I get asked about it, so it’s hard,’’ he said. “It’s like a double-edged sword. I don’t want to 
talk about it, but if I get asked about it, I have to answer the question, so I’m really ready to put it all behind me. I think everybody’s 
moved on. I’ve moved on, they’ve moved on, it’s just time. This is where I’m at. I’m at the Cleveland Browns now, this is my team 
and I’m excited about that.’’ 
 
With expectations for the Browns through the roof, Beckham isn’t making and bold proclamations at this point. 
 
"Expectations are just expectations, but I'm excited to be a part of the excitement,’’ he said. “I've watched from afar kind of the 
struggles whether they didn't win a game the one year and then they won a game and now they went from (7-8-1). I feel like it's just 
been on the come up. It's just that time, and I just want to be able to give absolutely everything I have and see where we land with that, 
starting with training camp to then preseason to then the first game of the season, trying not to look too far ahead. 
 
“I feel like in the past I've always come in and be like, 'I want to win Super Bowls.' Obviously, that's the goal. It's the only reason you 
do this. But really just want to slow it down this time, take it day by day, week by week and let's see where we end up." 
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Beckham has already enjoyed being close to his best friend Jarvis Landry, whom he dreamed of playing with in the pros since they 
were in high school in Louisiana. Landry joked last week that he might build a house for Beckham in the backyard, but in the 
meantime, he’s welcome at his house anytime. 
 
It really doesn’t feel real I think until -- even if it’s the first preseason game, we put on that jersey, we run out in the stadium, I don’t 
think I can truly feel it yet,’’ Beckham said. “I’m very excited about it, but I’m trying not to hype myself up because it feels like a 
dream. This is a guy that’s my brother. We joked and talked about having a house next to each other. 
 
“And I’m literally looking at one where he’s at (in Olmsted Falls, Ohio). Being able to ride to work together. Just being able to be 
there for him, as I felt I couldn’t be there for him as he kinda grew, went our separate ways, different teams in the NFL we both had 
our own life problems, life adversities, struggles, all those things. So just being able to be there for him, to see his kids grow up and to 
be able to play football with him, most importantly. It’s truly an honor and a blessing.’’ 
 
Browns GM John Dorsey and Executive Vice President JW Johnson made a cameo appearance at the camp, the same way they did for 
Jarvis Landry’s camp last month at Shaker Heights High School. Dorsey even jokingly asked him for an autograph. Midway through, 
Beckham conducted an interview with his good friend Kimberly Jones of NFL Network, and also sat down with camp sponsor 92.3 
The Fan before spending five minutes with the media. 
 
Kids flocked to Beckham and chased after his golf cart as he moved from one place to the next. 
 
"I definitely feel that, and I think it's because I'm a big kid at heart and I feel like I relate to them so much, whether it's the dances, this, 
that,’’ Beckham said. “I feel like I can really relate to them. The thing I love about kids is they're innocent. They haven't really seen 
the world as much, so they just live. There's no shame in them. There's no having to feel embarrassed about any moment, and I have 
seen a lot of kids from other teams, even when I was in New York and there was Philly fans, whether they were giving me the bird or 
whatever it is, they still were like, 'We love you,' and stuff like that. 
 
“So I know I have a responsibility and obligation and this is who I do it for. This is really why I keep going. This is why I’m inspired 
to do more, why I’m inspired to put the cleats on every single day and keep going." 
  



  
 

  
 

Odell Beckham Jr. opens up to GQ about sexuality rumors, why he skipped Browns OTAs, NY disrespect and more 
By Mary Kay Cabot, cleveland.com 
https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/07/6db0ef76aa9251/odell-beckham-jr-opens-up-to-gq-about-sexuality-rumors-why-he-
skipped-browns-otas-ny-disrespect-and-more.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio — On the eve of Browns training camp, Odell Beckham Jr. opened up to GQ Magazine for the first time about 
sexuality rumors, about why he skipped Browns OTAs and about being disrespected by the Giants after he helped build their brand. 
 
In a candid interview with Mark Anthony Green, Beckham covers all the bases and talks openly about his initial reaction to being 
traded by the Giants to Cleveland, why he hasn’t spent much time here yet, and when he ordered that orange Rolls-Royce with The 
Catch hood ornament, the car that will make more noise here in Cleveland than the Ghostbusters car did when it resided in Rocky 
River all of those years. 
 
He also reveals how long he might stay in the game, and what he might do afterwards. 
 
Here are some excerpts, and the full interview from the August issue of the magazine on newstands Tuesday can be found on 
GQ.com: 
 
On persistent rumors and reports that he’s not straight 
 
 “I’ve never had an opportunity to talk about this. Honestly wasn't offended. I've never once had no problem with anybody who has 
their own personal life that they live. I have friends who are gay. It was almost more funny to me. I almost messed with them even 
more. It's like when someone gives me an ultimatum, I'm usually always going to go to the opposite way of what you want me to go. 
So when they would say that, I would almost mess with them even more. I have no problem with anyone's sexual orientation.'' 
 
Green observes that "The idea that someone must be gay — or that being gay is in any way shameful — because they're dancing or 
have blond hair seems so small-minded." 
 
Beckham: "Or because they're 'close with other men.' Even like little videos where they see me leaned back or something, they'll say 
that I'm looking at a guy's ass. And I'm like, “Bro! You don't even know where my mind is at.” It was just a lose-lose. They'd see me 
with a white woman and be like, “Why don't you be with any sisters?” I have no problem with any race. Love is love. If you're 
attracted to somebody, you're attracted to somebody. There was such a stigma built up, [as though] I don't like my own women. It's 
like, 'no, I don't like anybody who annoys me. [laughs]’" 
 
He said the criticism feels worse when it comes from the black community. 
 
"So someone can't be happy, someone can't be dancing. 'Oh, he's always around guys, he's never around girls.' I just don't want you to 
see what woman I'm with, and I don't want you in my personal life. I always try to keep my personal life my personal life. I feel like I 
don't owe that to anybody.'' 
 
On if he’s happier now or when he wasn’t as famous and scrutinized 
 
"I always say this: I wouldn't change anything for the world for where I'm at now. I also always say this: Be careful what you ask for 
and be careful what you speak.'' 
 
Why? 
 
"I didn't know that getting to that level — or being on the level, like, where a LeBron is at — that I would have to deal with certain 
things. People ask me what advice I would give, and I'm just like: 'Be careful what you ask for.' Like I said, I wouldn't change 
anything for the world, but I wish the world would have more love than hate in it.'' 
 
On how he felt when texted at dinner in Paris that he had been traded 
 
"I felt disrespected. ... This team has not been good for the last six years. Period. ... I didn't have a great playoff game. Don't get me 
wrong, I had a terrible game. But I left the game with seven targets, and I'm supposed to be your number one receiver. I left the game 
with seven targets. We lost. They scored 40 points. It's just all bad. 

https://expo.cleveland.com/sports/g66l-2019/07/6db0ef76aa9251/odell-beckham-jr-opens-up-to-gq-about-sexuality-rumors-why-he-skipped-browns-otas-ny-disrespect-and-more.html
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"I felt disrespected, because I felt like I was a main reason at keeping that brand alive. They were getting prime-time games, still, as a 
5-and-11 team. Why? Because people want to see the show. You want to see me play. That's just real rap. I'm not sitting here like, “It's 
because of me.” But let's just be real. That's why we're still getting prime-time games. I felt disrespected they weren't even man 
enough to even sit me down to my face and tell me what's going on.'' 
 
On critics who want him to get in line more 
 
"I get made out to be some rule breaker. I'm following your rules and your guidelines, but I'm just having fun doing it! It's crazy 
because you give us a voice and then you want to control how we use the voice. And I've been having questions about it recently, 
because it doesn't really make sense to me. It's like you create a monster, but then you don't know how to control it anymore, so then 
you want to tear it down. It's all backwards.''  
 
On if he’s a good teammate and why he skipped Browns voluntary OTAs and minicamp 
 
 "You can literally ask any one of my teammates. My on-the-field football never gets talked about unless people are talking about 
antics. They don't talk about numbers. ... I feel like I'm one of the only people in the NFL where my personal life and my brand are the 
only things that get talked about. They'll do a whole segment about the car that I have on ESPN. Why? I've never been arrested. Never 
have and never will be putting my hands on a woman. I've never done any crimes. I've never done anything but some little petty, dumb 
stuff that we keep harping on.  
 
"They asked, how could I have changed if I didn't go to OTAs? I have to be the very best me to help my team. We don't get paid to be 
at OTAs. If you want players to be there, make it mandatory and pay them. I got traded to a new team, I already paid to live here in 
L.A. for the entire summer.  
 
Are the Giants or Cleveland going to reimburse me for what I've already paid? Are they going to reimburse my trainers, who I've 
already paid? Are they going to reimburse me for the dogs who I've had to put in kennels? There's a lot of expenses. Are they going to 
pay for the rehab I was doing? No. They don't do all of that. That stuff is all on our own. So when it gets time for us to have our own 
life outside of football, they say something. 
 
"When the game is done with you, they chew you up, spit you out. You're done. You're done. I have to take care of myself and my 
family. Period.'' 
 
On who’s the better dancer, him or Baker Mayfield? 
 
"Baker can dance! He's going to have to come see me, though! I try to encourage people to be themselves. I try to encourage Jarvis 
(Landry) to come out of his shell. Be comfortable being uncomfortable. Like, just live. Life is so precious and so short. That's really 
how I think.'' 
 
On maintaining his brand in a smaller market 
 
"I forever will have love for the New York fans. They gave me my first home. But there's this sense of entitlement — like I was made 
there. And in my head, that was the first place I had the opportunity to show the world what God had set out for me to do. It didn't 
matter where I was at. Now, did it help that it was Sunday Night Football for the New York Giants versus the Dallas Cowboys? One 
thousand percent. But The Catch happened around the entire world. I feel like it wouldn't matter where I was at — once you got 
hooked onto who I was and what I was doing. And who knows? If I was in another place, you don't know if the numbers would've 
been more or less." 
 
On when he ordered the orange Rolls-Royce 
 
"(In New York, I felt) I can't do this anymore. I just can't do it. I wasn't happy. I wasn't in a good place. ... I feel like everything is 
about happiness, and I just was not. And even thinking about my car: I had ordered that car in December. 
 
"I was like, 'Man, I want the one with the orange inside.' And then I get traded to Cleveland, and it's just so funny because it was like I 
had been feeling a shift in my life. I don't read too much into the signs and all that stuff, but somebody sent me a lot of stuff during 



  
 

  
 

that time about what I was going through and how I was feeling a shift, and I was just so ready for Him to take me, and then it 
happened.  
 
"So I never question what He does. ... I couldn't sit there and be like, 'Oh, yes, I'm happy I'm going to Cleveland. Let me go pick out 
my house, all my clothes, everything, and I'm just gonna go.' You have to think about it — you're leaving behind an entire life that you 
created. Moving to another place.'' 
 
On if he’s spent much time in Cleveland yet 
 
"Not yet. The only time I've spent time there was when I was playing and when I was there for LeBron — stuff like that. But I think 
the reason it triggered so much emotion out of me is because it reminded me of how my life worked. Like, I would spend time at a 
certain place, I would get to know everybody, and then me and my mom would move. I'd spend time somewhere else, and then me 
and my mom were out. And that was very hard for me, because it's hard to build relationships with people, and care for people, and 
love people, and then you have to pick up and then you're gone.'' 
  



  
 

  
 

Odell Beckham Jr. is an ambassador to the new NFL Academy in London for student athletes 
By Mary Kay Cabot, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/05/odell-beckham-jr-is-an-ambassador-to-the-new-nfl-academy-in-london-for-student-
athletes.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio — Browns receiver Odell Beckham Jr. is one of at least a half-dozen NFL players who have agreed to be 
ambassadors to the new NFL Academy in London for high school age student athletes. 
 
The academy, announced Tuesday by the NFL, hopes to give young people in the UK a chance to play American football and work in 
the sport in various capacities. Beginning in September of 2019, the academy will provide student athletes aged 16-18 the opportunity 
to get a high school education while also learning to play football from full-time professional coaches. 
 
Odell Beckham Jr.: Baker Mayfield will be a Hall of Famer; OBJ will help turn Browns into the Patriots 
 
Odell Beckham Jr. carved a bust for Mayfield, and also plans to turn the Browns into the Patriots. 
 
Sponsored by Nike and based at Barnet and Southgate College in North London, the students will have opportunities to play NCAA 
college in the United States. 
 
Beckham, who enjoys spending time in Europe, has pledged his support as a mentor, which will include regular visits to the academy. 
 
Others are two-time Super Bowl winner Osi Umenyiora; Kansas City Chiefs quarterback and NFL MVP Patrick Mahomes; Pittsburgh 
Steelers wide receiver JuJu Smith-Schuster; the Philadelphia Eagles’ British-born running back Jay Ajayi; and the Carolina Panthers’ 
London-raised defensive end Efe Obada. NFL Hall of Fame receiver Jerry Rice will also participate, and other ambassadors will be 
announced in the future. 
 
“The NFL Academy is a fantastic innovation and I feel privileged to be a part of it,’’ Beckham said in an NFL release. “I hope I can 
be an inspiration to young people who want to use football to make better lives for themselves and I’m excited to be able to play a 
small part in their journey.” 
 
“Being from London and having spent time with so many young athletes there, I know how much the NFL Academy will mean to 
them,” said Obada. “To have the chance to pursue American football while receiving an education and other life-changing skills is an 
awesome opportunity. The values that the sport teaches go beyond the field and can help you make more of your life. I am really 
excited to give the NFL Academy my support and help these young people achieve their dreams.” 
 
Mahomes said: “I am very proud to be one of the first ambassadors for the NFL Academy in the UK. Through the work of my 
foundation – 15 and the Mahomies – we work to give young people, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds, greater 
opportunities in life. The NFL Academy’s objective in combining football and education to do just that is something I am very excited 
about playing a role in. I can’t wait to see it get started and I look forward to getting over to London to contribute to its success.” 
 
Ajayi added: “American football changed my life and I have seen it change the lives of many others. I am looking forward to helping 
the students at the NFL Academy reach their potential, whether it is as students or football players. Maybe I will be playing with some 
of them in the NFL one day!” 
 
The academy, which will soon begin tryouts for its inaugural class of about 80, coincides with the NFL playing its first games in 
October at North London’s new Tottenham Hotspur Stadium. 
 
“The Academy is a first-of-its kind initiative that will deliver against three key elements: education, character development and 
football,” said NFL UK Managing Director Alistair Kirkwood. “The inspiration for the idea was our long-term partnership with 
Tottenham Hotspur. As well as playing games at the new stadium, we had a desire to create something meaningful for the community 
on a year-round basis. 
 
“Also, we have seen from the success of players such as Efe Obada in our Player Pathway program that with the right kind of 
ambition and approach there is potential to achieve breakthrough results.” 
 
Nike will supply the football uniforms. 
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“To have Nike’s support as a partner is a massive endorsement of the Academy,” said Kirkwood. “Their expertise will be a valuable 
asset and something we know the students will be really proud of and excited about.” 
 
 
 
  



  
 

  
 

Odell Beckham Jr.’s new car is the stuff of Dawg Pound dreams 
By Troy L. Smith, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/sports/2019/05/odell-beckham-jrs-new-car-is-the-stuff-of-dawg-pound-dreams.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio – It appears Odell Beckham Jr. will be rolling to Browns games in a style unlike anything we’ve ever seen. 
 
OBJ took to Instagram Tuesday night to post a video of an orange car featuring a custom hood ornament of the receiver’s legendary 
one-handed catch. 
 
A visit to Dreamworks Motorsports’ Instagram page reveals even more. The ornament is part of a custom Rolls Royce Cullinan made 
specifically for Beckham. 
 
It comes wrapped in Browns orange with 26-inch wheels, a custom grill, tinted windows and an epic sound system in the back. You 
can get a full look at the car, below. But there are even more photos of OBJ’s new ride over on the North Carolina-based car 
company’s website. 
 
Dreamworks Motorsports has worked with various celebrities and athletes in the past, including Michael Jordan, Zion Williamson, 
Allen Iverson and others. The company has also customized three cars for Kyrie Irving. 
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Browns’ Odell Beckham Jr. goes ‘Sicko Mode’ in new Nike ad 
By Joey Morona, Cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/entertainment/2019/05/browns-odell-beckham-jr-featured-in-new-nike-ad.html 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- Nike dropped a new commercial featuring Odell Beckham Jr. on the same day Browns head coach Freddie 
Kitchens lamented his new wide receiver’s absence from team practices. 
 
“I just want to see him,” Kitchens told reporters Thursday, according to cleveland.com’s Mary Kay Cabot. Turns out, all he had to do 
was go on Instagram. 
 
Since being traded to the Browns in March, Beckham has only attended one out of nine OTAs and also skipped a three-day voluntary 
minicamp. When asked what Beckham has missed, Kitchens said, “A lot -- the offense.” 
 
That shouldn’t be an issue if Beckham is indeed the larger than life figure Nike makes him out to be in the ad. Set to Travis Scott and 
Drake’s “Sicko Mode,” the spot shows Beckham transform from a statue into a superhero in full Browns uniform, going from New 
York City to Cleveland in a single bound just to do a LeBron-like chalk toss. 
 
Giants running back Saquon Barkley and Bears linebacker Khalil Mack also appear in the commercial, which, based on a few brief 
closeups, is for Nike’s line of football cleats. 
 
Perhaps Beckham will be wearing a pair at the team’s mandatory minicamp June 4-6. 
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Reunited in Cleveland, Adam Henry believes Beckham-Landry receiving corps could be 'pretty special' 
By Nick Shook, Clevelandbrowns.com 
https://www.clevelandbrowns.com/news/reunited-in-cleveland-adam-henry-believes-beckham-landry-receiving-corps-could-b 
 
The March blockbuster trade that brought Odell Beckham Jr. and Olivier Vernon to Cleveland also reunited Beckham with his former 
LSU teammate Jarvis Landry. But there's a third figure in their past who's been in Cleveland even longer than either of the wideouts: 
their former position coach. 
 
Adam Henry was hired as Browns receivers coach in January 2018, likely without the knowledge he'd be welcoming not one, but both 
of the incredibly talented wideouts who starred under his tutelage at LSU. Sixteen months later, he's again coaching the pair with all 
three members of the Tiger Triumvirate trading purple and gold for brown and orange. 
 
That qualifies them as three people who matter, according to head coach Freddie Kitchens' criteria. It also creates quite the lofty 
expectations for the position group, which possesses more star power than it has in decades. 
 
"It could be pretty special, but again, we've got a long way to go," Henry told reporters Thursday in his first media session since the 
Beckham trade. "It's something that you look forward to and potentially on paper, it's something that's good. But just getting the 
rapport, the me to you, things of that nature. We've got a quarterback that can throw it with great leadership, and with Freddie's mind 
and play-calling we'll be in a good situation." 
 
The process of bringing them together and building such a rapport began with voluntary minicamp and OTAs. Beckham and Landry 
were on the field together for exactly one of those days, with Landry spending the majority of the period on the sidelines as a 
precaution, and the former Giants star opting to train on his own, as he's done during every offseason as a professional. It elicited a 
Thursday response from Kitchens that could be interpreted in a number of ways. 
 
When asked what Beckham has missed, Kitchens replied "a lot." When pressed to elaborate, he was equally as short, saying "the 
offense." 
 
Earlier, Kitchens explained how the team completed an installation of the base of the offense and defense during OTAs. He was 
pleased with the work accomplished, which is important for a team with a new coaching staff. One might surmise that as a result, 
Beckham would arrive for mandatory minicamp at a disadvantage. 
 
Henry, though, has a lengthy history with Beckham, having joined the LSU staff after Landry and Beckham's rookie seasons. The two 
stayed in frequent contact beyond their time in Baton Rouge, with Henry saying Thursday that Beckham has "a good football brain" 
and is "always asking football questions." He knows better than to be too concerned with Beckham's absence. 
 
"He's going to work," Henry said of Beckham. "He's a worker, he's a guy who works hard, he's always in condition, you've got to save 
him from himself when he's practicing because he'll just go and go and go. He's like the young person with a ball. If there's a ball 
being thrown or kicked, he wants it. He wants to play. Even (in the) course of practice, offense may not be going, defense is going, 
he's doing something. He's a busybody in that way." 
 
Henry's presence, in fact, could serve as a reason for optimism more than anything else. He's already been able to help Beckham with 
his adjustment to a new city, market and fan base, a process that has left Beckham feeling "very comfortable now," according to 
Henry. 
 
He thinks the combination of the reunited best friends (Beckham and Landry) and quarterback Baker Mayfield should produce plenty 
of success for the Browns and for Cleveland's newest star, who Henry thinks has his best football ahead of him. He also believes 
Beckham and Cleveland are a perfect match. 
 
"I think it'll be great for him because the fans are tremendous here," Henry said. "The fans are great, they're receptive to him and 
they're going to let him be him and accept him for who he is and I believe this is a great market for him and a great place for him." 
 
If Beckham has to confirm this opinion, he won't have to look far for an honest answer. Two of his closest confidants will be right 
next to him at work. 
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Odell Beckham Jr. throws 100-yard pass, challenges Aaron Rodgers and Patrick Mahomes to throw off 
By Ben Axelrod, WKYC 3 
https://www.wkyc.com/article/sports/nfl/browns/odell-beckham-jr-throws-100-yard-pass-challenges-aaron-rodgers-and-patrick-
mahomes-to-throw-off/95-d58330a5-b415-4db6-bddd-f439853d0f7d 
 
Over the course of his football career, Odell Beckham Jr. has established a reputation for himself as being one of the best pass-
catchers on the planet. 
 
As it turns out, the Cleveland Browns' new star wide receiver is pretty good at throwing the pigskin too. 
 
Taking to Instagram on Wednesday, photographer/videographer Jyehro Poquiz shared a video of Beckham throwing a football from 
one end zone of a field to the other. The toss caught the attention of former Browns and current Pittsburgh Steelers cornerback Joe 
Haden, who proclaimed the through to be the length of "the whole field." 
 
RELATED: Social media reacts to whatever Cleveland Browns wide receiver Odell Beckham Jr. was wearing at the ESPY Awards 
 
A reposting of the video shared by @overtime on Twitter has since garnered more than 1.13 million views. 
 
*Warning: Some language Not Safe For Work* 
 
Beckham proceeded to share the video himself with a retweet, which he accompanied with a challenge to two of the NFL's top signal-
callers. 
 
"Man where are AR12 and Pat 15 at," Beckham wrote, referencing Green Bay Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers and Kansas City 
Chiefs signal-caller MVP. "Tell 'em we need to have a throw off." 
 
If the 26-year-old Beckham is serious about a throwing competition, he would've been hard-pressed to have picked two more worthy 
opponents. A 2-time MVP, Rodgers has long laid claim to one of the strongest arms in football, having thrown a 75-yard pass in a 
game as recently as the 2016 season. 
 
Mahomes, meanwhile, showcased his cannon-like arm throughout his run to the 2018 NFL MVP award and was seen throwing a 90-
yard pass -- with ease -- during warmups last October. 
 
If Beckham's latest viral video is to be believed, however, it appears he could at least hang with the gunslingers he called out. For what 
it's worth, the 3-time Pro Bowl receiver recorded three official passes throughout his five years with the New York Giants, completing 
two of them for a total of 106 yards and 2 touchdowns -- each of which came during the 2018 season. 
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‘I am who I am’: Odell Beckham Jr., Antonio Brown and the evolution of the diva receiver 
By Tom Reed, The Athletic 
https://theathletic.com/1122878/2019/08/13/i-am-who-i-am-the-evolution-of-diva-receivers-from-michael-irvin-to-antonio-brown-
and-obj-steelers-raiders-browns-giants/  
 
The body of Odell Beckham Jr. is a work of art, a canvas of flesh covered in scripted passages and intricate portraits of legends from 
the athletic, entertainment and political arenas. 
 
But as the Pro Bowl wide receiver brings his one-handed catches and Gucci-infused flair to Cleveland, there is one simple tattoo, 
recently added, that seems to speak to his state of mind. Stripped vertically down the right side of his neck reads five words: 
 
I 
 
AM 
 
WHO 
 
I 
 
AM 
 
How the Browns deal with this declaration and work to draw out the best of Beckham could go a long way in helping him and a 
collection of budding stars reach their lofty goal of playing for a Super Bowl title. 
 
The 26-year-old Beckham is an electrifying and hard-working playmaker, a social-media savant, an engaging and sensitive millennial, 
a sports aggregators’ dream, a fashion-forward celebrity who is at once comfortable in the spotlight and disillusioned by some of the 
headlines he creates. 
 
He’s likened himself to cartoon character “Quick Draw McGraw,” for having to defend himself against the criticism received during 
his five seasons with the New York Giants. 
 
“I don’t think anyone really knows what it’s like to be me but me and what I go through on a daily basis, little stuff like that,” 
Beckham said. “It’s like every single thing I have to deal with. That’s something that like nobody else, I feel like, has to deal with. I 
feel like I’m in a way different position than anybody else in the NFL. 
 
“I feel like I deal with more. … There are things I’ve done in the past, but as a man, I have tried to grow a lot and tried to put a lot of 
stuff behind me and it keeps being brought up. I am moving forward.” 
 
Odell Beckham Jr. meets with the Browns media last week at their training facility. (Tom Reed / The Athletic) 
 
The term “diva wide receiver” is at least two decades old, and those compiling such lists are happy to grandfather in the likes of Andre 
Rison and Michael Irvin. There is no hard-and-fast definition, but it often describes productive wideouts associated with swagger, 
trash-talking and controversy. 
 
It’s not to suggest divas don’t occupy other positions — more on that topic in a minute — but this offseason spotlighted wide 
receivers and how much negative publicity some organizations are willing to tolerate. The Pittsburgh Steelers traded perennial All-Pro 
Antonio Brown, 31, to the Oakland Raiders for third- and fifth-round picks. The Giants dealt Beckham to the Browns in a blockbuster 
deal for safety Jabrill Peppers and first- and third-round selections just a year after signing the wideout to a massive five-year, $90 
million extension. 
 
Beckham and Brown are in their primes. They weren’t jettisoned for advancing age or diminishing skills. Neither had run afoul of the 
law or Roger Goodell. While the details behind the trades are different — Brown was looking for a new contract he eventually 
received from the Raiders — the motivation for moving the superstars appears similar. The Giants and Steelers had grown weary of 
the drama surrounding the receivers and the impact it was having on the respective franchises. 
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The Raiders are learning quickly that Brown’s immense talents can’t be ordered a la carte. They are getting the entire platter, which in 
the first few weeks of training camp have included virtually no practice participation due to bizarre circumstances. Brown reportedly 
suffered frostbite while failing to wear proper footwear in a cryogenic chamber. 
 
The bigger story, however, is the grievance he filed with the league over an equipment dispute. Brown can no longer wear his 12-year-
old Schutt Air Advantage helmet under NFL safety policies. A source told The Athletic’s Daniel Kaplan that during last week’s 
hearing the league was warned by the receiver’s representatives it would be held liable if Brown suffered a head injury in another 
helmet. 
 
The threat didn’t stop an arbitrator from ruling against the grievance on Monday, according to ESPN. 
 
The Raiders have sent Brown different brands, which all have been met with rejection, according to The Athletic’s Vic Tafur. The 
receiver might fancy an ancient Fred Biletnikoff single-bar bucket pulled from the back of a Raiders’ storage closet to NFL-approved 
helmets that he says obstruct his vision. 
 
Beckham was never so publicly particular about his equipment in New York, but other issues weighed on his former employer. After 
trading the receiver, Giants general manager Dave Gettleman told NJ.com: “I have not been on a team that’s gone to a Super Bowl 
that’s had a culture problem.” 
 
Asked whether the Giants had one, Gettleman replied: “Not anymore.” 
 
An anonymous source told SNY’s Ralph Vacchiano that Beckham “had become too much of a pain in the ass and there was a real fear 
that eventually it would get worse.” 
 
Beckham attended only one of the Browns’ 10 voluntary practices in the spring as he worked out on his own and traveled the world, 
fueling speculation he didn’t want to play for the Browns. But his detractors have been silenced since the start of training camp as the 
receiver has meshed nicely with the club. 
 
He’s loving a reunion with good friend Jarvis Landry and developing chemistry with quarterback Baker Mayfield, whose deep-ball 
accuracy complements Beckham’s game. 
 
The receiver is taking time to bond with new teammates — Beckham said he sits with different players each day at lunch — and is 
becoming an instant fan favorite with his flashy catches and willingness to interact with supporters. He’s given away a pair of cleats to 
a youngster at camp, and last weekend got out of his car to sign a fan’s “OBJR13” license plate. Both acts of generosity were captured 
on film. 
 
Many will reserve judgment on Beckham until the Browns are forced to navigate rough stretches and he has games in which he 
doesn’t stuff box scores with stats. 
 
But ESPN analyst and former NFL wideout Keyshawn Johnson, who knows a bit about self-inflicted drama, said Browns fans should 
focus on Beckham’s performance and not the ancillary headlines surrounding him. 
 
“They are getting a really good player,” Johnson said. “He’s one of the more talented receivers in the league. I think they also are 
getting a creation of the New York media. In other words, don’t fall for the media stuff. Look at the player. Don’t fall for the beard, 
the hair, the dancing, the one-handed catches that everybody has seen. Don’t fall for that because it can trick you. The player is a good 
player and that’s what you want. If that other stuff comes, fine. But the player is the one that you want. 
 
“If he is good, I don’t mind the other stuff anyway. If he helps me win, I could care less. What’s he doing? He’s not hurting anybody.” 
 
Ben Roethlisberger and Antonio Brown were among the NFL’s most lethal tandems until the Steelers’ relationship with Brown soured 
last season. (Justin Aller / Getty Images) 
 
Andrew Hawkins knows a diva when he sees one. The former Bengals and Browns receiver, who spent six seasons in the NFL, thinks 
many fans would be surprised to learn to how many positions the term applies. 
 



  
 

  
 

“I have been in locker rooms and I have known diva offensive linemen,” said Hawkins, an ESPN analyst and Uninterrupted executive 
and host. “I’ve known diva punters.” 
 
Diva punters? 
 
“Yeah, but you are only going to cover who you give a damn about,” Hawkins said. 
 
And here’s where the story gets back to Beckham and Brown and several other difference-making wideouts in a passing league. 
 
“The receivers are the players reporters want to talk to,” Johnson said. “They are the ones impacting the game. I have never asked a 
reporter to talk to me a day in my life. They are the ones who came to me.” 
 
Hall of Fame receiver James Lofton, who serves as a CBS analyst, read aloud the top three leaders in receiving yardage from a season 
ago — Julio Jones, DeAndre Hopkins, Mike Evans — and noted “there’s not a diva in the group.” 
 
Lofton also understands the media and public find more interest in the ones with flamboyant personalities, colorful touchdown 
celebrations and lively sound bites. Beckham and Brown follow in the path of pass-catching divas dating to Rison, Irvin, Johnson, 
Randy Moss, Chad Ochocinco, Braylon Edwards, Terrell Owens and Dez Bryant. 
 
As the NFL evolved from a run-oriented league to one beholden to the pass, attention shifted to the wideouts. While every sport has its 
share of divas — European soccer and the NBA are filled with them — an argument can be made that no position in any sport is more 
closely associated with them. 
 
Keshawn Johnson bought flair to a position he believes was lacking in it prior to his 1996 arrival in the NFL. (Jeff Siner / Getty 
Images) 
 
Johnson, who authored the book “Just Give Me The Damn Ball” in 1997, believes he glamorized the position. 
 
“I had a different type of personality,” said Johnson, who played 11 NFL seasons and won a Super Bowl with Tampa Bay. “Prior to 
me coming into the league, it was pretty boring as far as the receivers go. Andre Rison and Michael Irvin certainly had personalities, 
but I felt like once I got into the NFL in 1996, I kicked it to another level of swag. I was the first dude you can think of to basically tell 
his coach (in this case Jon Gruden) to ‘kiss my ass.’ 
 
“The receiver position is a unique position because we are out there on an island. … When you are out there, you have to approach it 
with a lot of confidence. You have to approach it with a lot of flair. When I came to New York as a rookie, a lot of my teammates 
were driving SUVs and they didn’t dress up for games. Me, I was Southern California sunshine.” 
 
Brown and Beckham are stylish descendants. 
 
Beckham owns a Browns-themed orange Rolls Royce complete with a miniature “OBJ” hood ornament. He’s among the sports 
world’s most fashionable players, and this month’s issue of GQ features a photo spread of him modeling his threads. 
 
Brown also knows how to make an appearance. He’s arrived at training camps in a Rolls Royce, helicopter and this summer landed in 
a hot-air balloon. 
 
Lofton said what gets lost in the showmanship is the fact Beckham and Brown reached the top of their profession on work ethic. The 
analyst recalls watching Brown do wind sprints on the sidelines of an exhibition game during TV timeouts. 
 
“AB wasn’t even playing that night,” Lofton said. “I’ve talked to guys who said he was the hardest-working player on that team and 
second place was a distant second place.” 
 
Lofton said the way the modern game is covered also feeds into the perception of receivers as prima donnas. Hall of Famer Lynn 
Swann agrees. The former Steelers receiver remembers having disagreements with quarterback Terry Bradshaw on the sidelines, but 
they were rarely spotted because networks didn’t have as many cameras at games as they do now. 
 



  
 

  
 

An industry insider told The Athletic last year that regional NFL telecasts have a minimum of nine camera angles. Nationally televised 
games on CBS and FOX include 18 to 20 camera angles, and Thursday night telecasts feature as many as 25. 
 
It’s why when a frustrated Beckham strikes a sideline kicking net or Brown exchanges words with Ben Roethlisberger, it’s likely to be 
shown — and instantly converted into a social media GIF. 
 
“When we are doing a game for CBS, we have a camera on the top receiver every play,” Lofton said. “We want to highlight the 
matchup with the defensive back. There has always been a ‘look at me’ element to the position, but now we are fixated on it.” 
 
Brown averaged an outrageous 120 catches, 1,578 yards and 11 touchdowns per season from 2013 through 2016. His relationship with 
the Steelers, however, eroded rapidly last year. Brown uncharacteristically skipped OTAs, and when he returned to Pittsburgh told 
Pittsburgh reporters, “I had to take some time off to spend time with my family to see what’s important for me. … I can’t seem to get 
away from the pressure.” 
 
He was irked by suggestions that he owes a chunk of his success to Roethlisberger, who also helped make former Steelers wideout 
Mike Wallace rich in free agency. Some wonder whether part of Brown’s motive to leave Pittsburgh, beyond getting a lucrative 
extension, was to prove he could enjoy similar production without Big Ben. 
 
The four-time All-Pro verbally sparred with reporters during last season, took umbrage with JuJu Smith-Schuster being named team 
MVP and didn’t play in the season finale because he elected to sit out practice due to a dispute with Roethlisberger, according to a 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette report. 
 
“I don’t understand all the nuances of how it got to that point, but it’s pretty obvious you were going to have a player who did not 
want to be there and there probably would be better results having him not there as opposed to having him there to stir the pot,” Swann 
said of the Steelers’ decision to trade Brown. 
 
“Everyone wants to be the hero, but in football, you need the whole team to do it. Everyone has to do their thing for you to have your 
moment. There are always better ways to communicate a desire to win to teammates where it doesn’t come across as being selfish. 
That’s the part that not a lot of young men growing up always know and understand.” 
 
Hawkins concedes Brown made his share of mistakes leading to his Steelers divorce but returns to his original point. 
 
“Does AB act like a diva? Yeah, from time to time,” Hawkins said. “We are used to it in that way and we can say he went too far. But 
historically, if you look over the course of Ben Roethlisberger’s career, I don’t know if there’s a bigger diva in the NFL to be quite 
honest. But he’s a quarterback for the Pittsburgh Steelers and nobody ever categorizes it that way.” 
 
Odell Beckham Jr. and coach Freddie Kitchens chat during Browns training camp. (Nick Cammett / Getty Images) 
 
Bill Parcells coached some high-impact, high-maintenance players during his Hall of Fame career. He had Johnson as a youngster in 
New York and Owens as a veteran in Dallas. Parcells declined to discuss either receiver for this story. 
 
Instead, he focused on how teams acquiring enigmatic stars must have a plan in place upon their arrival. Parcells is a former Browns 
consultant and staunch supporter of the team’s general manager, John Dorsey. 
 
“He’s a good man, John,” said Parcells, who knows Dorsey through a mutual friend. “What I like about him is he’s not afraid to take a 
risk. He saw a way to go out and improve his team and he made the deal for Beckham.” 
 
Parcells also is the coach who gave Freddie Kitchens his first job in the NFL with the Cowboys in 2006. 
 
“I’m sure the powers that be have discussed this prior to the acquisition of Beckham,” said Parcells, the only coach in league history to 
lead four franchises to the playoffs. “I’m certain they have something in mind. I don’t think they are out there on any witch hunt. They 
want the player to succeed. It’s in their best interest to have the player succeed for the organization and for the player.” 
 
The Browns have surrounded Beckham with familiarity. 
 



  
 

  
 

Landry is among his best friends dating to their childhood and playing days at LSU. Position coach Adam Henry worked with 
Beckham at LSU and the Giants. 
 
Mayfield has spent the past two summers training with the receiver in Southern California. The quarterback’s ability to throw deep is 
something Beckham often found lacking with the Giants’ Eli Manning. Mayfield ranked fourth in the league a year ago in the 
percentage (14.4) of passes traveling 20-plus yards in the air. 
 
The Browns’ swashbuckling quarterback has harped on the need to develop rhythm and chemistry with all his receivers. Mayfield 
hasn’t hesitated to bark at them during training camp when he finds they’re not in sync and is a frequent visitor to the receivers room. 
 
Henry said Mayfield and Beckham are constantly communicating as the wideout learns tendencies and preferences of a quarterback 
other than Manning. He must also adjust to playing in an offense with so many weapons. 
 
Beckham, who averaged 1,374 receiving yards in his first three seasons before enduring two injury-plagued years, said the only 
numbers that concern him are in the win column. For all his individual glory, he’s never been a champion at any level. The Giants 
failed to win more than six games in all but one of Beckham’s five seasons with them. 
 
He’s spoken enthusiastically about the Browns’ potential to emulate the dynastic Patriots. 
 
“I know some get stuck up on numbers, but this game is about winning,” Beckham said. “I would much rather be in the playoffs than 
go for 1,200 yards and 10 touchdowns.” 
 
Many are interested to see how he reacts to adverse times in Cleveland. After a rocky start to last season, he angered the Giants 
organization by questioning the heart of teammates in an ESPN television interview and for failing to publicly back the embattled 
Manning. 
 
Not that Beckham was wrong in his assessment of a club whose energy and effort were frequently scrutinized. He took another swipe 
at his former club in a GQ interview. 
 
“I felt disrespected, because I felt like I was a main reason (for) keeping that brand alive,” he said. “They were getting prime-time 
games, still, as a 5-and-11 team. Why? Because people want to see the show. You want to see me play. That’s just real rap. I’m not 
sitting here like, ‘it’s because of me.’ But let’s just be real. That’s why we’re still getting prime-time games.” 
 
Beckham has joined a squad with a first-time head coach. Kitchens has vowed he will allow the outspoken receiver plenty of latitude 
to be himself. 
 
Johnson isn’t sure, however,  the new coach is ready to deal with a collection of big personalities and the pressure of winning this 
season. 
 
“I’m afraid for this Kitchens guy,” Johnson said of a longtime assistant promoted to offensive coordinator at midseason last year. “I 
think he’s in over his head and he doesn’t know it. It’s one thing to call plays when there is no pressure and you can have success. 
This is something different.” 
 
Parcells said it’s imperative star players understand what’s expected of them. He added that it’s crucial the coach receives the backing 
of management and ownership when controversy swirls. 
 
“There are some players nowadays — more so than in other times I think — they are just starved for attention,” Parcells said, not 
speaking of anyone specifically. “The social media gives them a forum. It can be divisive to a team. 
 
“Sometimes, a coach is only going to be able to act in accordance with his support system in the organization. If a coach has to impose 
some discipline on the player, is the organization going to support him? That’s not always the case. The organization may not want to 
do that. That’s when it becomes not an equitable situation for the other players. That’s when you run into problems.” 
 
Swann and fellow Hall of Fame receiver Paul Warfield are fans of Beckham and the trade. 
 



  
 

  
 

“I am very impressed with Odell Beckham Jr.,” said Warfield, a member of the Browns’ last championship team in 1964. “You look 
at the physical assets he brings to the position — explosive speed, great acceleration, the ability to maintain balance and make radical 
cuts. He has fluidness and leaping ability. There’s no question in my mind he’s one of the top receivers and there is great reason to be 
encouraged about what his contribution can mean to this ball club.” 
 
Parcells believes great players still want to be coached. He was asked whether gaining Beckham’s respect will help Kitchens deal with 
any off-field distractions that arise. 
 
“We’ll see,” Parcells said. 
 
Hall of Fame receiver Terrell Owens played three seasons with the Cowboys from 2006 to 2008. (Jason Smith / Getty Images) 
 
Former Cowboys linebacker Bobby Carpenter and his wife are raising four children. The methods he sometimes uses to de-escalate 
tensions in his household are similar to the ones he witnessed Tony Romo employ in dealing with the sideline rantings of Owens. 
 
“Romo didn’t feed into it that much,” said Carpenter, who played seven NFL seasons.  “Sometimes, it’s like your kid who does 
something bad and wants to make a scene and you just ignore him and it goes away. So Tony did not feed into it a whole lot, and that 
probably helped.” 
 
Carpenter’s first three seasons in Dallas coincided with Owens’ time there. He observed the many moods of the unpredictable receiver 
and how they could have an impact on the team environment. 
 
The Cowboys signed TO in 2006, Parcells’ last year of coaching in the NFL. Carpenter marveled at ways Parcells tried to draw out the 
best of Owens, who could enrage a coach one minute and win him a game the next. 
 
“Parcells was the antithesis of TO,” said Carpenter, who works as a sports talk radio host in Columbus, Ohio, for 97.1 The Fan. “It 
was interesting to watch the interaction between those two. It was something to see that dynamic.” 
 
From grabbing a fan’s popcorn to celebrate a touchdown to choking back tears in defending Romo’s performance during a playoff loss 
— “that’s my quarterback” — Carpenter saw some memorable moments from the Hall of Fame wideout. 
 
All great receivers want the ball, but Owens’ incessant lobbying for passes could wear on teammates and coaches. 
 
“It can cause division because with a team the ultimate goal is to win,” Carpenter said. “People obviously care about stats because 
they help you get paid, but it was always a little bit more so with him. 
 
“The ultimate compliment sometimes is that you get only two balls, but the team finishes with 320 yards passing because the opponent 
has rolled so much coverage to you the whole game. I don’t know if TO was ever fully OK with that.” 
 
Carpenter is like many football fans. He’s anxious to see how Beckham and Mayfield, two strong-willed personalities, coexist. 
 
The Browns quarterback is among Beckham’s most pugnacious defenders in Cleveland when questions about the receiver’s past or 
penchant for drama are raised. In his second season, Mayfield also isn’t shy about showing everybody who’s the leader of the Browns. 
 
“You throw fiery guys together and there might be some uncomfortable moments, but I ultimately think great players respect other 
great players, especially when they work,” Carpenter said. “There will be some volatile moments, but you can’t ask guys not to be 
who they are. Baker will get on Odell and Odell will get on Baker, and that’s what you like to see because there will be personal 
accountability there.” 
 
Carpenter said teammates often are willing to overlook the antics of a superstar if he’s committed to his craft and can help them win 
on Sundays. 
 
“TO played so hard and you saw the way he came back from injury to play in the Super Bowl with the Eagles,” Carpenter said. “You 
want those guys on your team. You will tolerate some extra stuff because you know that type of player can make the play that’s the 
difference in the game.” 
 



  
 

  
 

Odell Beckham Jr. poses with a young fan for a picture at Browns training camp. (Nick Cammett / Getty Images) 
 
Coaching one of the nation’s most recognized celebrities means sometimes having to answer questions you would never anticipate. 
 
As training camp opened, Kitchens was quizzed about the prevalence of social media and Beckham’s decision to launch his own 
YouTube channel. 
 
“… Hopefully, he invites me on some time,” the coach said. 
 
The line between athletics and entertainment continues to blur. Fifty years ago, legendary Jim Brown retired so he could appear in 
movies. Nowadays, players can film them in their offseasons and dabble in a variety of other projects. 
 
“These guys are out there branding themselves in so many different ways,” Swann said. “Some are doing it for the moment, some are 
doing it for the long term, some are doing it to build bridges to go anywhere and everywhere.” 
 
Beckham, who counts LeBron James among his friends, is a master of marketing his brand and getting his message directly to the 
public. His 13.5 million Instagram followers are the most of any player in the NFL. 
 
Athletes such as Beckham and Brown, who had an acquaintance credentialed with the Steelers to shoot photos for his social media 
accounts, recognize the opportunities such interaction creates. 
 
Not everyone shares their opinion. Parcells joked the best part of owning a stable of thoroughbreds is none of the horses uses Twitter. 
 
“Can you imagine what I would have been like on social media as a player,” said Johnson, who retired in 2006, the year Twitter came 
online. 
 
Electric personalities coupled with great talent attract followers and attention. 
 
Hawkins said athletes must stay true to their character but adds those willing to share their thoughts in a colorful and intriguing 
manner generate more buzz. 
 
“It’s very lucrative to be a diva,” he said. “It’s lucrative for the media to call you a diva. It’s lucrative to be unpredictable to where the 
fans don’t know what they are going to see. Because there are incredible players who are quiet and go about their business and miss 
out on a ton of opportunities — i.e., AJ Green. 
 
“If AJ Green acted like the stereotypical receiver he would be in way more commercials and be on TV a lot more. Patrick Peterson is 
another example. Since he’s been in the league, he’s probably been a top-two or top-three corner, but because he plays in a market 
that’s not well covered and because he’s not a talkative guy, people barely talk about him.” 
 
If receivers are best known for swagger and bravado, the players defending them might be next in line. Fred “The Hammer” 
Williamson, who played in the 1960s, set the tone for defensive backs. Deion Sanders and his bandannas brought excitement and flair 
to the position in the 1990s. 
 
The reigning bad boy in NFL secondaries is Jaguars corner Jalen Ramsey, who arrived at training camp this year in the back of an 
armored truck complete with a hype man on a megaphone. 
 
“Some people liked it, some people hated it,” former NFL receiver Steve Smith said. “Me personally, I thought it was hilarious. I 
loved it. I laughed. I smiled. I said to myself, ‘Dang, I wish I would have thought of it first.’” 
 
Johnson said players such as Ramsey, who toils in small-market Jacksonville, must resort to more outrageous stunts to get noticed. 
 
Hawkins believes one of the best acts of self-promotion was Ochocinco, who brought attention to himself in Cincinnati with his zany 
touchdown celebrations and antics. In 2004, Ochocinco sent a bottle of Pepto Bismol to the Browns secondary. Five years later, he 
mailed a care package that included deodorant to the Ravens. 
 



  
 

  
 

Johnson wonders whether Beckham’s brand will take a hit with his trade from the Giants to the Browns. The newest member of the 
Cleveland receiving corps doesn’t appear concerned. He’s ready to partner with Mayfield and Landry to return the Browns to 
perennial contention. 
 
He also seems at peace with his surroundings. 
 
“Mentally, physically, spiritually, I’ve gone to a different place,” Beckham said. “For the people that know me, they know I’m in a 
place I’ve never been in — in my entire life — and I’m just happy with where I am.” 
  



  
 

  
 

 



  
 

  
 

 
Browns notebook: Overlooked Rashard Higgins believes he's No. 3 WR: 'I'm here for a reason' 
By Nate Ulrich, ohio.com 
https://www.beaconjournal.com/sports/20191122/browns-notebook-overlooked-rashard-higgins-believes-
hersquos-no-3-wr-im-here-for-reason 
 
BEREA — Rashard “Hollywood” Higgins believes he’ll have more chances to walk the red carpet down the stretch. 
 
Higgins said Friday he expects to become the No. 3 wide receiver of the Browns in the aftermath of the 
organization cutting Antonio Callaway on Nov. 14. 
 
The franchise grew tired of Callaway’s behavior — he was often late to work and the NFL recently suspended him 
for 10 games for violating its substance-abuse policy after he served a four-game suspension under the same policy 
to begin this season. 
 
“Obviously, we miss the kid. He was a playmaker for us, and it’s just like the next-man-up mentality,” Higgins said 
after the Browns (4-6) practiced for Sunday’s home game against the Miami Dolphins (2-8). 
 
“I’ve got to be able to fill his shoes. At the end of the day, I’m a ballplayer. I’m here for a reason, so I’ve got to make 
my plays, and when the ball comes to me, that’s what I tend to do.” 
 
The ball came to Higgins on Nov. 10, when he caught the 7-yard, game-winning touchdown pass against the Buffalo 
Bills with 1:44 remaining in the fourth quarter. 
 
But quarterback Baker Mayfield didn’t target Higgins last week in the Browns’ 21-7 win over the Pittsburgh 
Steelers on “Thursday Night Football.” 
 
With the team waiving Callaway about four hours before kickoff, the receiver snaps were distributed as follows: 
Odell Beckham Jr. and Jarvis Landry each logged 65 of the offense’s 71 snaps (92 percent); Higgins 29 snaps (41 
percent); KhaDarel Hodge 10 snaps (14 percent); and Damion Ratley one snap (1 percent). 
 
Asked Thursday who would replace Callaway as the No. 3 receiver against the Dolphins, Browns coach Freddie 
Kitchens said, “We have four or five guys there that can take over that role.” 
 
Will it be Higgins? 
 
“Yeah, I think so,” Higgins replied Friday. “Yeah, I do. I believe that.” 
 
Higgins has just four catches for 55 yards and a touchdown in five games this season, the last one before he’s 
scheduled to become an unrestricted free agent in March. He had a career-high 39 catches for 572 yards and four 
TDs last year. 
 
Higgins, 25, found himself in an awkward situation earlier this season. He missed three games with a sprained 
medial collateral ligament. Then he was inactive for a fourth game and active but didn’t play for a fifth. Higgins 
contended his knee was healthy enough for game action after he sat out three games, but Kitchens made it known 
publicly he disagreed. 
 
This week, Higgins and the coaching staff seem to be on the same page. 
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Offensive coordinator Todd Monken said Thursday Higgins “is healthy. That’s for sure.” Higgins said Friday he’s 
“100 percent” healthy. 
 
“I’ve been trusting the knee,” Higgins added. “I’m good, man. I’m ready.” 
 
Big day 
 
Landry will face the Dolphins for the first time since they traded him to the Browns on March 14, 2018. As much as 
he tries to take a business as usual approach, he admitted there’s more to it. 
 
“It’s emotional for me, being the place I got drafted and just assumed I would be there for the rest of my career,” 
Landry said Thursday. “But things happen and this is a business and I’m happy to be here, but I wouldn’t say it’s a 
bigger game.” 
 
Close friend and former LSU teammate Beckham knows how motivated Landry will be against the Dolphins, even if 
Adam Gase, the coach who traded Landry, is now with the New York Jets. 
 
“Any time someone gives up on you it’s motivating. And it’s not even so much to prove them wrong. That’s all ego-
based. It’s more like confidence within yourself, just to know who you truly are,” Beckham said Thursday. “A game 
like this is going to mean a lot when he goes for 156 yards and two touchdowns and nine receptions. ... He’s going 
to give everything he has, the same way he does every Sunday. 
 
“If he does have extra, he’s going to give it to them this week for sure.” 
 
Traded by the New York Giants in March, Beckham said he’s glad he and Landry were reunited so they can 
participate in this game together. 
 
“I’ve been a part of his journey since we were 16, 17 years old. I know every bit and piece, every story and 
everything that’s going on,” Beckham said. “Just to watch him, I’m going to be excited. He always gets me fired up 
just the way he plays, and I know he’s going to be intense this week.” 
 
Spectacular catch 
 
Kitchens said the Browns will wait another week before activating tight end David Njoku from injured reserve 
following surgery on his broken right wrist. Although Njoku was disappointed, he was happy tight end Stephen 
Carlson should get more snaps. 
 
Signed to the active roster from the practice squad on Nov. 1, the undrafted rookie from Princeton made his first 
career catch a spectacular one, scoring the Browns’ final TD against the Steelers. 
 
Carlson reached over the head of Steelers linebacker Mark Barron and took the ball off Barron’s helmet. The 8-yard 
TD on third down came after linebacker Joe Schobert’s second interception that set up the Browns at the Steelers 
25-yard line. 
 
The play drew praise from offensive coordinator Todd Monken, who called it “just amazing.” 
 
“He will do it exactly the way you want,” Monken said. “Obviously, it was a big play. 
 
“We really had nobody open. Baker did a nice job of initially escaping and then for [Carlson] to redirect and then 
take the ball off the defender’s helmet, I think a lot of people were really excited for him. Usually when your 



  
 

  
 

teammates get excited for somebody, it’s someone that they really respect the way they work and go about their 
business.” 
 
Carlson, 6-foot-4 and 240 pounds, used the skills he developed as a second-team all-state basketball player at 
Jamestown (N.Y.) High School. 
 
“It was a pretty nice catch, I’ve got to admit. That’s something I think I can do regularly and I’ve kind of been doing 
similar stuff since college and try to continue to do it here in practice,” Carlson said Thursday. 
 
“I knew [Barron] was kinda in my face, but I didn’t know exactly what the play would look like when I made it. Just 
concentrating on the ball. It wasn’t like a bullet. It was kind of a lob up there, so I had a little bit of time to adjust 
and make a play on the ball.” 
 
After catching 125 passes for 1,632 yards and 16 touchdowns in four years at Princeton, Carlson appreciated the 
compliments from Monken and Landry, who mentioned him Monday. 
 
“Coming off the field and onto the sideline, everyone was jumping around and getting into my face,” Carlson said. 
“It was probably one of the more exciting times I’ve had playing football. It was definitely an awesome experience. 
The guys in the tight end room are such great guys and they’ve been all supportive all season, especially after that 
catch, and they continue to be now.” 
 
When Landry brought up Carlson’s catch, he called him “Princeton.” That’s fine with Carlson, who said it’s been his 
nickname since training camp. 
 
“I like that, actually,” he said. “That’s kind of been my thing. My buddy Seth DeValve was here for a couple years. He 
said when he was a rookie, they called him Princeton, too.” 
 
Frightening reactions 
 
Free safety Damarious Randall said he received death threats on social media after he delivered a helmet-to-helmet 
hit to Steelers receiver Diontae Johnson with 8:05 left in the third quarter and was ejected from the game. 
 
“I just laugh at them and just keep it pushing,” Randall said. “I mean, I just always find it funny how like fans can say 
what they want to say, but one of my former teammates had said something back to a fan and he ended up losing 
his job.” 
 
Randall referenced safety Jermaine Whitehead responding to his critics earlier this season by making threatening 
and racially charged social-media posts. The Browns cut Whitehead as a result. 
 
Randall said he didn’t respond to anyone who threatened him. 
 
“I didn’t say nothing to nobody,” he said. “I just look at them and sometimes I probably show some of my friends 
and be like, ‘Yo, just look at the stuff that people say. It’s just crazy.’” 
 
Randall said he didn’t intentionally hit Johnson in the helmet, but he reached out to Johnson on Instagram to 
apologize. Johnson was diagnosed with a concussion but returned to practice this week as a full participant and is 
expected to play Sunday. 
 
Injury report 
 



  
 

  
 

Browns defensive end Olivier Vernon (knee) will miss his third consecutive game and safety Eric Murray (knee 
surgery) will sit out his fourth in a row. Schobert (groin) is listed as questionable, but he’s expected to play. For the 
Dolphins, starting cornerback Ken Webster (ankle) is doubtful, and defensive end Taco Charlton (elbow) is 
questionable. 
 
Roster moves 
 
Defensive tackle Brandin Bryant and defensive end Porter Gustin were elevated from the practice squad. 
 
In his first season out Florida Atlantic, Bryant had stints with the Seattle Seahawks (2016) and Jets (2017) and also 
played in the Canadian Football League. Gustin, a rookie from USC who was first signed by the New Orleans Saints, 
has been on the Browns practice squad for the past two weeks. 
  



  
 

  
 

Rashard Higgins: How ‘Hollywood’ beat the odds to play for Cleveland Browns — Terry Pluto 
By Terry Pluto, cleveland.com 
https://www.cleveland.com/browns/2019/09/rashard-higgins-how-hollywood-beat-the-odds-to-play-for-cleveland-browns-terry-
pluto.html 
 
BEREA, Ohio – I saw Rashard Higgins sitting by himself in the Browns locker room. I walked over and introduced myself. 
 
“Hollywood,” he said, shaking my hand. 
 
Hollywood has been his nickname since the third grade, given to him by a youth football coach. Higgins liked to celebrate big plays 
with back flips. 
 
He loves the nickname and has it tattooed on his back. 
 
But you’d expect a guy named Hollywood who is an NFL receiver to have been glittering 5-star college recruit. You’d think he was a 
high draft choice. 
 
Those who follow the Browns know there’s more to Higgins than hype...far more substance than sizzle. 
 
He was the fourth receiver picked in the 2016 draft . . . by the Browns! 
 
Former team president Sashi Brown took the “Mr. Big Volume approach” to finding a receiver in the 2016 draft: 
 
    Corey Coleman, No. 15 overall. 
    Ricardo Louis, No. 114 overall. 
    Jordan Payton, No. 154 overall. 
    Rashard Higgins, No. 172 overall. 
 
“I used that (being drafted low) as motivation," he said. “I knew I should have been drafted higher. But I was going to put my best foot 
forward, work my ass off." 
 
In fact there were 17 receivers selected before him in the 2016 draft. 
 
Only six of them have caught more passes in their careers than Higgins, who has 81 catches in three seasons with the Browns. 
 
As for Coleman, Payton and Louis...none them will be on the field when the 2019 NFL season opens Sunday. 
 
“Guys get drafted now because they are fast,” Higgins said. “But look at it...where are some of those guys now?” 
 
He paused. 
 
“Me not being the fastest, maybe that helped me,” he said. “I had to work for everything.” 
 
IGNORED IN HIGH SCHOOL 
 
Higgins attended Mesquite High School, which is outside of Dallas. 
 
As a senior, the 5A Texas school had an 11-1 record. Higgins caught 69 passes, 10 for TDs. He averaged 16.5 yards per catch. 
 
He was listed at 6-foot and 154 pounds. He was clocked at only 4.6 in the 100-yard dash. 
 
No major college football schools were interested in him during football season. 
 
Colorado State had some scholarships left. An assistant coach named Alvis Whitted talked to a high school coach who said there was 
this kid at Mesquite High who had D-1 talent...but no one was recruiting him. 
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“They saw me in a (high school) basketball game," said Higgins. 
 
A former NFL receiver who himself was drafted in the seventh round and went on to a nine-year career, Whitted like the 
competitiveness and athleticism of Higgins, who was a 17-point scorer for his high school basketball team. 
 
Higgins visited the Fort Collins, Colorado, school and was offered a scholarship. That was his first plane trip. 
 
What if Colorado State had not come along? 
 
“I don’t know,” said Higgins. “I just don’t know.” 
 
IGNORED AGAIN IN COLLEGE 
 
An afterthought as a recruit, Higgins wasn’t supposed to play much as a freshman. 
 
He ended up starting, catching 68 passes. His sophomore season was a breakout with 96 receptions, 17 for TDs. 
 
He left Colorado State with school records for career receptions, yards receiving and TD catches. 
 
He entered the 2016 draft with high hopes. He had grown to 6-foot-1 and 185 pounds...NFL size. 
 
“It was the speed thing again,” he said. 
 
Higgins watched receiver after receiver picked in front of him. Several didn’t have the same production he did at the Division I level. 
 
“I knew I was better than some of those guys,” he said. “I knew it. I just needed someone to give me a chance.” 
 
Higgins caught only four passes in his first season with the Browns. That team had Terrelle Pryor, Andrew Hawkins and Coleman as 
the primary receivers. They also had Ricardo Louis rated over Higgins. 
 
BAKER & HOLLYWOOD 
 
Higgins found a football soul mate in Baker Mayfield. 
 
While Mayfield was the No. 1 pick in the 2018 draft, he still has the attitude of the lightly recruited high school kid. He had to walk-
on at Texas Tech and became a starter. 
 
When Texas Tech didn’t offer Mayfield a scholarship, he transferred to Oklahoma...and walked on again. 
 
Finally, the 6-foot Mayfield became a star for the Sooners and won the Heisman Trophy. 
 
“He was too small, too slow,” Higgins said of Mayfield. “He has a chip on his shoulder; that draws us together.” 
 
At the start of the 2018 training camp, Mayfield was the backup QB. Higgins was practicing with the backup receivers. 
 
“We worked out a lot,” said Higgins. 
 
Mayfield has often mentioned his “chemistry” with Higgins. 
 
HIS MOMENT COMES 
 
The stars of the Browns passing show are expected to be Odell Beckham Jr. and Jarvis Landry. But Higgins has been a favorite target 
of Mayfield’s in tight situations. 
 
Last season, Higgins caught 33-of-43 passes thrown to him by Mayfield. Twenty-four of those catches went for first downs. 
 



  
 

  
 

“I look at it as no pressure...third down...fourth down...nothing big,” he said. “You stay in that moment. You make the catch. You look 
up and it’s first down again.” 
 
Higgins has watched receivers such as Coleman, Gordon, Pryor, Kasen Williams, Sammie Coates and Kenny Britt come and go in his 
3-plus years with the Browns. 
 
He is the senior receiver in terms of tenure in Cleveland. 
 
“Since I’m not the fastest, there has to be something else I’m good at,” he said. “That’s catching the ball and running routes.” 
 
Then the Hollywood came out with a warm smile and these words: 
 
“When the ball comes my way...the show is on...lights, camera, action.”  
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